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INTRODUCTION

A person who invests his/her resources to perform an economic activity is an
entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs share certain common characteristics that include the
ability to work hard, desire to succeed, innovativeness, risk-taking and a vision. It
is common to associate the process of entrepreneurship with uncertainty, especially
when introducing something that does not have a market yet. Therefore, an
entrepreneur needs to be able to seize the right business opportunity after proper
research and planning and with sufficient financial backing.

In India, there are various support agencies and institutions that offer new
entrepreneurs with financial assistance, technology and information. Entrepreneurship
is the key to a country’s economic development, and the Government of India,
through its Five-Year Plans and industrial policies, has concentrated on industrial
development and supported the development of small-scale industries. This book
is divided into five units.

This book, Entrepreneurship Development, has been designed keeping
in mind the self-instruction mode (SIM) format and follows a simple pattern, wherein
each unit of the book begins with the Introduction followed by Objectives for the
topic. The content is then presented in a simple and easy-to-understand manner,
and is interspersed with Check Your Progress questions to reinforce the student’s
understanding of the topic. A list of Self-Assessment Questions and Exercises is
also provided at the end of each unit. The Summary and Key Terms further act as
useful tools for students and are meant for effective recapitulation of the text.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The word entrepreneurship has a wide range of meanings. On the one hand, an
entrepreneur can be defined as the person who wants to work for himself or
herself. On the other hand, an entrepreneur can be defined as a person of high
calibre, aptitude and attitude, possessing qualities found in very few people. An
entrepreneur can be considered as a pioneer of change; he is a person who thinks
about the need of his fellow citizen and takes measures to fulfil them. He can also
be defined as a person offering the medium and chance to various individuals to
think about the different needs of their fellow citizens. As such, they wish to come
up with different ideas to invest their resources in a way that satisfies their needs
and wants and also the needs of the society.
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In general, any person who invests his resources to perform an economic
activity is called as entrepreneur. The word entrepreneur originates from the French
word, entreprendre, which means ‘to undertake’. In a business context, it means
to start a business. According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, an entrepreneur
can be defined as one who organizes, manages, and assumes the risks of a business
or enterprise.

An activity that generates money is called an economic activity. Entrepreneurs
with their various ideas and needs start economic activities. They share certain
common characteristics that include the ability to work hard, the yearning to
succeed in private business, the desire to be innovative, take risks and have a
vision for their business. Entrepreneurship then can be seen as the establishment
of business operations, such as selling and buying, by an entrepreneur.

In this unit, we will study the meaning and importance of entrepreneurship,
along with the functions of an entrepreneur. The unit will also discuss the process
of goal determination.

1.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

 Understand the concept of entrepreneurship development

 Describe the functions of an entrepreneur

 Discuss the process of goal determination

 Examine the challenges and problems faced by entrepreneurs

1.2 ENTREPRENEURSHIP: MEANING AND
DEFINITION

The term ‘entrepreneur’ is often used interchangeably with ‘entrepreneurship’.
But conceptually, they are different terms. An entrepreneur is a creator, whereas
entrepreneurship is the creation. Entrepreneurship is the tendency of a person to
organize his/her own business and run it profitably, exploiting the qualities of
leadership, decision making, managerial calibre, and so on. In a way, an
entrepreneur precedes entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is concerned with the
development and coordination of entrepreneurial functions. It is abstract, whereas
entrepreneurs are tangible persons. Entrepreneurship is a role played by or the
task performed by an entrepreneur. The central task of the entrepreneur is to take
moderate risks and invest money to earn profits by exploiting an opportunity.

As stated above, the word ‘entrepreneurship’ typically means ‘to undertake’.
The word owes its origin to Western societies. But even in the West, the meaning
has undergone changes from time to time. In the early sixteenth century, the term
was used to refer to army leaders. In the eighteenth century, it represented a
dealer who bought and sold goods at uncertain prices. In 1961, Schumpeter used
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the term ‘innovator’ for entrepreneur. Entrepreneurship is recognized all over the
world in countries such as the United States, Germany, and Japan and in developing
countries like India. Entrepreneurs have been described by David McClelland
(1961) as being chiefly motivated by the overwhelming desire to achieve something
and an intense impulse to build.

Like other economic concepts, entrepreneurship has been a subject of much
debate and discussion. It is an elusive concept. Hence, it is defined differently by
different authors. While some compare entrepreneurship to ‘risk-bearing’, others
view it as ‘innovating’ and yet others consider it ‘thrill-seeking’. Let us consider
some important definitions of entrepreneur and entrepreneurship to get a better
understanding of the two terms.

According to Zimmerer and Scarborough, ‘An entrepreneur is one who
creates a new business in the face of risk and uncertainty for the purpose of
achieving profit and growth by identifying significant opportunities and assembling
the necessary resources to capitalize on them’.

According to John K. and Howard Stevenson, ‘Entrepreneurship is the
attempt to create value through recognition of business opportunity, the management
of risk - taking appropriate to the opportunity, and through the communicative and
management skills to mobilize human, financial and material resources necessary
to bring a project to fruition’.

The Australian economist Joseph Schumpeter states that an entrepreneur
places great emphasis on innovation. It includes development of new production
methods, new products, finding new market, developing new form of organization.
In this case innovation leads to wealth creation.

According to Higgins, ‘By entrepreneurship is meant the function of seeing
investment and production opportunity, organizing an enterprise to undertake a
new production process, raising capital, hiring labour, arranging for supply of raw
materials and selecting top managers for day-to-day operations of the enterprise.’

In the opinion of A.H. Cole, former Professor Emeritus, Business Economics,
Harvard University, ‘Entrepreneurship is the purposeful activity of an individual or
a group of associated individuals, undertaken to initiate, maintain or exaggerate
profit by production or distribution of economic goods and services.’

According to Schumpeter, ‘Entrepreneurship is based on purposeful and
systematic innovation. It included not only the independent businessman but also
company directors and managers who actually carry out innovative functions’. In
India, the definition of ‘an entrepreneur as being the one who undertakes to organize,
own and run a business’ was accepted in 1975 at a national seminar on
Entrepreneurship held in New Delhi.

1.3 CONCEPTS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

In this section, you will study the various concepts related to entrepreneurship.
We will begin with the qualities required to be an entrepreneur.
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1.3.1 Qualities of an Entrepreneur

The essential qualities of entrepreneurs are as follows:

(a) Success and Achievement: Entrepreneurs are determined to achieve high
goals in business. This achievement motive gives them the strength to surmount
obstacles, suppress anxieties and overcome misfortune so as to run a
successful business.

(b) Risk Bearer: Rather than gambling or avoiding risks, entrepreneurs take
moderate strategic and financial risks.

(c) Opportunity Explorer: An entrepreneur is always seeking new
opportunities. He seizes opportunities and converts them into realistic
achievable goals by adopting a constructive approach.

(d) Perseverance: Entrepreneurs make extreme efforts and work hard till
their goals and objectives are accomplished. They are undeterred by the
uncertainties, risks and difficulties that come in the way of the achievement
of their goals.

(e) Facing Uncertainty: Achievement-oriented people tend to tackle unfamiliar
but interesting situations. They go ahead with solutions for the problems
even without guidelines. With their analytical ability, they investigate a situation
and act accordingly.

(f) Feedback: Entrepreneurs want prompt feedback of their performance so
that  they can correct themselves without delay.

(g) Independence: Entrepreneurs like to be their own master and want to be
responsible for their own decisions. An entrepreneur is a job giver and not
a job seeker.

(h) Flexibility: Entrepreneurs make decisions based on the prevailing situations.
Successful entrepreneurs do not hesitate in revising their decisions. An
entrepreneur is a person with an open mind and is not rigid in his ideas.

(i) Planner: Entrepreneurs frame realistic business plans and follow them
rigorously to achieve their objectives in a stipulated time limit.

(j) Self-confidence: Entrepreneurs direct their abilities towards the
accomplishment of goals with the help of their strengths.

(k) Motivator: Entrepreneurs influence and inspire people.

(l) Stress Taker: Entrepreneurs take many decisions that may involve lot of
physical and emotional stress. They keep their cool under a lot of tension
while taking decisions.

Many times the concepts of entrepreneurship and small business are used
synonymously. Although there are some similarities between the two words, there
are differences as well. The following are the differences between the entrepreneurial
ventures and small businesses:
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Fig. 1.1 Entrepreneur vs Small Business

 Innovation: There is substantial amount of innovation involved in the
entrepreneurial ventures as compared to small businesses. The innovation
may be present in any aspect, be it product or process or service. It is this
innovation that gives it a competitive edge over the other businesses and
results in wealth creation.

 Amount of wealth creation: A successful entrepreneurial venture creates
substantial amounts of wealth along with creating employment for the creator
and the society. So it not only replaces the traditional method of generating
income stream (small businesses) but also generates huge revenue for the
stakeholders.

 Risk: This is another difference between the small business and the
entrepreneurial venture. An entrepreneurial venture involves high risk as
compared to a small business. If the risk had not been very high, many
people would have utilized the idea and the incentive would not have been
so high.

 Speed of wealth creation: In case of entrepreneurship, the speed of wealth
creation is faster as compared to small business. Small business can generate
wealth over a lifetime but entrepreneurial wealth creation is rapid.

1.3.2 Basic Characteristics of an Entrepreneur

The following are the basic characteristics of an entrepreneur:

 Desire for responsibility: An entrepreneur feels a deep sense of personal
responsibility for the result of the projects that he starts. He prefers to have
control over the resources, which he uses for achieving self-determined
goals.

 Preference for moderate risk: This means that entrepreneurs do not
take wild risks; instead, they take calculated risks. In other words, successful
entrepreneurs are not as much risk takers as they are risk eliminators,
removing obstacles that come in the way of the successful launch of their
ventures.

 Confidence in their ability to succeed: The National Federation of
Independent Businesses (NFIB) found that business owners rated the
success of their companies as quite high — an average of 7.3 on a scale of
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1 (total failure) to 10 (extreme success). This high level of optimism may
explain why some of the most successful entrepreneurs have failed in
business– often more than once – before finally succeeding. Hence,
entrepreneurs are typically confident about succeeding.

 High level of energy: Entrepreneurs are more energetic than the average
person, which sometimes proves to be vital in launching a start-up company.
That energy may be a critical factor given the incredible effort required to
launch a start-up company. Hard work and long working hours are common,
and the pace can be gruelling. For example, during the nascent phase of
Infosys, Narayana Murthy and a few members of his team worked tirelessly
to build a company that would fulfil all the software needs and wants of
customers.

 Desire for immediate feedback: Most entrepreneurs feel a sense of pride
in being entrepreneurs. They take pleasure in facing the challenges that go
with the running of businesses and constantly invite feedback as they are
eager to find out how they are performing. They use this feedback to
overcome their negative points by working on them.

Characteristics
of an

Entrepreneur 

Desire for
responsibility

Preference for 
moderate risk

Confidence in
their ability
to succeed

High level
of energy

Desire for
immediate
feedback

Future
orientation

Skill at
organizing Innovation 

Value of
achievement
over money

Flexibility

Tolerance
for

ambiguity

High degree
of

commitment

High
achieve-

ment 

Fig 1.2 Basic Characteristics of an Entrepreneur

 Future orientation: An entrepreneur has a definite sense of probing for
opportunities. He looks beyond the present and concerns himself with
considering what can be done in the future rather than brooding on what
was done in the past. Not satisfied to sit back and revel in their success,
real entrepreneurs stay focused on the future.

 Skill at organizing: An entrepreneur knows how to bring together the
right people for accomplishing a task. He effectively combines jobs and
people and transforms his vision into reality.

 Innovation: An entrepreneur believes in innovation and problem solving.
Entrepreneurship is a creative activity and an entrepreneur always tries to
do something new in the economy. They always look for the deficiencies in
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the existing system and try to fill the gap with their innovation. While
innovating, it is their sources of motivation and their leadership style that
keeps them going.

 Value of achievement over money: One of the most widely held
misconceptions about entrepreneurship is that it is the desire for money that
drives entrepreneurs. In fact, entrepreneurs are chiefly motivated by the
urge to achieve something; money merely serves as a symbol of achievement
– a means of ‘keeping score’ of the accomplishments.

 Flexibility: Entrepreneurs are capable of adapting themselves to the varying
demands of businesses and customers. Rigidity can lead to failure in today’s
swiftly altering global economy. For example, the American multinational
IBM’s strategy of adopting e-mail advertising in early 1990 evinced a good
response and increased its microprocessors business.

 Tolerance for ambiguity: The entrepreneur expert Amar Bhide says that
entrepreneurs exhibit ‘a willingness to jump into things when it is hard to
even imagine what the possible set of outcomes will be’. Entrepreneurs
have a tendency to be highly tolerant to forever shifting, ambiguous
circumstances, which is often the environment they frequently operate in. It
is essential for them to be able to deal with uncertainty as they have to
continuously make decisions using new and at times even conflicting
information gleaned from a variety of unknown sources.

 High degree of commitment: Entrepreneurship is hard work, and launching
an organization successfully requires total commitment from an entrepreneur.
Business founders often immerse themselves completely in their companies.
Most entrepreneurs have to overcome seemingly insurmountable barriers
to launch an organization and to keep it growing. This requires commitment.

 High achievement: Those people who have a desire to succeed are more
likely to succeed as an entrepreneur. Many psychological studies have
revealed that successful entrepreneurs have a desire for high achievement.

1.3.3 Functions of an Entrepreneur

Generally, an entrepreneur performs many useful functions for the development of
society and to satisfy the needs of fellow citizens. The entrepreneur can identify
opportunities to start a business either as a manufacturer or as a distributor, for
entrepreneurship exists in every field of economic endeavour. Manufacturing
activities require a relatively high capital investment and more entrepreneurial abilities
than distribution activities. An entrepreneur has to have strong motivation and a
desire to achieve success by undertaking a venture and bearing risk for earning
profit.

An entrepreneur is expected to perform the following functions:

(a) Assumption of risk: The entrepreneur assumes all possible risks of the
business that emerges with changes in the tastes of consumers, techniques
of production and new inventions. Such risks are not insurable and the
entrepreneur has to bear the loss, if any. Thus, risk-assumption and risk-
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bearing remains the most important function of an entrepreneur, which he
tries to reduce with his initiative, knowledge, skill and good decision making.

(b) Business decisions: The entrepreneur has to decide the nature and the
type of business to undertake the nature and type of goods that must be
produced or services that must be provided to customers. He enters the
particular industry that offers him the best prospects and produces
whatever commodities he thinks will pay him the most, and employs those
methods of production which seem to him to be the most profitable. He
effects suitable changes in the size of the business, its location, techniques
of production and does everything that is needed for the development of
his business.

Business
DecisionsAssumption

of Risk

Managerial
Functions

Fig. 1.3 Functions of an Entrepreneur

(c) Managerial functions: There are different types of managerial functions
that an entrepreneur has to perform and these are based on the size and
activities of an enterprise. The managerial functions include the formulation
of production plans, the raising of capital, dealing with suppliers for
procurement of raw materials and other materials, providing production
facilities, organizing and conducting sales. Along with this, an entrepreneur
also performs administrative functions such as manpower planning, selection,
recruitment, etc.

1.3.4 Key Elements of Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship refers to the functions performed by an entrepreneur in establishing
an enterprise. Just as management refers to what managers do, entrepreneurship
may be regarded as what entrepreneurs do. In other words, entrepreneurship is
the act of being an entrepreneur. It is a process involving various actions to be
undertaken to establish an enterprise. It is, thus, the process of giving birth to a
new enterprise.
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The key elements of entrepreneurship are:

(i) Innovation

(ii) Risk-bearing

(iii) Economic organization

(iv) Vision

(v) Organizing skills

All these elements are inter-related and form a continuous process in business
(see Figure 1.4). These elements have a great influence on entrepreneurship
development, which in turn leads to economic growth of a nation. Let us understand
what these terms actually mean.

(i) Innovation

Doing something new or something different is a necessary condition for a person
to be called an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs constantly look to do something
different and unique to meet the changing requirements of the customers. They
may or may not be inventors of new products or new methods of production, but
they can foresee the possibility of making use of inventions in their enterprises.
These days one gets to hear of many innovative ideas and actions of entrepreneurs
to meet their customers’ expectations so as to establish their identity in the market.
Let us look at some examples.

In order to satisfy the changing preferences and needs of customers, fruit
juice is sold in small cartons instead of bottles so that customers can throw away
the container after drinking the juice. Lipton offers its tea in small packs known as
‘pudiyas’ to meet the requirements of its rural customers. The passenger car ‘Nano’
is a recent innovation by Tata Motors. Tata Motors wanted to produce a car
which was affordable for the middle class and thus did not want the price to
exceed  1 lakh. Innovations are also taking place in the service sector so as to
provide effective and efficient services to customers using information technology
and the Internet. Since customer tastes and preferences keep on changing, the
entrepreneur needs to come up with new inventions on a continuous basis to meet
these changing demands for products.

(ii) Risk-Bearing

Establishing a new enterprise and trying to do something new and varied involves
different risks, especially financial risks. The enterprise may earn profits or incur
losses because of various factors like increasing competition, changes in customer
preferences, and a shortage of raw material. An entrepreneur, therefore, needs to
be bold enough to assume the risk involved in the enterprise. In fact, he needs to
be a risk-taker, not a risk avoider. His risk-bearing ability enables him to persist
even if he meets with failure in the initial period. It is this quality which ultimately
helps him succeed. The Japanese proverb applies to him: ‘Fall seven times, stand
up eight.’
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Fig. 1.4 Conceptual Model of Entrepreneurship—Based on Key Elements of
Entrepreneurship for Economic Development

(iii) Economic organization

The term economic organization refers to an organization that allocates scarce
resources. It can be a firm, a business unit within a firm, a network of independent
organizations, or a not-for-profit organization (NPO). In what may seem
paradoxical to many, even governments can create entrepreneurial organizations
under the right conditions. The business organization can, of course, pursue gain
and growth as its motivations. In fact, some firms use both profit and size as their
main objectives. Other businesses do not seek growth, which distinguishes
entrepreneurial firms from small businesses. Do NPOs seek gain and growth?
Yes, they do. Although NPOs may be prohibited by law from making profits for
stockholders, they are allowed to accumulate surpluses in their accounts. NPOs
certainly seek growth: More members, more services performed, more clients
served – the list is endless.

(iv) Vision

Vision encompasses the relentless pursuit for operational excellence, innovative
technology and being responsive to the needs of the marketplace. An organization’s
vision is based on what the promoter or entrepreneur wants the organization to be
in the years to come.

(v) Organizing skills

According to Jan Tinbergen, ‘The best entrepreneur in any developing country is
not necessarily the man who uses much capital, but rather the man who knows
how to organize the employment and training of his employees. Whoever
concentrates on this is rendering a much more important service to his country
than the man who uses huge capital’.

1.3.5 Types of Entrepreneurs

On the basis of his study of American agriculture, Clarence Danhof classified
entrepreneurs in the following way:

(i) Innovative entrepreneur

(ii) Adoptive or imitative entrepreneur

(iii) Fabian entrepreneur

(iv) Drone entrepreneur
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(i) Innovative entrepreneur

An entrepreneur who is able to foresee potentially viable and profitable
opportunities through innovation is considered an innovative entrepreneur. An
innovative entrepreneur is highly motivated and talented and ‘innovation’ is his key
function. According to Peter F. Drucker, ‘an innovating entrepreneur is one who
always searches for change, responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity’. An
entrepreneur creates new values or increases the value of what already exists.

An entrepreneur can exhibit his innovativeness in any of the following ways:

(a) By introducing a new product, a new quality, a new process or a new
method for an existing product.

(b) By opening a new market, for example, e-business.

(c) By discovering a new source for the supply of raw material or semi-finished
goods.

(d) By reorganizing the enterprise so as to achieve monopoly or to break up an
existing monopoly position.

(ii) Adoptive or imitative entrepreneur

An imitative entrepreneur does not innovate anything, but imitates techniques and
technologies innovated by others. That means an imitative entrepreneur is one
who is ready to adopt the successful innovations already inaugurated by innovating
entrepreneurs. He simply follows the innovators after carefully observing how they
fare and to what extent their innovation has caught the imagination of the society.
This type of an entrepreneur plays a vital role in developing countries. For example,
Indian entrepreneurs are adopting new technologies developed in Japan, France
and Germany in various lines of products such as automobiles, electronics, and
infrastructure.

(iii) Fabian entrepreneur

A fabian entrepreneur is one who is cautious in introducing any change in the business.
Normally, he has neither the will to introduce new changes nor the desire to adopt
new methods. He is ready to imitate only when it becomes perfectly clear that failure
to do so would result in heavy loss for him. He is dominated more by customs,
religion, traditions and past practices and he is not ready to take any risk at all.

(iv) Drone entrepreneur

This type of entrepreneur is one who blindly follows the traditional methods of
production even when it results in losses for him. He is not prepared to introduce
any change in his method of production, which are already in place. The reason
for this sort of attitude can be several, such as a lack of funds, a lack of understanding
of new developments in his field of operations. For example, the coir industry in
Kerala is dominated by drone entrepreneurs.

Arthur H. Cole has also provided a classification of entrepreneurs. His classification
is as follows:

 Empirical entrepreneur

 Rational entrepreneur

 Cognitive entrepreneur
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(i) Empirical entrepreneur

An empirical entrepreneur is similar to a drone entrepreneur. He is one who does
not introduce anything revolutionary in his method of production or business. He
simply follows the rule of thumb principle.

(ii) Rational entrepreneur

He takes rational decisions by himself depending upon the situation. A rational
entrepreneur is one who is ready to introduce even revolutionary changes on the
basis of the general economic conditions prevailing in that area.

(iii) Cognitive entrepreneur

He is one who takes the advice and services of experts and introduces changes.
Since he acts on the advice of experts, he is called a cognitive entrepreneur.

Difference between an entrepreneur and a manager

Table 1.1 provides the differences between an entrepreneur and a manager.

Table 1.1 Differences between Manager and Entrepreneur

 Entrepreneur Manager 

Qualification The basic qualification of an 
entrepreneur includes foresight, 
original thinking, risk taking and 
high achievement motive. 

The basic qualification of a 
manager includes sound knowledge 
of management theory and practice. 

Status Owner Employee 

Motive To start a venture for personal 
satisfaction. 

To deliver services in an 
organization set up by someone 
else. 

Reward Profit ( Which is uncertain). Salary (Certain and fixed). 

Innovation Entrepreneur is an innovator. A manager executes the plans 
prepared by entrepreneur. 

Risk Bears risk and uncertainty involved 
with the enterprise. 

Does not bear any risk or 
uncertainty involved with the 
enterprise.  

Positive and negative aspects of entrepreneurship

Table 1.2 provides the positive and negative aspects of entrepreneurship.

Table 1.2 Positive and Negative Aspects of Entrepreneurship
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1.3.6 Views of Various Thinkers on Entrepreneurship
Development

Various thinkers have their own ideas regarding entrepreneurship which we will
discuss below:

I. Views of Schumpeter on entrepreneurship development

Joseph A. Schumpeter (1883–1950) emphasized the role of innovation while
speaking of entrepreneurs. According to him, an entrepreneur is someone who
carries out ‘new combinations’ such as the introduction of novel processes or
products, the identification of novel sources of supply or export markets, the creation
of novel types of organizations, and so on. A heroic vision of an entrepreneur as
motivated by the ‘joy of creation’, ‘the impulse to fight and prove oneself superior
to others’, ‘will to conquer’ and the ‘dream and the will to found a private kingdom’
was presented by Schumpeter. In his view, entrepreneurs lead the way in the
creation of novel industries, so that significant structural alterations are precipitated
by them in the economy. The process of what is known as ‘creative destruction’
renders the old industries obsolete. As the competition between the already
established and the new industries for investment goods, material, labour, etc.
increases, the prices of these resources also rises. It is not possible for the old
industries to pass on their increased costs as customers can switch over to newer
products. With the old industries declining, newer ones can engage in expansion
as imitators who are optimistic of earning good profits (on the basis of the initial
success enjoyed by the innovator) continue their investment. Ultimately, the profit
declines due to overcapacity and the investment also gets halted, along with the
economy going into depression and stopping innovation altogether. However,
invention continues and ultimately leads to there being adequate stock of unexploited
inventions for encouraging the more spirited entrepreneurs to re-commence
innovation.

This was how Schumpeter made use of entrepreneurship for explaining
business cycles, economic growth and structural changes, by combining
psychological and economic notions. An important matter of concern for Schumpeter
was the ‘high-level’ kind of entrepreneurship that was historically responsible for
giving rise to the multidivisional firm, commercially exploiting colonies, giving rise
to the chemical industry, creating railroads, etc. There was little room in his analysis
for the more common and equally significant ‘low-level’ entrepreneurship that the
smaller firms engaged in.

Israel M. Kirzner and Friedrich A. Hayek explain the essence of this low-
level activity (the Austrian approach). In market economies, entrepreneurs provide
the price information. Unlike bureaucrats in socialist economies who do not have
any incentive for discovering the price for themselves, profit opportunities motivate
the entrepreneurs in market economies to do so. Price quotations are provided by
entrepreneurs to others as an invitation for trading with them. Profits are expected
to be earned by means of cheap buying and dear selling. In the long term, price
differentials are arbitraged away by the competition among the entrepreneurs;
however, profits are generated for the arbitrageurs in the short term, once such
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differentials are discovered. One problem with the Austrian approach is that the
entrepreneur is isolated from the firm. It is more fitting for individual dealers or
speculators than small manufacturers or retailers.

In the case of a developing economy like India, the concept is understood
differently. An entrepreneur in a developing economy is one who starts an industry,
undertakes risks, bears uncertainties and also performs the managerial functions
of decision-making and co-ordination. He also puts the new process based on
technological research into operation. Unlike in the developed industrial world, in
developing countries, the emphasis is not (nor is there any need for it) only on
‘Schumpeterian innovations’. Schumpeter’s ‘entrepreneur’ only exists if the factors
of production are combined for the first time. For Schumpeter, maintenance of a
combination is not entrepreneurial activity. As such, he differs from the Theory of
Rent enunciated by Ricardo, in which he included the term ‘entrepreneurial ability’
as an independent factor of production. For Ricardo, profit is the reward for
entrepreneurial ability.

II. Views of Walker on entrepreneurship development

According to Francis A. Walker, the true entrepreneur is one who is endowed
with more than average capacities in the task of organizing and coordinating the
various other factors of production. He is a pioneer, a captain of industry. The
supply of such entrepreneurship is however quite limited and enterprise in general
consists of several grades of organizational skill and capability. The more efficient
entrepreneurs receive a reward over and above the managerial wages and this
sum constitutes true profit ascribable to superior talent. An ‘entrepreneur’ has
been defined as someone who can detect and evaluate new situations in his
environment and direct the adjustments that he thinks must necessarily be made in
the economic system. He envisages an industrial venture for the same and exhibits
significant determination, grit and initiative in the execution of this project, and
performs one or more of the following in the process:

(a) Supplies technical know-how

(b) Promises to make up the shortfalls in capital

(c) Offers personal guarantees to financial institutions

(d) Arranges initial capital

(e) Obtains the necessary industrial licenses

(f) Explores the prospects of starting a manufacturing enterprise

(g) Perceives opportunities for profitable investments

III. Views of Drucker on entrepreneurship

According to Peter Drucker (1970), entrepreneurship deals with risk-taking. The
behaviour of the entrepreneur is reflective of the type of individual prepared to
stake his or her financial security as well as career in the name of an idea, and
spend a lot of capital and time on uncertain ventures. Uncertainties have been
classified by Drucker as follows:
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 Risk that can be statistically measured (e.g., the probability that a blue pen
will be drawn from a box which contains five blue and five black pens).

 Ambiguity, or that which cannot be easily measured in statistical terms (e.g.,
the probability that a blue pen will be drawn from a box which contains five
blue pens, but an unknown number of black pens).

 True Uncertainty or Knightian Uncertainty, which cannot be estimated or
statistically predicted (e.g., the probability that a blue pen will be drawn
from a box which contains an unknown number of blue pens and other
coloured pens).

Drucker has also aptly observed that ‘innovation is the specific tool of
entrepreneurs, the means by which they exploit change as an opportunity for a
different business or a different service. It is capable of being presented as a
discipline, capable of being learned and practiced. Entrepreneurs need to search
purposefully for the sources of innovation, the changes and their symptoms that
indicate opportunities for successful innovation. And they need to know and to
apply the principles of successful innovation.’ Systematic innovation, according
to him, has to do with searching for changes in an organized and purposeful
manner and systematically analysing the opportunities offered by such changes
in terms of social and economic innovation. This in turn leads to economic
development.

According to Drucker, three conditions have to be fulfilled for an innovation to be
successful. These are:

1. Innovation at work. It requires knowledge and ingenuity. It makes great
demands on diligence, persistence and commitment.

2. Innovators need to build on their own strengths in order to succeed.

3. It is necessary for innovation to be close to the market, focused on the
market, and indeed market-driven.

Specifically, systematic innovation refers to six sources being monitored for
innovative opportunities. Of these, the first three are contained within the enterprise
itself, be it the service sector, an industry, a public service institution or a business
enterprise. They are therefore visible primarily to people within that industry or
service sector. These sources are basically symptoms. Nevertheless, they prove
to be very reliable in indicating the alterations that have taken place or that can be
made to take place without too much effort. These source areas are as follows:

1. Industrial or market structure innovation that is likely to catch the other
unawares.

2. The incongruity—between actual and assumed (or what ‘ought to be’)
reality.

3. The unexpected—unexpected outside events and unexpected success and
failures.

The second set of three sources for innovative opportunity has to do with alterations
that are external to the industry or enterprise:
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 New knowledge, both non-scientific and scientific

 Shifts in meaning, mood and perception

 Demographics (population changes)

1.3.7 Types of Risks taken by Entrepreneurs

Entrepreneurs take various types of risk. These risks can be categories into the
following categories:

 Career risk: The various options that an individual have in his career are:
(i). to work for someone else; (ii). to work for oneself. To be an entrepreneur,
he risks the means to earn his living. He takes the career risk either by
quitting his job or by not opting for any job option. While doing so, his
professional reputation as well as his livelihood are at risk.

 Financial risk: Every business needs finances for its creation, functioning
and growth. In the case of entrepreneurship, the risk is the uncertainty of
the profit/success in the venture. Entrepreneurs put their entire earning and
savings into the enterprise and there is uncertainty whether it will be
successful, so a financial risk is involved.

 Psychological risk: Every business brings with it a series of uncertainty
thrown by market forces like a competitor’s strategy, customer demand,
substitute product, new technology, innovation, changing demographic trend,
change in government policies, changing economic conditions, and so on.
Due to all these forces, the entrepreneur is constantly under psychological
pressure. There is always a fear of failure at times which can prove to be
fatal. Thus, the mental health and the psychological well-being of the
entrepreneur are also at risk.

Though these risks seem to be substantial, an entrepreneur takes these risks
as challenges and puts his heart and soul to succeed. Entrepreneurs understand
that whatever may be the nature of business, risks do exist. They analyze the
nature of risk and takes appropriate decisions to counter them. They even have a
backup plan if the original one fails. That is why it is said that a successful entrepreneur
has complete control over the risk involved in business.

1.3.8 Entrepreneurial Process

The entire entrepreneurial process can be divided into the following six stages:

(i) Identify opportunity: The first step of the entrepreneurial process is to
identify the opportunity. An entrepreneur sees an opportunity where others
see chaos, confusion and contradiction. It is the beginning of an enterprise.
Identifying the opportunity at the right time is vital as it gives the entrepreneur
the ‘first mover’ advantage and takes the enterprise ahead of competitors.
The advantage for the first mover includes better profits, higher market
credibility and faster economies of scale.

(ii) Establish a vision: In an entrepreneurial venture, just by seeking
opportunity one cannot expect to succeed, an entrepreneur has to have a
vision to move further. The entrepreneur should have a dream for the future,
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which can only be achieved by tapping the opportunity at the right time. The
entrepreneur should have complete faith in himself. He should be stable
enough to change/ modify his strategy depending upon the market forces.

(iii) Persuade others: An entrepreneur should have a persuasive ability, he
cannot work alone. An entrepreneur understands that for making a business
successful, multiple skills are required and so he needs a team dedicated for
the cause. This stage is also called the stage of ‘forming the foundation
team’. At this stage, the entrepreneur forms a team which works to realize
his dream. For this, he makes a business plan so that the vision and the goal
of the enterprise are clear to the team members. These team members are
not only the experts/skilled people, but are also financiers and may include
friends, family members, and so on, who put their trust in the entrepreneur.
For example, when Infosys was formed by Narayan Murty, it was supported
by his wife and a couple of friends.

(iv) Gather resources: Once the opportunity has been identified and the vision
of the company is clear and the friends and experts are persuaded to join
the enterprise, the next stage is to gather the resources to run the organization.
The various resources that are required to run an enterprise can be broadly
categorized into the following four categories:

 Financial resources
 Operating resources
 Human resources
 Information resources

Identify
Opportunity

Establish a
Vision

Persuade
Others

Gather
Resources

Create
Venture

Innovation
and

Adaptation

Fig 1.5 Entrepreneurial Process

 Financial resources: Finance is defined as the life and blood of any
organization. It is required to begin, operate and expand a business.
The various sources from where the finance can be gathered are:

o Family and friends

o Personal saving

o Retained capital

o Banks

o Commercial partnership

o Venture capital

o Non-government organizations
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o Government Institution

o Floating public issues
Each of these financial sources has their own advantages and
disadvantages. An entrepreneur should analyze the pros and cons
before availing any of these for the business purpose.

 Operating Resources: There are mainly two types of operating
resources, intangible and tangible resources. The intangible resources
are those resources which cannot be touched or felt or seen but are
essential for the organization. Whereas tangible resources are those
resources that can be seen and felt and involve huge investment. The
various types of intangible resources include:

o Management
o Company’s image
o Operating procedure
o Transportation etc.

The tangible resources include:

o Machine

o Raw material

o Land and building
As tangible resources involve heavy investment, the entrepreneur has
to decide whether to hire or rent or buy the resources. Depending
upon the availability of finance, the decision is taken. At the same
time, the intangible resources like company image and management
determines the fate of the company.

 Human resources: This is another resource required for the operation
of the entrepreneurship. Human resources can be described as the
living and the vibrant part of the organization. Over the year, the
importance of human resources for an organization has arisen; they
are one of the most important resources of the organization. In the era
of cut throat competition, companies have realized that it is only the
human resource that can provide them an edge over the competitors.
The various decisions related to the human resource that are to be
taken by the companies include:

o What should be the quantity and the composition of the
manpower in the organization?

o Whether the employees should be permanent or temporary or
casual and what should be their ratio in the organization?

o How the compensation system should be designed?
o What should be the procedure for the recruitment and the

selection of the employees in the organization?
o What should be the system for training the employee?
o What should be the methodology adopted for the performance

appraisal by the organization?
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o What should be the reward system of the company?
o How can healthy organizational culture be maintained?
o What would be the method of grievance handling in the

organization?
 Information resource: This is another important resource for the

organization. In this era, the reliance on the information has increased
manifold. Both the company and the customer are well aware about
the ample of choices available to them. An organization requires an
efficient management information system for the timely availability of
the information related to customer, competitors, market, employee,
etc. This provides speedy information to the organization and speeds
up actions.

(v) Create venture: Entrepreneurial process can be defined as a process of
starting a new venture. Entrepreneurial process involves all the functions,
activities and actions associated with perceiving opportunities and enabling
organizations to follow them. Identification of opportunities is done by
keeping in mind the fact that it should fit the personal skills and goals of
entrepreneurs. After identifying the opportunities, it is the responsibility of
the entrepreneurs to evaluate them. Evaluation of opportunities is a very
complex task and it allows entrepreneurs to assess, whether the specific
product or service can satisfy the expectations of both entrepreneurs and
consumers. Evaluation of opportunities includes assessing the length of
opportunity, real value of opportunity and perceived value of opportunity.
After this, the entrepreneur must create a business plan. Business plan can
be described as a written document prepared by an entrepreneur to specify
the details about internal and external elements required for setting up a
new venture. The next step in the entrepreneurial process is the identification
of resources.

These resources may be financial resources or physical resources such as
raw materials. The identification of resources starts with the appraisal of an
entrepreneur's present resources. After identifying resources, it is the
responsibility of the entrepreneur to implement them in an efficient manner.
This phase also involves identifying and managing operational problems of
the enterprise.

(vi) Innovation and adaptation: It is rightly said that nothing is constant, only
change is constant; in the case of entrepreneurship, change is the rule of the
game. The entrepreneur has to constantly upgrade his business to meet the
new challenges. Innovation and adaptation are the basis of success in an
entrepreneurship.

1.3.9 Factors that Motivate Entrepreneurs

There are two types of factors that motivate an entrepreneur:

1. Internal factors
2. External factors
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Internal Factors

These are unique factors and differ from person to person. Internal factors refer to
a person’s family background, his level of education and his desire to achieve. The
following are examples of internal factors:

1. Desire to do something new
2. Level of education
3. Technical education or technical background
4. Number of years of experience
5. Occupational knowledge and background

External Factors

These are common to every individual and are outside the scope of any one
individual. These factors are based on the availability of resources, government’s
policies towards industrialization and policy makers’ vision. The following are
examples of external factors:

1. Government support and assistance towards industrialization

2. Availability of factors of production (land, labour, capital) and the present
economic condition of the country

3. Interest and support from established business houses

4. Hopeful demand for  production

1.3.10 Importance of Entrepreneurship

The importance of entrepreneurship can be understood from the fact that developed
countries like the USA and Japan give great importance to the horning of
entrepreneurial abilities. It can be described as a cause of economic development.
According to Parson and Smelter, entrepreneurship is one of two necessary
conditions for economic growth. The importance of entrepreneurship can be
described as follows:

 Entrepreneurship helps in balanced regional growth.

 Entrepreneurship promotes capital formation by mobilizing inactive savings
of the public.

 It also helps in reducing the concentration of economic power.

 It provides large scale employment to people and thus helps in reducing the
unemployment.

 It helps in promoting the country’s export trade and thus acts as a vital
constituent for economic growth.

 Entrepreneurship simulates the equitable redistribution of the power, income,
wealth and even political powers nation’s interest.

 It helps in reducing the concentration of economic power.

 Entrepreneurship encourages the effective mobilization and utilization of
capital and skill which might otherwise remains idle and unutilized.
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Check Your Progress

1. Who is an entrepreneur?

2. What is the difference between an entrepreneur and entrepreneurship?

3. What are the managerial functions of an entrepreneur?

4. List the different types of entrepreneurs as classified by Clarence
Danhof.

1.4 GOAL DETERMINATION

One way to discuss how entrepreneurs determine goals is by examining the goal
setting process in organizations. Bartol and Martin, in their book Management
have given six main steps in setting goals to obtain optimal results. These are:

1. Specify the goal to be reached or task to be done: What do you want
to achieve? Do you want to increase the sales? Or reduce costs? Or improve
the quality? Or the boost customer service? What is the main task?

2. Specify how the performance will be measured: Some outcomes can
be measured more easily than others. For example, some results such as
the number of units sold and amount volume of sales can be measured fairly
as work outcomes. The result achieved, typically, is measured according
to one of three parameters; such as physical units, time and money.
Sometimes, outcomes are difficult to measure, perhaps because the
measurement process would be too expensive or because the outcomes
are affected by factors beyond an individual’s control. In such cases, it may
be necessary to measure the behaviours or actions rather than the outcomes.
For example, if a manager’s goal of overcoming worker resistance to certain
impending changes is likely to be significantly affected by the actions of
others, it may be possible to measure crucial activities instead of the
outcomes. Such activities might include whether the manager clearly explains
why the change is needed, outlines how the change will affect others, and
listens to employee’s concerns.

3. Specify the standard or target to be reached: This step builds on the
type of measure chosen in Step 2 by spelling out the degree of performance
to be included in the goal. For example, the target might be producing 100
units per hour, reducing errors by 2 per cent, completing a project by 31
December, answering the telephone within three rings, or increasing sales
by 10 per cent.

4. Specify the time span involved: To have a positive impact on performance,
goals need to have a time-span within which they are to be completed. In a
production situation, the goal may be stated in terms of production per hour
or day. In a service situation, the time frame may be oriented toward
delivering the service.
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5. Prioritize the goals: When multiple goals are present—as is likely with
most jobs—goals need to be prioritized so that effort and action can be
directed in proportion to the importance of each goal. Otherwise, individual
effort can be focused improperly.

6. Determine coordination requirements: Before a set of goals is finalized,
it is important to investigate whether achieving the goals depends on the
cooperation and contribution of other individuals. If so, coordination with
other individuals may be necessary. In organizations, such coordination is
usually relatively easy. It may be more difficult, but nevertheless, important
to achieve coordination horizontally—particularly if some of the individuals
report to other managers outside their work unit.

Traditional Goal-setting Process

The traditional process of setting goals involves goals being set by the top
management. It is assumed that top management knows what is best for the
organization. The top management sets organizational goals and then formulates
goals for middle management. The middle management, in turn,  provides the
necessary ground for the development of secondary level. These are the means
used for accomplishing the organizational goals set by the top management.

In a traditional process, each level of objectives stands as an end relative to
the levels below it and as a means relative to the levels above it. This means that
the end-chains continues throughout the organizational structure and directs the
behaviour of every individual and every department toward the best objective of
the organization. To this end, individuals and groups within the organization should
accept the set goals and act with a common mind.

Problems and Solutions

The traditional view of goal setting is criticized on the basis of the following
drawbacks:

 Goal setting does not always precede organizational action. Usually, an
organization starts not with its goals, but with the resources that have been
available.

 Goals do not influence organization structure directly. Organizational design
decisions influence the structure.

 Goals are rarely integrated into a hierarchy in the form of a means-ends
chain. They are bound to be differences between stated and operation goals.

Alternative/Solutions to Traditional Goal-setting Process

Management by objectives (MBO) is an alternative process to traditional goal
setting. It is basically a process in which a superior and subordinate jointly identify
the subordinate’s performance goals in terms of the results expected and then
employ these steps in managing the organization and evaluating the performance
of the subordinate. The heart of MBO process is the objective as well as the
action plan. Success depends on how well both the objectives and the action plan
are defined, communicated and accepted. Tosi and Carroll Jr claim the following
benefits of MBO:
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 Clearer goals: MBO produces clear and measurable performance goals.
It facilitates active involvement of employees in the goal-setting process
and maintains respect between the superiors and their subordinates.

 Standards of control: A detailed and agreed upon standards can be fixed
for exercising control as the goals provide a guarantee for success.

 Objective appraisal: By setting specific objectives, it permits people to
better control of their performance. MBO provides a base for evaluating
the performance of the people by setting the goals jointly by the superior
and the subordinates.

 Motivational force: MBO clarifies goals so as to reduce ambiguity and
allows the managers to provide their subordinates with better and increased
job opportunities; and to clarify for subordinates the path to personal
rewards. It motivates the managers to think of planning for results rather
than planning for work. It initiates forward planning rather than responding
to events.

 Better morale: The participative decision-making techniques and two-
way communication system encourages for boosting the morale of the
subordinates.

The modern view (according to Cyert and March) is that the organizational goal-
setting process is not a perfectly rational activity. Perfect rationality implies full
knowledge of opportunities and constraint, capacity and willingness to focus
attention on the complete goal-setting process. Since these conditions are rarely
satisfied, most organizations have to remain satisfied with an imperfectly rationalized
process. According to them, many goats are compromises only and goals are the
results of a continuous bargaining-learning process.

It is also argued that the environments has a strong influence on the goal-
setting process. The environmental factors influence an organization: they set limits
and provide opportunities and challenges. Accordingly, effective managers formulate
organizational goals in such a way as to permit necessary revision and readjustment
from time to time, keeping in view of governmental restrictions, employees demand
for higher wages, competitors’ activities, etc. The political and behavioural realities
in the environment also influence the choice of specific organizational goals.

1.5 GROWTH OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN
INDIA

Entrepreneurial growth in any country must evolve within the context of the
economic history of that particular country. The study of entrepreneurial growth in
India has been divided into three sections, i.e., entrepreneurial growth before 1850,
from 1850 until Independence, and post Independence.

1. Entrepreneurial growth before 1850

Indian industrial entrepreneurship can be traced back to as early as the Vedic
period when metal handicrafts were produced. People were organized into an
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economic and social system, the unit of which was the agricultural village, which
can be termed as the village community. It consisted of farmers, artisans, Brahmins,
weavers, carpenters, goldsmiths and others. Artisans were treated as village servants
and there was an absence of localization of industry. However, some kind of
entrepreneurship existed among the artisans in cities on the banks of rivers, mostly
because rivers provided transportation facilities. Indian artisanship was well
recognized all over the world. For instance, dupattas and dhotis of Ahmedabad,
silk-bordered clothes of Nagpur, shawls of Kashmir, Amritsar and Ludhiana and
brass, metal and copper wares of Varanasi and Moradabad. Moreover, ancient
India was well-known for artistic industries like marble work, stone-carving,
jewellery, brass, copper and wood-carving, etc. Manufacturing entrepreneurship
did not develop in India till 1850 due to weak communication and transportation
systems. The Indian industry which was basically a cottage and small-scale industry
declined at the end of eighteenth century for the following reasons:

(a) The disappearance of Indian princely courts which patronized the crafts.
The artisans who manufactured specially designed articles for decoration
of courts also suffered because of a decline in the demand for works of art.

(b) Lack of communication and transportation facilities.

(c) The establishment of foreign rule with the influx of many foreign influences.

(d) Competition from a highly developed European industry.

Although entrepreneurial talent was in abundance amongst businessmen, India did
not offer much scope for their development. It is evident from the fact that large
numbers of traders and money lenders migrated to various countries like Burma,
Singapore and Kenya for the purpose of trading and had extensive trade with
China and Hong Kong. The reasons why entrepreneurship did not grow early in
India can be explained by multiple factors:

(i) Lack of capital created various problems for artisans. Since moneylenders
earned a lot of money as interest by exploiting artisans they did not bother
to take risks by entering into manufacturing entrepreneurship. So the artisans
were dependent on the mercantile class for the supply of raw material,
sales and financing.

(ii) Lack of political unity
(iii) Network of custom barriers
(iv) Existence of innumerable systems of currency
(v) Regional markets were plagued by arbitrary political authority in the

seventeenth and eighteenth century
(vi) Unfavourable taxation policies
(vii) Low prestige of businessman

In spite of such a discouraging environment for entrepreneurship, the export
trade of textiles in the seventeenth century in India was at an ascent. European
investment in India also changed the method of trading in India. In this period, the
grouping of Indian merchants into joint-stock associations for the purpose of
managing the supply of textiles to European countries was significant. Indian textile
goods were in great demand and the balance of trade was favourable. The British
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entrepreneurs made pioneering efforts to export the modern factory system outside
England. Up to 1850, the major economic and commercial development in India
centered on the growth of the British private enterprise in banking, insurance,
steamships, plantations and coal mines.

2. Entrepreneurial growth after 1850

The railways were introduced in India in 1853. They successfully transformed the
Indian economy. The Indian mercantile class, along with the Europeans, took
advantage of the rapidly expanding trade and got engaged in highly lucrative trading.
In the middle of the nineteenth century, the British considered exploiting the natural
resources of India to their advantage. To penetrate Indian territory, they undertook
the building of certain infrastructure such as roads and railways. The ‘Swadeshi’
campaign which began in 1905 emphasized the use of indigenous goods. It was an
important expression of nationalism and inculcated and developed a feeling of
pride in Indians. Jameshedjee Tata also named his first mill Swadeshi Mills. The
purpose of the Swadeshi movement was to encourage the Indian industries and to
promote their interest. The British had shattered the economy of India, and their
goods had driven the indigenous goods out of competition. Raw materials from
India were sent to England to be used by British industrialists and manufacturers.
As a result, Indian craftsmen were rendered jobless and idle. The chief aim of the
Swadeshi Movement was to promote Indian industries and to provide employment
to craftsmen along with popularizing Indian goods and boycotting foreign goods.
The Swadeshi Movement hit the British trade and industry adversely and gave a
new life to manufacturing entrepreneurship particularly to the cottage industry,
e.g., handloom cloth, handicraft, soap and textiles. Up to 1915, Parsis in India
had taken the initiative to expand the textile industries. Later, they were attracted
to other fields, mainly iron and steel. Jamshedjee Tata was a Parsi entrepreneur
who established the first steel plant in Jamshedpur in 1911.

Indian merchants mainly invested in cotton textile mills because:

 Cotton textiles were largely controlled by the Indians even until the First
World War.

 There was competitive advantage in the manufacture of coarser varieties of
textiles which did not require any protection.

 The necessary technology could easily be imported.

 Requirement of skilled labour was less and unskilled labour was already
available in abundance.

After the First World War, the Government of India agreed to provide
‘discriminating’ protection to certain industries, even requiring that companies
receiving its benefits be registered in India with rupee capital and have a proportion
of their directors as Indians. These measures helped in establishing and extending
the factory system in India in the first four decades of the twentieth century. The
share of foreign-controlled enterprises fell in such industries as coal, tea, sugar,
and cement. From 1911 to 1921, the number of tea gardens run by foreign public
enterprise in Bengal fell from 66 to 54 per cent of the total and the share of coal
production in that provinces fell from over four-fifth to two-third between 1904
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and 1920. British capital in industries like tea plantations, coal mines, banking,
insurance and steamships increased until the First World War. The Partnership
Act of 1932 provided an opportunity to build a managing agency system that
established partnerships among companies that were formed by groups of
individuals with strong financial resources and business expertise. Among the
pioneering managing agents were famous business houses such as Andrew Yule
and Co., Martin Burns, Bird and Co., and Duncan Brothers. The managing agents
supplied finance to set up jute mills and tea plantations when India did not have a
developed banking system. Dwarkanath Tagore, who encouraged joint-stock
companies, invented a distinct method of management in which management
remained in the hands of a ‘firm’ rather than with ‘individuals’. The East India
Company’s arrival in India was the hidden consequence of manufacturing
entrepreneurship. In 1854, C. Davar established a cotton textile manufacturing
unit in Bombay. In 1858, there were four cotton textiles mills in India and within a
period of 25 years, their number had increased to 58. By the last quarter of
Nineteenth century, there were 51 cotton mills and 18 jute mills. The British
developed India in many ways but it is not correct to argue that they showed a
spirit of adventure; they developed the railways, tea and coffee plantations and
made huge investments in the jute industry. These efforts were undertaken by
them only when they felt attracted by high profits available in these areas. The
British policies were meant to protect their own industries and commercial interests
and exploit Indians.

3. Entrepreneurial growth in the post-independence era

The post-Independence era witnessed industrial development, innovations by
individuals or corporations relating to a product, organization or market; the
rise and mobility of certain castes or communities in relation to business activities;
and the entry of venture capital in an altogether new line. It may also be construed
as a period which saw slow or creeping change in the traditional structure of
agriculture, such as the growth of commercial crops by using modern techniques
of cultivation.

After Independence, the Indian Government framed an industrial policy to
setup production and combat inflationary tendencies. This was to ensure economic
security, which was vital for industrial growth and also to create a stimulating
climate for investment in industry. The First Industrial Policy of 1948 recommended
a mixed economic system which would ensure proper distribution of economic
power between the private and public sectors, encourage the tempo of
industrialization by spreading entrepreneurship from existing centres to other cities,
towns and villages, and spread the entrepreneurial spirit which was concentrated
in a few dominant communities to a large number of people of varied social strata.
The Industrial Financial Corporation of India (IFCI) was set up in 1948 to develop
industry. During the periods of the First and Second Five-Year Plans, major
proposals for establishing basic industries were formulated under the government
sector. In the Second Five-Year Plan, the production of heavy electrical and heavy
machine tool industries, heavy machine building and production of machinery for
cement and paper industries began for the first time in the country. Good progress
was also recorded in modernization and re-equipment of modern industries such
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as jute, cotton, textiles, and sugar. New industrial items such as industrial boilers,
milling machines, tractors, motor cycles and scooters were produced in large
quantities. New industrial townships and industrial regions came up. In the field of
small and village industries, about 60 industrial estates comprising 1,000 small
factories were set up. This period also saw the rise of a vigorous class of small
entrepreneurs. This is how a socio-economic framework was established and the
environment considerably influenced the growth of entrepreneurship in the country.

The Third Five-Year Plan created favourable conditions for industrial
investment and growth was also significant. Industries like automobiles, textile
machinery, diesel engine, petroleum products and cement developed as per the
target. During the Plan period, mining and extractive industries showed considerable
progress. A fairly sound base for future industrial growth was laid with the completion
of projects of Heavy Engineering Corporation (HEC) for manufacture of machinery
and equipment for steel plants, and Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) for
power generation and transmission equipment. In this plan period, the government
offered various incentives and concessions in the form of capital, technical know-
how, markets and land to prospective entrepreneurs to establish industries in
different areas and remove regional imbalances in the development process. Several
institutions like the Directorate of Industries (DICs), Financial Corporations, Small
Scale Industries Corporations (SSICs) and Small Industries Service Institutes
(SISIs) were established by the government to facilitate new entrepreneurs in
setting up their enterprises. Expectedly, the small scale units emerged rapidly in
India, registering a tremendous increase in their numbers from 1,21,619 in 1966
to 1,90,727 in 1970. There was an increase of about 17,000 units per year during
this period.

The Fourth Five-Year Plan aimed at increasing the existing capacities to the
level required for present or future development, to build new basis for industries,
to limit the imports to a manageable proportion, to maintain a sustained increase of
exports by 7 per cent per year as strategy to attain self-reliance, and to achieve a
growth rate of 8 per cent. However, the performance was much short of set targets.
Lack of integrated planning and deficiencies in implementation gave a setback to
core industries like steel and fertilizers. The failure to begin production of steel and
nonferrous metals had an adverse effect on engineering industries. Stagnation in
industries such as sugar, textiles, and fluctuation in agricultural output constrained
rapid growth. The shortage of power and coal created additional impediments.

The Fifth Five-Year Plan had the objective of self reliance and growth with
social justice. It was intended to rapidly diversify the industry and reserve certain
items for the development of small industry. During this period, there was
considerable progress in industries like steel, aluminium, engineering goods,
fertilizers and petroleum products. Equally impressive was the progress in
metallurgical industries, chemicals and allied industries. Economic and social changes
were occurring so rapidly in the country that even the most conservative families
started feeling that their next generation would not survive in business without
appropriate training and education.
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The Sixth Five-Year Plan was intended to strengthen the impulses of
modernization, especially the development of indigenous sources of energy, and
reduction in regional inequalities. Technological advancements in fields of
computers, electronics, and fuel efficient motor vehicles took place during this
period. Village and small scale industries were given importance and a tremendous
increase in their production was noted.

The Seventh Five-Year Plan revealed considerable achievement in the area
of village and small scale industries. The handicrafts sector touched a high level in
exports. Achievements in the field of man-made fibre, nitrogenous fertilizers and
machine tools were commendable and went beyond the targeted level fixed for
the plan. In this plan period, the Government of India announced the Small Scale
Industrial Policy, 1991. The primary focus of this policy lay in imparting a growth-
impetus and vitality to the small scale sector so that it could contribute to economic
growth. The scope of the National Equity Fund Scheme was also widened and
the Single Window Loan Scheme was extended for covering projects up to  20
lakh with working capital margin up to 10 lakh. It was decided that composite
loans under the Single Window Scheme would be channelized through commercial
banks. The scheme was available only through SFCs and SSIDCs. A large number
of Entrepreneur Development Programmes (EDPs) were planned to support first
generation entrepreneurs by providing them with training in different areas of
enterprise operations.

The Eighth Five-Year Plan emphasized that small scale industry would be
freed from innumerable rules, regulations and bureaucratic controls. This plan
recognized the problem of small scale units in technological obsolescence and
weak marketing power and remedial measures were proposed. In July 1993, the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) announced a package of measures to ensure
adequate and timely credit to the SSI sector. It stated that the banks should adopt
the Single Window Clearance Scheme of SIDBI for meeting the credit requirements
of small scale units.

The Ninth Five-Year Plan reserved 821 items for the small sector. The
Government took measures to increase the flow of credit by setting up specialized
branches of banks exclusively for providing credit to the Small Scale Industry
(SSI). The SIDBI setup a Technical Development and Modernization Fund to
improve technology. Infrastructure facilities were developed and various tool rooms
were set up in different cities to give training and technological support to SSIs.
Exports showed an increase and recorded an annual growth rate of 14.7 per cent
contributed mainly by SSIs and handicrafts. Thus, the Government realized the
need to further develop this sector by giving help, protection and encouragement
to small scale units.

The Tenth Five-Year Plan laid an emphasis on a high rate of development in
the field of science and technology, which in turn helped in the development of the
manufacturing sector. The fact that the economy grew robustly and the
manufacturing sector’s performance improved aided in maintaining revenue
receipts, especially tax revenues, buoyant through the entire period of the Tenth
Five-Year Plan. Robust economic growth and improved performance of the
manufacturing sector helped to maintain revenue receipts, particularly tax revenues,
buoyant throughout the whole period of the Tenth Five-Year Plan. The Central
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Government witnessed an average annual growth of 14.9 per cent in revenue
receipts between 2002–03 and 2006–07.

The Eleventh Five-Year Plan (2007–2012), had given preference to the
development of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). In the National
Awards to MSMEs on 30 August 2008, the Prime Minister at that time, Dr
Manmohan Singh said, ‘MSMEs have a very important role to play in ensuring
that processes of economic growth in our country are inclusive, employment-
friendly and they contribute to greater regional balance in levels of development.
The positive contribution that this sector makes to employment is of utmost
importance to our vision of shared and equitable growth. This sector provides
employment to over 42 million people. It contributes about 45 per cent of the total
manufacturing output and nearly 40 per cent of India’s exports. The Risk Capital
Fund of  2000 crore with Small Industries Development Bank of India announced
in the budget of 2008–09 will facilitate flow of enhanced equity support and venture
capital to MSMEs. I would urge MSME units to take full advantage of these
many initiatives of the government. Education and skill development can be India’s
global opportunity. Our government has made education the core of the Eleventh
Five-Year Plan. In our National Action for Skill Development, we would like to
set for the country the ambitious goal of 500 million trained people by 2020 in
keeping with Smt. Sonia Gandhi’s vision of Rozgar Badhao.’

During the post-Independence era, the Government has provided stimulation
for the growth of private sector, both small scale and large scale. Diversification of
industry, generation of employment potential, policy of import substitution and
export promotion, and use of new and advanced technologies have significantly
changed the nature of Indian entrepreneurship and brought in new techniques of
modern management. During this period, the existing large business houses have
taken advantage of the extremely favourable atmosphere and diversified widely. A
large number of established entrepreneurs have stepped into disparate industries
to the extent that the textile mills have marched into the area of electronics. Family-
held entrepreneur groups like Tata, Birla, Dalmia, Kirloskar and Bajaj have
expanded their businesses. The Government has established various
entrepreneurship development institutes and strengthened the role that
entrepreneurship plays in economic development.

1.5.1 Factors Affecting Entrepreneurship Growth

The factors affecting entrepreneurial growth can be categorized into two
categories, i.e., economic conditions and non-economic conditions:

(i) Economic conditions: The economic conditions include factors like capitals,
raw material, labour and market.

 Capital: Capital is the soul of any enterprise. It is the availability of
the capital that facilitates the mobility of land, material, machines, etc.
It is required for the production of goods. An increase in the capital
investment and the capital output ratio results in profit.

 Raw material: Availability and mobility of raw material encourages
or curtails the development of entrepreneurship. It also influences the
technological innovation and the nature of the industrial setup.
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 Labour: The quality and the quantity of labour influences
entrepreneurship mobility.

 Market: The presence of the potential market also influences the
entrepreneurial activities. The size, composition, nature and state of
the market influences entrepreneurship.

(ii) Non- economic conditions: Non-economic conditions include political,
social and psychological conditions.

 Political conditions: The various political conditions that influence
entrepreneurship are:

o Government incentives and concessions
o Government initiatives
o Creating basic facilities/infrastructure for entrepreneurship

 Social conditions: The social conditions that influence entrepreneurship
are:

o Socio-cultural norms and values
o Social structure, caste and religion affiliation
o Degree of consent and censure of the entrepreneurial behaviour
o Family background
o Status of education
o Technical knowledge and information

 Psychological conditions: The psychological conditions that influence
entrepreneurship are:

o Impact of achievement motivation and training programs.
o Theory of need achievement- This theory was given by David

McClelland. According to this theory, the major determinants of
entrepreneurship are constellation of personality characteristics and
high need achievement.

1.5.2 Significance of Entrepreneurship for Indian
Economy under the New Economic Order

India is a relatively young country; it has been just 67 years since India’s
Independence. It is also a country with the largest population in the age group 25-
35 years. Every person in this age group is at the prime of his or her life and is
looking for the opportunities to make his or her life better. This is the young,
vibrant population striving for a better tomorrow – creating, in the process, new
growth opportunities for budding entrepreneurs. The country has a great domestic
demand and a potential to capture the international market in different sectors. At
this stage, any innovation has a potential to succeed but at the same time the
country has a strong value system and cultural issues which are deep rooted in the
life of its citizen, the social structure is such that a huge section of society is below
the poverty line and at times finds it difficult to make ends meet; almost 300 million
people are living below the poverty line and in such a situation it is very difficult for
the government to provide livelihood or employment to everyone. Also there is
huge army unemployed youth. All these result in frustration. This situation demands
an effort from the society; it demands that people come forward with their innovative
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ideas and entrepreneurial initiatives to solve the country’s livelihood problem. It is
entrepreneurship that is the answer to all these problems. But the sustainability of
the entrepreneurial activities will happen only when the support is provided both at
the governmental and the societal level. Though after independence, the government
has taken the initiative to promote the entrepreneurial activities, both quantitatively
and qualitatively, the result had not been very encouraging. There is tremendous
scope for the development of entrepreneurship in India.

There is a need to develop and nurture social entrepreneurship in our country.
The attitude of society towards innovation has to be changed; society must develop
the attitude to accept innovation. We should not forget that a country like India
needs more entrepreneurs than any other nation because of its high unemployment
rate, poverty, illiteracy, poor state of health facilities, to name a few. In a developing
country like ours, entrepreneurship is an answer to these problems. It helps in
eradicating the gap between the rich and the poor and leads to a balanced
development of the economy.

In the past few years, the Indian economy is seeing a growth in the number
of individuals opting for the entrepreneurship as a career; the reasons could be
many, ranging from a dream to start one’s own business to work for oneself and
for the society, or the lack of opportunities or government initiatives or an enthusiasm
to do something new. The innovation or the adaptation of the entrepreneur is
contributing towards the growth of society by providing employment opportunities
and generating profit for self and country.

The advantages of entrepreneurship for a country like India include:

 Providing large scale employment to youth, who will otherwise remain
unemployed and will deviate from the mainstream of the country.

 It also helps in mobilizing the idle savings of people and thus bring prosperity
and growth for people.

 It also promotes efficient and effective utilization of skills of individuals,
which might otherwise remain unutilized.

 It helps in the growth of every individual associated and thus helps in balanced
regional growth.

 As a result of entrepreneurial activities, there is equitable distribution of
income, wealth and power which is in the interest of the country.

 Entrepreneurship promotes exports and thus is an important ingredient for
the economic development.

In spite of the importance of entrepreneurship in the economic growth of
the nation, there is a lack of will power from the government to support
entrepreneurship. The entire process of taking grants, licences and support is very
lengthy with a lot of documentation required. Although many organizations exist to
support entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs find it difficult to get facilities like finance
and operational support from the agencies due to bureaucratic hurdles. There is a
need to streamline the process. Efforts in this direction are required not only from
the government or policy makers, but also from entrepreneurs who need to follow
procedures and utilize the facilities provided for them.
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1.5.3 Problems, Challenges and Solutions in
Entrepreneurship

Barriers or problems and challenges to entrepreneurship may be varied. It may
either be cultural and social, such as, a fear of failure, regulatory, such as,
administrative barriers to entry and financial and economic barriers, such as lack
of funds and insufficient access to long-term funding.

(i) Regulatory barriers

A broad range of reinforcing and supportive policies are required for creating a
business environment. Conducive fiscal and monetary policies are required to
provide a stable macroeconomic environment. Regulations that affect labour
markets, financial markets, bankruptcy laws, tax designs, etc., often cause barriers
for entrepreneurs who wish to start a business. Administrative and regulatory
burdens can adversely affect entrepreneurial activity. Countries have several legal
entry barriers where the procedures are long-winded and difficult. In some
countries, entrepreneurs require a day to register the company while in others they
may need weeks. Barriers to exit may also discourage entry, as entry and exit
rates are related. Some countries require the entrepreneur to submit his skill
qualification before setting up a technical organization. Regulation on employment
often leads entrepreneurs to limit employment of people, thereby limiting the size
of the enterprise.

(ii) Cultural and social barriers

Creating an enterprise is a very difficult task because it demands knowledge of the
legislation, environment, market, institutions, etc. The language of the country needs
to be known by the entrepreneurs, especially those desirous of establishing medium
and small sized enterprises. The lack of information on the available institutions is
also a barrier for creating new enterprises. Often, insufficient information on the
services, role and mission of the institutions deter entrepreneurs to establish their
enterprises. Limited accessibility to social and business networks also work as
barrier to new enterprises being established.  Countries should promote
entrepreneurial culture to foster the growth of entrepreneurs. It should motivate
people to take risks, inculcate knowledge and skills and present rewards and
benefits of enterprise creation. The real cost of enterprise, both personal and
financial, is still a huge barrier for entrepreneurs. In Europe, the fear of failure is
still a barrier to entrepreneurship as the social and legal consequences of failure
are huge. Networks may provide important tools such as information,
communication and resources. Barrier in accessing these also act as deterrents to
enterprises being set up.

(iii) Economic and financial barriers

Access to finance is important for all firms in achieving their business objectives,
particularly for start-ups and businesses that seek to invest and grow. The capital
markets tend to be efficient to larger firms but newer and smaller growth firms
often depend upon external sources of finance. The enterprises can face barriers
in the market that prevent them from raising even relatively modest sums of risk
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capital, specially for high-technology small firms and for businesses operating in
disadvantaged areas.

Banks are not excited about micro loans as managing these are expensive
while transaction costs are high and returns are low.

Check Your Progress

5. Mention any two drawbacks of the traditional view of goal setting.

6. Define Management by objectives (MBO).

7. Why did the Indian cottage industry decline in the 18th century? Give
any two reasons.

8. In the pre-independence period, why did Indian merchants invest in
cotton textiles? Give any three reasons.

1.6 SKILLS REQUIRED FOR AN
ENTREPRENEUR

In addition to possessing personal traits, an entrepreneur must also have certain
skills without which he cannot succeed. Only when personal traits and skills combine
a real entrepreneur emerges. Some most important skills that an entrepreneur
must possess are briefly described hereunder.

1. Leadership and Motivation Skills

Success is more attributed to the leadership skills. In fact, all the skills required of
an entrepreneur to succeed would be encompassed in the leadership skills.
However, under this heading we have included some of them and the rest are
listed separately.

 Visualization skills: Visualization does not mean innovation, but visualizing
practical relevance of innovation if innovations are carried through the process
leading to conversion into business operations. An entrepreneur who has an
idea should have the skills of visualizing the entire process and tasks that
can convert an idea into a real tangible business.

 Goal-setting skills: It is not easy to set goals for even routine tasks like
budgeting and sales. For routine tasks, previous period data is available,
which when plotted on a time-line one would get a pattern. This pattern can
be interrupted with intervention through promotion policies, quality, pricing,
distribution channel and many decision variables that a company may use.
However, in case of a new idea neither historical data is available nor there
is any experience about the variables that are critical for converting
awareness into a demand for product and services.

 Ability to guide: An entrepreneur’s ability to guide key employees towards
attainment of goals assumes great significance. Continuous dialogue and
addressing doubts and queries on routine basis before they become concerns,
willingness to make adjustments in goals as more information unfolds and
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having earned respect and trust are the key elements in ensuring that an
entrepreneur is able to guide the employees.

 Motivation skills: Motivation skill is a higher level skill than guiding skills.
There is always a possibility that an averagely capable person can perform
well if appropriately motivated. An entrepreneur should not only make
adequate payment but also be ready to provide recognition for good work,
be available for counselling, and be available for listening to views and even
personal problems. These are some of the tools for motivation, but motivation
is more about skills, which involves identification of demotivated people,
understanding factors for demotivation and selecting appropriate way of
motivating the person concerned.

 Ability to organize: Identifying manpower requirement with right
knowledge, skills and attitude is a challenge for an entrepreneur. Head-
hunters may only help you to connect, but assessment about appropriate fit
in terms of all three criteria (knowledge, skills and attitude), is a critical
function that an entrepreneur has to perform. The entrepreneur has to visualize
a structure of organization and fill it with the right policies, procedures and
documentations so that the tasks get organized in an effective manner.

 Team player: An entrepreneur, who is a team leader, must possess team
skills. In fact, he must have the ability to work in a team as well as individually.
Team skill is stronger among those who have their studied and candid opinion
on issues and problems, they have listening skills, they have openness to
accept new arguments and reshape their thoughts at the decision-making
stage. At the execution stage, those who are team players keep constant
communication with those for whom this task matters. Hence, coordination
will be strong and people will see his task and activities in the context of
totality. A true team player gives benefit of doubt to others and respects
others for their opinion and abilities.

2. Communication Skill

Communication skill comprises listening skill, skill to comprehend, skill to
contextualize, and skills to articulate in a coherent manner. An entrepreneur must
develop these skills. Careful listening not only gives several new ideas and puts
ideas in the right context, but also acts as a motivation to others and encourages
others to align their interest with that of the organization, because it develops the
sense of recognition.

3. Negotiation Skill

Communication skills help in negotiations with vendors, contractors and potential
customers. Negotiation skills also involves knowing the opponent’s strength and
weaknesses, determining what to tell and what not, judging when to bring divergence
in discussion and when to break, intelligently determining with whom to negotiate
and when and where to negotiate and so many other strategic issues. Good
negotiation would result in a win-win situation for both the sides and one who
demonstrates better negotiating skills will benefit the most.
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4. Creative and Critical Thinking Skill

Entrepreneurs are creators. Creating a new idea is one thing and creative thinking
needed for problem solving and in recognizing opportunities is another. One should
possess creative thinking and a realistic approach. This also requires critical thinking:
Why this and why not something else? Why this way and why not in a different
way? This kind of inquisitive mind indicates the critical thinking ability. This indicates
search for efficiency and improvement.

5. Decision-making Skill

Life is about choices and decisions. For a start-up there are several instances
where critical decisions have to be taken and each decision has an impact on
success or otherwise. Problem identification is a skill. Steps like determining what
is the right time for solving the problem, analysing it, exploring an alternative solution
and evaluating them in terms of short-term and long-term impact and getting the
decision executed may look simple but involve demonstration of a deeper skill
level.

6. Multi-tasking and Time Management Skill

Before the start-up sees the light of the day, and even after, an entrepreneur may
have to work on several fronts. He does not have manpower available at the pre-
start-up stage. The start-up stage is a trying stage where multi-tasking skills of an
entrepreneur are tested by the people whom he approaches. It involves not just
selling an idea of a new venture but also dealing with many venture capitalists for
funding, lawyers for formation of business, getting copyright or patent, exploring
clientele, discussing with potential suppliers, and so many others. Need for multi-
tasking, therefore, tests an entrepreneur’s time management skills which essentially
involves prioritization of tasks, and persuasion of important tasks while doing urgent
tasks.

7. Networking Skill

Good ideas alone do not fetch friends. One has to depend on networking. Networks
allow others to interact with others and vice-versa. Networking is a double-edged
tool. Networking gives you an advantage when you decide with whom to do
business and with whom not to. At the same time it may work against you if you do
not know how to present yourself in the network, because others also would see
through you. Your substance, truthfulness and trustworthiness are very important
in building credibility among other network members.

8. Practical Skill

Practical skill is not about jugadu skills. Jugadu skills are often understood in the
context of bending rules and ‘somehow’ getting the work done. It implies improper
and unethical approach, which are not desirable from an entrepreneur. One may
adhere to the principles and values and still be practical. Practical skills here mean
lack of rigidity. It is about understanding others and their positions, and dealing
with them diplomatically without compromising on values. Practical skills often
include being able to plan and execute things.
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1.6.1 The Entrepreneurial Decision Process

Many tough decisions are involved in the entrepreneurial decisions. Some
entrepreneurial decisions are because of feeling that one is not recognized or
rewarded appropriately on the job place. In some other cases frequently losing
jobs make a person to think of becoming boss of oneself. In some cases, when a
family moves from one place to another, the need for pursuing economic activity
or keeping oneself active and busy, a thought of starting a business may result into
new entrepreneurship.

Entry Decision

Whether to start a new business or not is the most critical decision. The significance
of entry decision would be clear from the following points:

(i) Change in lifestyle: Decision to become an entrepreneur would suddenly
change one’s lifestyle. It may mean more working hours, no holiday,
uncertainty around everything that one is trying to do for starting a new
business, loss of cash flow for family and responsibility for one’s own
decision. Initial enthusiasm is a driving force in tackling issues surrounding
change in lifestyle. But when the reality is faced (no time for family and for
socialization, business outcome is not as per expectations, work getting
delayed, among others) enthusiasm is likely to fade.

(ii) Loss of financial security: An entrepreneur foregoes the chance of a
fixed and secured cash flow in pursuit of entrepreneurship. If financial
security is not ensured, then one can imagine the mental stress that the
entrepreneur and his family will go through. It is, therefore, very important
to ensure that before embarking on entrepreneurship one has made
assessment that the family will be able to continue with the same lifestyle as
before and all financial commitments of near future would be met. Future
financial commitment means if a child is going to college, one should have
enough money to finance the education.

(iii) Change in social equations: Social engagement is likely to take a nosedive
and new social equations would be formed. This is true for family members
of the new entrepreneurs too. Initially, current social group would perhaps
look at the new initiative with admiration, but with declining engagement of
the entrepreneur in the society the relationship may take turn, if not with all,
at least with some.

Networking requirement of an entrepreneur will lead to formation of new
social groups, but these new groups will be for some common purpose
(therefore, it can be called networks or professional groups rather than
social groups) and just for break from routine. Network groups do not
meet in informal and free environment and, therefore, those engagements
are not free from tensions.

(iv) Daily uncertainty: Before the business is set up there are moment to
moment uncertainties. Simple and easy tasks take time and often encounter
unexpected hurdles. Conflict with principles and value system is also a routine
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experience. These uncertainties cause stress and may lead to demotivation.
Even after the business is set-up, uncertainties remain away. Finding sources
of supply, recruiting the right people, getting market, operations difficulties,
and such other area become uncertain, more so in the initial phase. Once
the operations become routine, the familiarity with business variables improve
and uncertainties reduce.

Business Decisions

Once the first decision to make entry in entrepreneurship arena is taken the
immediate next set of decisions can be grouped as ‘business decisions’. First
among them is preparation of business plan, then exploring funding options, deciding
on the form of business organization and actually forming the organization, nurturing
initial phase of business, managing routine operations and managing growth are
the broad areas of decision one has to take as a part of business.

(i) Business plan: Preparation of a business plan is the first step toward
becoming an entrepreneur. The idea and its feasibility are documented in a
business plan. Technical feasibility, market feasibility and financial feasibility
of the idea are studied and result of the study is presented in a good business
plan.

(ii) Raising funds: A good business plan will draw attention of funding agencies
and create positivity among them. Potential equity participants assess the
potential growth and value of the business to make extraordinary gains. In
the market there are players like venture capitalists and angel investors who
are ready for equity participation in a risky business.

(iii) Form of business organization: Selection of form of business organization
is the most important decision at this stage. Sole-proprietorship form is
possible for those who want to go alone as owner. If friends, siblings, cousins,
venture capitalist, angel funds or any others are partners then one has to
consider any type of partnership firm or a private company or a public
company.

(iv) Nurturing business: Nurturing a business is a challenging task. Based on
clear vision one has to take several decisions and relentlessly keep exploring
all options for developing a business. Funds are lined up, firm is formed
(and registered, where registration is required), terms and conditions with
funding agencies and registration document are clearly defined. The real
challenge is recruiting competent people and assigning them the right tasks.
Sharing vision and values with all important employees through various ways
is also a conscious decision.

Another big challenge is creating a customer base. Innovation-based
entrepreneurs, who create demand rather than filling a positive demand-
supply gap, face this challenge, which they need to tackle carefully and with
patience explaining benefits of new products and services to probable
customers. Identification of probable customers (market segment) and
approaching them requires skills, careful analysis, presentation skills,
negotiation skills and several other skills.
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In short, every business decision, when business is new, is challenging and
requires many creative and timely decisions.

(v) Managing operations: Managing business, when it becomes matured after
take-off, is another game. An entrepreneur is more of a manager than an
entrepreneur when running routine business operations. An entrepreneur
should start focusing on strategic matters now and delegate routine matters
of business to professional managers employed by him.

(vi) Managing Growth: As we mentioned in the previous point, an entrepreneur
would focus on strategic growth areas once the business has become routine
and is on the auto-mode. Creativity and habit of diligence blended with
application of growth models are key areas for successfully managing growth.

Exit Decision

Timely exit from business is required if business has failed, and it is desirable even
when business has been launched well. Entrepreneurs who are creative and
innovative would stop deriving satisfaction of creation and success once the business
starts doing well. Selling business at that time is not only most profitable but also
gives an entrepreneur a chance to venture into another enterprise.

Process of Decision-Making

Every decision goes through some steps, whether they are related to setting up of
a new business or running it or even managing life. The followings are the steps in
the decision-making process:

(i) Clear objective: Clarity about objective is essential in the backdrop of
taking decision. Without clarity decision might be directed towards
something that later on cannot be justified.

(ii) Defining problem: Reaching to the root of the problem is important. Often
symptoms are misunderstood as the problem. It is better to initially understand
the problem rather than straight attempting to solve a visible problem. Lack
of identification of any problem results in the loss of opportunities that may
not even be noticed until it is too late.

(iii) Developing alternatives: Existence of problem itself proves that there
must be alternatives. There is always more than one solution including ‘do
not do anything’. This takes care of two things; firstly, timing of decision
and secondly, necessity of decision. There could be many alternatives. For
example, a problem of lack of competitiveness could be due to the poor
quality of the product or the high price of the product or ineffectiveness in
distribution, or even the business model itself among others. High cost of
product could be a result of inferior technology, poor workmanship, and
insufficient process control, among others. Poor workmanship could be
due to the absence of safety measures, lack of training and low employee
morale among others.

(iv) Identifying variables relevant to making decision: Each alternative
solution will have different impact on business in terms of cost and benefit.
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These costs and benefits are of three types:
(a) Qualitative
(b) Quantitative but not monetary
(c) Monetary.

Knowing everything needed for taking decision is useful, even if some data
may not be available. The need of information is known, but no data is
available from known sources. This happens in case of launching a new
product in the market.

(v) Collecting data: Data collection is an important step from the viewpoint
of: (a) speed of data collection, (b) quality of data, and (c) cost of data.
Timely collection of most valuable and reliable data at the minimum cost
could be the most rhetoric expectation. Time is the most important factor in
long-term decision of strategic importance. Replacement decision therefore,
may hardly be viewed as very important. Secondary sources of data save
time but reduce reliability. Primary sources not only are expensive but time-
consuming also.

(vi) Analysis of data: Data analysis is an art of juxta-positioning useful data to
make sense out of it. Often use of charts, tables and diagrams and application
of analytical tools will be useful in understanding collected data.

(vii) Evaluation of options: Many tools and techniques may be available to
evaluate whether the initial goal can be attained, and up to what extent.
Application of the right technique will give positive guidance and selection
of wrong technique may not help in attaining the goal.

(viii) Taking decisions: The result of application of an evaluation technique can
be accepted as a ‘decision’ if there is one and only one goal. There are
many unknown factors and many non-quantifiable factors, which do not
appear in the financial test. They have to be weighed separately against the
primary goal. A decision maker is supposed to use the result of evaluation
as guideline only. The decision should be taken only after due consideration
of primary and secondary variables and after recognizing constraints.

Remember there is nothing like best decision that can give the predictable
successful results. Every decision has some odds of yielding poor results.

Role Models, Mentors and Support System

Hereunder we will give some description of role models, mentors and support
system.

Role models

Most entrepreneurs have some or the other role model, who inspire them. This
inspiration may be explicit recognition of inspiration or it can be implicit. If an
entrepreneur has a role model, he should study the role model’s history, especially
his failures, the characteristics needed to succeed, his style and competencies.
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Mentors

Mentors are experienced entrepreneurs and experts in different fields. In the first
stage, when the idea is thought of, discussions with some mentors will help in
sharpening the idea and may sometimes assist in reshaping an idea completely. At
the designing stage, in addition to offering ideas, mentors can use their network to
provide a list of names that can help and also give positive references. Mentor’s
guidance in the market analysis stage will help in terms of making correct inquiry,
getting correct data, and applying correct data analysis before any conclusion is
drawn.

Support system

Entrepreneurs need support at the initial and the various stages of entrepreneurship.
The most important support comes from spouse, family members, friends and
neighbours.  Social groups also come handy for solace, support and advice that
an entrepreneur would need from time to time while sailing in the strange terrain of
entrepreneurship. If the product or service is based on any technology, then
professional groups would also be needed.

There are several examples of entrepreneurs who are role models for people
all over the world. This also includes entrepreneurs who have become successful
after facing multiple failures. Some examples of inspiring entrepreneurs include
Ingvar Kamprad of IKEA, Henry Ford of Ford Motors, Ray Kroc of McDonald’s,
Richard Branson of Virgin Group among others.

1.6.2 Future of Entrepreneurship

The history of Indian entrepreneurship is full of paradoxes ranging from heights of
glory as pioneers of sea trading to the abyss of colonial freeze under British rule.
Despite all odds, the fire was never extinguished from the natural genes of the
Indian entrepreneur who survived to reappear whenever history accorded the
opportunity. Today, Indian entrepreneurs are among the most successful and
respected across the globe for their grit and acumen.

Indian entrepreneurship is well on its path of global domination and holds
the promise to aid the national economy in terms of providing employment and
bringing about development in rural areas. The changed and charged environment
of entrepreneurship in the country motivates many brilliant young people to opt
away from fat salaries in MNCs and work in their own ventures.

Successful entrepreneurs such as Azim Premji, Narayana Murthy and
Dhirubhai Ambani have inspired a whole new generation to look forward into the
future with unbound hope even if they don’t have influence or inheritance to back
them. The Indian entrepreneur is all set to achieve new heights of success and
growth in the years to come.

India is slowly becoming one of the biggest and attractive markets in the
world, both for foreign companies to invest in and the local startups to gain market
share. This is a combined result of a number of factors including but not limited to
the demographic, skills and the benefits of the IT boom of the early 2000s. Besides
a number of government initiatives are also promoting entrepreneurship in India
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with schemes like Startup India, Make in India, among others. As per a Nasscom-
Zinnov report of 2018, India is the third largest eco-system of startups in the
world with close to 7200-7700 startups. Further, India has now a total of 18
unicorn startups!

A report by the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (2018),
suggests that around 14,565 startups were registered in the year. The future does
look promising but for it to become a reality, there is a need to tackle three important
areas of crony capitalism, cumbersome licensing legislations and problems of
inequality.

Check Your Progress

9. What does the skill of ability to guide entail for entrepreneurs?

10. In the process of raising funds, state two sources who are ready for equity
participation in a risky business.

1.7 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. An entrepreneur is one who sets up a business, takes risks to develop his
business and makes the best use of the opportunities.

2. Though the term entrepreneur is often used interchangeably with
entrepreneurship, conceptually they are different terms. An entrepreneur is
a creator whereas entrepreneurship is the creation.

3. There are different types of managerial functions that an entrepreneur has to
perform. These are based on the size and activities of an enterprise. The
managerial functions include the formulation of production plans, the raising
of capital, dealing with suppliers for procurement of raw materials and other
materials, providing production facilities, and organizing and conducting sales.

4. The different kinds of entrepreneurs on the basis of Clarence Danhof’s
classification are as follows:

(a) Innovative entrepreneur
(b) Adoptive or imitative entrepreneur
(c) Fabian entrepreneur
(d) Drone entrepreneur

5. The drawbacks of the traditional view of goal setting are:
(a) Goals do not influence organization structure directly. Organizational

design decisions influence the structure.
(b) Goals are rarely integrated into a hierarchy in the form of a means-

ends chain. They are bound to be differences between stated and
operation goals.

6. Management by objectives (MBO) is an alternative process to traditional
goal setting. It is basically a process in which a superior and subordinate
jointly identify the subordinate’s performance goals in terms of the results
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expected and then employ these steps in managing the organization and
evaluating the performance of the subordinate.

7. The Indian cottage industry declined in the eighteenth century due to the
following reasons:

(a) Lack of communication and transportation facilities.
(b) The establishment of an alien rule with the influx of many foreign

influences.

8. Indian merchants invested in cotton textiles in the pre-independence period
due to the following reasons:

(a) Cotton textiles were largely controlled by the Indians even till the First
World War

(b) The necessary technology could easily be imported
(c) Requirement of skilled labour was less and unskilled labour was already

available in abundance

9. The skill of ability to guide entail the following for entrepreneurs: continuous
dialogue and addressing doubts and queries on routine basis before they
become concerns, willingness to make adjustments in goals as more
information unfolds and having earned respect and trust.

10. In the process of raising funds, players like venture capitalists and angel
investors are ready for equity participation in a risky business.

1.8 SUMMARY

 Entrepreneur is used interchangeably with entrepreneurship but conceptually
they are different. An entrepreneur is a creator whereas entrepreneurship is
the creation.

 Entrepreneurship is the tendency of an individual to organize his own business
and run it successfully vis-à-vis exploiting the qualities of leadership, decision-
making and managerial calibre.

 The term ‘entrepreneurship’ originated in the western societies. The meaning
of entrepreneurship in the west has also undergone changes. In the early
16th century, entrepreneurship referred to army leaders. By the 18th century,
entrepreneurs represented dealers who bought and sold goods and services.
By 1961, scholars like Schumpeter used the term ‘innovators’ to define
entrepreneurs.

 In the Indian context, the entrepreneur has been defined as an individual
who undertakes to organize, own and run a business. This definition was
officially accepted in 1975 at a national seminar on Entrepreneurs held in
New Delhi.

 Entrepreneurs have the confidence in their ability to succeed. The National
Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB) found that business owners
rated the success of their companies quite high—7.3 on a scale of 1 to 10,
where 1 was considered a total failure and 10 was defined as extreme
success.
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 Entrepreneurs are very flexible in their approach. They are capable of
adapting themselves to the varying demands of businesses and customers.
Rigidity can lead to failure in today’s swiftly altering global economy.

 According to Clarence Danhof and his study of American agriculture, there
are four types of entrepreneurs, which are as follows: (i) Innovative, (ii)
Adoptive or Imitative, (iii) Fabian, and (iv) Drone entrepreneur.

 Joseph A. Schumpeter (1883–1950) emphasized the role of innovation
(entrepreneur). He suggested that an entrepreneur was someone who carried
out ‘new combinations’ such as the introduction of novel processes or
products, the identification of novel sources of supply or export markets,
the creation of novel types of organizations, and so on.

 According to Peter Drucker, entrepreneurship deals with risk-taking. The
behaviour of the entrepreneur is reflective of the type of individual prepared
to stake his or her financial security as well as career in the name of an idea,
and spend a lot of capital and time on uncertain ventures.

 An entrepreneur takes mainly three types of risk, that is, career risk, financial
risk, and psychological risk.

 Bartol and Martin, in their book Management have given six main steps in
setting goals to obtain optimal results.

 The traditional process of setting goals is that the goals are set by the top
management. It is assumed that top management knows what is best for the
organization. The top management sets organizational goals and then
formulates goals for middle management.

 Management by objectives (MBO) is an alternative process to traditional
goal setting. It is basically a process in which a superior and subordinate
jointly identify the subordinate’s performance goals in terms of the results
expected and then employ these steps in managing the organization and
evaluating the performance of the subordinate.

 Entrepreneurial growth in any country must evolve within the context of
the economic history of that particular country. The study of entrepreneurial
growth in India has been divided into three sections, i.e., entrepreneurial
growth before 1850, from 1850 until Independence, and post-
Independence.

 In spite of the importance of entrepreneurship in the economic growth of
the nation, there is a lack of will power from the government to support
entrepreneurship in India. The entire process of taking grants, licences and
support is very lengthy with a lot of documentation required.

 Ability to lead and motivate people, good listening and communication skills,
good at negotiations, creative and critical thinking skills, among others are
needed to be a successful entrepreneur.

 An entrepreneur has to take several decisions through the journey. Entry
and exit decisions are the most important among all.

 Whatever the decision situation, the steps involved in decision-making are
same, but degree of intensity would depend on the complexity of the problem.
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 As an advice to budding entrepreneur one can say that look at your role
model, find mentors that you need at various stages of entrepreneurship
and solicit support from family, friends and neighbours, professional groups
and other agencies that exist in the system.

1.9 KEY TERMS

 Entrepreneur: It refers to a person who organizes and operates a business
or businesses, taking on financial risk to do so.

 Entrepreneurship: It means the capacity and willingness to develop
organize and manage a business venture along with any of its risks in order
to make a profit.

 Motivation: Internal and external factors that stimulate desire and energy
in people to be continually interested and committed to a job, role or subject,
or to make an effort to attain a goal is known as motivation.

 Innovation: It is the process of translating an idea or invention into a good
or service that creates value or for which customers will pay.

 Fabian Entrepreneur: it refers to an entrepreneur who is cautious in
introducing any change in the business.

 Drone Entrepreneur: It means an entrepreneur who blindly follows the
traditional methods of production even when it results in loss.

1.10 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. List the functions of entrepreneurs.

2. Describe briefly the classification of entrepreneurs.

3. What are the various risks taken by an entrepreneur?

4. What are the factors that affect entrepreneurial growth?

5.  How do economic factors affect entrepreneurial growth?

6. Write a short-note on the future of entrepreneurship in India.

Long Answer Questions

1. Explain the evolution of the concept of entrepreneurship in India.

2. Evaluate Schumpeter’s views on entrepreneurial development.

3. Explain the stages in the entrepreneurial process.

4. Discuss the steps as given by Bartol and Martin for setting goals.

5. Trace the development and growth of entrepreneurship in India.

6. Describe the skills required to be an entrepreneur.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit, you will learn about project proposal and its significance for entrepreneurs.
Real and visible project activities begin after the detailed project proposal with a
blueprint of implementation is prepared. This phase is full of activities, excitement,
stress and potential mistakes. Clearly defined goals of project execution, monitoring
and control of time, cost and progress, corrective actions, mid-course review,
preparation of project completion report upon complete execution of the project
and finally conducting the post-completion audit, where needed, are important final
steps in project management. The unit will also discuss production management,
financial management, marketing management and consumer management.

2.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

 Understand the need and objectives of project proposal
 Describe the nature of an organization
 Discuss the all the components of project management such as production,

financial, marketing and consumer management

2.2 NEED AND OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT
PROPOSAL

A project proposal is the document that facilitates a professional relationship
between an entrepreneur and stakeholders. Typically, a project proposal is the
initial framework for establishing the concept of the project and includes what an
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entrepreneur wants to accomplish, an explanation of objectives, and plans for
achieving them. It is common for a project proposal to encompass a list of activities
or tasks that will be associated with the project, illustrate the significance of this
specific project idea, and explain the origins of this project. There are certain
steps an entrepreneur should take to ensure that his or her project proposals are
effective. Entrepreneurs should ensure that their project proposals:

 focus on customer issues

 are brief and written in simplified language

 take into account the issues of all the other stakeholders

Need and Objectives

A project proposal is needed to make a new project, service or programme cleared
out for execution by the stakeholders. The proposal also helps to ensure that
everyone is on the same page regarding the goals and objectives of the project. It
serves as a way to make an organization aware of the required budget and new
employees for hiring.

The project objectives should include the project’s results. These results
are direct and intended, short and medium-term effects on a target group. The
objective should lie under the scope of the project. It is also necessary that we
must be able to attribute the effects directly to the project.

Project investment decisions, often known as capital budgeting decisions,
involve several steps. Each has a purpose and must be carried out by the
entrepreneur with due care and caution. These steps involve idea generation and
screening, estimating costs and benefits—which in turn includes demand, technical,
financial and risk analyses for the project and for the firm, allocation of limited
funds on competing projects and preparation of the project report before the
project is implemented. On completion of a project, a project review is also desired
and for some projects, a post-completion audit is required.

2.2.1 Project Life Cycle

All projects have a life cycle. The project life cycle has five stages,

(i) Concept

(ii) Analysis

(iii) Planning

(iv) Execution

(v) Completion

There are several activities at each stage of the project life cycle. The stages are
depicted in Figure 2.1, and stage-wise activities are listed in Table 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1 Stages in a Project Life Cycle

The curve in Figure 2.1 indicates the level of activities. The execution stage is full
of activities, most of which are visible and exciting.

Table 2.1 Stages in a Project Life Cycle and Activities at Each Stage

Concept Stage Analysis Stage Planning Stage Execution Stage Completion 
Stage 

Idea generation 
Screening of 
idea 
 

Market analysis 
Technical 
analysis 
Financial 
analysis 
Risk analysis 
Social cost-
benefit analysis 

Capital budget 
allocation 
Resource 
planning 
Contracting 
Preparation of 
Detailed Project 
Report (DPR) 

Constructing 
work-
packages 
Action and 
coordination 
Monitoring 
and control 

 

Project 
transfer 
Project 
completion 
report 
Post 
completion 
audit 

 

1. Concept stage

The first stage in project management is the concept stage, which includes two
activities:

(i) idea generation

(ii) screening of project ideas.

The two activities are explained as follows:

(i) Generating ideas

Firms do not conceive ideas; individuals in the firms do. However, a proactive firm
would provide a system and an environment that would allow and encourage
creativity, and in return, get ideas that are more useful, from employees at all
levels. Several elements can be built in the organizational system for encouraging
idea generation. Some of them are listed as follows:

 Suggestion box system

 Quality circle system or small group activities

 Task force system

 Brainstorming sessions

 Open-house
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Creative thinking is encouraged, motivated, and more importantly, guided by a
well-designed strategic planning process. Strategic investment decisions like growth
direction, growth rate and growth strategies would offer a broader theme about
what is an acceptable and what is not an acceptable investment proposal. The
ideas of investment proposals that fit the theme of strategies of business must be
generated in the organization.

(ii) Screening of project ideas

Once the idea is presented, it must go through several stages of screening. An idea
that is very risky and novel would typically go through the following steps:

 Initial brainstorming
 Concept testing
 First feasibility report
 Market survey
 Test marketing or pilot project
 Market research

Usually, the department or group that represents the idea will undertake the initial
brainstorming on the project idea. The initial brainstorming would largely centre
around two things, (a) whether the idea is judgementally viable and  (b) if yes,
whether it fits into the strategic thrust of the business. If the idea does not fit into
the strategic thrust, but it is extremely good in initial judgement, then at some level
brainstorming is done to explore the need for changing the strategy itself.

Not every investment proposal passes through all these stages. The number
of stages and details at each stage would largely depend on the type and the
significance of the project. Projects can be classified in several ways, but for this
purpose, the projects can be classified based on logic verses intuition. Logic means
data or information and intuition means judgement or sixth sense. Logic versus
intuition is depicted in the decision-grid in Figure 2.2.

Logic Low High 
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tu
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C 

B 

¤ A 

¤ 

¤ 

Fig. 2.2 A Decision Grid

Projects high on intuition but low on logic (information), like project A, need to go
through a detailed scrutiny because hardly any information is available about it. It
is like new product development. On the other side, machine replacement is like
project C on the decision grid in which the firm has a lot of information about the
project and does not have to rely on intuition for decision-making.
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In other words, the proposals that provide less confidence would pass
through various stages depending upon where they start in the decision-grid in
Figure 2.2. The decision is taken on the line of A-C in Figure 2.2 when a decision-
maker feels confident and comfortable about the risk. The main purpose for
undertaking various stages is to build the database at the minimum cost before
committing a sizeable amount of fund in the project. If the database is available or
the perceived risk of the project is low, then many stages can be skipped.
Conceptually, new projects involving greater amount of money and higher degree
of uncertainty will go through many stages until the decision-makers gain the
confidence of taking a decision.

2. Analysis stage

After a project proposal is conceptually cleared, it enters the analysis stage. Several
types of analysis are done with two-fold objectives—risk assessment via improving
the information base so that one has to rely less on intuition; and generate information
so that one can do cost-benefit analyses.

The benefits from a project must outweigh its costs. Costs and benefits are
studied at various stages of the capital budgeting process. When the initial feasibility
report is prepared, the costs and benefits are at best guesstimates based upon
experience or thumb rules. At the time of preparation of a detailed project report,
all costs and benefits are projected upon the basis of studied assumptions. Whether
guesstimates or educated estimates, the cost-benefit analysis involves three primary
areas of analyses, namely market analysis, technical analysis and financial analysis,
and additionally risk analysis and social cost-benefit analysis.

(i) Market demand and situation analysis

Market analysis is at the heart of cost-benefit analysis. If there is no market for
goods and services produced, then it makes no business sense to invest money.
Usually, for existing products and services, one would estimate demand over time
to come and compare it with potential supply. If a positive gap exists, the chances
that the project will succeed are higher. Depending upon a firm’s ability to cope
with globalization, one has to decide whether to consider domestic as well
international demand and supply or not. A firm that cannot operate globally should
consider international supply, but domestic demand. A firm that can operate globally
must consider total world demand and global supply including domestic supply in
target economies.

Some projects aim to produce goods or services for which there is no
current demand. Projects of the type of ‘new product development’ fall in this
category. Such projects are undertaken in anticipation of creation of demand. A
confident firm can create the demand for new products and services, but they are
risky projects. Most infrastructure projects are also of this type. Therefore, in the
early phase of economic development, private investments do not take place in
these areas.

(ii) Technical analysis

Technical analysis of a project idea is different from the ‘technical analysis’ of
stocks. The purpose of technical analysis for a project idea is to study the technical
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viability of the proposal. Availability of technology in the required capacity, its
suitability to the environment, availability and sources of configuration equipment
within the technology, processes involved, commercial viability of technology and
such other issues are investigated in the technology analysis of the project ideas.
Alternative technologies are also searched and evaluated with a view to zero in on
the suitable technology for the proposed project and for the firm as a whole.

(iii) Financial analysis

Good market demand and suitability of technical specifications of technology and
processes may not be worth it if one cannot make money. Financial analysis involves
detailed calculations to verify financial outcomes of the project. Financial analysis
accepts marketing and technical assumptions developed during market analysis
and technical analysis and goes further into estimating investment requirements,
financing plan, working capital plans and cost estimates for the operations. These
financial estimates are then used for calculating project cash flow and cost of
capital before the financial viability is determined using one or more evaluation
techniques. A financial analysis will check whether various financial milestones
could be achieved from the project. These milestones are defined in terms of
payback period, accounting rate of return, net present value or internal rate of
return and in terms of average interest cover ratio and average debt service coverage
ratio, etc.

(iv) Risk analysis

Sometimes, estimates do not come true and financial goals are not achieved. This
is because the future is uncertain and risky. A firm must study the risk associated
with a project and its impact on the firm as a whole. Thus, risk analysis has two
aspects; project risk and portfolio risk or firm risk.

(a) Analysis of project risk

A business must take ‘calculated risks’. It must determine how much risk it can
take, identify the risk associated with the project, measure it and lessen it as far as
possible. Sensitivity analysis is used for identifying important sources of risk so
that those sources can be studied further to reduce elements of the ‘unknown’.
The project should be then designed appropriately so that project risk is minimized
to the extent it is acceptable to the firm. Risk profile of a project can also be
studied through simulation and in some cases even a decision tree approach has to
be employed.

(b) Firm risk and market risk

At times, a risky project (after project risk is mitigated) may be better than a less
risky project. This is because the impact of project risk on the firm depends on the
correlation between the existing risk profile of the firm and the new project risk. If
the current firm is risky and if the new project is also risky but the correlation
between the firm’s cash flow and project cash flow is negative (or in some cases
even slightly positive), the firm can have a ‘diversification’ advantage, and aggregate
risk (portfolio risk), after the new project is accepted, may reduce.
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Firm risk has a direct bearing on its value (share price). For a given
profitability, a low-risk firm will have a higher value (and less volatile share prices)
compared to a high-risk firm. A low-risk firm is able to raise funds from the market
at a lower cost, which reduces the cost of capital and enhances the net present
value of the project and the firm. Thus, risk analysis and risk management are very
important aspects of capital expenditure planning or project management.

(v) Social cost-benefit analysis

Financially viable projects generate financial gains for the firm and its shareholders.
Do they also generate economic benefits to the nation and social benefits to the
society? Sometimes, a project that is financially non-viable may be economically
and socially desirable and gainful; and vice versa.

(a) Environmental analysis

With an increase in environmental awareness, it is mandatory for many projects to
obtain an environmental clearance. Even where it is not mandatory, a good corporate
citizen would like to take care of the environment. A project’s impact on the
environment must be assessed in the environmental analysis, and the results must
be communicated. The project features must include investment for the protection
of environment.

(b) Economic analysis

Financial analysis is limited to a firm’s costs and benefits. When we expand the
horizon of analysis to encompass the entire economy of a nation, we may find that
some costs and benefits to a firm is merely an exchange of money from one section
of the economy to another. For example, wages paid to workers and taxes paid to
the government are costs to the company; but from the perspective of the economy,
they involve just the transfer of money and result in no cost or benefit to the economy.
Economic analysis studies the benefits of a project from the angle of the economy
as a whole. Based on the economic returns of a project, governments offer special
incentives to firms for undertaking selected projects. These incentives are nothing
but the share of economic gains between the private firm and the nation.

(c) Social analysis

Financial analysis and economic analysis consider only measurable monetary costs
and benefits. Non-monetary costs and benefits could be plenty and they may be
critical for society. Therefore, some international aids to poor and developing nations
are based on social cost-benefit analysis of projects. Environment effect, ecological
effect, beautification, forestation or deforestation effects, global warming effects,
social value effects and some long-term advantages and disadvantages that cannot
be measured (like in education projects) in financial terms are measured in social
cost-benefit analysis and the social rate of return is determined.

3. Planning stage

The projects that are successful at all stages of analysis are found ‘acceptable’
from financial and strategic perspectives. But, at any given time there could be
several projects having a claim on the limited funds. Therefore, in the planning
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stage, the project must first win budgetary allocation, before any resource planning,
contract negotiation and preparation of a detailed project report are done in the
planning stage of the project life cycle.

(i) Capital rationing (Multiple projects and constraints)

A project that is likely to generate acceptable financial results and has a risk within
the acceptable limit cannot always be accepted. At any point of time, a firm would
have several projects competing for limited funds. Some projects may be urgent
(such as machine replacement), some projects may be important for satisfying an
agitated workers’ union, some may be part projects of the senior management,
some may be strategically important and some may generate excellent financial
returns. It is hardly possible that any project will be significant from all angles. In
the light of limited funds, (due to either externally imposed or internally imposed
limits), a decision-maker has to selectively allocate funds and optimize attainment
of varying (and conflicting) goals. A set of projects, from among all acceptable
ones, that can collectively establish a balance among all the needs within the
available capital is the best at a given point of time.

Once the capital allocation signal is given, a firm has to get ready to undertake
the project. This would include resource planning, contracting and network analysis,
all documented in a detailed project report (DPR), which becomes a blueprint for
the execution of the project.

(ii) Resource planning

A project requires numerous resources in terms of material, equipment, labour
and other manpower. Many of these resources are bought and many are hired,
and some are reallocated from routine operations. The right source, the right price
and the right timing of resource acquisitions are critical in the successful completion
of a project. A detailed resource acquisition and mobilization plan would allow
work to proceed smoothly without distracting the attention of the project team on
non-technical parameters.

(iii) Contracting

A project is a congregation of several interdependent activities and work structures,
many of which a firm cannot build on its own and may need external expertise.
Such work packages are contracted out retaining the rest. A project manager will
deal with hundreds of contractors for jobs and labour. A strong coordination among
them is very important. Despite good intentions, sometimes due to their own
priorities and problems, the contractors may fail to deliver the right quality of job
on time, which may delay the project and make it inefficient. A clearly written
contract, excellent report and coordination with all contractors, and if needed,
ability and willingness to take hard decisions, are essential parts of project
management.

(iv) Detailed Project Report or DPR (Network Techniques for
Project Management)

A detailed project report (DPR) is prepared at this stage. It is a blueprint for the
implementation plan. The exact resources are listed, the sources are identified,
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technical specifications are detailed, the costs are estimated after obtaining
quotations, sequencing of activities is planned, calendar of activities is prepared
with the start and end dates and time-wise needs of funds are estimated.

Several network techniques are deployed for depicting the sequence of
activities, identifying the critical path, preparation of the calendar of resource
acquisition and allocation, and costs. A DPR runs into volumes.

4. Execution stage

During the planning stage, subcontracts are given, teams and sub-teams are formed,
team leaders are appointed, coordination is established, documentations are
designed and a reporting system is developed. Now is the time to execute the
projects. Project execution is a very active stage in project management. It involves
activities like actual construction of work packages, action and coordination and
monitoring and control.

(i) Constructing work packages

A project team will start constructing different work packages (activities) as per
the network plan prepared in the detailed project report. The sub-teams in the
project, each with their own expertise, are engaged in the construction of work
packages. These activities are visible, and create enthusiasm and excitement, which
may sometimes take the eyes off the scope of the project.

(ii) Action and coordination

There are several sub-teams on the job at any given point in time. Progress on
their work together with resources consumed and required have a bearing on
what other sub-teams are doing and would do in the future. Someone has to
provide strong leadership for the effective coordination among all sub-teams and
subcontractors, and also coordination for resource allocation on various sub-teams.

(iii) Monitoring and control

Troubleshooting becomes a daily event, review of several configurations and
activities takes place and the need for design change is felt. During implementation,
there is always a very high chance that the project may go in the wrong trajectory
due to the involvement of several people, difficulty in coordination or loss of focus
and the project may become unviable or may get delayed. Therefore, a project
control mechanism is extremely important. A good project control mechanism
would efficiently balance the cost, time and performance aspects, where
performance aspects cover quantitative as well as qualitative targets.

5. Completion stage

At the end of the project execution stage, the last work package is constructed
and the project is ready for running. This does not mean that the project is completed
and the task of project management is over. The constructed project must be
transferred to the operating team, and the learning exercises must begin. The learning
activities involve a study and preparation of project completion report and, where
needed, post completion audit.
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Guidelines for Formulating a Project Report

A project report is, basically, a document which provides details about the overall
picture of the proposed business. It gives details about the project proposal to
ascertain the prospects of the proposed plan/activity.

In order to process investment proposals and arrive at investment decisions,
the Planning Commission of India has also issued some guidelines for preparing/
formulating realistic industrial projects. So far as feasibility report is concerned, it
lies in between the project formulating stage and the appraisal and sanction stage.
The project formulation stage involves the identification of investment options by
the enterprise and in consultation with the Administrative Ministry, the Planning
Commission and other concerned authorities. Let us look at a summary of the
these guidelines.

(i) General information

The feasibility report should include an analysis of the industry to which the project
belongs. It should deal with the past performance of the industry. The description
of the type of industry should also be given, i.e., the priority of the industry, increase
in production, role of the public sector, allocation of investment of funds, choice of
technique, etc. This should also contain information about the enterprise submitting
the feasibility report.

(ii) Preliminary analysis of alternatives

This should contain present data on the gap between demand and supply for the
outputs which are to be produced, data on the capacity that would be available
from the projects that are in production or under implementation at the time the
report is prepared, a complete list of all existing plants in the industry, giving
their capacity and level of production actually attained, a list of all projects for which
letters of intents/licenses have been issued and a list of proposed projects. All
options that are technically feasible should be considered at this preliminary stage.
The location of the project as well as its implications should also be looked into.
An account of the foreign exchange requirement should also be taken. The
profitability of different options should also be given. The rate of return on investment
should be calculated and presented in the report. Alternative cost calculations vis-
à-vis return should be presented.

(iii) Project description

The feasibility should provide a brief description of the technology or process
selected for the project. Information relevant to determining optimality of the
locations chosen should also be included. To assist in the assessment of the
environmental effects of a project, every feasibility report must present the
information on specific points, i.e., population, water, air, land, flora and fauna,
effects arising out of project’s pollution, other environmental discretions etc. The
report should contain a list of the operational requirements of the plant, requirements
of water and power, requirements of personnel, organizational structure envisaged,
transport costs, activity wise phasing of construction and factors affecting it.
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(iv) Marketing plan

It should contain the following items: (i) Data on the marketing plan, (ii) Demand
and prospective supply in each of the areas to be served, (iii) The method and
data used for main estimates of domestic supply and selection of the market areas
should be presented, (iv) Estimates of the degree of price sensitivity should be
presented and (v) An analysis of past trends in prices.

(v) Capital requirements and costs

The estimates should be reasonably complete and properly estimated. Information
on all items of costs should be carefully collected and presented.

(vi) Operating requirements and costs

Operating costs are essentially those costs, which are incurred after the
commencement of commercial production. Information about all items of operating
cost should be collected; operating costs relate to the cost of raw materials and
intermediates, fuel, utilities, labour, repair and maintenance, selling expenses and
other expenses.

(vii) Financial analysis

The purpose of this analysis is to present some measures to assess the financial
viability of the project. A proforma Balance Sheet for the project data should be
presented. Depreciation should be allowed for on the basis of specified by the
Bureau of Public Enterprises. Foreign exchange requirements should be cleared
by the Department of Economic Affairs. The feasibility report should take into
account income tax rebates for priority industries, incentives for backward areas,
accelerated depreciation, etc. The sensitivity analysis should also be presented.
The report must analyze the sensitivity of the rate of return of change in the level'
and pattern of product prices.

(viii) Economic analysis

Social profitability analysis needs some adjustment in the data relating to the costs
and returns to the enterprise. One important type of investment involves a correction
in input and costs, to reflect the true value of foreign exchange, labour and capital.
The enterprise should try to assess the impact of its operations' on foreign trade.
Indirect costs and benefits should also be included in the report. If they cannot be
quantified, they should be analyzed.

(ix) Miscellaneous aspects

The preceding three areas are deemed appropriate to almost every new small
enterprise. Notwithstanding, depending upon the size of the operation and
peculiarities of a particular project, other items may be considered important to be
applied out in the project report. To mention, probable use of minicomputers or
other electronic data processing services, cash flow statements, method of
accounting etc., may be of great use in some small enterprises.

Specimen of a Project Report

Let us now see an example of what a project report should look like. A speciment
project report is provided in the following pages.
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DETAILED PROJECT REPORT

Proposal for Term loan of …… lakh and Working Capital Limit of …….lakh

for setting up a new project for manufacture of

I. INTRODUCTORY, PROMOTERS AND MANAGEMENT

1. Particulars of the enterprise:

1.1 Name of the Enterprise  

1.2 Constitution (Proprietorship/ 
Partnership/ Pvt. Ltd. Company/ 
Public Limited Company/ Limited 
Liability Partnership/ Cooperative 
Society 

 

1.3 MSME Status  

1.4 MSME Registration No./  
Date of Registration 

 

1.5 Date of incorporation / 
commencement of business 

 

1.6 ROC Number, if applicable  

Address  

Registered Office:  

Administrative Office  

1.7 
  

Factory 
(Whether backward area) 

 

1.8 Industry Status

Industry Products Installed Capacity No of days / 
Shifts 

End uses Export 
orientation 

      

2. Promoters:

2.1. Brief bio-data of the promoters

Brief background of promoters may be furnished as under. Write up on
other companies, if any, promoted by them with which they are associated.

Name of the promoter    

Father’s/ Husband’s name    

Age (years)    

Residential Address    

Educational Qualification    

Passport No., valid till, place of issue    

Permanent Account Number    

Relationship with the chief promoter    

Experience in what capacity/ industry/ years     

Networth as on………………….    

Income Tax / Wealth Tax Status    

Other concerns interest / in which capacity / 
financial stake 
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Detailed bio-data may be furnished as per APPENDIX I and networth
statement of promoters and guarantors may be furnished as per APPENDIX
II.

2.2 Brief financial position/working results of each associate concern

Brief financial position/working results of the associate concern(s) for the
past …. years is furnished below:

Name of the Concern/ Location/ 
Established in 

Product Year/ Period Sales  Net 
Profit 

Net 
worth 

    

    

  

    

2.3 Brief history

Brief history of the unit may be given.

3. Management and proposed shareholding pattern:

3.1 Management

Brief comments on the management be given.

3.2 Proposed shareholding pattern

The authorised share capital of the company is ….. lakh. The shareholding
pattern of the company is given below:

Shareholding S.No Name of the Directors 
(S/Shri) 

No. of shares 
Rs. lakh % 

1     
2     
3     
4     

Total    100 

OR

The unit is a partnership firm. The profit/loss of the firm shall be shared by
the partners in the following proportion:

S.No Name of the Partners 
(S/Shri) 

Percentage (%) in case 
of profit / loss 

1   
2   
3   

Total 100.00 

II. TECHNICAL ASPECTS

4.1 Scope of the project

Briefly mention scope of the project i.e. what the project is supposed to
accomplish to deliver a product or service with the specified features and
functions.

4.2 Location-availability of infrastructural facilities

Locational advantages of premises with reference to absence of civic
restrictions, proximity to the source of raw materials, market for the product,
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availability of power, water, labour and transport may be mentioned.
Whether backward area benefits, if any, available.

4.3 Technology

Selection of technology, comments on alternative production process,
comments on technology (latest/ appropriate/ proven). Discuss the impact
of possible changes in technology in future. Indicate technical process whether
it is a continuous process. In case of technical collaboration, please furnish
a brief write-up on the period of collaboration agreement, the name of the
collaborator company, indicating the activities, size, turnover, particulars of
the existing plants, and other projects in India and abroad set up with same
collaboration. Brief manufacturing process involved may also be given.

4.4 Raw materials/components

Details of raw material required and their sources may be indicated.

4.5 Utilities
4.5.1 Power

Requirement of power depending upon plant and machinery and its
availability from State Electricity Board may be mentioned. Back-up
arrangement of power by way of DG Set may also be furnished.

4.5.2 Water
Requirement of water for process/ human consumptions and its
availability from Municipality/ bore well may be mentioned.

4.5.3 Fuel
Details of fuels required depending upon production process and its
arrangement of supply may be mentioned.

4.5.4 Others like steam/compressed air etc
Details of steam/ compressed air required depending upon production
process and its arrangement in the project may be mentioned. Capacity
of boiler/compressor may be furnished.

4.6 Effluent disposal

Mention about whether the unit falls under green, orange, red categories as
per guidelines of State Pollution Control Department. Type of pollutants
generated under the process and pollution control measures being taken in
the project may be mentioned. Whether the unit has applied/ will apply to
State Pollution Control Department for getting consent to establish.

4.7 Manpower

The requirement of proposed manpower in various cadres viz. executives,
technical persons, supervisors,  administrative staff, skilled and unskilled
labours and their arrangements being made to be commented upon keeping
in view the location of the unit, industry etc.

4.8 Implementation schedule

Based on the progress already made and other arrangements made by the
unit, the implementation schedule for following may be mentioned.
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Particulars Date of 
Commencement 

Expected Date of 
Completion 

Acquisition of Land   
Development of Land   
Civil Works for 
- Factory building 
- Machinery foundation 
- Administrative Building 

  

Plant & Machinery 
- Imported 
- Indigenous 

  

Arrangement for power   
Arrangement for water   
Erection of equipment   
Commissioning   
Initial Procurement of Raw 
Material 

  

Trial Runs   
Commercial Production   

III. PROJECT COST AND MEANS OF FINANCE

5. The broad break-up of cost of project is as under

To be incurred S.No. Particulars Already 
incurred 

Firm Non-firm 

Total Cost 

1 Land and Site Development     
2 Buildings     

Plant & Machinery – 
Imported 

    3 
 

Plant & Machinery – 
Indigenous 

    

4 Miscellaneous Fixed Assets     
5 Preliminary expenses     
6 Preoperative expenses      
7 Contingencies     
8 Margin money for working 

capital 
    

 Total     

5.1 Land and site development

Location, area, purchase price, adequacy, availability for future expansion,
comment if land acquired is in proportion to requirement, whether Non-
agricultural (NA) permission obtained, freehold or leasehold, if leasehold,
who owns, period of lease, whether lease deed registered, whether mortgage
of leasehold rights possible, period of lease and adequacy thereof, price
and reasonableness thereof, when acquired, land in the name of whom, if
not steps taken for transfer to the company, break-up of site development
cost viz. leveling & filling, internal roads, barbed wire compound etc. and
reasonableness thereof.

Details of site development required and cost may be given in following
table. It may be supported by the estimate from the architect.
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S. No. Description of Building Cost 
 (Rs. lakh) 

(a) Cost of leveling & development of ………..acres/ 
sq.mts. of land @ Rs……per acre/ sq. mt. 

  

  Cost of laying roads   

(i) Approach road connecting the factory site to main 
road ……. running meters @ Rs……per rm.  

  (b) 

(ii) Internal roads for the factory ……. running meters 
@ Rs……per rm.  

  

(c) Cost of fencing/ compound wall ……. running meters 
@ Rs……per rm.  

  

(d) Cost of ….. Gates   

      

  Total Cost of Site Development  

5.2 Buildings:

Details may be furnished in following table:

( . lakh)

S. 
No. 

Description of Building Type of 
Construc-

tion 

Estimated 
Cost 

(Rs. lakh)  

Area  
(sq. mts. 

or sq. fts.)  

Cost. per 
sq. mt. or 

sq. ft. 
(Rs.) 

(a) Factory building for the main plant & 
equipment 

        

(b) Factory building for auxiliary services 
like steam supply, water supply, 
laboratory, workshop etc. 

        

(c) Administrative building         

(d) Godowns, warehouses and open yard 
facilities. 

        

(e) Misc. non-factory buildings like 
canteen, guest house, time office, 
excise house etc. 

        

(f) Quarters for essential staff         

(g) Silos, tanks, wells, chest, basin, 
cisterns, hoopers bins and other 
structures which are necessary for 
installation of plant and equipment and 
which may be constructed in RCC and 
such other structural civil engineering 
materials 

        

(h) Garages         

(i) Cost of Sewers drainage         

(j) Civil Engineering works not included 
above 

        

(k) Architects’ fees         

            

  Total Cost of Building         
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Please furnish the particulars of Architect viz. name and address of the
architect firm, scope of work, rates quoted and detailed estimate of expenses,
fee payable and manner in which payable, time schedule, penalties, past
experience of the architect in similar work.

5.3 Plant and machinery – imported & indigenous

The details of plant and machinery (imported & indigenous) proposed to
be acquired may be furnished in following table: 

Imported

S. 
No. 

Name of 
Machinery 

and 
Specification 

Quantity Supplier Unit Cost 
in Foreign 
Currency 

(CIF) 

Foreign 
Currency 

Exchange 
Rate 

Total 
Cost 
(Rs. 

lakh) 

Import 
Duty 
(%) 

Import 
Duty 

(Amount) 

1                  

2                  

3                  

4                  

5                  

6                  

7                  

                   

  

Total Cost of 
Imported 
Machinery             

 

  

Indigenous

S. 
No. 

Name of Machinery and Specification Quantity Supplier Unit 
Cost in 
Rupees 
(Incl. 
taxes) 

Total Cost 
(Rs. lakh) 

1           

2           

3           

4           

5           

6           

7           

            

  Total Cost of Indigenous Machinery         
 

Basis of selection of the suppliers whether based on recent competitive
quotations or otherwise, reputation of suppliers and guarantees regarding
performance may be mentioned. In case of fabricated equipment, cost
should be reasonable and justifiable. In case of imported machinery, details
of customs duty may also be given. If second hand machinery, please
enclose valuation report regarding age, performance and value from an
approved chartered engineer. Also indicate reasons for going in for second
hand machinery. Separate mention may be made about towards
transportation/ erection/ installation of plant and machinery. In case of
imported machinery, details of customs duty may also be given. Separate
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mention may be made about towards transportation/erection/installation
of plant and machinery.

If any consultant is engaged, following details may be furnished:

(a) Name and address of the consultants

(b) Fees payable and the manner in which payable

(c) Scope of work assigned to them

(d) Brief particulars of consultants including organizational set-up, bio data
of senior personnel, names of directors/ partners, particulars of work
done in the past and work on hand.

5.4 Misc. fixed assets

The details of miscellaneous fixed assets proposed to be acquired may be
furnished in following table.

( . lakh)

S. 
No. 

Name of MFA and 
Specification 

Quantity Supplier Unit Cost in 
Rupees (Incl. 

taxes) 

Total Cost (Rs. 
lakh) 

1           

2           

3           

4           

5           

6           

7           

            

  Total Cost of MFAs         
 

Basis of selection of the suppliers whether based on recent competitive
quotations or otherwise, reputation of suppliers and guarantees regarding
performance may be mentioned.

5.5 Preliminary expenses

Expenses before incorporation of the company may be furnished in following
table.  

S. No. Nature of expenses Rs. lakh 

(a) Brokerage & commission on capital   

(b) Other capital issue expenses (legal, advertisement, printing 
stationary etc.) 

  

(c) Other preliminary expenses (company flotation & other initial 
expenses) 

  

      

  Total Preliminary Expenses   
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5.6 Pre-operative expenses

Pre-operative expenses may be furnished in following table.

S. No. Nature of expenses Rs. lakh 

(a) Establishment   

(b) Rent, rate & taxes   

(c) Traveling expenses   

(d) Misc. expenses   

(e) Interest during construction period   

(f) Insurance during construction including erection insurance   

(g) Mortgage expenses (stamp duty, registration charges and other 
legal expenses) (….% on loan of Rs. …. lakh)  

  

(h) Upfront fee for sanction of term loan   

(i) Security Deposit with Electricity Board and charges for power 
connection 

  

      

  Total Pre-operative Expenses   

5.7 Contingencies

Contingencies may be related to non-firm cost on building, plant & machinery
and Misc. fixed assets.

5.8 Margin money for working capital

Margin money for working capital for first full year of projections either
based on Nayak Committee Method (upto working capital limit of
.5 crore in respect of SSI units) or Second Method of Lending may be

mentioned.

6. Means of finance

The proposed means of finance is as under:

   

                                                                                                                                       (Rs. lakh)             
Sl No Particulars Amount 

already raised 
Amount 

proposed to 
be raised 

Total Amount 

1 Share capital/ Partner’s Capital/ 
Proprietor’s capital 

   

2 Subsidy- Central/ State 
Government 

   

3 Interest free unsecured loans    
4 Term loan from Bank    
 Total    

IV. ARRANGEMENTS MADE/PROPOSED TO BE MADE FOR
WORKING CAPITAL

7. Proposed arrangement for sanction of working capital limit from Bank or
own sources may be mentioned.
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V.  INDUSTRY/ MARKET AND SELLING ARRANGEMENTS

8.1 Industry overview and future outlook

Prospects of the industry may be mentioned here. Government Policies
and   Regulations WTO related issues, Demand Supply Scenario,
Competitor Analysis etc. may be covered.

8.2 Marketing & selling arrangements

Details regarding main markets (locations), competitors, how does the unit
propose to meet the competition, how does the unit’s product compare
with those of its competitors, any USP or specific market strength, whether
product has multiple applications, distribution channels (e.g. direct sales,
retail network, distribution network), Marketing team details, if any, firm tie
up, orders on hand, details of marketing study done, if any, may be mentioned
here.

VI.  FINANCIAL VIABILITY

Detailed profitability assumptions may be given as per APPENDIX IV.
Detailed profitability estimates, projected cash flow statements, projected
balance sheet, break even analysis, working capital computation, Debt
Service Coverage Ratio and Internal Rate of Return calculations may be
prepared as per Excel file (Profitability_Projections) and be attached as
ANNEXURES I to XIV. Indicate the critical assumptions and give
meaningful comments on projected capacity utilisation, selling prices
assumed for finished products/ raw materials, gross profit percentage
compared to industry average, indicate the critical factors on which viability
depends.

VII.  STRENGTH/ WEAKNESS

Such as market standing, product/ service differentiation, technical expertise,
infrastructure facilities etc.

VIII.  FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE SOUGHT FROM BANK

Amount of term loan and/ or working capital limit sought from the Bank
may be mentioned. Repayment period in respect of term loan sought from
the Bank, including repayment holiday may be mentioned.

IX.  DETAILS OF SECURITIES OFFERED TO THE BANK

(a) Primary (working capital and term loan securities to be indicated separately)

(b) Collateral (full details)

(c) Details of personal and corporate guarantees, if any

Signature of the Borrower

Date:

Place:
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List of Enclosures

APPENDIX I Bio-Data of the Promoter 
APPENDIX II Net worth Statement of the Promoter 
APPENDIX III Details of the associate concern (if applicable) 
APPENDIX IV Assumptions underlying profitability estimates 
ANNEXURE I Cost of Project and Means of Finance 
ANNEXURE II Projections of Performance & Profitability 
ANNEXURE III Projected Cash Flow Statement 
ANNEXURE IV Projected Balance Sheet 
ANNEXURE V Calculation of Margin Money for WC & Assessment of WC 
ANNEXURE VI Calculation of Depreciation 
ANNEXURE VII Calculation of Interest on Term Loan from Bank 
ANNEXURE VIII Break Even Point 
ANNEXURE IX DSCR 
ANNEXURE X Calculation of IRR & NPV 
ANNEXURE XI Cost of Capital 
ANNEXURE XII Return on Capital Employed 
ANNEXURE XIII Tax Provision 

Other Documents

1 Audited Financial statements for the last three years of all the associate concerns of 
the applicant unit (if applicable) 

2 Certified copy of Memorandum and Articles of Association/ Certificate of 
Incorporation/ Certificate of Commencement of business/ Partnership Deed/ Trust 
Deed/ Bye-laws/ Registration Certificate from Registrar of firms/ Societies, as the 
case may be. 

3 IT/ Wealth Tax assessment orders/ returns/ certificates for the last 3 years in the 
respect of the promoters. 

4 Photocopy of PAN card of all the promoters/ directors/ guarantors 
5 Know Your Customer (KYC)* Documents of all the promoters/ directors/ 

guarantors. 
6 Photograph of all the promoters/ directors/ guarantors with signatures duly certified 

by their bankers/ as per extant guidelines 
7 MSME registration certificate 
8 Collaboration agreement, if applicable 
9 Agreement with Technical consultants, if any 
10 Title Documents such as Sale/ lease deed/ agreement for the land and buildings on 

which the project is to be operated/ set up and of collateral securities, if any. 
11 Govt. order/ permission converting the land into industrial land, if required. 
12 Agreement with the electricity board for sanction of requisite power load 
13 No objection certificate/ Consent to establish obtained from the pollution control 

board 
14 Orders/ enquiries in hand for the output of the proposed project 
15 Invoices/ quotations for each item of plant & machinery and miscellaneous fixed 

assets proposed to be purchased under the project alongwith a write up on the 
technical specifications, advantages, etc. of the machinery. 

16 Detailed estimates for civil construction with bio-data of the builder/ architect. 
17 
 

In-principle letter of sanction for working capital assistance to the applicant unit 
given by a Bank. 

18 In case some portion of the expenditure has already been incurred, please furnish 
necessary proofs (cash receipts) alongwith a CA certificate with regard to sources 
of finance, items of expenditure, etc. 

19 In case the applicant unit has been promoted by a Company, please furnish 
Memorandum and Articles of Association and Audited Balance Sheet and Trading 
and Profit & Loss A/cs for the past three years of the promoter company 
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APPENDIX I

Bio-Data of the Promoter

Details of Proprietor/ Partners/ Managing Partner/

Promoters/ Directors/ Managing Director

(Please indicate inter-relationship, if any, among the partners/ directors/ promoters)

Full Name  
Name of the Father/ Husband  
Relationship with the chief 
promoter: 

 

Residential Address 
 
 

 

State  
Tel. No.  
Mobile No.  
Permanent Address  
Personal Details : 
Age  
Sex  
Academic Qualification  
Passport No., Place of issue, 
Validity Period 

 

PAN Card No., Date of Issue  
IT/ Wealth Tax Status  
Mention, if belongs to Scheduled 
Castes/ Scheduled Tribes/ Minority 
Community) 

 

Mention, if Ex-serviceman  
Mention, if first generation 
entrepreneur 

 

Experience in similar line of activity  
Experience in any other line of 
activity 

 

Functional responsibilities in the 
unit 

 

Share Holding in the unit (existing)  
Share Holding in the unit (proposed)  
Any other relevant information  
 

If associated as proprietor/ partner/ director/ shareholder with firms other
than the applicant unit, please furnish Name and address of the branch/
associates/ identical firms (details to be furnished separately)

Name of unit Capacity in which 
associated 

Address of the unit Dealing Bank details 
(Name & Address) 

    

Details of credit facilities enjoyed with other banks in personal capacity

Type of 
facility 

Dealing Bank 
details (Name 
and Address) 

Account 
Number 

Amount of 
facility 

Outstanding 
Balance 

Rate of 
Interest 

(%) 
      
      
      

Place :

Date : Signature
   _________________________________________________________________________________
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Bio-data of each promoter director to be furnished in the above format.

APPENDIX II

Net worth Statement of the Promoter

(All Amounts in . lakh unless otherwise specified)

1 Name  
2 Address: 
 Residential  

 
 Office  

 

3(a) DETAILS OF ASSETS

(i) Cash on hand  
(ii) Bank Balance  

 
(iii) Stock in trade  
(iv) Details of other securities like Govt bond/ Shares  
(v) Investment in business  
(vi) Others  
 Total  

 

3(b) IMMOVABLE PROPERTIES

Sl. 
No. 

Location & 
Address 

Type of 
property 
(Agri./ 
Industrial/ 
Residential etc. 

Area/ 
Extent 

Self/ 
Ancestral 

Value 
(Rs. 
lakh) 

Details of 
encumbrances 

(i)       
(ii)       
(iii)       
Total   

Note : Basis of valuation may be indicated. 

3(c) LIABILITIES

Sr. No. Borrowings from Secured by Amount still to be paid 
(i)    
(ii)    
(iii)    
Total liabilities  

4. SUMMARY

Value of liquid assets  
Value of immovable properties  
Total Assets  
Less: Total Liabilities  
Net Assets  
Profit in Business  
  

Note : Guarantees/acceptances given to banks may also be indicated.

I declare that the above particulars are true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Place :

Date : Signature
_________________________________________________________________________
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Net worth statement of all promoter directors to be furnished in the above
format
Mention if any Government enquiry, proceedings or prosecution has been
instituted against the promoters/ directors for any offenses? if yes, please
give details.
Please indicate whether any of the promoters or directors have at any time
declared themselves as insolvent.

APPENDIX III

Details of the associate concern

Name of associate concern  
Address  
Nature of activity/ product  
Location  
Established in  
Names of the promoters who are 
interested in associate concern (pl 
indicate in what capacity) and their 
financial stake 

 

Financial Position and Working Results

 FY…… FY…… FY……. 

Share capital    

Reserves & surplus    

Net worth    

Total income    

Gross profit    

Interest    

Depreciation    

Net profit    

Dealing with Bank

Dealing 
bank 
details 
(Name, 
Address 
etc.) 

Date of 
sanction/ 
last 
renewal 

Purpose of 
loan 

Amount/ 
Limit 
sancti-
oned 

Details of 
Security (incl. 
collateral, if 
any) and 
Value 

Outstanding as 
on date 

Interest 
Rate (%) 

Defaults 
(if any) 

        
        

Associate Concern: B  Associate Concern: C

APPENDIX IV

Assumptions underlying profitability estimates

Dealing 
bank 
details 
(Name, 
Address 
etc.) 

Date of 
sanction/ 
last 
renewal 

Purpose of 
loan 

Amount/ 
Limit 
sancti-
oned 

Details of 
Security (incl. 
collateral, if 
any) and 
Value 

Outstanding as 
on date 

Interest 
Rate (%) 

Defaults 
(if any) 

        
        

The above format is a sample one which will vary depending on type of industry,
product etc.
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KYC Documents
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Check Your Progress

1. What are the five stages of a project life cycle?

2. What is the key objective of technical analysis of a project idea?

3. Mention any three key goals of project execution.

4. What are the technical aspects of a project report?

2.3 NATURE OF ORGANIZATIONS

The nature of an organization can be explained through the following points:

1. Group of individuals: A group of individuals forms into an organization.
All similar activities are grouped together and assigned on the basis of divisions
and departments.

2. Orientation towards achieving common goals: The activities of all
individuals are coordinated and integrated into a common pattern in order
to achieve certain organizational objectives.

3. A continuous process: It is a continuous process of identifying and grouping
of activities. This may be the reason that A Etzioni writes, ‘Without well-run
organizations, our standard of living, our level of culture and our democratic
life could not be maintained. We are born in organizations, educated by
organizations and most of us spend much of our time working for
organizations.’

4. Defining and delegation of authority and responsibility: It is the
organization that defines the authority for delegation and for the purpose of
effective performance. Since the persons who are assigned a particular
activity are responsible for performing it to the best of their ability, they
must be given the corresponding authority to discharge their obligation.

5. Executive leadership: Keith Davis writes that organization is any group
of individuals, cooperating under the direction of executive leadership for
the achievement of certain common objectives. The leader should cooperate
with the subordinates through effective communication.

6. Division of labour: In order to achieve the organizational goals, it is
necessary to identify the work which is essential to achieve the objective.
The work so identified is divided and sub-divided in such a way that the
sub-divided component could be entrusted to the person who possesses
special competence for performing the task. By doing so, the organization
brings in the principles of specialization and motivation—and the element of
efficiency—by eliminating wastages and overlapping of efforts.

7. Sources of authority: Every individual has to act as a hub in the wheel of
organization. The effort of each individual has to bend towards the common
objective of the organization. Apart from the authority, responsibility, structure
of a formal organization, the power or authority arise from instinct, culture,
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and the consent of the governed superior’s physical strength, intelligence,
or some other influence.

8. Relationship: In every organizational structure, different types of
relationship present may administer or operating vertical, horizontal or
diagonal, formal or informal. In this process, some may be working at par
with another; others may either be above them or below them. Persons
working at same level are expected to possess the equal quantum of authority
whereas persons above them are expected to wield a greater authority.
Similarly, persons operating below them are expected to enjoy lower
authority. It is due to this hierarchical relationship persons working at different
levels to continue their efforts towards the achievement of common goals of
the organization.

9. Coordination: Although Allen has not mentioned coordination as one of
the elements of organization, organization’s objective cannot be achieved
without coordination. Coordination is an ongoing process whereby a
manager develops an integrated, orderly and synchronized pattern of group
effort among the subordinates and tries to attain unity of effort in the pursuit
of a common purpose. It involves balancing and keeping together the different
activities so as to maintain a well-knit aggregate function and ensure that the
various activities are sometimes carried on.

2.4 PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Production management means planning, organizing, directing and controlling
production activities. It involves the conversion of input into output through a
transformation process as shown in Figures 2.3.

INPUT 

TRANSFORMATION 
PROCESS OUTPUT 

Fig. 2.3 Conversion of Input into Output

(a) Input: This includes the 6Ms, i.e., Man, Machine, Materials, Money, Method
and Management.

(b) Transformation process: This is the process by which the inputs are
converted into output. It is a value-addition process which modifies or adds
value to the input and converts it into a form that is more useful and sold to
a customer. This value addition can be done in any of the following ways:

 Alteration: This includes all the activities such as change in the physical
state of input, changing dimensions, adding chemicals, heating, rolling,
galvanizing, etc. The methods of transformation are numerous and there
is one distinct method for every available product in the market.

 Transportation: This refers to the physical movement of goods from
one place to another. Some firms such as traders specialize in buying
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goods from one place (usually the place of manufacture) and transporting
them to a location where they can be sold.

 Storage: This refers to preserving the goods in a protected environment
so that they can be made available at a later date, for example, food
grains. This is also a kind of transformation process.

Value addition can also be done by inspection or transportation companies,
book publishers, etc. There are as many processes as there are products
and the process for every product is unique.

In short, any process that adds value to a product is part of the transformation
process.

(c) Output: It can be a good/product or a service. The major differences
between goods and services are listed below in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Major Differences between Goods and Services

 Goods Services 
1. Goods are tangible; they have 

physical parameters. 
Services are intangible. They are 
just ideas, concepts or information. 

2. Goods can be produced, stored and 
transported according to demand 
since the value is stored in the 
product. 

Services cannot be produced 
beforehand, stored or transported. 
Value is conveyed as used. 

3. They are produced in a factory 
environment, usually away from the 
customer. 

Services are produced in a market 
environment in collaboration with 
the customer. 

4. Often, the goods are standardized. Often customized. 

5. Quality is inherent in the product. Quality is inherent in the process 
since it is a function of people. 

 As the complexities of organization grew, it was found that merely converting
input to output was not enough. Feedback from the output stage was necessary to
adjust the changes required in input or the transformation process. So, production
control was done to take care of fluctuation in inputs, if any. The quality of the
produced output was now constantly compared to the quality of the desired output
and feedback mechanisms were put in place to monitor performance of
transformation process.

Then, some random disturbances were found to be hampering the
transformation process. These random disturbances are unexpected and sometimes
unplanned; they occur due to external environment and can be in the form of
strikes, government interference, recession, etc.  In effect, the cycle of  Production
and Operations Management looks like this as shown in Figure 2.4.

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             
     
                               
 

Random 
Disturbances 

INPUT Transformation 
Process 

OUTPUT 

 

Fig. 2.4 The Cycle of Production and Operations Management
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2.4.1 Production: The Heart of an Organization

Production is the primary business of an organization. All other divisions or activities
of an organization exist only if production exists. Without production or anything
to sell, there is no organization at all.

An organization usually has several departments and each department is
assigned a specialized function, as shown in Figure 2.5.

 Marketing establishes the demand for the goods and sells what is produced.

 Finance provides the capital for equipment and resources.

 Human resource management provides the manpower and takes care of
employees.

 Purchasing is concerned with procurement of materials needed to run the
organization.

 Materials management takes care of inventories.

 Law department safeguards the organization on legal issues.

 Public relations department builds the image of the organization.

 R&D is responsible for research and development.
However, it is production which produces the goods and services. It plays a vital
role in achieving a firm’s strategic goals.

Marketing 
Materials 

Management 

PRODUCTION 

Finance 

Law
 

R&D 

Human 
Resources 

Public 
Relations 

Fig. 2.5 Departments of an Organization

Production includes the bulk of a company’s employees and is responsible for a
large portion of company’s assets. It also has a major impact on the quality of
goods produced and their cost and is thus the visible face of the company.
Hence, we say that production is the heart of an organization.

2.4.2 Objectives of Production and Operations
Management

Every organization starts with a goal and mission and then chalks out the activities
to achieve these goals. All the activities, primarily those for converting inputs into
required outputs are planned accordingly. The common objectives of any kind of
organization are:
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(a) Customer satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is vital to the survival of an organization. The
organization researches the expectations of the customer or service to be
rendered and decides on the product. An organization can survive only if its
products satisfy the customers on the basis of the following criteria:

 Quality of the product as per acceptable standards.

 Easy maintenance and reliability of the product.

 Functionality of the product as offered by the seller.

(b) Profitability

The pricing of the product should be competitive to achieve sales. For this,
the market price of products should be competitive and commensurate
with the features offered in the product. A good organization produces the
right quality that meets all product specifications, at optimal cost. The
organization should focus on minimizing costs and maximizing revenue for
increasing profitability.

(c) Timeliness

The product produced or service rendered may be qualitative and cost-
competitive but if it does not reach the consumers when they require it, the
organization loses out. The consumer does not wait for goods or services;
he acquires it from a competitor. Therefore, Production and Operation
Management plays a vital role in providing the product or service on time
by effectively maintaining production schedules.

To summarize, we can say that an effective production and operation
management needs to produce goods or render services of the right quality in right
quantities at the right time and at minimal costs. It should also ensure that there is
no wastage in the system because this results in cost escalations and severe delays.

If the above mentioned factors are not kept in mind, then it could lead to
failure of the management in achieving its objectives and targets.

2.5 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The business activities of an entrepreneur are judged by their financial achievements,
though, as means to financial achievement, his or her firm may have to target at
attaining of market share, competitive advantage, product and service quality, and
many other goals. Finance function also ensures smooth day-to-day operations
by managing liquidity. Investment, operations, as well as financing of a business
are coordinated into a single stream by this function. Again, contributions of finance
function in creating value directly as well as through coordination function cannot
be undermined. Non-finance managers, who have working knowledge of financial
management, tend to be more effective in their own functions as their success is
also determined by their contribution in the success of the business. On the personal
front too, knowledge of personal finance would bring good amount of financial
discipline and stability. Therefore, it is advisable for all students of entrepreneurship
to understand the nuances of the concept of financial management.
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Corporate Financial Objectives

Objectives drive the decision-making. Therefore, it is important to know the
corporate financial objectives. The corporate form of business is very old, but the
topic of corporate financial objective is not.

Till 1921, firms did not see any need for stating their financial objectives. The
corporate financial objective, since then, has grown in three phases:

 Profit maximization objective

 Social responsibility of business

 Shareholder wealth maximization

Profit maximization

Knight Frank (1921) first gave ‘profit maximization’ as the corporate financial
objective in his ‘perfect market theory’. Subsequently, Marshall Alfred (1926)
gave framework of ‘profit maximization’ objective, based on Knight’s Micro-
economic theory. Businesses were making profit before this period. But, making
profit was so easy at that time due to lack of competition that the businesses
hardly felt any need for formal recognition of the corporate financial objective.
Accounting based decisions are guided by the objective of maximizing profit.

Social responsibility

Profit maximization goal of the firm remained non-controversial for almost a quarter
of a century. Profiteering by firms and social exploitation over a period threw up
newer concerns. In 1957, Frank Elton initiated the concept of managerial
responsibility to society. This was a part of the struggle to explain the corporate
objective in a more comprehensive manner. The issue of profit maximization as
well as social responsibility of the firm became debatable. In 1958, Theodore
Levitt stated that ‘long-term profit maximization’ is the goal of a firm. He concluded
that general welfare of the society should be left to the government and material
welfare to the industry. Interestingly, he added a prefix of ‘long-term’ to the goal of
profit maximization.

Baumol (1959) brought in a new dimension by stating that a firm should
pursue the goal of sales maximization. He contributed the single period model and
multi-period model, both with and without advertisement, for the attainment of
sales maximization objective.

Profit maximization and social responsibility are conflicting objectives. A
compromise was found in the newer expression, namely, ‘satisfactory profit’ as
the firm’s goal, put forth by Robert Anthony in 1960. Morris (1963) added flavour
to the argument by stating that a firm must attempt to maximize ‘balanced rate of
growth’. He defined balanced rate of growth as ‘increase in demand for product
and growth of firm’s capital supply’.

Shareholder wealth maximization

The debate around ‘profit maximization’ and ‘social responsibility’ led to finding a
more logical expression of corporate financial objective. This pursuit led to the
development of theory of ‘shareholder wealth maximization’. David Durand and
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Lutz (1952) introduced the concept of shareholder wealth maximization. They
observed that the goals of profit maximization as well as wealth maximization are
consistent with each other only under two conditions—investment takes place in
tiny increments and there is certainty of return.

Profit Maximization vs Wealth Maximization

Objectives of profit maximization and shareholder wealth maximization differ from
each other on two issues—Cash flow and its timing, and risk.

Time factor

Profit maximization objective considers accounting profits and ignores the cash
flow and timing of receiving the cash flow. Accounting profit is notional and it is not
available for use. It is only the cash flow that is available for use. The timing of cash
flow is also important. Cash received today is more valuable than the same amount
received after one year. Therefore, the time factor, which distinguishes profit from
wealth, has two components, (a) cash flow and (b) timing of it. In a way, ‘time
value of money’ concept distinguishes wealth maximization objective from profit
maximization objective.

Risk factor

The term ‘wealth’ comprises an element of risk in it, unlike the term ‘profit’.
Decisions are taken for the future, and future is uncertain and risky. Risk is absence
of certainty. Business decisions are risky. Wealth maximization objective recognizes
existence of risk and expects all decisions to be taken after careful consideration
of risk. Choice based on calculated risk maximizes the value of the firm.

Table 2.3 Comparison of Profit and Wealth Objectives

 Profit Maximization Wealth Maximization 

Returns √ √ 

Time factor × √ 

Risk factor × √ 

Profit and wealth are both based on returns as shown in Table 2.3. But
unlike profit, wealth recognizes the timing of returns and the risk involved in a
decision. Since time factor is considered, the concept of wealth takes cash flows
as returns and not the accounting profit. Thus, by recognizing the time and the risk
elements, the concept of shareholder wealth maximization brings a balance between
the short-term profits and the long-term profits of the firm.

Issues in Shareholder Wealth Maximization

Both the academic and business worlds today have almost unanimously accepted
the view that shareholder wealth maximization should be the corporate financial
objective. All theories of financial management are developed around this definition
of corporate financial objective. All the financial management tools are designed
to measure wealth creation. Some issues, however, are still unresolved. Some of
these unresolved issues include:

 What is the wealth indicator or measure?

 What are the effects of separation of ownership rights from management
powers and on firm’s pursuit of wealth maximization?
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 What are the signals shareholders pick up for judging the wealth creation
opportunity offered by the firm?

Issue 1: Measures of wealth

What is the indicator of shareholder wealth? How is the wealth measured? A list of
four alternative measures of wealth is given below:

 Replacement (or liquidation) value of the firm’s assets minus the liabilities
 Net market capitalization of the firm
 Gross market capitalization of the firm
 Common stock price or equity share price

Liquidation value: Liquidation value of a firm is the amount the firm will get upon
disposal of all assets in the market minus liabilities. This could be considered as the
minimum wealth of the shareholders. Replacement value of the firm is the value at
which the assets can now be bought in the existing condition minus the liabilities.
That would include the purchase price of the used assets and their transportation
and installation costs. Liquidation value is the value the seller realizes, while
replacement value is the cost that a buyer incurs. Liquidation value is less than
replacement value because the buyer and the seller both incur the transaction
costs. In case of a liquidating firm, liquidation value of assets is the true indicator or
measure of its wealth. In case of a going concern, the concept of replacement
value can be adopted for judgement about the minimum value of the firm. Share
price cannot remain lower than per share replacement value of the firm.

Net market capitalization: Net market capitalization of a firm is the product of
two variables, the number of common stocks in market and their price. Hence,

Net market capitalization = Share price × Number of
    outstanding shares ...(2.1)

Gross market capitalization: Value of debt is added into the value of shares to
get the gross market capitalization of the firm. If the debt (bonds) are traded on
the secondary market the market value is determined by multiplying the number of
outstanding bonds with the market price of bonds. In case of non-marketable
debt the value is taken at the book value. Most valuation tools available in finance
textbooks attempt to measure the creation of gross capitalization. Hence,

Gross market capitalization = Net market capitalization + (Bond price

        × Number of bonds outstanding)

        + Book value of all non-marketable
        loans ...(2.2)

Common stock price: When common stock price is taken as the measure of
wealth, the number of outstanding shares is ignored, and only the share price is
taken into account. Since a firm can change its number of outstanding shares by
either issuing new shares, or by buying back shares, or by reissuing treasury stocks
(where allowed), the firm’s net or total value loses relevance and common stock
price, as the wealth measure, gains acceptance.

No market is perfect market in reality; and the corporate and individual tax
rates are usually different. Given this scenario, it is easy to conclude that increase
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(or decrease) in net market capitalization and increase (or decrease) in share
price may or may not occur simultaneously. Therefore, ‘maximization of common
stock price’ would get support as the true indicator of shareholder wealth. One
may like to adjust the share price with dividend payment and issue of bonus stocks,
if any, before taking share price as the wealth indicator.

Issue 2: Agency problem

Issue of wealth measurement is more significant in the corporate form of business
organization, where ownership is separated from the management of the firm. The
separation of ownership rights and managerial powers pose this serious question,
‘Do managers take decisions for shareholder wealth maximization?’ Gordon
Donaldson (1963) pointed at the conflict of interest between owners and managers
and consequential differences in decision rules. Many unresolved issues of financial
management, especially difficulty in measuring and ranking of financial performance
and assumption of risk, are enough to generate conflict. In a conflict situation,
managers would use their discretion in pursuing policies, which maximize their
own utility, rather than aiming at maximization of shareholder wealth. Some do not
believe in such conflict of interest.

Attempted solutions for addressing agency problem: Conflict between
interests of shareholders and managers will depend on managerial incentives and
monitoring mechanism. Quite a few attempts are made for designing managerial
compensation plans, which may align management and shareholder interest. Profit
sharing is one of them. Sharing of value added (a percentage of increase in market
capitalization during one year) was also tried, and now stock option plans are
offered as managerial incentives. All these incentive plans seem to have failed or
have further expanded the agency gap.

In addition to giving incentives, managerial behaviour must also be monitored.
Some believe that a well-developed financial market would act as a restraint on
managerial behaviour because of the threat of takeover. Others believe that labour
market for managerial jobs would warrant that managers perform; otherwise failed
managers would lose their employability. Some expect the government and its
agencies to monitor managerial behaviour, but that inspires the debate about cost
of governance and also the chance of success of government regulation.

The conflict goes on. The gap in interests persists.

Issue 3: Signals to capital market

Shareholders may not presume that managerial behaviour will be guided by the
interest of shareholders. They are very much aware of the clash of interests, where
managers enjoy the upper hand. Investors, therefore, look for some signals, which
may be more indicative of the wealth potential of the stock and the firm.

Shareholders consider shareholding by senior managers and promoters as
the important signal for drawing conclusion about the true value of the firm. Lewellon
(1969) empirically found that where the stockholding of senior executives was
much more extensive, there was no possibility of much divergence between interests
of owners and managers. Leland and Pyle (1977) observed that the entrepreneur’s
information is better. Therefore, larger the number of shares held by him, greater
the value of the firm. McConnell and Muscarella (1985) observed that, in general,
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announcements of increase/decrease in capital expenditure are followed by higher/
lower stock price.

Thus, while judging the wealth potential of a firm, investment plans of the
firm and promoter’s shareholding draw serious attention of the capital market.

Ethics in business: So many corporate scandals in India and abroad raise questions
about whether the managers of these firms really attempt to maximize benefits of
their shareholders, or maximize their own utilities. In absence of a real indicator of
wealth, the market depends on the reporting of accounting results. Though this is an
anti-thesis of the subject of finance, it is a reality. How would investors decide upon
the price of shares? How do we measure managerial efficiency, other than from
financial results? If we consider share price as the measure of wealth, that itself has
to rely on reported earnings. In this situation, even genuine managers, who do not
take decisions to maximize their own wealth, are likely to make judgmental errors
causing harmful effect on the company. In this situation, unscrupulous managers find
it easy to manipulate results and create a web of complex arrangement to mislead
the market and maximize their own advantage. Often, it is difficult to judge whether
the failure of a company is due to genuine error of managers or their wilful misconduct.
Therefore, lessons of ethics are important for managers.

Finance Functions

In the functional design of an organizational structure, along with operations,
marketing, human resource management, management information system, and
such other departments, finance is also an important department. Accounting (and
often management information system) is the sub-set of finance function. Figure
2.6 defines the sub-divisions of finance function.

Accounting (financial accounting, cost accounting), along with reporting and
auditing, is one of the pillars of finance. This is called the controllership function.
Financial and cost accounting provide essential data about operations. These data
become basis for identifying causes and controlling them. Hence, the ‘controllership’
function.

Fig. 2.6 Finance Functions
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Treasury is something in which money comes in and from which money
goes out. Money comes in the business through raising of funds through various
sources. Money goes out by the way of investing function of the business. Working
capital (current assets and current liabilities) keeps flowing into the organization.
Funds go out in buying raw material, in processing them, in selling finished goods,
and finally it comes back (with profit or loss) through collections.

Thus, finance department keeps financial accounts and cost accounts,
prepares reports, conducts audit, raises funds, invests funds and manages working
capital.

Financial Decisions

Finance functions and financial decisions have overlapping shades. In the financial
decision section, we will discuss only those decisions, which are associated with
value creation, risk management and liquidity management. Table 2.4 gives the list
of financial decisions, especially from the treasury function of financial management,
along with the goals for each decision area.

Table 2.4  Major Financial Decisions and their Goals

Investment decisions

Firms invest in plants, machineries, equipment, buildings, land, and other assets.
Replacement, modernisation, expansion, etc. are investment decisions and they
are called projects. Investment may be through construction of new projects or
through acquisition of other businesses. Investment decisions are critical in creating
wealth (value) for the shareholders. Risk identification and mitigation are integral
part of the process of project investment.

Financing  decisions

For projects and working capital, a company needs money. Sourcing money is a
financing decision. Long-term sources of funds need finance managers to take
certain decisions, like debt-equity mix, type of security, design of security, marketing
of securities, and managing investor relationship. Dividend decision is also a part
of financing decision because through proper dividend decision and history, a firm
can reduce cost of capital and tap internal sources of funds. This is done through
retention of part of the profit that is not distributed through dividends. Working
capital is partially financed through long-term sources because some part of working
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capital is constant. The other part needs short-term financing. Companies issue
bonus shares and also split the shares. Both these actions increase number of
shares in the market and increase the trading volume, which increase net market
capitalization of the firm.

Working capital decisions

Working capital decisions have impact on financing needs and also on the liquidity
of the firm. Too little working capital may disrupt operations and too much working
capital would tie up funds unproductively. Working capital need of a firm is cyclical
during the year. Therefore, depending upon the season, right amount of working
capital must be maintained by the firm. Inventory policy, credit policy and all other
policies associated with the current assets and current liabilities collectively determine
the amount and efficiency of the working capital. Working capital management,
therefore, is very active and critical in terms of liquidity and profitability.

Risk recognition and mitigation: This is not a separate set of decisions. Risk
analysis and its mitigation are done along with investment and financing decisions.
When a project is planned and designed, risk-return trade-off has to be studied
and risks mitigated,. Raising of funds is also not free from risk. Timing of issue,
designing of instrument for raising funds, deciding financing mix and every decision
associated with fund raising involves risk. It is also equally important in working
capital related decisions, say in credit decisions that affect receivables. Also, when
a firm has exposure to foreign exchange, finance managers have to engage
themselves in active foreign exchange risk management. Likewise, if either material
purchased or sold (like cotton, bullion, etc.) have active commodity market, then
finance managers have to get involved with managing them through derivative trading
for ensuring supply and also reasonable price.

Current Challenges in Finance

Corporate finance is a fast evolving subject right now. Two main factors have
contributed in its development. They are (a) globalization and (b) development of
information technology. Both phenomena have been happening almost
simultaneously since the last few decades.

Globalization

In the pre-globalization era, financial activities were restricted within a boundary
of a nation with a limited and controlled international engagement of capital. Today’s
globalization has blurred the boundaries for the movement of goods, services and
capital. This has created more opportunities for finance practitioners, and also
greater challenges. Firms can access global funds for their financing needs, but
also get exposed to the threat of being taken-over if things do not go well. Share
price may get bitten if foreign money starts flying back. Thus, newer opportunities
and challenges, along with ever becoming complicated financial markets and
regulations, make the role of finance managers very vital.

Information technology

Information technology (IT) and its adaptation in business is an interesting
phenomenon. In fact, development of IT has made globalization easy. Stock
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markets have become virtual, buy and sell are squared off sooner, dematerialized
accounts have enhanced speed of transactions and reduced costs, more frequent
(quarterly) filing of financial results dissemination of good and bad news through
electronic media, including social media, and so much more, have been a mixed
blessing for businesses and the function of finance. As a result, the subject of
finance has been evolving at a fast rate.

Career Opportunities in Finance

Three categories of financial jobs have emerged, though some boundaries are
overlapping. These are (a) corporate finance jobs, (b) investment function jobs
and (c) money and capital market jobs. These are not tight compartments. Students
with inclination in one area need to still thoroughly acquire knowledge and skills
needed for other areas.

Corporate finance

Every company, non-profit organization, school, government and its departments,
banks and every institution needs people with expertise in the finance function.
These institutions need to raise funds (short-term and long-term) from the market,
invest in assets (for replacement, expansion and growth), and efficiently fund
operations for smooth running of business and for creating wealth for stakeholders.
Data collection, data analysis and reporting, budgeting, credit policy decisions,
and several other functions also require people with knowledge of finance. One
would notice that raising of funds require knowledge of markets, institutions,
instruments and regulations. Investing surplus funds require good knowledge of
investment function as well as knowledge of money and capital market.

Investment

Individuals and institutions invest money and their investment portfolios have to be
managed according to their needs and characteristics. Investment function involves
investors, money managers and brokers. Ability to bring business, people skills
for dealing with clients, and skills of understanding individual investor’s needs
come handy when working as investment advisor or investment manager for banks,
insurance companies or mutual funds for their portfolio management. Those who
work for investment banks need to design instruments, get regulatory clearances
and market them because they provide these services to client companies. Working
in a brokerage firm would require acquiring licences and then performing buy and
sell orders of investors, or working as analyst to perform fundamental and technical
analysis. There are diverse job opportunities in the field of investment.

To repeat, this classification is not sacrosanct. While one may have inclination
towards one type of job, knowledge of all three aspects of financial management
is essential.

Check Your Progress

5. What are the main objectives of production and operations
management?

6. What is profit maximization according to Knight Frank?
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2.6 MARKETING MANAGEMENT

Entrepreneurs also need to have an understanding of marketing. Marketing provides
a dynamic bridge between the producers of products/goods, services and ideas,
and their users or consumers. Marketing establishes that vital link and forms the
testing ground for acceptance or rejection of products, services or ideas by the
users or consumers.

Marketing is often confused with just selling, but it is a lot more than that.
Marketing is finding out what customers need, and delivering those products to
them. While selling concentrates on pushing the product to the customer, marketing
deals with pulling the customer to the product by making it more relevant and
satisfying.

Marketing is not merely advertising. However, often we tend to think it is
synonymous with marketing due to the large number of advertisements that we
come across. If this were true, all advertised products should succeed in the
marketplace. Consider the failure of Ponds toothpaste and Ms Cigarettes—both
well-advertised products. Ponds toothpaste apparently failed because of confusing
packaging and Ms Cigarettes failed because Indian women were averse to openly
buying cigarettes from shops. Good advertising contributes to marketing, but does
not substitute for the whole marketing process that also includes appropriate product
designing, pricing and placing or providing accessibility.

Marketing is not the prerogative of business organizations alone. Non-
business organizations, like museums and wildlife parks, and causes like UNICEF
and female literacy need to be marketed as well.

Marketing

Marketing is the process by which individuals or firms seek to satisfy their needs,
wants and demands by engaging in mutually beneficial exchanges with other
individuals or firms.

The various aspects which go into this description of marketing are as follows:

 Needs: They are certain requirements and are a part of the human being,
such as the needs for food, clothing, shelter, love and belonging, and esteem.

 Wants: These are satisfiers of these needs. A person may need a drink to
quench his thirst, but he may want a can of Coke or a bottle of Pepsi, or he
may want bottled mineral water instead of plain tap water. Thus, for one
need there could be multiple wants.

 Demands: When a need or want is accompanied by an ability and willingness
to buy a specific product, it becomes demand. For instance, not only must
a person want a Park Avenue shirt, but he must also be able to buy one.
The marketer may then influence him to buy by means of attractive
advertisements, good ambience, a wide range in terms of colours, design,
sizes and many other related features and activities.

 Exchange: When a person buys a shirt, it obviously means he pays money
for it in exchange. Marketing is made up of such exchange processes or
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transactions between two or more parties. Money could be exchanged for
goods/products like toothpaste or services like a medical consultation.
Sometimes, another product or service could be paid in return for a product
or service.

A marketer’s job is to create and maintain these exchanges or transactions
on a long-term basis to build a good relationship between the two parties.

 Satisfaction: Underlying all the concepts detailed so far is one very important
point, which is ‘satisfaction’. A person buying a product has to be satisfied
with his choice. He has to be happy about the performance, feature and
price of the product. In addition, he has to also feel psychologically satisfied
with the product. For instance, a soap has to cleanse, deodorize and disinfect,
but this is not enough. It also has to make the person feel beautiful self-
confident and provide a host of other image related value. Thus, marketing
could also be described as ‘getting the right products, at the right place, at
the right time though the right communication to the right people’.

Marketing Management Philosophies

The marketing theories and practices have changed over time. The perceptions
and the orientations towards the marketplace are different for different firms. This
has led to the emergence of various types of Marketing Management Philosophies
that will be discussed in detail in the book.

 Exchange concept

The exchange of a product between a seller and a buyer is the core idea of marketing
and this is called exchange concept of marketing. However, we should not view
marketing as a simple exchange process. This would be undermining the essence
of marketing. A proper scrutiny of the marketing process would readily reveal that
marketing is much broader than exchange. The distribution and pricing of the
products involved in marketing is taken care by this concept, but the other important
aspects of marketing like concern for the customer, generation of value satisfactions,
creative selling and integrated action for serving the customer, are also important.

 Production concept

In this approach, a firm is considered as the central point and all goods and
commodities produced are sold in the market. The major emphasis is on the
production process, and control on the technical perfection while producing the
goods. The production concept holds that to increase demand it has to maintain a
low price. Thus, this concept holds that high production efficiency and wide
distribution coverage would sell the concept offered to the market. The basic
philosophy holds that the customers favour products with low  price and which
are easily available. Therefore, all efforts are directed towards increasing production
efficiency and evolving better method of mass production, so as to maintain low
prices to achieve more volume of sales.

The classic example of this philosophy was Henry Ford. He believed that
customers prefer those products which are easily available and more in numbers.
That is why when he launched his popular Model T automobile, it was not available
in different colours except for only black because it was easy to manage. However,
this concept simply focuses on effective and efficient production and distribution
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system of the business and ignores an important factor, which is Customer
Orientation—product as per the needs of the customers. Inventors and
entrepreneurs often commit this mistake and fail to think about the actual needs of
the customers. It is of no use developing an innovative and economical product
unless it fulfills the customer’s needs. There are many examples of companies that
clearly show that developing extraordinarily efficient and powerful software
packages is of no use if they are not user-friendly. Many Japanese electronic firms
followed this principle.

 Product concept

The product concept gives emphasis on the features of the product. It is different
from the production concept; every organization believes that consumer will buy
only those products which are of the best quality ands therefore, effort, have to be
made to design and engineer the best possible products in terms of performance
and features, and seeks to win customers through product excellence, innovation,
latest features and design.

Customers will choose only those products which they believe provide value
for money. It is not important for a product to have many features. Often,
organizations concentrate too much on achieving product excellence, and do not
bother to study the market and the consumers in depth.

Now, we shall discuss the concept of ‘Marketing Myopia’. The term
‘marketing myopia’ was first used by Prof Theodore Levitt. Some companies are
centered on constantly improving the products. Continuous attempt are made to
improve the products and its quality as it is believed that customers would always
prefer to buy the products that are superior. This results in a myopic focus on the
products, without considering customer needs and what Levitt called  Marketing
Myopia or marketing short-sightedness. Some organizations develop a short-
sighted view of marketing and are left behind while others surge ahead and provide
products that consumers actually want. An example of short-sightedness can be
pager companies. Rather than emerging as communication service providers, they
remained as Paging Services Company and when people demanded two-way of
communication instead of one-way communication, as provided by the pagers,
the companies became extinct.

A wise marketer should understand this important fact and define his business
in terms of these fundamental characteristics of the business rather than in terms of
the products and services manufactured and marketed by him.

According to Levitt, a product is a complex cluster of satisfactions. Hence,
cassette companies should think of entertainment business, health beverage
companies should consider the nutrition business, or airways should define their
business as transportation as a whole instead of concentrating only on their own
products.

 Selling concept

Here, a firm believes that products, unless pushed aggressively, would not be
bought by the customers. Therefore, companies must undertake large-scale
aggressive selling and promotion effort. This concept is used when companies
have extra-high inventory of less demanded products that they have to sell in
order to deplete their inventories. This concept is practiced more profoundly in
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case of unsought goods (that people seldom want to buy), like insurance products,
encyclopedias, etc. The seller’s aim is to sell and not bother about the after-
effects of this. A company has to push its products through aggressive personal
selling, persuasive advertisement, extensive sales promotions (like heavy use of
price discounts), strong publicity and public relations.

It is also true that pushed and aggressive selling carries high risks. If the
customers, who are once forced to buy a product do not like it, they will complain
to consumer forums and will refuse to use it. However, the buyers have several
buying options and high degree of cognitive level and cannot be taken for granted.
Marketers often make short-terms sales and forget to build long-term relationships,
subsequently losing the customers.

 Marketing concept

Marketing is the process of finding customers, needs and serving those needs
profitably. If an organization focuses on satisfying the needs of its customers, profit
will come automatically. Customers stop patronizing such companies where they
think that their interest might be compromised in the organizational pursuit of profits.
The essence of marketing lies in providing desired value to the customers. Satisfied
customers will return to repurchase and will recommend the company’s product
and services to others. Therefore, the objective of marketing is to attract and
retain customers by satisfying their needs. The marketing concept revolves around
three core concepts, that is, customer orientation, integration and emphasis on
long-term profit.

An organization becomes customer-centric in all its functional aspects. All
departments within an organization should be organized around the marketing
function anticipating, stimulating and meeting customers’ requirements, and work
towards achieving customer satisfaction. Marketing-oriented companies build
relationships with their existing customers by providing total satisfaction. They
attract new customers by building expectations and promising to provide value.
Marketing should be considered a central business function. Customer interests
must be paramount and should be protected in every decision that a company
takes.

Table 2.5 outlines the starting points, focus, means and objectives of selling and
marketing and Table 2.6 points out the difference between selling and marketing
concepts.

Table 2.5 Focus, Means and Objectives of Selling and Marketing Concepts

Concepts Starting 

Point 

Focus Means Objectives 

Selling 

       

 

Marketing  

 

Factory 

 

 

Customers 

Product 

 

 

Customers 

Selling and 
Promotion 

 

Integrated 
Marketing 

Profits 
through 
sales 
volume  

Profits 
through 
customer 
satisfaction 
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Table 2.6 Difference between Selling and Marketing Concepts

S. No. Selling  Marketing 

1. Selling starts with the seller. Selling 
focuses on the needs of the seller. He is 
the centre of the business universe. 
Activities start with seller's existing 
products. 

 Marketing starts with the buyer. Marketing 
focuses on the needs of the buyer. He is the 
centre of the business universe. Activities 
follow the buyer and his needs. 

2. Selling emphasizes on profit. It seeks to 
quickly convert 'products' into 'cash'. It 
concerns itself  with the tricks  and 
techniques of pushing the product to the 
buyers. 

 Marketing emphasizes on identification of a 
market opportunity. It seeks to convert 
customer ‘needs’ into ‘products’ and 
emphasizes on fulfilling the needs of the 
customers. 

3. Selling views business as a ‘goods 
producing process’. 

 Marketing views business as a 'customer 
satisfying process'. 

4. It over-emphasizes the 'exchange' 
aspect without caring for the 'value 
satisfactions' to the buyers. 

 It concerns primarily with the 'value 
satisfactions' that should flow to the customer 
from the exchange. 

5. Seller's convenience dominates the 
formulation of the ‘marketing mix’. 

 Buyer determines the shape of the ‘marketing 
mix’. 

6. The firm makes the product first and 
then decides how to sell it and make 
profit. 

 The customer determines what is to be 
offered as a 'product' and a firm makes a 
'total product offering' that would match the 
needs of the customers. 

7. Emphasizes accepting the existing 
technology and reducing the cost of 
production. 

 Emphasize on innovation of adopting the 
most innovative technology. 

8. Seller's motives dominate marketing 
communications. 

 Marketing communications acts as the tool 
for communicating the benefits/satisfactions 
of the product to the consumers. 

9. Costs determine price.  Consumer determines price. 

10. Transportation, storage and other 
distribution functions are perceived as 
mere extensions of the production 
function. 

 They are seen as vital services to provide 
convenience to customers. 

11. There is no coordination among the 
different functions of the total 
marketing task. 

 Emphasis is on integrated marketing 
approach 

12. Different departments of the business 
operate separately. 

 All departments of the business operate in a 
highly integrated manner with a view to 
satisfy consumers. 

13. Production os the central function in 
firms that practice 'selling concept'. 

 Marketing is the central function in firms that 
practice 'marketing concept'. 

14. 'Selling' views customers as the last 
link in the business. 

 'Marketing' views customers as the very 
purpose of the business. 

 

Let us take PIZZA HUT, for example, that incorporated Customer–oriented
strategies. Pizza Hut entered India in 1996. Since the food offered by them was
new for Indians, Pizza Hut decided to go for the Indianization campaign. They
created a lot of Indian topping matching with the taste and preferences of Indian
customers, like Chicken Tikka, Tandoori, Spicy Korma, etc. They also tapped
the vegetarian market by opening 100 per cent vegetarian Pizza Hut Restaurant in
cities like Ahmedabad, Surat and Mumbai. The company understood that the
Indian consumer is value conscious and not price conscious. With their product
offering and the trained staff for service, they have proved themselves to be a
customer-oriented company.
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Factors of marketing

Apart from marketing concepts, there are many different factors of marketing
which are discussed as follows:

(a) Target market: A marketer first has to choose the market to which it will
direct its efforts. The specification and identification of market would enable
the marketer to design specific marketing strategies. A target market is
defined as a set of existing and potential buyers of a product, service or
solution. A buyer who has interest in the product, income and willingness to
buy can broadly be called a potential buyer. However, it might not be possible
for a marketer to target all of them. There might be geographical barriers,
unsuitability of product to certain climatic conditions or inability of a marketer
to reach certain remote areas. Thus, a small portion of potential market
might become part of the target market. Figure 2.7 clarifies the target market
and penetrated market.

The penetration of product is difficult even if the potential market is large.

Potential Market  

Available Market 

Qualified Available Market 

Target/Served Market 

Penetrated Market 

Fig. 2.7 Target Market and Penetrated Market

(b) Customer needs: Usually, defining target markets is easier for a company
rather than understanding the customers’ need and wants as they are not
always simple. There are some needs of the customers of which even the
marketers are not aware about. Needs are of five kinds, namely, real, stated,
unstated, delight and secret needs. Marketers should consider all the needs.

Generally, marketer focuses on a stated need and tries to fulfill it or else he
could lose the customer in the near future. An anticipative marketer visualizes
future customer needs. A creative marketer identifies future problems and
provides solutions to customers who did not ask for it, but to which they
immediately respond. Therefore, companies must think ahead of what
customers want. This is necessary because companies concentrate on two
groups, new customers and repeat customers. It has been estimated that
attracting a new customer costs five times to a company than retaining the
existing customers. Thus, retaining existing customers is more important
than attracting new customers.

(c) Integrated marketing: Organizations creates cultures that offer care and
concern for the customer. Every employee in every department believes
that business goals can be achieved only by creating a customer-oriented
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environment and the result is integrated marketing. A company can empower
its employees to take appropriate decisions in favour of customers. Integrated
marketing can be practiced at various levels by a company.

People should feel proud and good about themselves when they go out of
their way to serve customers.

Getting and being close to customers is important. Every employee,
especially the top management, should spend as much time as possible with
customers. Frontline staff should be in touch with customers as they are in
the best position to decide what is best for them.

(d) Profitability: The aim of marketing is to help organizations achieve thin
objectives. At the end of the day, the major objective is to generate revenue
and in case of non-profit and public organizations, the objective is to attract
enough funds for them. Organizations should aim for long-term profits
generated through customer satisfaction. Organizations can create lifetime
value for their customers and can earn lifelong profits.

Benefits of marketing concept

The marketing concept benefits the organization that practices it, the consumer at
whom it is aimed and the society at large. The following are the benefits of marketing
concept:

(i) Benefits to organizations: With the practice of this concept, organization
can keep track of the changing trends and practices in the market. They can
keep themselves updated by conducting marketing research, test marketing
and audit at regular intervals. Through this, a marketer can make certain
changes in its strategy (product, price, place and promotion) without wasting
any time. An organization can save its resource by taking timely actions.
Another major benefit is that profits become more and more certain, as it is
no longer obtained at the cost of the consumer, but only through satisfying
him. The base of satisfied and delighted consumer guarantees long-term
financial benefits.

(ii) Benefits to consumers: Consumers are the major beneficiaries of the
marketing concept. They get confused with so many ‘me too’ products in
the markets. With the practice of marketing concept, an organization can
create its own identity in the group of these brands. Consumers get constantly
new and innovative products. An organization can provide the consumers
with economical product that have better quality and are easily availabile.
Consumers can vote for any brand that the he prefer. A consumer can rule
the market as the king. In short, when organizations adopt marketing concepts,
their business practices automatically changes in favour of the consumer.

(iii) Benefits to the society: The benefit from the marketing concept is not
limited to the individual consumers of different products. When most of the
organizations resort to the marketing concept, the overall society is benefited.
The concept guarantees optimum utilization of available resources of the
society. It also creates opportunities for entrepreneurs and managers.
Moreover, it acts as a ‘change agent’ and a ‘value adder’, improves the
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standard of living of the people and accelerates the pace of economic
development of the society as a whole. It also helps in the economic planning
of the people.

In fact, the practice of consumer-oriented marketing benefits the society in yet
another way. It enables business organizations to appreciate the societal content
inherent in any business.

 Societal marketing concept

This is also known as social responsibility or human orientation to the marketplace.
Here, the firm seeks to go beyond the marketing concept to include the well-being
of the consumers and society. It requires organizations not only to focus on its
profit but also think about the interest of the society. This has forced most of the
firms to take initiatives, like recycling waste, using biodegradable packaging,
environment-friendly processes, conserving natural resources and supporting social
causes. Consumers would not only like to buy good products, but would like to
do so from good corporate firms.

The societal marketing concepts deem that the main task of a firm for a
marketer is to identify the needs, wants and interest of selected target markets and
deliver value to the consumers more effectively than competitors, keeping in mind
the well-being of the society.

A few magazines, such as Kalki and Anada Vikadan, do not carry any
cigarettes or alcoholic liquor advertisement even though they lose revenue. This is
a typical example of societal marketing concept.

The societal marketing concept have to balance three factors in formulating
marketing strategies, which are company’s profits, consumer satisfaction/delight
and interest of the society as large. Customer-centric organizations create a culture
that provides care and concern for the customer.

Those businesses will have the highest profitability that have the highest
marketing orientation, and those with the lowest marketing orientation have the
second highest profitability. The intensity of customer orientation of marketers is a
reflection of the sensitivity of the society that they are a part of, and the intensity of
customer orientation of marketers has a direct correlation with the state of the
economic well-being of societies. A strong customer orientation forces a company
to do its best for its customers, which also works out to be the most efficient and
effective operations for the company. Such multitude of efficient and effective
companies makes a society prosperous. The path to economic well-being starts
with the sensitivity of societies and related customer orientation of marketers. The
way, a company organizes its functions, defines jobs, and controls the system that
may detract from serving the customer.

 Modern marketing concepts

The modern marketing concepts include:

(i) Meta-marketing

Like societal marketing, the concept of meta-marketing is also of recent origin. It
has considerably helped in developing new insights into this field of learning. The
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literal meaning of the term ‘meta’ is ‘more comprehensive’ and is ‘used with the
name of a discipline to designate a new but related discipline designed to deal
critically with the original one’. In marketing, this term was originally coined by
Kelly while discussing the issues of ethics and science of marketing. Kotler gave a
broadened application of marketing notion to non-business organizations, persons,
causes, etc. To broaden the concept of marketing, it was assigned a more
comprehensive role. He used the term meta-marketing to describe the processes
involved in attempting to develop or maintain exchange relations involving products/
services, organizations, persons, places or causes. The examples of non-business
marketing or meta-marketing may include Family Welfare Programmes and the
idea of prohibition.

(ii) Demarketing

The demarketing concept is also a recent concept. It is a concept which is of great
relevance to developing economies where demands for products/services exceed
supplies.

Demarketing has been defined as ‘that aspect of marketing that deals with
discouraging customers, in general, or a certain class of customers in particular on
either a temporary or permanent basis’. The concept espouses that management
of excess demand is as much a marketing problem as that of excess supply and
can be achieved by the use of similar marketing technology as used in the case of
managing excess supply. It may be employed by a company to reduce the level of
total demand without alienating loyal customers (general demarketing), to
discourage the demand coming from certain segments of the market that are either
unprofitable or possess the potential of injuring loyal buyers (selective demarketing),
and to appear to want less demand for the sake of actually increasing
it (ostensible demarketing). Whatever may be the objective, there is always a
danger of damaging customer relations in any demarketing strategy. Therefore,
to be creative, a company has to ensure that its long-run customer relations remain
undamaged.

(iii) Green marketing in India—An emerging issue

Today, everyone is concerned with environmental issues as they influence all human
activities. The area where environmental issues have gained a lot of attention by
media and professionals is marketing. A society needs both quality standard of
living and clean environment. An organization has to develop the capability of
providing the elements of an improved quality of life. Industries have to meet the
environmental demands and take care of their business. The need for environmental
improvement offers opportunity to nearly all types of companies to participate in
this huge market. There are different types of opportunities. To keep the norms of
environmental issues, companies will have to identify those processes that contribute
to environmental pollution, and contain them. Companies have to start believing
that investing in technologies that help them reduce emissions make business sense.
Their processes became more efficient and effective, and they reap the economic
benefits of improved processes the times to come. Business can adopt concepts
like environmental management systems and waste minimization in their business
process. These days, a new concept called ‘green marketing’ and ‘environmental
marketing’, has emerged.
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Green marketing comprises of different activities starting from product
research, product modification, modification in the production process, packaging,
as well as change in advertising. Yet, it is not so easy as it seems. In fact, green
marketing focuses on the earth’s and human life’s condition. Hence, it teaches us
the way to manage the marketing process to satisfy the customer’s and society’s
wants, needs and demands in both profitable and environmentally sustainable ways.

Conventional marketing involves selling products that satisfy consumer needs
at affordable prices. Green marketing must also satisfy customer needs at affordable
prices, but green marketing has the additional challenge of defining what is a green
product and developing and selling products that consumers will like. Green
products balance environmental compatibility with performance, affordability and
convenience. They are typically durable, non-toxic and recyclable, and are often
made from recycled materials. Green products have minimal packaging little,
embodied energy, and should carry low environmental impact.

Obstacles in green marketing

Targeting and reaching consumers in a developing country like ours is an extremely
difficult task even today. It is because the population is still largely rural, poor and
has less access to various media than in more developed countries. As a result,
they have less information about new products. Moreover, because of poverty,
ignorance and illiteracy they, often prefer low quality and sometimes hazardous
products to fulfill their needs, rather than take care of their environment. On the
other hand, how industries develop, advertise, manage and promote environmentally
friendly products is related to both internal firm characteristics and external factors
(Polonsky 1995). Internally, the firm needs technical expertise and a supporting
culture to support green product development and externally, it requires markets
where it can sell its product.

Government efforts towards green marketing

In 1991, the Government of India (GOI) instituted a voluntary scheme to label
consumer products as ‘environment-friendly’. The distinguishing sign adopted by
the GOI to label a green product is the ‘Ecomark’. The norms for ecolabelling are
established by the Ecomark technical committee of the Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB), Ministry of Environment and Forest, and GOI with Bureau of
Indian Standards (BIS) as the implementing authority for the Ecomark. Ecomark
was to be used in conjunction with an ISI mark. A product with the Ecomark is a
green product. However, how often a green product is seen in the market or how
often a consumer asks for a green product, that is, what is the response to green
concerns and how do Indians perceive it, are the major concerns today before the
academician, industry, consumers and other stakeholders. Nevertheless, there are
some visible instances in which Indian organizations have made efforts to promote
green marketing.

Green marketing–Some Indian case examples

 Institutions and organizations all over India celebrated world environment
day on 5 June 2002. Activities relating to promotion of environment were
organized which spread over a period of one week. The activities included
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talking pledge debates, slogan competitions, tree plantation and giving away
awards for the achievements to officers and staff of the industries.

 National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC), Kawar and Reliance
Industries Limited (RIL), Hazira, Surat organized programmes on the
occasion of world environment day.

 After achieving the distinction of becoming the first Indian passenger car
company to be awarded ISO 14001 certification in December 1999 for its
Environmental Management Systems (EMS), MUL has taken another step
towards its commitment for a cleaner and greener society by launching an
innovative programme called GSCM (Greening the Supply Chain
Management). Through this programme, Maruti is going to help its suppliers
ensure environment-friendly methods of their operations, products and
services.

 The Government of India (GOI) adopted EURO norms for fuel quality and
methods of testing. EURO-I norms in India are known as BHARAT-I norms
and EURO-II norms are known as BHARAT-II norms. The central motor
vehicle rules 115(11) 1989 points out that pollution standards laid down for
carbon monoxide and inspected in petrol vehicle should be as follows:

(i) Two and three wheelers: Idling carbon monoxide emission by volume
should be 4.5 per cent.

(ii) Four wheelers: Idling carbon monoxicdie emission by volume should
be 3.0 per cent.

Various norms have been laid down for such as toxic gases like sulphur
dioxide, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, etc.

 There are sixteen product categories currently listed for consideration for
Ecomarks, like soaps and detergents, paper, food items, lubricating oils,
packaging material, aerosol propellants and many more. The first Ecomark
was awarded to Godrej Product—-EZEE—- a liquid detergent for special
delicate fabric. Later, it was awarded to Bharat Paper Limited, Bilaspur,
for the two types of paper, writing and printing. Apart from this, some hotels
in India are opting for ‘Ecotel’, a third-party certification programme for
eco-friendly hotels.

 TERI ‘Lighting a Billion Lives’ (LABL) campaign that aims to bring light
through solar energy to a million rural homes across the country—-67.6
million, that use kerosene for lighting. This campaign benefits 5000 families,
spread across 100 villages in nine states of India. It includes the flood-
affected state of Bihar and eight product partners and six installation partners
taking forward the colossal task.

Though the cases cited here in the article are a few, there are many companies
and institutions that have started thinking about their environment and frequently
express their concern for the same. The need of the hour is to strengthen the concept
and scope of green marketing by all organizations, irrespective of their size, ownership
and the types of products they manufacture. This will not only be the part and parcel
of our effort to make us a developed and pollution-free country, but would enable
our business houses to be truly global to compete in the ongoing global competition.
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2.7 CONSUMER MANAGEMENT

Consumer management or Customer Relationship Management (CRM) ‘is about
introducing the right product to the right customer at the right time through the right
channel to satisfy the customer’s evolving demands.’

‘Customer relationship management is not only about companies collecting
data about their customers, it is also about utilizing that data to become more
closely aligned with the customer.’

Customer relationship management has to be focused on aligning the business
processes with customer strategies employed by the firm.

Customer relationship management can be very useful for entrepreneurs if it
works. CRM helps companies in gathering data, identifying customers who have
been valuable over a period of time, add to loyal customers by offering products
and services which are customized. This makes customer service cost effective
and acquisition of similar customers easier.

But a CRM can not only fail to deliver its intended benefits, it can also
damage long-standing customer relationships. The biggest problem is the
assumption that CRM is a software tool that will manage customer relationship of
the company. CRM is a pack of processes held by related software and customer
strategy to improve long-term customer loyalty and profitability of the company. It
is important to get the concept and implementation of CRM right, as it is one
initiative that most companies will be tempted to pursue sooner rather than later.

 Create a customer strategy before implementing CRM – thorough
segmentation analysis forms the basis of CRM which helps in achieving
particular goals of marketing. Software retailers are used by companies to
steer their customer approach or they drove a customer strategy which
matches the CRM technology they have procured. And they may make the
fatal error of delegating customer relationship management to their chief
information officers. It is important to have a strategy of customer acquisition
and retention in place and see if a CRM software package would be helpful
in implementing the strategy.

 Before CRM technology is installed, a customer-focused organization has
to be created. To build better relationships with profitable customers,
company needs to have processes in place which will help meet customer
needs in a superior way. CRM also affects the existing relationships in and
among departmental, product, or geographic structures and these internal
structures will have to be restructured to focus on the customers. It is
important to simplify the customer interface and improve the old processes.
So before CRM is rolled out, the company should have adopted customer
centric philosophies, changed the structures and processes so that they are
focused on customer needs and in general make the whole organization
more sensitive to customer needs.
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 It is assumed that CRM has to be technology intensive. Objectives of CRM
can be fulfilled without installing a  high-tech solution, if a company has
highly motivated employees who are aware of and sensitive to customer
needs. Smart companies employ low-tech, mid-tech and high-tech solutions
to implement their customer strategy. It may send a hand-written thank you
notes to customers after they have used their service, it may install a system
to answer customer queries, and it may design products that will repair
themselves. A company should start by adopting the lower-tech alternatives
first and gradually use more sophisticated technologies. Individual software
solutions should be so sequenced that each step reinforces the next. A
company should be doing whatever it will take to strengthen relationships
with customers – with or without technology.

 In their fervent quest to build relationships with their customers, companies
end up building wrong customer relationship or relationship build incorrectly
with the right customers. It is wrong to try to build relationships with all the
existing and potential customers. A company may want to build relationship
with affluent customers, but these customers may not want to build
relationships with the company, and any effort to pursue them will alienate
them further. It is important to tailor the communication method and the
type of relationship to each customer that the company wants to pursue.

Companies have made many mistakes in implementation of CRM. Customer needs
were ignored and only processes that performed faster were focused on. They
were under the impression that the involvement of the top management was not
required cross functional coordination and that IT managers could handle it. They
felt that employees would buy the software which would naturally lead to the
required organizational change.

If companies can avoid these pitfalls, implementation of CRM can be profitable
for the entrepreneur as well as his customers.

Evolution

Relationship with customers has existed since the advent of trade and business
and as such, there is no requirement of literature and research on customer
relationship. What we need to study is the change in context of the buyer/seller
relationship over the ages. This is how our system of trading consumer management
has evolved over the years.

Barter System: In the barter system of trading, there was a mere exchange
of goods and services. Exchange could take place between two persons only if
each possessed the goods which the other wants, e.g., if a farmer needs shoes and
he has grains to offer in exchange for shoes, he needs to identify a cobbler so that
they can exchange goods. This system gave an opportunity to establish a one-to-
one relationship.

Customized Products: The next era saw the production of goods and
services as per the requirements and needs of the customer. Skilled craftsmen
created goods that were customized for buyers in direct contact with them. Here
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again, the requirements of the buyer were kept in mind while designing the same.
The relationship was still kept within a similar group of customers.

Industrialization and Mass Production: Slowly, industrialization gave
way to mass production and in turn establishment of larger networks of producers
and consumers paved the way for competition and survival of the fittest. With the
extension of markets, buyers and sellers were separated and there was little one-
to-one contact. To service this widespread client base, intermediate wholesalers/
retailers came up. They were themselves valued customers of the manufacturer,
though not a direct consumer. These intermediaries took on the responsibilities of
storing, transporting, distributing and selling the products to the final customers.
This brought greater efficiencies and lower costs for the manufacturers. It also
created layers between the manufacturer and the actual consumer, thereby reducing
direct contact with the customer and creating a void between the manufacturer
and the consumer.

Post-industrial Era: This era has seen rapid advances in technology and
an intensive competitive market. This has resulted in the growth of the service
sector and adoption of total quality management. Tremendous progress in
information, communication and production technologies have helped the business
organizations come closer to their customers. Advancement in technology has
helped and assisted the marketers to overcome the shortfalls of mass marketing.
Since consumers from different market segments are different and varied, the
success of the corporations now lay in building capabilities/systems in anticipating
and satisfying customer needs. The concept of addressing individual needs in a
mass production environment has led to building a one-to-one relationship with
the consumers.

Factors Motivating Companies to Adopt CRM

A combination of demand and supply factors accelerates the adoption of CRM.
On the demand side, rising customer expectations force businesses to adopt CRM,
and on the supply side, technological advancements and declining costs of
information and communication technology reduce the barriers to adoption of
CRM initiatives. It is generally one or more of these below mentioned basic
fundamental business reasons which induce a company to be more and more
customer centric and focused.

 Competition: With increasing globalization and e-commerce, corporate
offerings are increasing and becoming commoditized. It is becoming more
and more difficult to differentiate products and services. Helping customers
to select the right product has become an essential part of marketing activities.
Customer’s expectations too are high and they put great pressure on
marketers.

Today’s customers prefer choices tailored to their needs. Marketers of
products and services face tremendous opportunities as well as challenges.
While rewards of good performance just about help them to remain
competitive, the punishment for failure is fierce. In such a scenario, CRM
shows companies the way to increase customer loyalty, earn higher margins
and build a stronger brand.
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 Consumer expectation: Today, customers in the emerging markets have
greater access to information about products, services and lifestyles. E-
commerce has made trading altogether different where all products and
services are available at the click of the mouse. The information explosion
has played a significant role in raising customer expectations and aspirations.
This has introduced the necessity of using CRM by companies to truly
understand their customers and respond to their needs, and be able to
customize all elements of marketing mix to satisfy these customers.
Amazon.com is an example in this context. A survey of 3000 businessmen
by Price Waterhouse Coopers and the University of Bradford showed the
benefits of quality customer service. The survey found that in cases of high
customer satisfaction, bills were paid at least fourteen days earlier than in
cases of poor customer satisfaction.

 Technology: The cost of CRM technology has dropped, so it is now easier
to justify systems that can consolidate the customers’ ‘touch points’.
Advances in affordable technology will help the manufacturers to meet the
diverse needs of the customer. IT has become an enabler in allowing
marketers to offer unique solutions to individual customers. We can take
the example of ICICI Bank, which reported that 70 per cent of its
transactions are conducted through electronic channels (Economic Times,
26/02/2004). This is bound to grow as consumers demand for hassle-free
product information and prompt delivery and efficient service standards.

 Greater awareness: Customers in emerging markets have greater access
to marketplace information about products, services and lifestyles through
both traditional media like newspaper and television and new media like
cable television and the Internet. The information explosion has played a
significant role in raising customer aspirations as well as expectations.
Whether it is TV, newspaper, direct mail or e-mail marketing, all forms of
advertising have created awareness not only about the products but have
also made comparative analysis between competitive products much easier.
With CRM strategies in place, organizations can target their messages more
specifically, hold people’s attention better and retain customers longer and
at a lesser cost.

Role of CRM in Improving Customer Relationships

CRM programmes implemented by firms help to improve the relationship between
the customers and the firm. The effective implementation of CRM results in the
following:

1. CRM establishes an in-depth understanding between the firm and its
customers, by tracking customer needs, buying habits, likes and dislikes,
tastes and preferences on a continuous basis and formulation of dynamic
marketing strategies.

2. CRM can be employed to understand the shifts in consumer preference in
various micro-segments, and can help in balancing the conflicting and
changing purchase criteria.
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3. CRM ushers in improvements in customer service to facilitate long-term
sustained customer satisfaction. It paves the way for repeat purchase,
improved customer loyalty and reduced customer switchover.

4. CRM practices can help a firm in reaching out to wider group of customers
in a more desirable manner at a lower cost and thereby generate higher
sales volumes and contribute to greater profit margin for the firm throughout
its life.

5. CRM as a tool enables the firm to close the gap between management
perception and customer expectations.

6. CRM as a functional tool helps in reducing costs by customizing products
and providing personalized services.

7. CRM helps to build a referral client base for long-term use.

Benefits of CRM

Studies by the US-based Bain and Company, a leading global business and strategy
consulting firm, show that with time, a customer becomes more profitable because
the initial cost becomes more than the gross margin while the retention costs become
much lower. When an organization retains the customer, it gets a larger share of
the customer’s money at a higher profit. It has been observed that 1 per cent
increase in sales to existing customers can increase profits by only 3 per cent,
thereby highlighting the belief that the cost of acquiring new customers is very high
and that of retaining the old customers is always beneficial and more revenue
generating. Studies have also highlighted that a company can increase its profits
by up to 85 per cent if it is able to increase its annual customer retention by only 5
per cent.

Similarly, studies have also shown that chance of selling a product to new a
customer/prospect is 15 per cent, while it is 50 per cent to an existing customer.
As such, marketers today have started looking at the lifetime value of the customers.
They are shifting their focus from just trying to sell their product to understanding
customer needs and wants and then satisfying their needs, thereby leading towards
a relationship orientation. The one-to-one contacts create opportunities for better
understanding and an emotional bonding which help in building relationships. In
the case of a professional service provider like a doctor or a consultant, for example,
he is involved in production and delivery of service by direct contact with the
customer. He is in a better position to understand and appreciate his needs and
constraints, all of which facilitate relationship building. Firms dealing in hospitality
business, financial services, telecom and airlines are the early adopters and users
of CRM.

Business firms which have decided to implement the CRM strategy can
enjoy a number of advantages. CRM helps these firms to:

 Build one-to-one relationship with the consumers with a view to improve
customer satisfaction.

 Build customer retention and loyalty.

 Deliver a single, informed view of the customer.
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 Improve customer acquisition rates.

 Improve cross-selling and up-selling.

 Boost the contract or the call-centre effectiveness.

Check Your Progress

7. When is selling concept used?

8. What is the basic philosophy of the production concept?

9. Who is a potential buyer.

10. How is CRM useful?

2.8 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. The five stages of a project life cycle are as follows:
(a) Concept
(b) Analysis
(c) Planning
(d) Execution
(e) Completion

2. The key objective of technical analysis for a project idea is to study the
technical viability of the proposal.

3. The key goals of project execution are:
(a) Enhancing coordination among all subunits of project teams and their

activities
(b) Completing the project within the targeted cost and time
(c) Minimizing variations in the standards of performance

4. The technical aspects of a project report are:
(a) Scope of the project
(b) Location-availability of infrastructural facilities
(c) Technology
(d) Raw materials/components
(e) Utilities
(f) Effluent disposal
(g) Manpower
(h) Implementation schedule

5. The main objectives of production and operations management are:
(a) Customer Satisfaction
(b) Profitability
(c) Timeliness

6. According to Knight Frank (1921), who first gave the term, ‘profit
maximization’ is the corporate financial objective in his ‘perfect market
theory’.
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7. Selling concept is used when companies have extra-high inventory of less
demanded products that they have to sell in order to deplete their inventories.
This concept is practiced more profoundly in case of unsought goods (that
people seldom want to buy), like insurance products, encyclopaedias, etc.

8. The basic philosophy of the production concept is that the customers favour
products with low price and which are easily available. Therefore, all efforts
are directed towards increasing production efficiency and evolving better
method of mass production, so as to maintain low prices to achieve more
volume of sales.

9. A buyer who has interest in the product, income and willingness to buy can
broadly be called a potential buyer.

10. CRM helps companies in gathering data, identifying customers who have
been valuable over a period of time, add to loyal customers by offering
products and services which are customized. This makes customer service
cost effective and acquisition of similar customers easier.

2.9 SUMMARY

 Project investment decisions, often known as capital budgeting decisions,
involve several steps. Each has a purpose and must be carried out with due
care and caution.

 The project life cycle has five stages. They are: concept, analysis, planning,
execution and completion

 After a project proposal is conceptually cleared, it enters the analysis stage.
Several types of analyses are done with two-fold objectives—risk
assessment via improving the information base so that one has to rely less
on intuition; and generate information so that one can do cost-benefit
analyses.

 The benefits from a project must outweigh its costs. Costs and benefits are
studied at various stages of the capital budgeting process. When the initial
feasibility report is prepared, the costs and benefits are at best guesstimates
based upon experience or thumb rules.

 The projects that are successful at all stages of analysis are found ‘acceptable’
from financial and strategic perspectives. However, at any given time there
could be several projects having a claim on the limited funds.

 During the planning stage, subcontracts are given, teams and sub-teams are
formed, team leaders are appointed, coordination is established,
documentations are designed and a reporting system is developed.

 Project execution involves several people and teams with different skills,
abilities and priorities, constant coordination and adjustment in planned
activities, conflict with routine operations of business because of overlapping
project organization structure and several such issues.

 A project report is, basically, a document which provides details about the
overall picture of the proposed business.
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 In order to process investment proposals and arrive at investment
decisions, the Planning Commission of India has also issued some guidelines
for preparing/ formulating realistic industrial projects.

 Finance function ensures smooth day-to-day operations by managing
liquidity. Investment, operations, as well as financing of a business are
coordinated into a single stream by this function.

 Marketing brings producers and users of products services and ideas
together, so that they may satisfy their needs, wants and demand through
the process of exchange.

 From a managerial point of view, marketing is for achieving business goals,
like profits and market share, by serving customers’ needs truthfully and
profitably.

 A company has to research customer requirements and design appropriate
offering for them.

 Companies can follow various marketing philosophies/orientation to the
marketplace depending on the type of product they are marketing, level of
demand and type of target customers.

 Customer Relationship Management ‘is about introducing the right product
to the right customer at the right time through the right channel to satisfy the
customer’s evolving demands.’

2.10 KEY TERMS

 Project Life Cycle: It means the five stages—concept, analysis, planning,
execution and completion—of a project.

 Technical Analysis: It is a study of the technical viability of a proposal.

 Sensitivity Analysis: It is used for identifying important sources of risk
so that those sources can be studied further to reduce elements of the
unknown.

 Agency Problem: When an agent tries to maximize his/her own benefits
rather than maximizing his/her principal’s benefits, it is called the ‘agency
problem’. Agency problem is pervasive in companies, where managers
manage the company on behalf of the shareholders (owners or principals).

 Gross Market Capitalization: It is the gross value of a firm; when the
market value of debt is added in the net market capitalization (see net market
capitalization) of the firm, we get gross market capitalization.

 Liquidation Value: Liquidation value of the firm is obtained by deducting
the liabilities from the selling prices of all assets of the company.

 Net Market Capitalization: Net market capitalization of a firm is obtained
from the product of the number of outstanding shares and market price of
shares.

 Replacement Value: Replacement value of a firm is the cost that anyone
would incur in recreating the firm as it is in the current condition less the
liabilities.
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2.11 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. Why should we prepare a project from capital expenditure proposals?

2. What are the potential mistakes which can occur during the execution of a
project?

3. Write a short note on the nature of organizations.

4. What distinguishes ‘wealth maximization’ objective from ‘profit maximization’
objective?

5. What are the benefits of marketing?

Long Answer Questions

1. Discuss in detail the various stages of a project life cycle.

2. Explain the guidelines for formulating a project report.

3. Describe the various types of marketing philosophies.

4. Discuss the implementation of CRM in detail.

5. Examine why financial management is important for entrepreneurs.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurship is considered one of the crucial factors that determine industrial
growth and development in a nation. The acute shortage of entrepreneurial and
managerial skills is one of the most common problems that cause trouble for most
underdeveloped economies. Hence, in such economies, the role of entrepreneurship
is twofold: (i) overcome the problem of unemployment and economic stagnation,
and (ii) boost the levels of growth and competitiveness of businesses and industries.

Therefore, various measures have been taken to encourage and develop
entrepreneurship by the government. For instance, governments and their related
authorities, by giving monetary and other assistance, have attempted to improve
the competency levels of entrepreneurs and enterprises.

Entrepreneurship development has to be accorded national priority, in an
attempt to meet international demand and challenges faced by the Indian industry,
especially employment generation. Entrepreneurs must have the required skills,
the ability to gain from opportunities that offer financial advantages, the inclination
to apply knowledge to maximize gains, business skills and leadership qualities.
This unit will discuss the role of regulatory institutions and development organizations
in encouraging entrepreneurship in a country.

3.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

 Understand the role of regulatory institutions and development organizations
in promoting entrepreneurship
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 Describe self-employment oriented schemes

 Discuss the various growth schemes

 Analyse some of the government subsidies and incentives for promoting
entrepreneurship

3.2 ROLE OF REGULATORY INSTITUTIONS

India is a developing country with a huge population. To ensure that the country
continues on a rapid development trajectory with gainful employment for young
people who enter the workforce every year, governments have started various
schemes to promote entrepreneurship. Here, the focus of institutions have been
on promoting small scale businesses and industries. This is because it is the small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) and micro, small and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) that can solve the problem of unemployment and the migration from
small cities to the bigger one. Not only have these industries played a vital role in
the economic development of the country but also in decentralization of the
industries. These units promote the transformation of a traditional technique into a
modern one by skill enhancement and marketing, thus, raising the standard of
living of the artists and the other individuals involved. These industries are also
able to generate employment for the entrepreneur and for the others. Therefore, it
is important for students of entrepreneurship to know about the various government
agencies engaged in the promotion of such small scale industries.

Small-scale industries is a comprehensive term used to refer to the
manufacturing activity carried out in relatively small establishments. Smallness refers
to the scale of operations of the industry. Small industries constitute a central part
of the industrial structure of both developed and developing countries in view of
their capacity to provide lucrative employment opportunities and contribute to the
production of goods and services. SSIs use indigenous technology and provide
employment opportunities to the local people. This is done with a view to avoiding
the augmentation of industries and controlling the migration of people. These
industries also help in equal distribution of income and wealth. Small-scale industries
have the potential to attract the maximum amount of skill and entrepreneurial talent
in the country and become a factor for promotion of economic and social equality,
by allowing profits from industrial growth to reach a diverse section of the people.
That is how small scale industry came to acquire a prominent place in the growth
plan of developed and developing countries. In developing countries like India
promotion of small scale enterprises has been one of the main strategies for
economic development.

By and large, small industries are mostly individual enterprises that provided
all goes well with them and they show healthy and sustained growth, ultimately
mature into public institutions and promote national development. Individuals cannot
obviously finance small-scale industry growth effectively; financing of small industries
has always been a complex problem in most countries and has attracted the attention
of bankers, industrialists, economists, governments and financial institutions. The
main financial problems of small industries may be categorized as follows:
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1. Lack of promoter’s capital

2. Fewer alternatives for obtaining short-term loans

3. Complexity in obtaining long-term loans to supplement insufficient equity
capital

Various policies have been adopted by developing as well as highly
industrialized countries to overcome these problems. Banks and stock exchanges
are better organized, various special financial institutions have been established,
international financial institutions and foreign private capital are assigned a greater
role and government is also taking greater interest in this sector.

Small enterprises require finances in various stages of developing a business
idea into a production or service unit. Small industries invariably experience chronic
shortage of working funds in the production stage because of insufficient short
term funds. Financial requirements could be classified into tangible and intangible
investments. Tangible investment comprises current assets and fixed assets. Current
assets are normal cash balance, inventory, customers’ accounts and miscellaneous
current assets. Fixed assets include furniture and fixtures, tools, machinery and
equipment, land and building, and other miscellaneous fixed assets. Intangible
investment is required for promotional expenses, organizational expenses, operating
losses other than depreciation up to the time when the business will be financially
self-sustaining, cost of financing as also intangible assets such as patents, goodwill
and copyrights purchased for cash.

Estimating a small industry capital expenditure requirement is not easy;
assumptions have to be made under conditions of great uncertainty. The cost of
capital in a small industry is relatively high. The total capital requirement depends
upon the type of business. The quantum of working capital needed is usually
dependent upon the length of the period of manufacture, the cost of the product,
rate of turnover of inventory and also seasonal fluctuations. Small Scale Enterprises
not only need financial assistance but also need support and guidance from
government agencies, to bring their idea into reality and to run the enterprise
profitably.

The Government of India as well as State Governments have launched
various support agencies such as DIC, SIDBI, SIDCO, SSIB, NSIC and SISI.
Let us examine the role of these support agencies in Small Scale Industries promotion
and development.

1. District Industries Centre (DIC)

The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1977 proposed the setting up of a District
Industries Centre in each district headquarters of India. Based on the
recommendations the District Industries Centre was established in 1978 and it
became a landmark in the development of small and cottage industries in India.
The main objective of the DIC was to provide all the services and support required
by small and cottage entrepreneurs under a single roof. It means that the
entrepreneurs who previously had to go to different agencies for assistance/guidance,
finance, training, technical advice, would now be provided with all these services
in one place. Presently there are 422 DICs, functioning in 431 districts in India.
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Structure of DICs

The DIC structure consists of:

 A General Manager
 Four Functional Managers:

(i) Economic and Investigation
(ii) Credit
(iii) Village Industries
(iv) Raw material/Marketing/Training

 Three Project Managers (to provide technical services in the area relevant
to the needs of the districts concerned).

The structure is the same in all the DICs in our country. DICs coordinate
with all the central and state government organizations concerned with promoting
and developing cottage, village and small scale industries and provide prominent
services to entrepreneurs.

Functions of District Industries Centre

The DIC performs the following functions to promote and develop village, cottage
and small scale industries in the concerned district.

1. Conducting motivation campaigns: From time to time, DIC conducts
motivation campaigns throughout the district to identify and motivate the
aspirant entrepreneurs. The DIC takes steps to design a programme to
cover all the government schemes and inform them of the criteria for
application.

2. Industrial surveys: This is one of the important functions of DIC. It
conducts industrial surveys to assess industrial potential in the district keeping
in view the availability of raw materials, human skills, infrastructure, supply
and demand, etc. DIC prepares techno-economic studies, to find out the
technological and economical feasibility of a project/services and works
out cost estimates to launch the product or services. On the basis of studies
and estimates of investigation it provides investment advice to entrepreneurs.

3. Achievement plans: DIC is concerned about the development of industries
in districts. Hence after conducting motivational campaigns and industrial
surveys, it prepares achievement plans. These plans are coordinated with
the District Credit Plans of the lead bank. A lead bank is a bank which is
identified by the government in the concerned district based on various
aspects.

4. Industry registration: DIC provides provisional and permanent registration
to new entrepreneurs.
Provisional registration: Provisional registration is given to an entrepreneur
to take all necessary steps to bring the unit into existence. It is awarded for
a period of two years in the first instance and  can be renewed every year
thereafter. But renewal cannot be done more than twice.  Provisional
registration enables entrepreneurs to:
 Apply local authorities such as corporation, municipality and gram

panchayats to construct building for establishing the unit.
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 Apply for plot/shed (location) in industrial estate.
 Apply for minimum amenities such as power and telephone connection.
 Apply to financial institutions/banks to get financial aid.
 Apply for State Sales and Central Sales Tax Registration.
 Apply to NSIC and other institutions to buy machines.
Permanent registration: Once the installation work is over, the
entrepreneur may apply for permanent registration. On getting the permanent
registration, the entrepreneur is entitled to get the following facilities:
 He can apply for scarce raw material on concessional rates from

government sources
 He can apply for marketing his products through government agencies
However, registration of a new unit is not compulsory. But registration will
help the entrepreneur to avail certain facilities which are not otherwise
provided.

5. Assist in obtaining credit: Being an entrepreneurial support agency, DIC
recommends loan applications to banks and financial institutions and assists
in obtaining credit. DIC liaisons with banks and financial institutions in favour
of industries and monitors flow of credit to industries in the district.

6. Provide guidance and assistance: DIC provides guidance and assistance
to entrepreneurs in identifying appropriate machinery and equipment, and
finds sources of supply for machinery and also importing machinery. It also
ascertains raw material requirements and their sources, arranges bulk
purchase of raw materials and interacts with various authorities for the supply
of scarce and critical raw material.

7. Recommending applications: DIC recommends applications of
entrepreneurs to various organizations. For example, dealing with Electricity
Board to get power connection, power tariff concessions and subsidies.

8. Organize fairs and exhibitions: DIC encourages the small scale industry
units to participate in International Trade Fairs by providing free space for
displaying their products. It helps entrepreneurs become quality conscious
and to grab the opportunity to export their products.

9. Help in marketing products: DIC from time to time collects marketing
information and organizes marketing outlets, keeps liaison with government
procurement agencies, assesses the possibilities of export and ancillarisation
and suggests appropriate marketing strategies to entrepreneurs.

10. Organize training: To enrich the entrepreneurs’ skill and knowledge, DIC
conducts training programmes for artisans and identifies opportunities and
project for the trainees.

11. Entrepreneur Development Programme (EDP): To provide knowledge
and to increase the skills of entrepreneurs in different areas of operations,
DIC conducts EDPs in association with various organizations.

2. State Industries Development Corporations (SIDCO)

The State Industries Development Corporations were set up in various states
under the Companies Act, 1956 to provide the primary development needs of
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tiny, small, village and cottage industries. In Andhra Pradesh, the Small Industries
Development Corporation Ltd (SIDCO) was set up in 1960 for promoting and
developing small scale industries in the state.

SIDCO has been working actively since its inception and is engaged in the
following:

1. Industrial Estates design and promotion: SIDCO is constructing
industrial work sheds with all infrastructural facilities such as roads,
power and lights, water supply, drainage facilities etc. in selected
locations. It also caters to the development of plots in various industrial
estates. To meet the needs of rural artisans and unemployed youth
SIDCO in Andhra Pradesh has constructed tiny sheds in various
locations. SIDCO is counseling, aiding and assisting entrepreneurs to
exploit the potential in a particular area.

2. Cater Marketing Assistance: On behalf of small scale units SIDCO
participates in the tenders proposed by government departments and
acquires orders for them. SIDCO has taken the initiative to organize
the Buyer-Seller Meet so that the government department will be aware
of the SSI products and also to give an opportunity to SSI units to
know the actual demand of the departments. To serve SSI consistently,
SIDCO participates in the Director General of Supplies and Disposal
(DGS&D) tender on behalf of SSI units.

3. Work as Recognized Export House: The State Government has
recognized SIDCO as an export house of the State. As a recognized
export house SIDCO identifies potential industrial units supplying
export-worthy products and prospective buyers abroad. SIDCO
also makes contracts with overseas importers and their agents in
India and assists SSI units in exporting their products. SIDCO also
participates in International Trade Fairs and exhibits the products of
SSI units.

4. Balanced Regional Development: SIDCO has been working for
industrial development in backward areas for the balanced regional
development. In order to develop the backward areas industrially
and to provide employment to rural educated unemployed youth
SIDCO constructs industrial estates in rural areas. SIDCO also
constructs separate industrial estates for women and for NRIs in
various parts of the state.

5. Hire Purchase and Equipment Leasing Scheme: Under this
scheme, SIDCO provides a package assistance of the allotters of
sheds at industrial estates for the supply of machinery and equipment.
Under this scheme the machinery and equipment ownership rights are
transferred to the allotter after he has paid the last installment.

3. Small Scale Industries Board (SSIB)

In 1954, the Government of India constituted the Small-Scale Industries Board
(SSIB), which is the apex body constituted for advising the Government on all
matters associated with the development of small-scale industries. The Minister
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for Small-Scale Industries, Government of India is the chairman of the Board. The
Board consists of 50 members, who represent the Central and State Governments,
RBI, State Bank of India, industry associations, public sector undertakings and
financial institutions.

The small-scale industries development work involves dealing with various
Central Government as well as State Government departments. The SSIB’s main
task is to facilitate coordination and linkage between various agencies/departments
engaged in the development of small scale industry.

4. National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC)

In 1955, to encourage the growth of small scale industry in different parts of the
country, the Government of India set up the National Small Industries Corporation
(NSIC). It is an ISO 9001:2000 certified company. NSIC operates through nine
regional offices with the support of 21 branch offices and 26 sub offices for cluster
development along with eight technical services and extension centres that have
the backing of over 500 professionals scattered throughout the country. NSIC
also operates from its offices in Dubai and Johannesburg to serve the regions of
Gulf and Africa.

Since its inception, NSIC has been serving the small scale industry, mindful
of the industrial resolution polices and government industrial development plans in
various Five-Year Plan programmes.

NSIC has demonstrated its strength within the country and abroad through
the promotion of  quality consciousness, the enhancement of exports of products
and projects from small-scale enterprises, strengthening the linkages with medium
and large scale enterprises, upgradation of technology and modernization of the
production process and delivery. Newer opportunities and challenges for small
and large businesses have been thrown up by the twenty-first century. With the
world becoming an increasingly smaller and furiously competitive market place
(not only physical but also a virtual market place), SSI activities  too have become
increasingly more challenging. It recognizes these challenges and to enable the
small scale units to gain competence advantage and to contribute effectively to the
development of economy, the corporation has restructured its activities for meeting
the dual challenges of competition and growth in the small scale industries sector.
A more focused sectoral approach has been adopted by it aimed at tangibly
contributing to SSI growth and competence building.

The wide range of services provided by NSIC is basically promotional in
nature. It means that NSIC services are focusing on getting the machinery and
equipment on hire purchase basis. The main functions of NSIC are described in
the following sections.

Supply of machines on hire purchase basis

The NSIC supplies machines on hire purchase basis to small scale industries located
in various parts of the country. Under this function NSIC takes upon itself the
entire purchase procedure, starting from locating competent suppliers to delivery
of machines. NSIC obtains clearance from Director General of Industries in case
of imported machines, to arrange foreign exchange, obtains import license, opens
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letter of credit and looks after customs requirements and clearance of machines.
NSIC not only supplies machinery for the new industrial establishment but also for
replacement of outdated or obsolete machinery as well as balancing equipment to
increase productivity. Through its equipment leasing scheme, Small Scale Industrial
units can procure industrial equipment for modernization, expansion and
diversification.

Other functions of NSIC

Some of the other functions of NSIC include the following:

 Procurement, supply and distribution of indigenous and imported raw
materials

 The development of export-worthiness of small-scale units and encouraging
the export of small scale industries’ products

 Giving equal priority to the enlistment of competent units and facilitating
their participation in Government

 Stores Purchase Programmes providing training in several technical trades

 Motivating small scale units on technological upgradation through Software
Technology Park and Technology Transfer Centres

 Acting as mentor to small scale units and providing advisory services

 Setting up small-scale industries in developing countries on turnkey basis
and other areas of services and international co-operation.

Marketing supply programme of NSIC

Marketing has become an essential entrepreneurial function. Small industries have
to face challenges in marketing their services and goods and consequently, need
institutional support. NSIC has formulated a number of programmes for SSIs in
the marketing sector, both within and outside the country.

(a) NSIC has been assisting those SSIs that are capable of manufacturing
quality products, but are constrained by limited financial resources or
lack of broad equity and credibility.

(b) NSIC has been acting as a nodal agency to SSIs for bringing them
closer to the several governmental purchasing agencies.

(c) The Government, along with its agencies, has been purchasing several
kinds of services and products produced by SSIs

Small Industries Service Institute (SISI)

SISIs were set up by the Government of India to provide consultancy in the areas
of project plan preparation and execution and training to small entrepreneurs.
There are 28 SISIs working across the country. The major functions of SISIs’
are:

(i) Technology adoption advisory service

 Providing advice for required suitable technology in setting up of new small
scale units, assisting in the design of choice of machinery, layout, installation
and operation of plant and machinery.
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 Assisting in preparation of design and drawings for production equipment
and accessories to improve production process.

 Providing technical guidance on the proficient use of raw materials, utilization
of substitutes, waste and scrap.

 Providing technical assistance and guidance in design and development of
new products.

(ii) Workshop and laboratory services

Every SISI has its own workshop, laboratory and showroom. The intention of
having these is to provide on the job training both in theory and practice to small
entrepreneurs in a systematic way so as to strengthen their knowledge and skills.
With these facilities SISI provides the following services:

 Common service and tool room facilities

 Experiments and laboratory analysis on new and substitute raw materials

 Assistance in testing raw materials and new products before their release
into the market

1. Consultancy Services on Functional Management: SISI has
adequate capabilities to provide guidance on functional management
services by suggesting proper methods of industrial management,
including cost reduction, production management, marketing of
products, human resource planning and development, etc.

2. Training Services: SISI and the extension centres provide training
services to the workers of small scale units in certain trades such as
machine shop practice, tool and die making, welding, electroplating,
wood working, assembling, fittings, etc. SISI and the extension centres
provide not only training to workers but also to foremen of small scale
units on ad hoc basis as well as on an organized basis.

3. Balanced Regional Development Services: SISIs focus their
activities on balanced regional development by promotion of
entrepreneurship and development of small scale industry in rural and
underdeveloped areas. SISIs develop entrepreneurship in backward
regions by organizing training programmes for educating youth such
as engineers, graduates, students, ex-servicemen etc. and especially
people from backward, rural, tribal and hill areas.

4. Economical Development Services: SISIs are intended to provide
economic services to small scale units. The various economic
development services provided by SISIs are:

 Surveys of particular industries and areas and recommendations
for development programmes

 Market surveys for industrial enterprises for optimum utilization
of their time on production quality maintains

 Market information in selected areas for purpose of dissemination.
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6. National Productivity Council (NPC)

NPC is an autonomous body which provides the following services for the
promotion of small scale industries.

 Consultancy in all areas about the feasibility of the project

 Training to prospective entrepreneurs on various matters related to managing
an enterprise

 Carrying out market surveys for state governments

 Post-investment service in areas such as increasing productivity

7. National Research Development Corporation (NRDC)

The NRDC was established in 1953 as a non-profit organization by the Government
of India. It was set up to develop and exploit local know-how, inventions, patents,
and processes emanating from research and development institutions in India.

The functions of NRDC are as follows:
1. Transfer of technology: NRDC releases to the interested

entrepreneurs, technologies, patents and processes developed in
various R&D institutions in India.

2. Development of projects: NRDC finances up to 50 per cent of the
expense that goes into filling the gap in existing technologies, making
laboratory know-how suitable for commercial exploitation, establishing
demonstration units, setting up building prototypes, pilot plants, etc. .

3. Appropriate technology development and promotion: NRDC
endeavours to carry appropriate technology to poorer sections of the
rural and semi urban population. It establishes demonstration units in
suitable locations for popularization of its need based technologies.
For example, it developed and introduced a pedal-operated machine
that can produce leaf cups from leaves. This has provided employment
opportunities.

4. Export of technology: Through its technical information system,
NRDC collects and disseminates information regarding Indian
technologies and transfers them abroad.

5. Guidance to entrepreneurs: Its publication titled NRDC Processes
provides a list of technologies/processes available to entrepreneurs
periodically. The printed list of processes and the technical notes are
widely published and given free of cost to entrepreneurs.

6. Turnkey services: NRDC offers proven technologies to
entrepreneurs on a turnkey basis giving the necessary guarantee for
yields, quality of the products, consumption of raw materials, etc.

7. Participation in equity capital: A scheme for participation in the
equity capital of the companies, formed to set up first commercial unit
to exploit the technologies from NRDC, has been introduced. The
equity participation is up to 26 per cent of the capital in industries
which require an investment of  50 lakh or more.
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8. Technical Consultancy Organizations (TCOs)

TCOs have been conceived as service organizations for promotion of
industrialization in the country. The prime objective of these organizations is to
provide a package of services under one roof to entrepreneurs from the stage of
project identification to successful implementation and working of the unit. This is
called the Single Window Scheme.

The scope of the services of TCOs are organized on a regional basis, so as
to overcome the disparities in various regions on the basis of natural resources and
environmental conditions and in order to make technical services available according
to the local demand and resource endowment. There are 18 TCOs in different
states sponsored by IDBI, IFCI, ICICI and State Small Industries Corporations.

Services of TCOs

TCOs are providing services to new entrepreneurs and existing units. Based on
their individual requirements, TCOs design their services.

Services to new entrepreneurs

 Assist in identification of profitable project opportunities

 Assist in preparation of project profiles, techno-economic feasibility studies

 Conduct market surveys and pre investment studies

 Provide help in identification and selection of plant/equipment

Services to existing enterprises

 Guide the entrepreneur in the area of modernization, expansion and
diversification

 Assist in identifying problems of the unit and suggesting specific corrective
measures

 Provide services in functional areas of enterprise such as management,
technical and financial consultancy

 Review and monitor the project

 Provide studies on energy conservation and effluent treatment

 Assist mergers and reconstruction of the units

Common services to all entrepreneurs

(a) Entrepreneurship Development Programmes (EDP): One of the important
activities of TCOs is providing training to potential entrepreneurs through EDP.
TCOs conduct EDPs for different target groups like technical entrepreneurs,
women entrepreneurs, rural entrepreneurs, tribal entrepreneurs, etc.

(b) Services to Sick Units: Providing services to sick units is essential in economic
development, so as to reduce or prevent the blocked investment wastage and
protect the employees’ interests. TCOs are providing the following services:

 Diagnostic studies to assess the working of existing units and reason for
sickness
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 Rehabilitation plans for revival of sick units

 Technical, managerial and commercial counseling

9. The National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Development (NIESBUD)

NIESBUD is the apex body that was established by the Indian Ministry of Industries
in 1983 to coordinate, train and oversee the activities of the several agencies/
institutions involved in entrepreneurship development, especially in the field of
small business and industry. NIESBUD is registered as a society under the
Government of India Societies Act (XXI of 1860). It commenced its operations
on 6 July 1983. The governing council of the institute makes policies and directs
and guides the institute. The institute is headed by a chairman who is also the
minister of Small Scale Industries, Government of India. The various functions of
NIESBUD are as follows:

 It undertakes research and exchange experiences globally for developing
and aiding in the growth of entrepreneurship. It actively involves itself in the
creation of a climate that is conducive to the development of entrepreneurship.

 It conducts training programmes for entrepreneurs, trainers and promoters.

 It facilitates and supports central/state/other agencies in organizing
entrepreneurship development programmes.

 It develops training aids, tools and manuals.

 It formulates scientific selection procedures.

 It standardizes the model syllabi for training various target groups.

 It evolves effective training methodologies and strategies.

3.2.1 Role of Development Organizations

Several organizations are conducting entrepreneurship development programmes
in India. The forerunner was the Small Industries Development Organization which
provided this facility through its Small Industries Service Centres.

The Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII) established
the IFCI in March 1983, at Ahmedabad. It was to act as a financial resource
organization at the national level for creating the institutional infrastructure for
entrepreneurship development.  In the same year, the Central Government also
established the National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Development (NIESBUD) at New Delhi, with the objective of coordinating
activities related to entrepreneurship and small business development. Both these
organizations are working hand in hand to boost the entrepreneurship development
movement in India.

Besides these, other institutions established by the government are: Rural
Entrepreneurship Development Institute (RED) at Ranchi in 1983, Rural
Management and Management Centers (RMEDC) at Maharashtra, and Training
cum Development centres (RDCS) that are intended to increase interaction between
entrepreneurs and enterprise. In addition, universities and host of management
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institutions have evinced interest in designing and incorporating entrepreneurship
development courses in their curriculum.

Other organizations have also been actively conducting entrepreneurship
development programmes. These are the State Bank of India, Industrial
Development Bank of India, Entrepreneurial Motivation Training Centre in
Northern-Eastern Region, Xavier Institute of Social Services, Ranchi, Industrial
Consultancy Organizations in various states, Centre for Entrepreneurship
Development, Ahmedabad, the Centre for Entrepreneurship Development, Hubli,
State Financial Corpo, Small Industries Extension Training Institute, Hyderabad,
National Science and Technology Entrepreneurship Development Board, etc.

For institutionalizing the entrepreneurship development activities at the state
level, Institutes of Entrepreneurship Development (IEDs) in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar
and Orissa have already come into existence with the support of India’s financial
institutions, concerned State Governments and banks, and are carrying out their
activities on a full-fledged basis. A Centre for Entrepreneurship Development (CED)
was registered in Madhya Pradesh on 17 November 1988, and later taken up by
IFCI. An institute for Entrepreneurship Development was also set up at Goa under
DB on the same pattern as other IEDs. A proposal to set up an IED for North-
Eastern Region was also under consideration by the North Eastern Council. A few
State Governments such as those of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, and Rajasthan,
have also put forward their proposals for setting up CEDs in their respective States.
These are to be considered on their merits by the financial institutions. The focus
of the national organizations such as EDII, NIESBUD, etc. was on (a) institutional
entrepreneurship activities, (b) generating, sharpening and sharing knowledge
through research documentation and publication, (c) creating and developing
professionals in the discipline of ‘entrepreneurship’ to emerge and flourish, and (e)
developing new products and pursuing market segments for carrying the
entrepreneurship development in priority areas and sections of the people. The
State-level Institutions/CEDs provided human resources to various State and district
EDPs level organizations engaged in entrepreneurship at the grass root level. The
State-level organizations also provided industrial extension motivation services,
business opportunities guidance, project counseling, etc., and helped in initiating
entrepreneurship at school level in the career planning of the younger generation.
For this, these organizations conducted a number of workshops, seminars,
conferences and brought out well researched publications, for training the
entrepreneurs. The organizations also produced a number of video films as audio-
visual aids for training the entrepreneurs and motivating them to set up enterprises
and operate them efficiently.

Management Development Institute (MDI)

For developing and improving the quality of day-to-day management, which is
crucial for the success of any industrial venture, as also, with a view to encouraging
professionalism in management, IFCI had sponsored in 1973, the setting up of the
Management Development Institute (MDI) at Gurgaon (Haryana) near New Delhi.
MDI provides management training, research and consultancy, and its prime goal
is to improve managerial effectiveness in the industry/government and banking
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sectors of the economy. Research studies undertaken by MDI are in both macro
areas of economic and industrial development as also in micro areas relevant to a
specific industry or economic activity.

The organization’s Annual Report of 2009 mentioned that MDI had been
chosen by the Department of Personnel and Training, Government of India, as an
agency for conducting the first, 15-month National Management Programme
(NMP) for Government Officers belonging to IAS/Group ‘A’ Services as well as
executives from public and private sector organizations who have the potential to
acquire top positions.

The MDI conducts management development programmes in various fields.
These include programmes for officers of the Indian Economic Service (IES),
Indian Administrative Service (IAS) and for executives of a number of PSUs such
as Oil & Natural Gas Commission (ONGC), Bharat Heavy Electrical Ltd.(BHEL),
Bharat Aluminium Co. Ltd (BALCO), Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of
India (ECGC), Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS), Hindustan Zinc Ltd (HZL),
Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd (HMT), Indian Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Ltd
(IDPL), Uttar Pradesh State Industrial Development Corporation Ltd (UPSIDC),
Madhya Pradesh Financial Corporation (MPFC), etc.

In Karnataka, MDI had also conducted a programme on Identification,
Promotion and Implementation of Industrial Projects’ (IPIIP), for the officers of
District Industries Centres (DICs) State-level Promotional and Financial Institutions,
commercial banks, etc. In addition, a number of programmes, particularly
concerning strategic planning, marketing and sales, management consultancy,
development banking, labour-management relations, human resources
development, evaluation of small industries financing performance, role of directors,
merchant banking, leasing, working capital financing, technology transfer,
management, documentation and recovery practices of Development Financing
Institutions, etc., were carried out by MDI and its subsidiary Development Banking
Centre (DBC). As many as 23 workshops were conducted by MDI under the
Planning Commission, International Labor Organization, United Nations
Development Programme, In-house Management Consultancy Development
Project (Phase II)

A major effort was also made by MDI in the area of consultancy and
research. The focus was not only on developing management consultancy through
training programmes and workshops but also undertaking process consultancy
assignments in large complex organizations and directing efforts to develop in-
house management consultancy teams in public utilities. The Consultancy and
Research Wings of MDI have done extensive work in areas like corporate planning,
evaluation of appraisal systems, feasibility studies, job structuring, management
information systems, manpower planning, marketing appraisal, capital markets,
off-shore banking, inter-firm comparison, seed capital, technology — its relevance,
assessment and diffusion, etc.

Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII)

Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII), the principal agency with
special responsibility for entrepreneurship development in the country, has been
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focusing on creating curriculum for entrepreneurship development and innovative
training techniques for trainers. The Institute has developed an experimental EDP
for women, keeping in view their special needs and the first such EDP was conducted
in September 1988. Over the years EDII has carried out experiments in rural
entrepreneurship development in a cluster of villages of U.P. and Orissa in
collaboration with a voluntary organization. EDII prepared a video cassette on the
‘focused behaviour event interview technique’ for assessing entrepreneurial potential.
In addition, it conducted an entrepreneurs’ meet, entrepreneurship development
orientation programmes and training programme for trainers, besides giving
professional assistance to various institutions for their entrepreneurial development
activities. EDII offers services to Sri Lanka, Nepal, Kenya, Ghana and other
African Commonwealth countries. The Institute has organized a special camp on
entrepreneurship in which more than 2,000 students participated in various activities,
creating interest in entrepreneurial pursuits. In the Nehru Centenary Year, EDII
brought out a book titled Self-made Impact-making Entrepreneurs based on a
study undertaken by it.

Science and Technology Entrepreneurship Parks (STEPs)

As part of the programme for supporting the setting up of 15 STEPs jointly with
other institutions, IDBI over the years has assisted seven STEPs viz., those
sponsored by the Birla Institute of Technology (BIT), Ranchi, National
Entrepreneurs Chemical Park (NECP), Regional Engineering College (TREC),
Trichy, Harcourt Butler Technological Institute (HBTI), Kanpur, Sri
Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering (SJCE), Mysore, Guru Nanak
Engineering College, Ludhiana and Maulana Azad College of Technology, Bhopal
with the aggregate assistance of  6.2 crore. While the first five STEPs were
sanctioned assistance prior to 1988–89, the last two were sanctioned assistance
during the reporting period. STEPs proposed by Guru Nanak Engineering College
will specialize in machine tools and electro-mechanical control equipment while
the STEP sponsored by the Maulana Azad College of Technology will specialize
in electronics and power engineering.

BIT-STEP has developed a unique technology for automatic wire length
measurement system and import substitutive stainless steel wedge wire screen,
besides other technologies for industrial applications. NECP-STEP is engaged in
the preparation of project profiles of selected imported drugs. TREC-STEP has
developed technology for hi-tech paints for nuclear applications, besides other hi-
tech and import-substitutive products. Seven TREC-STEPS entrepreneurs have
already started commercial production. Student entrepreneurs of HBTI-STEP
are working on projects which include fibre reinforced concrete and plastic
components. SJCE-STEP has transferred technology of liquid level pump controller
to one of its entrepreneurs for commercial exploitation and eight STEP
entrepreneurs have established their units.

Institute for Entrepreneurship Development

Institute for Entrepreneurship Development was established as part of a strategy
of giving special attention to entrepreneurship development needs of the more
backward states. IDBI had proposed to set up Institutes for Entrepreneurship
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Development (IEDs) in association with other financial institutions and banks and
State Governments. IEDs that were set up in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Orissa
have become operational and the proposed IED in Madhya Pradesh has been
registered.

The IED in UP has conducted 16 EDPs with the participation of 664 trainees,
besides training state level trainers. It has also conducted programmes on industrial
extension motivation, business opportunity guidance and project counselling for
women, entrepreneurial awareness workshop for ex-servicemen, state level meet
of EDP conducting agencies, studies on ‘Factors inhibiting and facilitating
turnaround possibilities in small sector’ and ‘Relevance of hill wool scheme’. In
Orissa, the IED has conducted 11 EDPs which have benefited 307 trainees. It
also conducted four Management Development programmes, four entrepreneurship
awareness camps and lecture-cum-discussion session on ‘Problems and prospects
of Indo-US Trade and Investment’. In Bihar, the IED conducted two EDPs and
organized an entrepreneurs’ meet during the period under review.

Centre for Entrepreneurship Development

The development of entrepreneurs on a systematic basis was started in 1970. A
number of specialized institutions came up to provide training to various target
groups that included educated unemployed persons, women, technicians, foremen,
rural artisans, physically handicapped persons, etc. The Centre for Entrepreneurship
Development (CED), Ahmedabad, was sponsored by the State government and
public sector corporations concerned with industrial development in the State.
This Centre conducts entrepreneurship development programmes. Persons are
selected from amongst the employees, workers, merchants and graduates and
training is imparted at six centres. The following are some of the significant features
of the programme of training:

(a) Before conducting the programme of training, a survey of investment
opportunity is made for identifying industries having good scope in the area.

(b) Appropriate linkage is developed with various agencies which provide
support and service to entrepreneurs in getting finance, readymade sheds,
raw materials and other inputs.

(c) Entrepreneurs are selected through behavioural tests. Due weightage is given
on experience rather than on education or unemployment.

(d) Programmes of training included theoretical and practical coverage, including
visits to industrial units consistent with the items identified by the
entrepreneurs

(e) Follow-up action is taken by the full-time project leader and individual
attention is given to each entrepreneur trainee.

The success rate of CED programmes is reported to be 66 per cent.

The Entrepreneurial Motivation Centre

The Entrepreneurial Motivation Centre was set up in Assam in the north-eastern
region of India to conduct entrepreneurial development programmes. In the initial
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period, 28 officers drawn from various departments of the state government were
given training in entrepreneurial motivation, economic investigation and survey,
management of small enterprise, etc. at the Small Industries Extension Training
Institute in Hyderabad. These officers then joined the various branches of the
Entrepreneurial Motivation Training Centre in six districts. The Entrepreneurial
Motivation Training Centre gave wide publicity to the entrepreneurial development
programmes and invited applications from educated unemployed persons. Selection
was made based on psychological tests and personal interviews. Selected
entrepreneurs were given preliminary motivation training of two weeks for developing
or strengthening the motivation for self-employment, managerial and economic
aspects of entrepreneurial development. The entrepreneurs were further assisted
in selecting enterprises for themselves, conducting guided market surveys and
preparing economically viable and feasible project reports. The Centre acted as a
link agency and helped the entrepreneurs in obtaining finance from banks and
other institutions, and readymade sheds as working space. The centre further
provided 10 per cent of the sanctioned amount as seed money wherever necessary.
An evaluation revealed that by March 1975, the number of entrepreneurs trained
were 1,550 of which 1,053 (68 per cent) had completed their project reports and
581 were given in-plant training. Of the 310 entrepreneurs who completed the
project reports, 279 (90 per cent) actually established their own enterprises and
started operations.

The National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Development (NIESBUD)

The Government of India recognized the need for a national organization to serve
as an apex body to co-ordinate the training programmes of various centres and
organizations in the country, to train a large number of trainers and motivators in
entrepreneurship development, to prepare a model syllabus of training for various
target groups and target areas, etc. This would also accelerate training in
entrepreneurship.

The New Delhi based National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small
Business Development (NIESBUD), established by the Government of India, is
an apex body for coordinating and overseeing the activities of various institutions
and agencies engaged in entrepreneurship development particularly in the area of
small industry and small business. Over the years, the Institute has evolved model
syllabi for training various target groups – by effective training strategies,
methodology, manuals and tools, facilitating and supporting Central/State
governments and other agencies in executing programmes of entrepreneurship
and small business development; maximizing benefit and accelerating
entrepreneurship development; conducting programmes for motivators, trainers
and entrepreneurs which are commonly not undertaken by other agencies. The
Institute is also the secretariat of the National Entrepreneurship Development Board
(NEDB), the apex body which determines policy for entrepreneurship development
in the country. The Institute, therefore, performs the task of processing the
recommendations made by the Board.
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The NESBUD was established with the following objectives:

 to accelerate the process of entrepreneurship development ensuring its
impact throughout the country and among all segments of the society

 to help/support institutions/agencies in carrying out activities relating to
entrepreneurship development with greater success

 to evolve standardized process of selection, training support and sustenance
to potential entrepreneurs enabling them to set up and run their enterprise
successfully

 to provide information support to trainers, promoters and entrepreneurs by
organizing documentation and research work relevant to entrepreneurship
development,

 to provide functional forums for interaction and exchange of experiences
helpful for policy formulation and modification at various levels.

The activities of the NIESBUD include:

 evolving effective training strategies and methodology

 standardizing model syllabi for training various target groups

 formulating scientific selection procedures

 developing training aids, manuals and tools

 facilitating and supporting Central/State/other agencies in executing
entrepreneurship development programmes

 maximizing the benefits and accelerating the process of entrepreneurship
development

The various functions which the Institute has been called upon to perform are as
follows:

(i) To serve as an apex national level institute.

(ii) To organize and conduct training programmes.

(iii) To coordinate the training activities of various institutes and organizations in
the country imparting training in entrepreneurship.

(iv) To affiliate institutes and organizations conducting entrepreneurship training.

(v) To identify, train and assist potential entrepreneurs amongst technical and
non-technical personnel in setting up self-employment ventures in small
industries including service industries.

(vi) To hold examinations and tests and confer certificates and diplomas on the
trainers as well as trainees.

(vii) To undertake documentation and research in the fields of entrepreneurship
and small business development.

(viii) To conduct workshops, seminars and conferences, etc. for promotion and
development of entrepreneurship in small scale industries and small
businesses.
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(ix) To publish literature for furtherance of entrepreneurship and small business
development.

(x) To provide a forum for interaction and exchange of views with agencies
engaged in various aspect of entrepreneurship in small industries and small
business development.

(xi) To assist in setting up  regional and state level training institutes for
entrepreneurship and small business development.

National Alliance of Young Entrepreneurs (NAYE)

The National Alliance of Young Entrepreneurs has made several schemes for
entrepreneurs’ development in collaboration with public sector banks such as Bank
of India, Dena Bank, Punjab National Bank, Central Bank of India and Union
Bank of India.

The objectives of the schemes are:

(i) To help young entrepreneurs in identifying investment and self-employment
opportunities.

(ii) To secure proper arrangement for their training.

(iii) To provide necessary financial assistance on the basis of project reports

(iv) To secure package of consultancy services.

(v) To arrange assistance, facilities and incentives that are extended to
entrepreneurs by the government and other institutions.

3.2.2 Nature of Entrepreneurship Development
Programmes (EDPs)

Entrepreneurial talent can be raised by undertaking various entrepreneurship
development programmes. Entrepreneurial development programme may be
defined as a programme designed to help an individual in strengthening his
entrepreneurial motive and in acquiring skills and capabilities necessary for playing
his entrepreneurial role effectively. It is necessary to promote this understanding of
motives and their impact on entrepreneurial values and behaviour for this purpose.

An entrepreneurial development programme highlights the fact that individuals
can be developed, their outlook can be changed and their ideas can be given an
enterprising outlook through an organized and systemic programme. Entrepreneurial
development programmes are not merely training programmes. They are techniques
of enhancing motivation, skills and knowledge of potential entrepreneurs. They
aim at arousing and reforming entrepreneurial behaviour in an individual’s day to
day activities and help them develop their own ventures or enterprises as a result
of their learning or training. Development of an entrepreneur means inculcating
entrepreneurial attitude. The process of entrepreneurial development involves
equipping a person with the information needed for enterprise building and
sharpening his entrepreneurial skills.

Different types of entrepreneurial training programmes are organized in
different countries to suit local conditions. In the field of entrepreneurial
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development, the best examples can be of Japanese entrepreneurs. The Japanese
economy was totally devastated by the American bombing during the Second
World War. It is the will power of the people, their patriotism and intelligence that
has enabled the Japanese economy to make big strides in the industrial field. In
Japan, less emphasis is laid on formalized institutional training and more importance
is attached to ‘On the job training’. This enables the learners to get first-hand
knowledge of the work and leads to development of confidence. More emphasis
was laid on skill upgradation and overall development of workers.

A workshop was organized by the Confederation of Engineering Industry.
They gave to important recommendations and these are:-

(i) Indian training pattern should be restructured, which requires adoption of
multi skilled concept.

(ii) Modification of existing training programme wherein allied elements like
maintenance aspect should be given much weightage. Entrepreneurial
performance depends on knowledge, skills and ability and effective EDP
must aim at overall development of entrepreneurs for achieving the desired
results.

Rationale of EDPs

Entrepreneurial development is an organized and systemic development. The thrust
of entrepreneurial development is to motivate a person for an entrepreneurial career
and to make him capable of perceiving the opportunities and exploiting them
successfully for setting up his own enterprise. One trained and successful
entrepreneur can set the right example for others to follow. Trained entrepreneurs
thus becomes catalysts of industrial development and economic progress. EDP is
a comprehensive programme involving the following process:-

1. Enhancing the motivation, knowledge and skills of the potential entrepreneurs

2. Arousing and reforming entrepreneurial behaviour in their day to day activities

3. Assisting them in development of their own enterprises.

Entrepreneurial development programmes instil confidence amongst
participants and prepare them to face numerous problems confronting business
boldly and patiently.

Need for EDPs can be judged on the basis of the following points:

(I) Eliminating poverty and unemployment: Most of the underdeveloped
countries are confronted with the chronic problem of unemployment. EDPs
can help self-employ such people, and at the same time, generate
employment opportunities for others. Various programmes initiated by
the government like NREP (national rural employment programme), IRDP
(integrated rural development programme) etc are aimed at tackling
unemployment problems.

(II) Balanced regional development: Successful EDPs help in accelerating
the pace of industrialization, resulting in the reduction of the concentration
of economic power. Small scale units can be set up in remote areas with
little financial resources and it helps in achieving balanced regional
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development. EDPs aimed at promoting small scale units are more useful
for balanced regional development than medium and large scale units.

(III) Preventing industrial slums: More industrial units are located in highly
congested areas and it leads to creation of industrial slums. EDPs help in
removal of these slums as entrepreneur are provided with various schemes,
incentives, subsidies and infrastructure facilities to set up their own
enterprises in all the places. It will help in controlling industrial slums and
also reduces pollution, traffic congestion and overcrowding in developed
areas.

(IV) Using locally available resources: The EDPs can help in harnessing locally
available resources by training and educating entrepreneurs. Since abundant
resources are available locally, proper use of these resources will help in
creating a healthy base for sound economic growth and rapid industrialization.
EDPs also help in minimizing excessive scraps, defective output and wastage
in the production process.

(V) Easing social tension: EDPs help in channelizing talent and energies of
unemployed youth on the correct lines. EDPs generate self-employment
and thus help in easing social tension and unrest amongst youth.

EDPs thus help in generation of employment, industrialization of rural and
backward areas, providing gainful self-employment, developing small and medium
sized industries and diversifying the sources of entrepreneurship.

In the past, people used to believe that entrepreneurs are born and not
made. It was thought that only those persons who have got business family
background can become successful entrepreneurs. Nowadays this viewpoint
has been replaced with the thinking that persons possessing proper knowledge
and skill acquired through education and experience can become successful
entrepreneurs. This opinion has been strengthened by David C McClelland,
who, through his study, has identified a set of entrepreneurial competencies that
result in superior performance. His major finding was that the possession of
competencies is necessary for superior performance. He has listed the following
major competencies, which can have a bearing on the performance of
entrepreneurs:

1. Initiative: It refers to the daring entrepreneur who initiates a business activity.

2. Looking for Opportunities: An enterprising entrepreneur is always on
the lookout for opportunities, as and when these arise.

3. Information Seeker: He is always searching for information from all quarters
in his pursuit of reaching business goals.

4. Persistence: He is not cowed down by failures and believes in trying again.

5. Quality Conscious: He has a strong urge to excel to beat the existing
standards.

6. Commitment to Work: He is prepared to put in everything at his command
for accomplishing his goals.

7. Efficiency Seeker: He makes an earnest effort for completing the desired
task and that too within minimum cost and time.
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8. Proper Planner:  He is a firm believer in meticulous planning and proper
execution for the attainment of desired goals.

9. Problem Solver: He is always busy trying to find out ways and means for
tiding over the difficult times.

10. Self Confidence: He has full confidence on his strength and abilities.

11. Assertive: He is ready to put a firm foot ahead for promotion of interest of
his ventures.

12. Persuasive: He has persuasive powers and can make people do what he
wants them to do.

13. Effective Monitor:  He keeps an eye over the work thereby ensuring that
everything happens the way he wants it to happen

14. Employee Well-wisher: He is ready to undertake all necessary measures
aimed at promoting welfare of workers, working in his enterprise.

15. Effective Strategist: He is out to advice effective strategies aimed at
promoting the objectives of his enterprise.

James J Berna has listed the following competencies of a successful entrepreneur:

 He is an enterprising person

 He is always growth oriented

 He welcomes the introduction of advanced and improved technology

 He looks for any change like a watch dog

B.C. Tandon has given four qualities in a successful entrepreneur and these are:

(a) He is enough risk bearer

(b) He is ready to adopt change, if the situation warranty

(c) He has ability to marshall the resources at his command

(d) He is good organizer as well as a good manger

All the above competencies result in superior performance.

3.2.3 Role of Entrepreneur Development Programs (EDP)

In promotion and development of small and medium industries in rural areas, the
Industrial Service Institute (ISI) under the Department of Industrial Promotion
(DIP) has initiated EDP to give substance to the government’s policies of stimulation
of economic growth, dispersing industries to rural area and promoting the processing
of local raw materials. The EDP was considered a part of the industrial development
policy which was articulated in the Five-Year National Economic and Social
Development Plan. The programme had sought to develop entrepreneurial activities
in the rural areas of Thailand as a vehicle for economic growth with the achievement
of the following objectives:

1. To promote the development of small and medium enterprises that would
encourage self-employment among potential entrepreneurs

2. To provide special programmes designed to stimulate new ventures and
encourage expansion of existing activities of small and medium industries in
rural areas
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3. To generate employment and self-employment opportunities in the
processing of indigenous raw materials for local consumption and for export

4. To develop entrepreneurial opportunities for potential entrepreneurs and
upgrade managerial skills for existing entrepreneurs

A group constituted by the National Institute For Entrepreneurship and Small
Business Development (NIESBUD) accepted a sound training programme for
entrepreneurship development. It aimed at helping the selected entrepreneurs to:

(a) Develop and strengthen their entrepreneurial quality/motivation

(b) Analyse environment related to small industry and small business

(c) Select project/ product

(d) Formulate project

(e) Understand the process and procedure of setting up of small enterprise

(f) Know and influence the source of help/support needed for launching the
enterprise

(g) Acquire the basic management skills

(h) Know the pros and cons of being an entrepreneur

(i) Acquaint and appreciate the needed social responsibility

Check Your Progress

1. What are the financial problems faced by small industries?

2. What is the main objective of the DIC?

3. What is the principal agency with special responsibility for
entrepreneurship development in the country?

4. Which body is responsible for coordinating and overseeing the activities
of various institutions and agencies engaged in entrepreneurship
development?

5. Define entrepreneurial development programmes.

3.3 SELF EMPLOYMENT ORIENTED
SCHEMES

Employment generation coupled with improving employability is the priority concern
of the government. The government has taken various steps for generating
employment in the country like encouraging private sector of economy, fast tracking
various projects involving substantial investment and increasing public expenditure
on schemes like Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)
run by Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises, Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGA), Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya
Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY) scheme run by Ministry of Rural
Development and Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-National Urban Livelihoods
Mission (DAY-NULM) run by Ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs.
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Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMY) has been initiated by government
for facilitating self-employment. Under PMMY, collateral free loans up to  10
lakh are extended to small/micro business enterprises and to individuals to enable
them to setup or expand their business activities. As of 25th January, 2019, total
of 15.59 crore loans have been sanctioned under the scheme.

Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Protsahan Yojana has been initiated by the Ministry
of Labour and Employment in the year 2016-17 for incentivizing employers for
employment generation. Under this scheme, the government is paying the entire
employer’s contribution (12% or as admissible) towards the EPS and EPF for
all sectors w.e.f. 01.04.2018 to all eligible new employees for the next three
years from the date of registration of the new employee. Till 28th January, 2019,
benefits have been given to 1.29 lakh establishments, covering 1.05 crore
beneficiaries.

Under Skill India Mission, Ministry of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship is implementing a flagship scheme known as Pradhan Mantri
Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) 2016-20, with an objective to provide skilling
to one crore people under Short Term Training (STT), Recognition of Prior
Learning (RPL) and Special Project (SP) across the country for four years that is,
2016-2020 with an outlay of  12,000 crore. Under the scheme, short duration
skill development training programme is being imparted to all prospective candidates
including candidates belonging to BPL in the country.

Under PMKVY 2016-20, as on 24.01.2019, 37.32 lakh (appx.)
candidates have been trained under STT (25.25 lakh), RPL (11.27 lakh) and
Special Project (0.8 lakh) in the country. Under PMKVY 2016-20 scheme,
placement tracking is mandatory. The placement data is reported within 90 days
of certification of trained candidate. As per data reported on SDMS, as on
24.01.2019, 21.03 lakh candidates are certified under STT and SPs of PMKVY
2016-20. The number of candidates certified under STT and SPs of PMKVY
90 days prior that is, 26.10.2018 is 19.39 lakh. Out of these candidates, as on
24.01.2019, 10.64 lakh candidates have been placed in various sectors across
the country.

Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)

PMEGP scheme is implemented by Khadi and Village Industries Commission
(KVIC) functioning as the nodal agency at the national level. At the state level, the
scheme is implemented through State KVIC Directorates, State Khadi and Village
Industries Boards (KVIBs), District Industries Centres (DICs) and banks. In such
cases, KVIC routes government subsidy through designated banks for eventual
disbursal to the beneficiaries / entrepreneurs directly into their bank accounts.

The maximum cost of the project/unit admissible in manufacturing sector is
 25 lakhs and in the business/service sector, it is 10 lakhs. Any individual, above

18 years of age, can apply for the scheme for projects costing above 10 lakh in
the manufacturing sector and above  5 lakh in the business/service sector. Only
new projects are considered for sanction under PMEGP. Self-Help groups
(including those belonging to BPL, provided that they have not availed benefits
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under any other scheme), institutions (registered under Societies Registration Act
1860), production co-operative societies, and Charitable Trusts are also eligible
for the scheme. However, existing Units (under PMRY, REGP or any other scheme
of Government of India or State Government) and the units that have already
availed government subsidy under any other scheme of Government of India or
state government are not eligible for the scheme.

Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for Micro & Small Enterprises (CGT SME)

Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) is a
trust established jointly by Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises and
Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) in order to implement Credit
Guarantee Scheme for Micro and Small Enterprises. The corpus of CGTMSE is
contributed by Government of India and SIDBI. 75% of the loan amount to the
bank is guaranteed by the Trust Fund. Both existing and new enterprises are eligible
under the scheme. Under the scheme, a collateral free loan up to the limit of
 100 lakh is available for individual MSE on payment of guarantee fee to bank by

the MSE.

Interest Subsidy Eligibility Certificate (ISEC)

The Interest Subsidy Eligibility Certificate (ISEC) Scheme is an important
mechanism of funding khadi programme undertaken by khadi institutions. It was
introduced to mobilise funds from banking institutions for filling the gap between
the actual fund requirements and availability of funds from budgetary sources.
Under the ISEC Scheme, credit at a concessional rate of interest of 4% per annum
for working capital, is made available as per the requirement of the institutions.
The difference between the actual lending rate and 4% is paid by the Central
Government through KVIC to the lending banks.

The Khadi institutions, having valid Khadi certificate and sanctioned khadi
programme can avail benefits of the scheme. The Institutions registered with the
KVIC/State Khadi and Village Industries Boards (KVIBs) can also avail financing
under the ISEC Scheme. The scheme supports only the khadi and the polyvastra
sector.

Entrepreneurship Skill Development Programme (ESDP)

Entrepreneurship Development Programmes are being organized regularly to nurture
the talent of youth by enlightening them on various aspects of industrial activity
required for setting up MSEs. These EDPs are generally conducted in ITIs,
Polytechnics and other technical institutions, where skill is available to motivate
them towards self-employment.

Under the programme, around 20 per cent of the total targeted of ESDPs
are conducted exclusively for weaker sections of the society that is, (SC/ST/women
and PH) with a stipend of  500/- per month per candidate under the promotional
package for (Micro, Small Enterprises) MSEs. However, no fee is charged from
the candidates under these programmes.
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3.4 VARIOUS GROWTH SCHEMES FOR
ENTREPRENEURS

Entrepreneurs require a constant flow of funds not only to set up their businesses,
but also to successfully operate and regularly upgrade/modernize industrial units.
For meeting this need, the Central/State Governments (Central/State) have
undertaken numerous steps. For instance, financial institutions and banks have
been set up, several schemes and policies have been formulated, etc. The specific
focus of all these measures is on promoting and developing SMEs. The primary
source of finance for the industrials sector are public sector banks. Credit support
is extended to businesses in the form of export finance, term loans, project financing,
discounting bills, advances, loans, etc.

The various schemes of the Government of India and the Government
Financial Institutions generally assist the entrepreneurs in the following areas:

(a) Technical assistance through industrial extension services
(b) Assistance for obtaining raw materials
(c) Working capital or to meet cash outflow needs assistance
(d) Supply of machinery on hire-purchase basis and lease financing
(e) Marketing assistance in sale and promotion of products
(f) Assistance to small entrepreneurs on getting incentives and subsidies
(g) Promotion of rural industries projects
(h) Assistance in seed capital, technology and pollution control

1. Prime Minister’s Rozgar Yojana (PMRY)

On 15 August 1993, the Prime Minister of India announced the Prime Minister’s
Rozgar Yojana scheme. The scheme was formally launched on  2 October 1993.
It seeks to provide self-employment to the educated unemployed youth by offering
self-employment opportunities to one million educated unemployed youth in the
country.

Objectives of the scheme

The objective of the scheme is the provision of self-employment to over one million
educated unemployed youngsters by means of setting up seven lakh micro
enterprises. It deals with setting up self-employment projects through business,
service and industry routes. It further aims to obtain assistance from reputed NGOs
in implementing the PMRY scheme, particularly in selecting and training
entrepreneurs and in preparing project profiles.

Scope of the scheme

Initially, in 1993–94, the scheme intended to cover only the urban areas, but
from 1994–95 onwards, it was extended to the entire country. The Scheme
for the Educated Unemployed Youth (SEEUY) was integrated with PMRY in
1994–95.
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Eligibility criteria under this scheme

All unemployed persons, who live anywhere in India, be it an urban or a rural
area, and who fulfil the following conditions are eligible for assistance:

a. Age: Between 18 to 40 years (SC/ST – 45 years).

b. Qualification: Matric (Passed or Failed) or ITI passed or having undergone
Government sponsored technical course for a minimum duration of 6 months.

c. Residency: Permanent resident of the area for at least 3 years. Documents
such as Ration Card would constitute proof for this purpose. In its absence
any other document to the satisfaction of the Task Force should be produced.

d. Family Income: Up to  40,000 per annum. Family for this purpose includes
spouse and parents of the beneficiary and family income would include income
from all sources, wages, salary, pension, agriculture, business, rent, etc.

e. Defaulter: Should not be a defaulter to any nationalized bank/financial
institution/co-operative bank.

Preferences under this scheme

Preference should be given to weaker sections including women. The scheme
envisages 22.5 per cent reservation for SC/ST and 27 per cent for Other Backward
Classes (OBCs).

Accepted project cost under this scheme

Projects up to  1 lakh are covered under the scheme in case of individuals. If two
or more eligible persons come together in a partnership, the project with higher
costs would also be covered provided share of each person in the project cost is
 1 lakh or less.

Margin money, bank loans and rates of interest

The entrepreneur must contribute 5 per cent of the project cost as margin money
in cash. The balance 95 per cent would be sanctioned as composite loan by the
Bank at the rates of interest applicable to such loans under RBI guidelines issued
from time to time.

Collateral guarantee on bank loans

The loans would not require any collateral guarantee. Only assets created under
the Scheme would be hypothecated/mortgaged/pledged to the Bank.

Subsidy

The Government of India would provide a subsidy at the rate of 15 per cent of the
project cost subject to a ceiling of  7, 500 per entrepreneur. In case more than
one entrepreneur comes together and sets up a project under partnership, the
subsidy would be calculated for each partner separately at the rate of 15 per cent
of his share in the project cost, limited to  7, 500 (per partner).
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Repayment schedule

Repayment Schedule would range from three to seven years after an initial
moratorium of 6 to 18 months as decided by the Bank.

Training

Scheme envisages compulsory training for entrepreneurs after the loan is sanctioned.
Training will enhance the skills in the areas of operations in the industry.

Other inputs

a. State/U.T. governments provide the necessary infrastructure support like
provision of industrial sites, sheds, shops, and water on preferential basis to
these entrepreneurs. Provision of sites and sheds at concessional rates to
service ventures in urban area is essential for their success. Many State/U.T.
governments are offering various tax concessions and incentives under their
industrial policy. Such concessions should also be extended to the beneficiaries
under the scheme.

b. As load requirement will be small, State/U.T. governments have also been
asked to give priority to the person getting the loan sanctioned under the
PMRY for electric connection and no deposit should be taken and small
infrastructure e.g. erecting a few poles and extension of wire line should be
done expeditiously.

2. Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme (CGFS) for Small Industries

One of the biggest problems for small scale industries is non-availability of credit
without collaterals or third party guarantees. In order to alleviate the problem, the
CGFS for small industries was formulated by the Government of India on 30
August 2000 to provide collateral-free credit facility (term loan and working capital)
extended by eligible lending institutions to new and existing SSI units including
Information Technology and Software Industry, up to  25 lakh per borrowing
unit. The guarantee cover would be up to 75 per cent of the credit, subject to a
maximum guarantee limit of  18.75 lakh.

Under this scheme, first generation entrepreneurs are considered eligible
borrowers who set up new enterprises in the small scale unit, including Information
Technology and the Software Industry. All scheduled commercial banks – including
regional rural banks (categorized under ‘Sustainable Viability’), foreign banks,
private banks, PSUs and the institutions directed so by the Government to – are
considered eligible for giving loans as per the scheme. Credit Guarantee Fund
Trust for Small Industries (CGTSI) has been set up by SIDBI and the Government
of India for implementing the Guarantee Scheme. CGTSI operations are fully
computerized with facility for online transactions so as to give real-time service to
member-lending institutions.

Guarantee fee and annual service fee of the scheme

 One time guarantee fee at a specified rate (currently 2.5 per cent) of the
credit facility (comprising term loan and working capital) sanctioned by the
lending institution to the borrower.
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 Annual service fee at a specified rate (currently 1 per cent per annum) on
the outstanding loan amount as on 31 March each year.

Margin Money Scheme (MMS)

This scheme is intended to promote the cottage and village industries in India. The
Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) and Khadi Village Industries
Board (KVIB) Government of India have formulated this scheme.

The scheme serves individual as well as institutional enterprises under two
categories. 1)General categories 2)Special categories, including women and
minorities. This scheme is applicable in any area comprising villages or involving
areas outside the municipal limits, with a maximum population of 20, 000 as per
the 1991 census..

General category

Under this category 25 per cent of the project cost will be provided as Margin
Money against the projects up to 10 lakh, if the project cost is more than 10 lakh
and up to  25 lakh, the rate of Margin Money will be 25 per cent of 10 lakh plus
10 per cent of the remaining cost of the project. For example, if the project cost is
15 lakh, the rate of margin money is 25 per cent of 10 lakh and 10 per cent on 

5 lakh.

Special categories, including women and minorities

Under this category for projects up to 10 lakh 30 per cent of the project cost will
be provided as Margin Money. For projects over 10 lakh and up to  25 lakh,
the rate of margin money will be 30 per cent of 10 lakh plus 10 per cent of the
remaining cost of the project.

Beneficiaries of the scheme

 Individuals/Entrepreneurs for project cost up to 10 lakh

 Institutions/Co-operative Societies/Trusts registered with KVIC/KVIB for
projects up to  25 lakh

KVIC/KVIBs have 15,000 sales outlets and Voluntary Organizations/
Institutions/Societies/Trusts. These sales outlets are part of the marketing support
system for Khadi and Village Industries products of entrepreneurs/institutions.

4. Major Schemes of National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC)

(i) Machinery and Equipment Scheme (MES): By this scheme, NSIC
implements a) Hire Purchase Scheme: This scheme is intended to supply
indigenous and imported equipment and machinery on easy financial terms.
b) Equipment Leasing Scheme: This scheme provides financial assistance
for expansion, diversification and upgrading the technology of small and
medium enterprises according to the needs to the market.

(ii) Composite Term Loan Scheme: This scheme has been launched so that
existing and prospective entrepreneurs could enjoy certain benefit in acquiring
working capital, equipment and machinery and land and building under a
single roof for small units.
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(iii) Working Capital Finance Scheme: This scheme is intended to augment
the working capital of well managed and viable units. The NSIC caters to
selective units that are in need of money to make payments of their purchases
of production-related overheads such as statutory bills and electricity bills,
spares, consumable stores, etc,

(iv) Raw material assistance scheme: Under this scheme NSIC assists the
small units to overcome the problem of blocking funds for storing raw
materials in bulk. This scheme also assists entrepreneurs for the import of
scarce materials.

5. Central Investment Subsidy Scheme

This was introduced in 1971, and has been modified from time to time based on the
Government Industrial Resolution Polices. This scheme is to encourage the
entrepreneurs for setting up industries in centrally notified backward areas. Subsidy
allotment on this scheme is based on the category of backward area. For setting up
industries in Category ‘A’ backward areas, subsidy is allowed at the rate of 25 per
cent subject to maximum of  25 lakh (enhanced to  50 lakh for setting up electronics
industry in hilly districts). In Category ‘B’ and ‘C’ backward areas, it is 15 per cent
and 10 per cent subject to a maximum of  15 lakh and  10 lakh respectively.
Monopoly Restrictive Trade Practice (MRTP)/Foreign Exchange Management Act
(FEMA) companies are not eligible for subsidy in Category ‘C’ areas. In Categories
‘B’” and ‘C’ areas entrepreneurs are eligible for 20 per cent and 15 per cent subsidy,
subject to a maximum of  20 lakh and  15 lakh respectively.

6. Transport Subsidy Scheme

This scheme was introduced in 1971 and is applicable to remote and inaccessible
areas. It covers the entire North Eastern Region including Sikkim, Jammu and
Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, hill district of Uttar Pradesh, Lakshadweep and
Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Darjeeling district of West Bengal. Identified
promotional institutions which transact business on behalf of small, village and
cottage industries are also eligible for transport subsidy under this scheme. The
scheme worked out by providing transport subsidy is paid on the transport cost
of industrial raw materials which are brought into and finished goods which are
taken out of these areas to identified rail heads/ports. In the North Eastern
region subsidy is available at the rate of 90 per cent and for Himachal Pradesh,
hill districts of Uttar Pradesh and Darjeeling district of West Bengal, it is 75 per
cent. It is also available at the rate of 90 per cent  for movement of raw materials
within the North East region and at the rate of 50 per cent for movement of
finished goods in this region from one state to another state. For airlifting of
electronic components/products from Calcutta airport to the airport nearest to
the locations of the industrial units in this region subsidy is allowed at the rate of
75 per cent and vice versa.

7. Technical Assistance Scheme

The Prime Minister of India announced New Package for SSI sector on 30 August
2000, which provides the following technical assistance:
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1. Capital subsidy of 12 per cent for investment in modernization and
upgradation of technology in selected sectors.

2. Sunrise industries will be supported by setting up incubation centres in these
industries.

3. NSIC, SIDBI and SIDO would, in collaboration with each other, be
responsible for preparing a compendium of available technologies from
R&D institutions in India and abroad and circulating it amongst industry
associations for disseminating the latest information related to technology.

4. The Technology Bank of SIDBI for Small Enterprises will be strengthened.

5. The scheme of granting  75,000 to each unit for getting ISO 9000
certification will continue till the end of the Tenth Five Year Plan. This is to
encourage Total Quality Management in the industry.

6. Develop and operate testing laboratories with a one time capital grant of 50
per cent being given to Small Scale Industry Associations.

8. Liberalized Credit Scheme on Exports

To meet the various financial requirements of exporters, the commercial banks are
offering this scheme. Under this scheme the exporter provides credit at a
concessional rate of interest to meet the pre-shipment and post shipment financial
needs. Pre-shipment finance is required prior to shipment for purchase of raw
material, processing, packing, transportation, warehousing etc. of goods meant
for exports. Post shipment finance is required after shipment to bridge the time lag
between the shipment of goods and the realization of proceeds.

9. Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG) Scheme

Under the EPCG scheme capital goods may be imported at a concessional rate of
customs duty of 25 per cent of Cost, Insurance and Freight (CIF) value with an
export obligation of three times CIF value to be achieved within four years. The
duty will be further reduced to 15 per cent of CIF value where the export obligation
undertaken is four times the CIF value within a period of five years. A manufacture-
exporter for a period not less than three years is eligible for this scheme. Other
exporters may also be considered on merit. Small industries can import capital
goods through NSIC under this scheme.

10. Duty Exemption Scheme

Under this scheme, customs and excise duties are not charged on raw materials,
components, consumables and spares used for production of export items. It
provides benefits to indirect exporters.

Check Your Progress

6. Why was the Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Protsahan Yojana initiated?

7. Who are the beneficiaries of the Margin Money Scheme (MMS)?

8. What does Duty Exemption Scheme involve?
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3.5 INCENTIVES AND SUBSIDIES

Incentives are the financial and promotional support provided by the government
to the industries for encouraging industrial development in all regions, particularly
in backward areas. The various types of incentives can be subsidies and bounties,
concessions, etc.

A subsidy can be defined as a lump-sum given to the entrepreneur by the
government to cover the cost. It is granted to those industries which are considered
important for the national interests. It helps these industries to compete in the
domestic or in the foreign market. The purpose of the incentives is to motivate an
entrepreneur to start new ventures.

Need for incentives and subsidies

The government provides incentives and subsidies for the following reasons:

1. To remove regional imbalance: There are many areas in the country
where private companies are not ready to go. As a result, these areas remain
backward, and the people from these areas start migrating to other cities.
This creates a regional imbalance. In order to reduce this regional imbalance,
the government provides incentives to the entrepreneurs to motivate them
for starting an enterprise in these areas. Besides, these areas face several
problems including poor market, unskilled labours and poor infrastructure.
As a result, incentives are provided to attract investment.

2. To generate more employment and remove unemployment: When
an entrepreneur sets up an enterprise, he not only creates a source of income
for himself but also for several other people as he employs many to assist
him in realizing his dream, thus creating job opportunities.

3. To improve existing units: Several enterprises which were started years
back still use out-of-date machines and technology. The government provides
incentives and loans to these enterprises at concessional rate for
modernization.

4. To provide competitive strength, survival and growth: Sometimes,
the incentives are provided to help a particular enterprise to survive the
competition or the market conditions. Subsidies and incentives are also
provided to promote the growth of the industry. The government also gives
concessions such as easy and cheap loans, tax holidays, power at
concessional rate, etc.

Advantages of Incentives and Subsidies

The various advantages of incentives and subsidies are as follows:

 Incentives and subsidies acts like a motivator for the existing and the potential
industries.

 They act as a compensatory factor for the various other disadvantages that
the place offers.

 They support the government in ensuring balanced regional growth.

 They improve employment opportunities.
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 They improve the competitive ability of the enterprise by promoting
modernization and technological enhancement.

 They help in economic development by promoting new enterprises.

Drawbacks of incentives and subsidies

However, incentives and subsidies also have certain disadvantages, some of which
are as follows:

 Most of the time, the subsidies remain unutilized.

 At times, they are treated as an opportunity for unethical practices by the
government officials.

 The impact of incentives and subsidies are difficult to measure.

 In many cases, the benefit of disbursement has been made purely on the
basis of the favouritism and the gain of the government officials.

 Long-term subsidies may lead to inefficiency.

Incentives governing small-scale industries

Generally, the following incentives are offered by the Centre to promote small
scale industries:

 Credit prescription (i.e., priority sector lending) and differential rates of
interest

 Excise Exemption Scheme

 Exemption under Direct Tax Laws

 Statutory support like reservation and the Interest on Delayed Payments
Act

Notably, the Excise Law, Banking Laws and the Direct Tax Laws have
included the word SSI (small scale industry) in their exemption notifications;
however, in some cases, they may define it in a different manner. Nevertheless,
usually the registration certificate issued by the registering authority is taken as a
proof of belonging to the SSI category. To boost the growth of SSIs, states/UTs
(union territories) have devised their own packages of facilities and incentives.
Such measures comprise tax subsidies, development of industrial estates, power
tariff subsidies, capital investment subsidies and various other incentives. In principle,
both the Centre and the states, whether under law or otherwise, focus their incentives
and support packages usually on units registered with them. Such concessions
and incentives may comprise the following:

 Excise exemptions

 Income tax exemption and sales tax exemption as per the state government
policy

 Incentives and concessions in power tariff, etc.

Incentives for small scale industries in backward, tribal and hilly areas

The Indian government has laid special emphasis on the industrial development of
backward, tribal and hilly areas in most of the Five Year Plans as well as industrial
policy statements. As the development of backward areas is a multifaceted and
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long-term process, various committees have been appointed to identify the
backward areas and set up criteria and schemes to ensure balanced regional
development. Presently, both the states and the Centre provide various types of
incentives and concessions to start SSIs in the specified backward areas.

The main objective of starting integrated rural development programmes is
to develop the backward areas. The government’s rural industries project
programme was aimed at developing units in designated rural areas. Although the
backward areas development programmes differ from state to state, yet these
programmes represent a noteworthy package of incentives to bring industries to
the backward areas.

The following are some of the common incentives provided to small scale
industries in the rural areas:

 Land: Most of the states have constituted specific areas with
infrastructure for setting up industries. However, the terms and conditions
may differ across states. For example, some states may not charge rent
during the starting years, while others allow payment in instalments.

 Power: Generally, electricity is provided at the subsidized rates of 50
per cent, while some states exempt such units from payment to begin
with.

 Water: Usually, water is supplied on a no-profit, no-loss basis or with
50 per cent concession on water charges for a time period of five years.

 Sales tax: Industries are exempted from sales tax in all union territories,
while some states provide exemption for five years.

 Raw materials: The units which are located in backward areas are
provided favoured treatment regarding the allotment of scarce raw
materials, such as cement, iron and steel, etc.

 Finance: For building capital assets, a subsidy of 10–15 per cent is
provided. Further, loans are also provided at subsidized rates of interest.

 Industrial estates: Some states encourage setting up of industrial
estates in backward areas.

 Tax holiday: Tax exemptions for 5–10 years are provided to industries
that are set up in backward, hilly and tribal areas.

In conclusion, the Indian government offers special support to the small
scale industries through various institutions. Unfortunately, despite special attention,
the rate of development is still slow and imbalance exists in the backward and hilly
areas. Deficient infrastructural facility in these areas is one of the key reasons for
backwardness. We need to develop infrastructure facilities at a faster pace in such
areas, as no amount of subsidies or concessions can work in the absence of such
facilities.

North East Industrial and Investment Promotion Policy, 2007

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs today gave its approval to the North
East Industrial and Investment Promotion Policy (NEIlPP), 2007. Its main features
are:
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(i) Sikkim will be included under NEIlPP, 2007 and the ‘New Industrial Policy
and other concessions for the State of Sikkim’ announced earlier in
December, 2002 will be discontinued from the date of notification of NEIlPP,
2007.

(ii) Under NEIlPP, 2007, all new units as well as existing units which go in for
substantial expansion, unless otherwise specified and which commence
commercial production within the 10 year period from the date of notification
of NEIlPP, 2007 will be eligible for incentives for a period of 10 years from
the date of commencement of production.

(iii) The incentives under the NEIlPP, 2007 will be available to all industrial
units, new as well as existing units on their substantial expansion, located
anywhere in the North Eastern Region. Consequently, the distinction between
‘thrust’ and ‘non thrust’ industries made in NEIP, 97 will be discontinued
from the date of notification of NEIlPP, 2007.

(iv) Under NEIlPP, 2007 incentives on substantial expansion will be given to
units effecting ‘an increase by not less than 25 per cent in the value of fixed
capital investment in plant and machinery for the purpose of expansion of
capacity/modernization and diversification’ as against an increase by 33 per
cent prescribed at present.

(v) Under NEIlPP, 2007, 100 per cent excise duty exemption will be continued
as at present on finished products made in the North Eastern Region.
However, in cases, where the CENVAT paid on the raw materials and
intermediate products going into the production of finished products (other
than the products which are otherwise exempt or subject to nil rate of duty)
is higher than the excise duties payable on the finished products, ways and
means to refund such overflow of CENVAT credit will be separately notified
by the M/O Finance.

(vi) 100 per cent income tax exemption will continue under NEIlPP, 2007 as at
present.

(vii) Capital investment subsidy will be enhanced from 15 per cent of the
investment in plant and machinery to 30% and the limit for automatic approval
of subsidy at this rate will be  1.5 crore per unit as against  30 lakhs at
present. Such subsidy will be applicable to units in the private sector, joint
sector, cooperative sector as well as the units set up by the State
Governments of the North Eastern Region.  For grant of capital investment
subsidy higher than  1.5 crore but upto a maximum of  30 crore, there
will be an Empowered Committee.

(viii) Interest subsidy will be made available @ 3 per cent on working capital
loan under NEIlPP, 2007 as at present.

(ix) Under NEIlPP, 2007, new industrial units as well as the existing units on
their substantial expansion will be eligible for reimbursement of 100 per
cent insurance premium under the Comprehensive Insurance Scheme.

(x) To include tobacco and tobacco products, pan masala, plastics carry bags
and goods produced by refineries, in a host of industries which would not
be eligible for incentives under NEIIPP, 2007.
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(xi) To provide incentives to service sector, bio-technology and power generating
industries

(xii) To continue North Eastern Development Finance Corporation Ltd.
(NEDFi) as the nodal agency for disbursal of subsidies under NEIlPP, 2007.

The provisions of the NEIIPP, 2007 would provide the requisite incentives
as well as an enabling environment to speed up the industrialization of the North
Eastern Region which is otherwise less than 4 per cent p.a. against a national
average of 8 per cent.

Small Scale Industries and Budget

The development and promotion of small scale industries (SSIs) is primarily the
responsibility of the respective State/Union Territory (UT) Governments/
Administrations. The Central Government, however, supports and supplements
the efforts of the State Governments/UT Administrations through various schemes/
programmes relating to credit, performance and credit rating, infrastructural
development, technology upgradation, marketing, entrepreneurial development,
etc. These are implemented across the country.

Budget Allocation for the Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises
has been increased from  3020 crores in 2015-16 to  3464 crores in 2016-17.
The budgetary allocation is utilized for the implementation of various plan schemes
implemented by DC (SSI), NSIC and the M/o SSI.

The Central Government constantly assesses and monitors the impact of
liberalisation/globalisation and changing economic scenario on the growth and
development of economy, including that of small scale industries in the country.
Measures taken by the Government from time to time for the promotion and
development of small scale industries and to enhance their competitiveness have
helped these enterprises to compete in the global as well as the domestic market,
as is evident from their growth in terms of number of units and contribution to
national production, employment generation and exports.

The government has put in place several measures to help small enterprises.
These include schemes of assistance for technology upgradation, infrastructure
development, cluster development, adoption of modern management practices,
marketing, etc. Further, steps have been taken to enhance credit flow to the SSI
units, sensitise them to matters relating to global trade liberalisation and facilitate
information dissemination through the use of information technology. To facilitate
cost reduction, design, process-modification and product diversification to make
the Indian SSI products competitive, the Central Government has modernised its
Process-cum-Product Development Centres (PPDCs) and Tool Rooms. In
addition, the field offices of Small Industries Development Organisation (SIDO),
i.e., Small Industries Service Institutes (SISIs) have set up Technology Resource
Centres (TRCs) to advise and enable the SSIs to upgrade themselves so as to
compete in the global market.
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Check Your Progress

9. Define subsidy.

10. What is the main objective of starting integrated rural development
programmes?

3.6 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. The main financial problems of small industries may be categorized as follows:

(a) Lack of promoter’s capital

(b) Fewer alternatives for obtaining short-term loans

(c) Complexity in obtaining long-term loans to supplement insufficient equity
capital

2. The main objective of the DIC was to provide all the services and support
required by small and cottage entrepreneurs under a single roof. It means
that the entrepreneurs who previously had to go to different agencies for
assistance/guidance, finance, training, technical advice, would now be
provided with all these services in one place.

3. The Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII), the principal
agency with special responsibility for entrepreneurship development in the
country, has been focusing on creating curriculum for entrepreneurship
development and innovative training techniques for trainers.

4. The New Delhi-based National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small
Business Development (NIESBUD), established by the Government of India,
is an apex body for coordinating and overseeing the activities of various
institutions and agencies engaged in entrepreneurship development
particularly in the area of small industry and small business.

5. Entrepreneurial development programmes may be defined as a programme
designed to help an individual in strengthening his entrepreneurial movie and
in acquiring skills and capabilities necessary for playing his entrepreneurial
role effectively.

6. Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Protsahan Yojana was initiated by the Ministry of
Labour and Employment in the year 2016-17 for incentivizing employers
for employment generation.

7. The beneficiaries of the Margin Money Scheme (MMS) are:

(a) Individuals/Entrepreneurs for project cost up to 10 lakh

(b) Institutions/Co-operative Societies/Trusts registered with KVIC/KVIB
for projects up to 25 lakh

8. Under Duty Exemption Scheme, customs and excise duties are not charged
on raw materials, components, consumables and spares used for production
of export items. It provides benefits to indirect exporters.
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9. A subsidy can be defined as a lump-sum given to the entrepreneur by the
government to cover the cost.

10. The main objective of starting integrated rural development programmes is
to develop the backward areas.

3.7 SUMMARY

 An industry needs support from the Government and other agencies to
perform its operations. Entrepreneurial development of any nation depends
upon the role played by the government and the government promoted
support agencies and their schemes.

 Various policies have been adopted by developing as well as highly
industrialized countries to overcome the problems faced by small-scale
industries.

 Small-scale enterprises not only need financial assistance but also need
support and guidance from government agencies, in order to bring their
idea into reality and to run the enterprise profitably.

 Banks and stock exchanges are better organized, various special financial
institutions have been established, international financial institutions and
foreign private capital are assigned a greater role and government is also
taking greater interest in order to encourage entrepreneurship.

 The Government of India as well as State Governments have launched
various support agencies such as DIC, SIDBI, SIDCO, SSIB, NSIC and
SISI.

 Central as well as state-level support agencies are emerging as very effective
services to entrepreneurial development in India.

 Several organizations are conducting entrepreneurship development
programmes in India. The forerunner was the Small Industries Development
Organization which provided this facility through its Small Industries Service
Centres.

 The Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII) established
the IFCI in March 1983, at Ahmedabad. It was to act as a financial resource
organization at the national level for creating the institutional infrastructure
for entrepreneurship development.

 In 1983, the Central Government also established the National Institute for
Entrepreneurship and Small Business Development (NIESBUD) at New
Delhi, with the objective of coordinating activities related to entrepreneurship
and small business development.

 Entrepreneurial development programme may be defined as a programme
designed to help an individual in strengthening his entrepreneurial movie
and in acquiring skills and capabilities necessary for playing his entrepreneurial
role effectively.
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 EDPs help in generation of employment, industrialization of rural and
backward areas, providing gainful self-employment, developing small and
medium sized industries and diversifying the sources of entrepreneurship.

 Entrepreneurs require a constant flow of funds not only to set up their
businesses, but also to successfully operate and regularly upgrade/modernize
industrial units. For meeting this need, the Central/State Governments
(Central/State) have undertaken numerous steps.

 Incentives are the financial and promotional support provided by the
government to the industries for encouraging industrial development in all
regions, particularly in backward areas.

 The Indian government has laid special emphasis on the industrial
development of backward, tribal and hilly areas in most of the Five Year
Plans as well as industrial policy statements.

 The government has put in place several measures to help small enterprises.
These include schemes of assistance for technology upgradation,
infrastructure development, cluster development, adoption of modern
management practices, marketing, etc.

3.8 KEY TERMS

 Support Agency: It is an organization working under the Central or state
government to facilitate various services that are needed for entrepreneurial
promotion and development.

 Industrial Survey: It is a survey undertaken by the government to
understand the level of development of industry.

 Industrial Estate: It is a common place provided by state government to
make allotments of location for various industries.

 Incentive: It means government concessions to stimulate greater output or
investment.

 Excise: It is a tax levied on certain goods and commodities produced or
sold within a country and on licences granted for certain activities.

3.9 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. What is the role of EDP?

2. What kind of technical assistance is provided by Technical Assistance
Scheme?

3. What are different requirements and elements of PMRY?
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Long Answer Questions

1. Describe the various regulatory institutions in detail.

2. Explain the role of MDI and EDII in encouragement of entrepreneurship.

3. Discuss the different self-employment oriented schemes?

4. Examine the advantages and disadvantages of incentives and subsidies.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION

This unit discusses how entrepreneurs finance their project ideas through financial
institutions. Project finance means arranging finance to meet the requirements of
project expenditure, including start up expenditure. Without project finance the
entrepreneur cannot meet the financial requirements of every stage of the project.
Finance is needed to acquire fixed assets such as machinery, plant and building as
well as working capital to meet the day-to-day operational needs of the project.
Venture capital is the promoters’ contribution to launch the project work. There
are two types of sources to satisfy project finance requirements: internal sources,
such as cumulative reserves and other reserves, and external sources, which are
issue of shares, debenture and debt from financial institutions. Nationalized banks,
Life Insurance Corporation of India, Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI),
and Small Scales Industries Development Corporation (SSIDC) are some financial
institutions that aggressively finance projects. Besides, the entrepreneur raises
finance by availing of subsidies, state aid to industries, etc.

4.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

 Understand the role of financial institutions in financing projects
 Describe capital estimation and arrangement
 Explain how entrepreneurs can manage accounts
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4.2 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT FOR
PROJECTS

Finance is the lubricant in the operations of a project. After completing a favourable
feasibility study, the entrepreneur should identify the sources of finance so as to
meet start up expenses such as licensing fee, documentation fee on loans, site
registration and stamp duty charges, site development cost, power connection,
and water supply charges. Finance is required to meet both long term as well as
short term requirements of the project.

Short-Term financial requirements

Short term finance is needed to meet the day-to-day operations of a project or to
supply working capital to a project. Short-term finance requirements are:

1. Procurement/purchase of raw material,
2. Payment of salaries and wages
3. Meeting power and fuel expenses,
4. Remiting rent, interest, commission, insurance premium,
5. Meeting the stationery and bank charges, and
6. Purchasing small tools and meet other day-to-day expenses of the project.

Long-Term financial requirements

Long term need for finance is based on the size of operations. It is for acquisition
of fixed assets such as:

1. Site/land purchase and development,
2. Construction of plant and buildings and development of infrastructure,
3. Purchase of machinery, equipment, tools, furniture and fittings, and
4. Purchase of moveable property such as trucks, vans, cars, lorries and other

vehicles.

Overall need for finance is to meet the fixed and variable costs of the production
process, purchase fixed assets and for payment of interest on debt, and other
working capital needs of project.

There was a time when project finance was a fairly simple banking exercise.
However, many changes in the economic environment have taken place and the
process is no longer simple. The figures for total investment in almost any major
capital plant development have, by the joint action of inflation and technical
innovation, reached huge dimensions which an individual company cannot
accommodate. Again high rates of inflation have escalated costs, particularly in
relation to the basic price of any capital plant where a long period of manufacture
is required before it can be set up and start functioning.

Financial appraisal is probably the most important aspect of project financing.
It covers the following aspects:

(i) The total capital cost of the project
(ii) The means of finance to meet the projected cost
(iii) The projected operating costs and revenues.
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Finance is a constant problem, and if small-scale industries are to develop
according to Government policy, they must have adequate credit. Credit is available
on the basis of the creditworthiness of the entrepreneur. In regard to capital structure
and working capital management, there are many differences between large, medium
and small-scale industries. Finance is the life-blood of any business. Its management
is an art and merits special attention. The financial function of management is to:

(a) Ensure fair return on investment;

(b) Generate and build surplus and reserves for growth and expansion;

(c) Plan, direct and control the utilization of finances so as to ensure
maximum efficiency of operations and build a proper relationship with
suppliers, financiers, workers and members; and

(d) Coordinate operations of the various departments through appropriate
measures to ensure discipline in the use of financial resources.

4.2.1 Types of Finance

There are various needs for finance in a project. Finding the means of obtaining
finance to satisfy a particular need requires an understanding of the project
operations and different activities of that project and its span of time and size.
Project activities are generally sequential; which means that on completion of  one
activity the other begins. Sometimes two or more activities can also be done
simultaneously. What type of finance is suitable for a project activity and how
many types of finance  should be tapped demands a continuous review of the
project performance. The following are some important forms of finance.

1. Overdraft

This is one of the facilities provided by the banker on the current account. Under
this, an account holder can draw some amount (to the extent of his overdraft limit)
from his current account without credit balance. Based on credit worthiness, an
overdraft limit is sanctioned to the current account holder. It is a popular form of
finance because it has the advantages of availability, convenience and flexibility.
However, because interest rates are high, it should only be used for short-term
requirements such as funding working capital.

2. Bank term loans

These loans are intended to meet the needs of financing fixed assets. These provide
fixed-term finance for longer periods. They are often secured by a charge against
company assets and require the entrepreneur to sign legally binding covenants.
The entrepreneur needs these types of loans to meet his company’s long term
business requirements such as for constructing buildings, plant and purchasing
machinery and for infrastructure development.

3. Asset-Based finance

This is generally used for purchasing capital goods, which require a huge amount
of money. The asset is essential for business operations and will provide profitability
to the project for a long period of time.  Asset-based finance describes financing
as an asset over its estimated life span using the asset as security for the loan. It
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can be structured so that the borrower has the sole right to use the asset and
ownership transfers to the borrower at the end of the loan period.

4. Receivables finance

This form of finance is meant for meeting the short-term financial needs of
merchandize against credit sales or services. The credit merchandizer provides
goods or services to a customer and invoices them, and sends the same to the
banker. He has access to reserve funds up to an agreed percentage of the invoice
value. He can withdraw the amount from his account as and when needed.
Either the banker or an overseas representative will collect the sales proceeds
from his customer. When the invoice is paid, he receives the balance. In the
case of undisputed receivables where a customer defaults or becomes insolvent,
if the merchandizer has taken out credit protection on the customer with his
banker, the banker will pay him the outstanding balance up to the value of the
agreed credit protection limit. This form of finance uses outstanding customer
invoices as security.

5. Invoice discounting

Similar to receivables finance, this is usually only offered to larger companies with
strong credit management systems.

6. Angel funding

An angel investor is a financially sound or wealthy individual who can provide
capital for starting a business, generally in return for ownership equity or convertible
debt. Although still not too many, a growing number of angel investors are organizing
themselves into angel networks or groups for sharing research and pooling their
investment capital. Unlike venture capitalists who professionally manage money
pooled from others, angel investors usually invest their own resources. Though
they usually reflect the individual’s investment judgement, the actual entity providing
the funds could be an investment fund, a limited liability company, a business or a
trust. The capital obtained from angel investors is meant for filling the gap in start-
up financing between ‘family and friends’ who offer venture capital as well as seed
funding. Simply put, angel funding refers to an individual investing in a company in
return for shares in the company.

7. Venture capital

This deals with financial investment in highly risky propositions, in the expectation
that high rates of return will be earned. It is generally considered a synonym for
high risk capital. Capital is provided by venture capital funds which are prepared
to finance an untried company that appears to have promising prospects. Venture
capital is a solution for capital mobilization of small scale industries, which are
unable to tap the capital market for their capital requirements. A team of individuals
pool their finances for providing capital funds to a new business that is just
commencing. They invest in them in the hope that these businesses will develop
and earn profits. Venture capital is the contemporary method of raising finance
and hence has been discussed later in this unit in greater detail.
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8. Conventional loan

A conventional loan is typically any kind of lender agreement. There are several
broad categories of conventional loans. Fixed rate mortgages are simpler in some
cases. A home borrower ‘locks in’ at an interest rate, and he or she pays down the
principal and interest on the mortgage every month at that rate. Other so-called
conventional loans include conforming loans. Conventional loans are available either
as long term or short term loans. For example, it is possible to repay personal
loans over a longer duration. The characteristic of conventional loans is that they
are set at a fixed interest rate.

9. Personal lease

Personal lease means a vehicle that may be taken on a rental basis for a pre-
decided period of time (generally one to five years) and monthly repayments may
be made just as in renting a house. The difference between personal lease and rent
is that in the case of a personal lease, at the conclusion of the pre-decided rental
period, it becomes possible to sell the vehicle, or it is taken back by the financial
company that rented it, and then sold as a used vehicle. Generally, people use a
personal lease when they require a vehicle for household or private purposes over
50 per cent of the time. In case they also use the vehicle for business purposes,
some tax deductions may be available against the personal lease.

10. Hire purchase

This is another type of finance generally used  by entrepreneurs for acquiring assets.
Most small businesses opt for hire purchase because of the flexibility it offers in
getting the required machinery and vehicles. For example, in a hire purchase
agreement, an entrepreneur is obliged to purchase the vehicle through a final payment
(balloon payment) made at the conclusion of the pre-decided hire purchase period,
in addition to the installments that he pays during the lease period. In the hire
purchase option, the contract can be arranged by the entrepreneur in such a way
that the monthly installments suit budget and cash flow of the business – by enlarging
the size of the balloon payment or deposit, the size of the monthly installments can
be reduced. Flexibility in repayment in a hire purchase contract is attractive for a
business that is just commencing and has numerous demands on its cash flow. It
may enjoy some tax deductions for interest charges and depreciation in hire purchase
contracts.

11. Operating lease

In this agreement, the financial provider keeps  the ownership rights of the vehicle
and allows the customer to utilize it exclusively for one to five years against lease
rental payments – similar to a long-term hire vehicle. For an entrepreneur who is
keen to frequently change around his vehicles, after using them to the maximum,
lease agreement is the best option. The advantage of operating lease is that the
user of the vehicle need not have any worries regarding the residual value at the
conclusion of the lease period and it is the financial service provider who stands to
lose money on the vehicle’s resale. In the case of operating leases, the vehicles
that the company uses do not show up in the assets side of the balance sheet as
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assets. Hence, the gearing levels are not affected by the vehicle borrowing costs.
Another advantage of operating leases is that, excepting except in the case of
luxury vehicles, lease payments are entirely tax-deductible.

12. Chattel mortgage

This financing option is suitable for a business that accounts for its operations on a
cash basis. Its functioning is similar to hire purchase agreements: series of monthly
payments are made by customers, followed by a balloon payment. A high degree
of flexibiltiy is also offered by chattel mortgage, as the duration of the lease payment
can be set by the buyers along with adjusting the monthly repayments by enlarging
or diminishing the size of the balloon payment or deposit amount.

13. Other options

The last few years have witnessed an expansion in the products offered by financing
companies. Products such as credit cards, fuel cards, maintenance, fleet
management and insurance are also offered by various financing companies.

4.2.2 Sources of Finance

In general, projects accumulate their non-distributed profits as reserves. These
reserves are the internal sources to projects for meeting their financial needs in
times of expansion or diversification. Retained profit can be used by a company
after a few years of operation – when the company starts making profits. (Whereas,
companies usually break-even in the first year and make profit later.) If a business
has had a successful trading year with enough profits to pay all is expenses, a part
of that profit could be used by it for financing its future dealings. Using the
accumulated reserves for long term finance is the best policy for any project,
because the cost of capital is almost zero, and no mortgages on assets are required.
Reduction of cost and sale of assets are also internal sources to help the firm meet
its financial requirements. .

But reserves are not always enough to satisfy financial needs. Sometimes
reserves may be exhausted. So projects should tap the external sources of finance,
though it may have an impact on the cost of capital. Nowadays, there are many
sources of finance for meeting the financial requirements of projects. Sources of
finance are categorized as internal sources and external sources.

I. Internal Sources of Finance

Internal sources of finance include:

1. Purchase from internal budget

Using internal sources of finance is called purchase from internal financial statement.
However, the easiest type of funding is using internal funds such as cumulative
reservoirs. It is usual to compare the investment against the following:

 Allocation of reserve funds for paying off the company’s debt

 Opposing calls on funds, counting calls such as the calls on growing plant
capacity as well.
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It is essential to always spend a portion of the internal sources on the project,
if only at the time of the initial appraisal, for convincing the external bodies as well
as the senior management of the proposed investment’s worth.

2. Controlling working capital

The money invested in current assets like raw material, finished goods and debtors
etc. is working capital. In other words, money required for day-to-day operations
of business/project/enterprise is called ‘working capital’. The entrepreneur can
keep a control on the working capital by prudently judging the requirements for
day-to-day operations. This he learns with experience and hence the entrepreneur
would be able to use this method after some time when the business gets established.
Reducing costs, delaying outflows and speeding up inflows are some of the
techniques applied from time to time to control working capital.

3. Sale of assets

New activities can be financed by a business or the debts paid off of assets such
as vehicles, machinery, furniture and fittings, and property are sold off. This
frequently works as a source of short-term finance (for example, a vehicle being
sold for paying off debts); however, if the assets that are being sold have a high
value (for example, building or land), even long-term finance could be provided
by it. In case the assets of a business are to be used, the option of ‘sale and lease
back’ may be considered, under which the assets are sold and then rented and
hired from the new owner of the assets. This could involve the payment of more
money in the long term, but locked up cash can be liberated by this form of finance
in the short run for tiding over crises.

4. Owner’s savings

Owner’s personal savings applies more to sole traders and partnership firms than
to any other form of business. Owners might sometimes wish to invest a part of
their own money as capital in the business. Owners’ personal saving investment
may be to meet the short or long-term needs of the organization. The amount of
the owner’s savings availability depends on the amount that is invested as well as
the decisions made by the individual making use of his savings.

5. Reducing stock

One of the assets that a business can use for raising finance is stock, which consists
of unsold finished goods, semi-finished goods and the raw material that the business
holds.  Some stock that can be put to use in the event of an unanticipated hike in
market demand is usually held by a business. Stock levels have a tendency of
rising at the time of recessions or economic slowdowns, because goods pile-up as
a result of not being sold. This does not generally offer vast amounts of finance—
huge stockpiles in a business are indicative of lack of demand for the product so
that it becomes difficult to reduce the stock. It is seen by some as a source of
short-term finance.
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6. Trade credit

In a business, things are usually not paid for prior to taking possession of them.
Rather, orders are placed for inputs/supplies and payment is made after the receipt
of the items. It is advisable to make the payment in good time (within a month or
so) as this helps the business in developing good relations with the supplier. In the
balance sheet, this source of finance makes its appearance as trade credit. Such a
technique of deferral of payment to some future period is a type of very short-
term borrowing and aids in resolving cash-cycle problems.

7. Promoters contribution

This is the first external source of finance for the project. The promoter brings his
share of capital into the organization as seed capital to meet the start up expenses
of the project. Financial institutions, investors, and lenders want to know the
promoters contribution in the project, before they take a decision on investment
or lending loan.  Promoter contribution is required in some cases of assistance
such as grants and subsidies from government for a project.

II. External Sources of Finance

The following are the external sources of finance:

1. Equity finance

In joint stock companies, equity finance is one of the main types of finance in the
capital structure. Equity finance means raising the capital by shares issue. It is the
main element of capital structure by way of representing the investment on the
project’s promoters’ behalf, and generally comes from individual investors, firms
engaged  in project promotion through sponsoring the project, manufacture of
equipment and machinery, and from institutional investors such as energy investment
funds that are expected to have some form of capital stake in the project or insurance
companies.

Equity differs from debt. The profits earned on the project are received by
equity. Based on the performance of the project,  the share of profit to equity is
influenced. For example, in case a project does well, there may be a considerable
equity pay out, but in the case of underperformance or bankruptcy, banks and
other claims are paid first and only then are the equity investors paid. Therefore, a
higher degree of risk is associated with equity, but at the same time, higher returns
can be earned by it as compensation.

Debt providers normally expect the project to be at least partly financed
through equity fund. In the case of a project that is well understood and carries a
relatively lower degree of risk, the equity stake may be as low as 30 per cent,
whereas in a project that is not understood all that well and consequently carries a
higher degree of risk, the equity stake that is needed could go up to more than 50
per cent of the total cost of the project. Borrowers of equity consider equity
investment on the project as third party capital inputs (for example, in the form of
capital subsidies and cash grants) or direct capital investment. Lenders of equity
fund demand that borrowers of equity take an equity stake in their own right (for
building their commitment to their stakeholding). In general practice, lenders of
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equity usually try to ensure that at least 20 per cent of the cost of the project is
made available in the form of borrower equity.

2. Debentures

Debentures are certificates of loan agreements that are given under the company’s
stamp and that undertake to pay the principal amount as well as a fixed return (that
is based on the rate of interest) to the debenture holder at the time of maturation of
the debenture. In other words, debentures are a form of long-term loan that public
limited companies may take for a large sum and repay over a period of many
years. The usual practice is to borrow them from a specialist financial institution.
They are defined as ‘debt secured only by the debtor’s earning power, not by a
lien on any specific asset.’

Debentures are long-term instruments of debt  that are utilized by big
companies and governments and for obtaining funds. Except for the differing
securitization conditions, they are quite similar to bonds. Debentures are generally
unsecured as there is an absence of pledges or liens on certain assets. However,
they are secured by all the properties that are not pledged otherwise. In the event
of the company going bankrupt, debenture holders are treated at par with general
creditors. In the case of debentures, the issuer enjoys the benefit of having certain
assets left free of any burden so that they can be used as a source of finance later.
A debenture holder can usually freely transfer the debentures held by him. Voting
rights are not given to debenture holders and the interest they receive is charged
against profits.

3. Debt finance

It is one of the chief types of finance, essentially required to build an optimum
capital structure. Debt finance means borrowing loans from commercial banks,
financial institutions and money lenders for a period of time on fixed rates of interest.
Debt finance normally refers to a conservative commercial bank loan. In certain
situations, a project may get debt from institutional investors i.e. insurance companies.
An interest (or cost of the debt) is paid by borrowers of debt finance and the
principal amount is repaid by them at the end of the loan period. A pre-decided
interest rate is charged by lenders of debt finance that is set through the addition of
an ‘interest margin’ to the  standard inter-bank lending rate of the bank. It is
normal practice to express the interest margin in ‘basis points’ that are representative
of the bank’s income or return on investment. Most countries are now considering
interest payments on debt as a tax deductible source of expenditure, which is why
debt is considered ‘less expensive’ than equity.

In debt finance, no share is possessed by the lender in the project and
hence no ‘upside’ potential is available for him. This means that he is not considered
for project sharing. By ‘upside’ it is meant that if a project performs soundly, profit
as well as cash for the equity investors would increase. In debt finance the lender
gets a constant interest amount on his loan and regardless of how good the
performance of the project is, he never receives anything beyond the principal
repayment and the interest. But if the project does not perform well, the lender
stands the risk of encountering a 100 per cent loss on the loan extended to the
project. Lenders have little or no opportunities for increasing their returns along
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with facing the probability of standing to lose their whole investment. Therefore,
they concentrate on all the aspects of risk in order to minimize the risk that has to
be borne by everyone who is party to it.

4. Bonds
Bonds are a type of debt. They are generally issued to meet long term financial
needs of a project; this means that bonds are liable to be long-term obligations
that have fixed repayment schedules and rates of interest. Governments, companies
or firms issue bonds as interest-bearing instruments and sell them to investors in
order to raise capital fund. They are typically issued and sold in the public bond
markets, though an increasing number of them are now being directly sold to
institutional investors (this is called ‘private placement’).

Credit rating agencies are responsible for awarding ratings to certain private
issues and public bonds. They use diverse nomenclatures, with AAA or AA+
generally being the top investment grade in bond rating and BBB–being the
worst. So long as an investment grade credit rating can be achieved, there are
certain advantages that bond issues enjoy over bank debt. One of these is that
they may serve as sources of long-term finance, and at times, might even enjoy
superior commercial terms. But they have lesser flexibility than bank financing.
Additionally, in the case of projects that are undertaken in developing or what
are considered riskier countries, the host country’s investment rating affects the
credit rating.

5. Grants
A grant is a non-returnable source of funding that is offered to exporters or for
covering capital costs. Governments as well as local bodies that are interested in
developing the projects, persuade developers to contemplate considering projects
that carry a higher degree of risk along with indeterminate returns by means of
grants, because of the location factor and to fulfill the responsibility of balanced
regional development. It is possible to utilize grants for reducing the risk of investors
as well as commercial lenders, or for covering the incremental capital costs. It is
necessary to operate grant programmes with caution, in such a manner that the
market forces are not deformed and the market does not collapse on their being
withdrawn. Usually, lenders accept between 30 and 50 per cent of a project’s
total equity requirement through grants.

Government grants are usually offered for particular projects that are
instrumental in benefiting or sustaining the environment in some way or aid the
disadvantaged minority segments or make a contribution towards regenerating
underprivileged sections. If a person is disadvantaged in any way, either physically
or due to their background, then charitable associations and other such
establishments may be sought for the grant of money for that particular project.

Advantages of grants

 There is adequate grant money available for ventures undertaken by
disadvantaged minorities or for projects that make an active contribution to
the environment or the community.

 Nothing is repaid by the entrepreneur.
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Disadvantages of grants

 The usual practice is to offer grants for particular ventures, with the result
that entrepreneurs may not be able to raise all the money required for a
start-up project.

 Some strings are always attached. Entrepreneurs receive the money on the
grounds that they spend it on certain items only.

 Not many businesses qualify for grant money.

6. Factoring services

Factoring services are short-term sources of finance to provide working capital
needs of a project. Factoring services relieve the project promoter from the tension
of delay from debtors and from meeting the creditor’s demand of payment. A
factoring company provides services by charging a nominal amount from project
promoters for handling the process of debt collection. Most of the value of the
debt is first paid by it to the business, following which money is collected from the
debtor.

7. Banks

Banks are one of the important sources of finance to meet short-term financial
requirements, such as the working capital for tiny, ancillary, small scale sectors. To
get a short term loan, the entrepreneur should first visit the bank branch with which
he has an ongoing relationship, because the banker can easily assess his
requirements and get an idea about his business operation. Hence, he can get the
loan at the right time. As far as mainstream investments that are a part of his normal
operations are concerned, the bank would already be aware of them and might
even deal in the types of investment required by the entrepreneur. For instance, in
the case of unusual proposals that either carry a high degree of risk, or involve
huge sums of money or novel technologies, the bank may still be in a position to
assist the entrepreneur, either functioning through its own branch organization or
collaborating with the entrepreneur  as other financial institutions are approached.
In a number of instances, only simple technical and financial appraisals are needed.
The interest rate that would be levied on the entrepreneur for the loan would be
dependent on the type and size of the loan, the borrower’s financial strength, the
level of risk associated with the loan and the prime central bank rates.

8. Insurance and guarantees

Insurance and loan guarantees are fundamental constituents of financing. It is a
general practice to put in place full insurance packages prior to finalizing the financing
on a project. In the case of project work involving foreign assignment and technical
intervention, insurance should be in a position to satisfy technology insurance that
deals with the risks that are specific to the performance of the technology as well
as export insurance that deals with the risks specific to engaging in business in
other countries.

Export insurers usually provide a variety of appropriate insurance covers
(e.g., Export Credit Agencies or ECAs, along with their counterparts in the private
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sector) for meeting foreign business requirements. Loan guarantees carry extreme
significance, especially for project financing. ECAs furnish the insurance cover for
loans, and guarantee to pay the exporter from the loan and also guarantee the loan
value to the bank in case of default due to commercial or political risks. Loan
guarantees are frequently considered to be essential prerequisites by banks if they
are to extend a loan for a project.

Technology insurance is vital for the new generation of technologies (e.g.,
renewable technology). Lenders need to exercise caution while dealing with
technological risks, particularly in the case of novel technologies or newer application
of older technologies. For technological risk to be covered, bonds or performance
guarantees are frequently provided by manufacturers. In the event of the
manufacturer not being a huge creditworthy organization, further support may be
needed from bank guarantees or commercial insurance policies.

4.2.3 Venture Capital

Small Scale Industries (SSIs) are inherently unable to raise funds from capital
markets. So the financing of small scale industries deserves a special treatment.
The reasons why SSIs fail to get finance from capital market are:

1. They are high risk ventures.
2. Their profitability is low.
3. They do not possess adequate tangible assets to offer as security.
4. They are reluctant to issue equity share capital because of high transaction

costs, and fear of loss of control by shareholders. Moreover, stock markets
have tough listing requirements and SSIs being small in size and funds cannot
fulfill these requirements.

5. They do not have access to capital markets to borrow.

From the above it is clear that young entrepreneurs who want to promote
SSI are unable to raise equity capital. Thus, it is unavoidable to borrow money or
obtain loans at a high rate of interest.  A young entrepreneur needs a source of
finance which is willing to provide funds but without imposing strict conditions on
him. He may not be willing to tap the public financial market but venture capital
provides a solution to the problem of raising capital and supporting him right from
the initial stage onwards.

Meaning and definitions of venture capital

Venture capital refers to financial investment in a proposal that carries a high degree
of risk that is made in the hope that high rates of return will be earned. It is generally
considered a synonym of high risk capital. Capital is provided by venture capital
funds which are prepared to finance an untried company that appears to have
promising prospects. Venture capital is a solution against capital mobilization of
small scale industries which are unable to tap the capital market for their capital
requirements.

The Pratt Guide has defined venture capital as ‘the early stage of financing of new
and young enterprises seeking to grow rapidly.’ The venture capitalist finances
high and new technology-based enterprises whereas the banks or financial
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institutions generally support proven technologies with established markets. But
technology is not a necessary condition for venture financing.

Wan has defined venture capital as ‘unsecured risk financing’. The reason being
that new, high-tech ventures carry high risk and are also unable to offer suitable
collateral for securing capital.

I.M. Pandey has defined venture capital as ‘an investment, in the form of equity,
quasi-equity and sometimes debt-straight or conditional (i.e. interest and principal
payable when it starts generating sales), made in new and untried technology, or
high-risk venture, promoted by technically or professionally qualified entrepreneurs’,
where the venture capitalist:

 Expects the enterprise to have a very high growth rate

 Provides management and business skills to the enterprise

 Expects medium to long-term gains

 Does not expect any collateral to cover the capital provided

Characteristics of venture capital—venture capitalist

Venture capital is a power mechanism with the help of which innovative
entrepreneurship can be institutionalized. This is done with the venture capitalist
and the entrepreneur joining hands. In other words, the venture capitalist and the
entrepreneur would act as ‘partners’ where the venture capitalist not only directly
purchases the equity shares of the entrepreneur but also participates in the
management of the entrepreneur’s business, helps him to protect his investment,
increases his investment by actively involving and supporting the entrepreneur.
The venture capitalist also gives the entrepreneur his marketing, planning, and
management skills and technology to the new firm. He plays the role of a banker,
development financier and that of a stock market investor as well. He sees the
company growing with the intention to make capital gains by selling the equity
shares of the company in future.

Features of a venture capitalist

There are no standard terms and conditions based on which venture capital is
provided. The following are the main features of venture capital:

 The venture capitalist participates in the entrepreneur’s business through
direct purchase of shares, options or convertible shares.

 The objectives of venture capitalists are to make capital gains by selling the
investment once the enterprise becomes profitable.

 The venture capital firm (VCF) assumes a higher level of risk to make capital
gains.

 Venture financing is a long-term illiquid investment where investment can be
liquidated in the assisted firm only after a long period, say four to eight
years.

 The assisted company bears little financial burden during the first few
years.
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 The VCF, in addition to the provision of funds, takes active interest in offering
guidance to the company in various ways and supports the entrepreneur
through all stages of the company’s development — monetarily and non-
monetarily.

Venture capital financing includes development, expansion and buyout
financing for the enterprises, which are unable to raise funds through conservative
financing channels. As per the Pratt’s Guide (1988), VCFs also provide turnaround
finance to revitalize and revive sick enterprises.

Eligibility criteria for venture capital financing

According to Government of India guidelines, the following enterprises are eligible
for venture capital financing:

 The size of the total investment should not exceed  100 million

 The technology should be new or comparatively less tried, closely held or
taken from the pilot to the commercial stage or incorporating some substantial
development  over the ones that already exist in India.

 The entrepreneur has comparatively new, technically or professionally
qualified persons with insufficient backing or resources for financing the
project.

Venture capital excludes financing of enterprises engaged in trading,
brokering, and investment of financing services, and agency or liaison work. A
venture capital firm in India is required to invest at least 75 per cent of its funds in
venture capital activity, and must be managed by professionals.

Opportunities of venture capital financing

SSIs are increasingly required  to operate in open, relatively unprotected markets,
often with inadequate policy support intervention. These industries face a number
of challenges including unavailability of credit, information access, higher risk
perceptions, high cost of credit, adverse economies of scale, high transaction costs
for raising equity capital, and so on. On the other side, SSIs are the prime drivers
of the economy. They produce a large number of goods and services in the present
market and provide high rate of employment.  It is recognized that small industries
are hampered in their efforts at accessing traditional sources of institutional funding.

Sources of venture capital

If any entrepreneur seeks to finance his project/industry through venture capital,
he has the following institutions available to him for providing finance:

1. EXIM Bank: The Export-Import Bank of India was set up in 1982 to
finance, facilitate and promote international trade in India. It is the chief
institution in India which coordinates with other institutions. It entered the
fray of VC financing with an investment in the VC fund of the India
Technology venture Unit Scheme promoted by UTI. The objective of the
fund is to invest in technology sectors such as healthcare, pharmaceuticals,
biotechnology, media and entertainment, telecommunication, Internet and
IT. The development of export products, direct equity participation in Indian
projects abroad, the capital expenditure required to set up software
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development facilities and working capital, etc., are financed by EXIM
Bank.

2. IDBI’s venture fund: IDBI’s venture capital fund (VCF) was started in
1986 with an initial capital of  10 crore and forms a division of the technology
department of IDBI. It assists high technology, small and medium-sized
projects requiring funds between  0.5 million to  25 million (  2.5 crore).
It is intended primarily to assist projects that encourage commercial
applications for indigenously developed technology or which adopt imported
technology for greater application. Novel technology that has not been tested
under Indian condtions must be employed by the entrepreneur’s project.
Financial aid is offered from the pilot stage itself and encompasses nearly 90
per cent of the total cost with promoter’s stake to be at least 10 per cent for
ventures below  50 lakh and 15 per cent for these above  50 lakh. The
assistance is provided in the form of unsecured loans involving minimum
legal formalities. IDBI sanctions funds in various fields like electronics, food
products, medical equipment, biotechnology, chemicals, computer software
etc.

3. ICICI’s venture fund: Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of
India (ICICI) launched a venture capital scheme in 1986 to encourage new
technocrats in the private sector in new fields of technology with inherent
risk. It provided finance for the development and commercialization of viable
indigenous technologies. Under this scheme, ICICI assists projects, with
initial investment not exceeding  2 crore in the form of equity or conditional
loan with flexible charges and repayment period or conventional loans. Two
new schemes were launched by ICICI. These are the India Fund and the
Venture Capital Fund (VCF). In 1988, ICICI floated a new company known
as The Technology Development and Information Company of India Limited
(TDICI) to design a separate scheme for financing technology in India. ICICI
also established with UTI in 1988, a venture capital fund with  20 crore
subscribed equally by ICICI and UTI to set up technological ventures which
have potential for fast growth. In January 1990, ICICI and UTI jointly
launched their second Venture Fund for  100 crore.

4. Technology Development and Information Company of India Limited
(TDICI): TDICI is the venture capital fund in India created by the government
and operated through IDBI. This is also the largest venture capital firm in
India. It provides assistance to industries directly or through venture funds
which are managed by it for other institutions and venture funds out of its
own resources.  TDICI accepts and evaluates the promoter’s business plan
by knowing his management team, nature of his product, market conditions
for his product, competition, his investment requirements etc. TDICI goes
through the entrepreneur’s business plan, if it finds the plan to be good, and
the promoter is clear about his business, his work is almost done, otherwise
his project is dropped. TDICI also ventures two capital funds of UTI. TDICI’s
first venture capital fund of  200 million was subscribed equally by ICICI
and UTI. Its second venture fund of 1000 million has been contributed by
UTI, ICICI, other financial institutions, banks, World Bank, small, medium
and large industrial companies in India.
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5. IFCI’s Venture Capital: IFCI sponsored in 1975 the Risk Capital
Foundation (RCF), which has been converted into a company known as
Risk Capital and Technology Finance Corporation Limited (RCTFC) since
January 1988. RCTFC provides finance for high-tech projects in the form
of venture capital for technology upgradation and development. It also assists
the units which have proved to be innovative and possess the requisite
technological and managerial strengths. RCTC’s assistance is available in
the form of short-term conventional loans or interest free conditional loans
allowing profit and risk-sharing with project sponsors, or equity participation.

6. Gujarat Venture Finance Limited (GVFL):  Under venture capital funds
sponsored by financial institutions at the state level is GVFL, which was
promoted in July 1990 for the development of innovative products. It shares
risk of entrepreneurs by providing financial assistance in the form of equity
and quasi equity.

7. Punjab InfoTech Venture Fund (PIVF): PIVF is a  200 million, 10 year,
close-ended venture capital fund1 conceptualized and funded by the Punjab
State Industrial Development Corporation (PSIDC), Punjab State Financial
Corporation (PSFC), Punjab State Electronics Development & Production
Corporation Limited (PSED&PC) and Small Industries Development Bank
of India (SIDBI).
PIVF primarily invests in IT firms in Punjab. It usually does so by means of
quasi-equity and equity instruments. It seeks to gain returns through capital
gains and dividends at the time of disinvestment by means of a negotiated
sale of its holding or through an initial public offering. Punjab Venture Capital
Limited, an asset management company promoted by the PSIDC in its role
as the nodal agency of the Punjab Government, is responsible for managing
the Fund.

8.  VCFs of commercial banks: Among the Indian banks and many other
banks, VCFs have been floated by the subsidiaries of Canara Bank and
SBI . These banks provide VCFs either as conditional loans or in the form
of equity. SBI invests in equity shares of new and unknown companies.
Canara Bank has set up a Venture Fund through its subsidiaries, Canbank
Financial Services (Canfine). The ventures they assist are a part of industries
such as ceramics, cement and watches.

9. Private Sector VCFs
(a) ANZ Grindlays Bank: ANZ Grindlays (now Standard Charterd

Bank) set up India’s first private sector VCF, namely India Investment
Fund (IIF) with an initial capital of  10 crore subscribed by NRIs.
The fund provides assistance to new issues of recognized firms with a
good track record, promoters and projects that carry a high level of
risk.

(b) Credit Capital VF (India) Ltd. (CCVF): The second VCF in the
private sector in India, CCVF was launched in 1989. It is a joint
venture of the Commonwealth Development Corporation of the UK,
the Asian Development Bank and the Credit Capital Finance
Corporation (a private sector merchant bank in India). It commenced
its operations with an initial capital of  10 crore, subscribed by these
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institutions and the public. It focuses on ancillary and small export
oriented units. In addition to capital, ‘hands-on’ management assistance
is provided by it to these ventures.

(c) Indus VCF: IVCF was established with a capital of  210 million
subscribed by several Indian and international institutions and
companies. The company provides both equity capital as well as
management support to entrepreneurs. The company provides venture
financing especially to industries such as healthcare, electronics,
computers and new, sophisticated consumer products.

Check Your Progress

1. What is project finance?

2. What is meant by chattel mortgage?

3. Mention any three reasons due to which SSIs fail to get finance from
capital market.

4.3 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND THEIR
ROLE

Let us discuss the different financial institutions in India and their roles.

I. Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI)

Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) is an apex institution in the field of
industrial finance. It was established under the IDBI Act, 1964 as a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Reserve bank of India. It started its operations from July 1, 1964. It
was de-associated from RBI under the Public Financial Institution Laws
(Amendment) Act 1976 and restructured as the principal financial institution of the
country with the following objectives:

 Create a principal institution for long-term finance.

 Coordinate the institutions working in the field for planned development of
the industrial sector.

 Provide technical and administrative support to the industries and to conduct
research and development activities for the benefit of the industrial sector.

 IDBI provides long-term finance to the industrial sector. It is engaged in
direct financing of the industrial activities as well as refinance and rediscounting
of bills against finance made available by commercial banks under their
various schemes for industrial development purposes. It raises funds through
various approaches such as market borrowing, bonds and deposits,
borrowing from the government and RBI, borrowing from abroad in foreign
currency, and lines of credit.

 IDBI is the tenth largest bank in the world in terms of development. Some
of the institutions which have been built by IDBI include The National Stock
Exchange (NSE), National Securities Depository Services Ltd, and Stock
Holding Corporation of India Ltd.
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IDBI coordinates the working of institutions engaged in encouraging, financing,
promoting, and developing industries. IDBI undertakes/supports wide-ranging
promotional activities including entrepreneurship development programmes for
new entrepreneurs, provision of consultancy services for small and medium
enterprises, upgradation of technology and programmes for economic upliftment
of the underprivileged. IDBI performs a wide variety of promotional activities for
the new entrepreneurs, consultancy services for small and medium enterprises,
and programmes designed for accredited voluntary agencies for the economic
upliftment of the needy. These include entrepreneurship development, self-
employment and wage employment in the industrial sector for the weaker sections
of the society through voluntary agencies, entrepreneurs’ parks, energy
conservation, and common quality testing centres for small industries.

Functions of IDBI

IDBI is vested with the responsibility of coordinating the working of institutions
engaged in financing, promoting, and developing industries. It has evolved an
appropriate mechanism for this purpose. IDBI also undertakes/supports wide-
ranging promotional activities including entrepreneurship development programmes
for new entrepreneurs, provision of consultancy services for small and medium
enterprises, up gradation of technology, and programmes for economic upliftment
of the underprivileged. Various functions or types of assistance provided by IDBI
can be classified into five broad categories a follows:

1. Direct Financial Assistance

2. Indirect Financial Assistance

3. Development Assistance

4. Promotional Activities

5. Technical Consultancy

1. Direct financial assistance: IDBI finances all types of industrial concerns
covered under the provisions of the IDBI Act. IDBI provides direct financial
assistance in the following ways:

(i) In the form of term-loans for the establishment of new projects as
well as for expansion, diversification, modernization, and technology
upgradation of existing industrial enterprises both in rupees and foreign
currencies.

(ii) Providing financial assistance to certain selected industries for
modernizing and renovating the plant, machinery, and equipment.

(iii) Direct subscription of the issues of shares, debentures, and bonds.
(iv) Underwriting the issues of shares, debentures, and bonds.
(v) Seed capital assistance.

2. Indirect financial assistance: IDBI provides indirect financial assistance
to the industrial units in the following ways:

(i) Refinances term-loans given by the co-operative banks, regional rural
bank, commercial banks, and state-level financial institutions such as
state finance corporations and state industrial development
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corporations to the small and medium industrial units. IDBI has been
playing a vital role in extending assistance to the small scale industries
through its refinancing scheme.

(ii) Discount/rediscount bills of exchange and promissory notes arising
out of sale or purchase of machinery and equipment.

(iii) Subscribing the shares, debentures, and bonds of other financial
institutions engaged in providing term loans to the industrial units.

(iv) Offer financial assistance to leasing and hire purchase companies both
in rupees and foreign currencies for the import of capital goods and
equipments.

(v) Provide financial assistance to selected capital goods industries for
the adaptation of imported technology.

(vi) Provide financial assistance to projects for the development and use
of indigenous technology.

(vii) IDBI also extends financial support to various organizations in
conducting studies or surveys which are relevant to industrial
development.

3. Development assistance: IDBI provides development assistance to certain
industries which require huge investments. IDBI established a special fund
for this purpose known as the ‘Development Assistance Fund’. Development
Assistance Fund is created specifically for providing financial assistance to
the industries for which it is not easy to obtain funds from other financial
institutions due to its high risk and low rate of returns.

4. Technical consultancy services: IDBI in collaboration with other national
level financial institutions has set up a network of Technical Consultancy
Organizations (TCOs) covering the entire country. TCOs offer consultancy
and advisory services at low cost to new small and medium entrepreneurs.
They provide diversified services to entrepreneurs in the form of selection,
formulation, and appraisal of projects and their implementation and review.

II. National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD)

National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) is an apex
development bank for financing agriculture and rural development. NABARD is
one of the premier agencies to provide credit in rural areas. It was set up under the
recommendations of Committee to Review Arrangement for Institutional Credit
for Agriculture and Rural Development (CRAFICARD). The Committee to Review
Arrangement for Institutional Credit for Agriculture and Rural Development was
set up by RBI under the Chairmanship of B. Sivaraman in its report submitted to
the Governor, Reserve Bank of India on November 28, 1979 recommended the
establishment of NABARD.

Objectives of NABARD

NABARD has been set up as an apex development bank with a mandate for
facilitating credit flow for the promotion and development of agriculture, small-
scale industries, cottage and village industries, and handicrafts and other rural crafts.
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It has also the mandate to support all other allied economic activities in rural areas,
promote integrated and sustainable rural development, and secure prosperity of
rural areas. The main objectives of NABARD are as follows:

1. To facilitate the flow of credit for agriculture, rural infrastructure, and rural
development.

2. To promote policies, practices, and innovations conducive to rural
development.

3. To strengthen rural credit delivery system through institutional development.

4. To supervise rural financial institutions [co-operative banks and regional
rural banks (RRBs)]

5. To provide consultancy services.

Functions of NABARD

NABARD provides re-finance for short, medium and long-term credit to eligible
institutions. NABARD maintains expert staff to study all problems relating to
agriculture and rural development and is always available for consultation to the
central government, the Reserve Bank, state governments, and the other institutions
engaged in the field of rural development. It also provides technical, legal, financial,
marketing, and administrative assistance to any person engaged in agriculture and
rural development activities. NABARD may provide consultancy services in the
field of agriculture and rural development and other related matters in or outside
India. The functions of NABARD can be classified into six major heads as follows
(the relevants ones have been detailed):

1. Financial Services

2. Credit Planning and Monitoring

3. Development and Promotional Functions

4. Supervisory Functions

5. Institutional and Capacity Building

6. Training and Development

Development and promotional functions

In order to reinforce the credit functions and to make credit more productive,
NABARD has been undertaking a number of developmental and promotional
activities as follows:

(i) Helping co-operative banks and RRBs to prepare development action plans.

(ii) Providing financial assistance to co-operatives and RRBs for the
establishment of technical, monitoring, and evaluation cells.

(iii) Providing financial support for the training institutes of co-operative banks

(iv) Providing financial assistance to co-operative banks for building improved
management information system, computerization of operations, and
development of human resources.

(v) Providing facilities for training, research, and dissemination of information
in rural banking and development, etc.
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(vi) Providing recommendations to the Reserve Bank of India on opening of
new branches by the state co-operative banks and RRBs .

(vii) Supporting “Farmers Club” and promoting the credit linkage for SHGs.

(viii) Promotion of rural non-farm sector.

(ix) Supporting research and development.

Institutional and capacity building

Under institutional and capacity building NABARD performs the following functions:

(i) Helps co-operative banks and RRBs to prepare development action plans.

(ii) Enter into memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with state governments
and co-operative banks specifying their respective obligations to improve
the affairs of the banks in a stipulated timeframe.

(iii) Helps RRBs and the sponsor banks to enter into MoUs specifying their
respective obligations to improve the affairs of the RRBs in a stipulated
timeframe.

(iv) Monitors implementation of development action plans of banks and fulfilment
of obligations under MoUs.

(v) Provides financial support for the training institutes of co-operative banks.

(vi) Provides training for senior and middle level executives of commercial banks.

Training and Development

To enable the client financial institutions, viz., RRBs and co-operative banks to
diversify their loan portfolio and accelerate the credit flow to rural non-farm sector,
training programmes are supported and funded by NABARD. For developing the
expertise to deal with agricultural and rural problems, NABARD has established
the following institutions in the country:

(i) National Bank Staff College, Lucknow

(ii) National Bank Training Centre, Lucknow

(iii) Zonal Training Centre, Hyderabad

(iv) Regional Training Centre, Mangalore

(v) Regional Training Centre, Bolpur

(vi) Bankers Institute of Rural Development, Lucknow

III. Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI)

Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) was established under SIDBI
Act 1988. It commenced its operations with effect from April 2, 1990 as a subsidiary
of IDBI. It took over the IDBI business relating to small-scale industries including
National Equity Scheme and Small Industries Development Fund. The objective
of establishment of SIDBI is to strengthen and develop a broad base for the existing
institutional arrangements to meet the requirements of small-scale industries and
tiny industries. Some of its functions are as follows:

 Administration of small industries development fund for the development
and equity support to small and tiny industries.
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 Providing working capital through single window scheme.

 Providing re-finance support to banks/development finance institutions.

 Undertaking direct financing of SSI units.

 Coordination of functions of various institutions engaged in finance to SSI
and tiny units.

IV. Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India Ltd. (ICICI)

During the post-independence period, industrial finance was provided mainly by
the institutions such as the Industrial Finance Corporation of India (IFCI) and
State Financial Corporations (SFCs). There was a need felt for more institutions
providing capital for the rapid growth of industries in the private sector. World
Bank and American Investment Mission during their visit in the year 1954 also
highlighted the need for such institutions providing finance to private sector industries
in India. World Bank Mission recommended for the establishment of a special
institution for the purpose of assisting industries in the private sector. Industrial
Credit and Investment Corporation of India Limited (ICICI) was incorporated at
the initiative of the World Bank, the Government of India and representatives of
the Indian industry.

Objectives of ICICI

The main objectives of the ICICI are as follows:

1. Assist private industrial undertakings for new projects as well as expansion,
modernization, and diversification of the existing units.

2. To encourage the participation of internal and external capital in the private
industrial sector.

Functions of ICICI

ICICI performs the following functions:

1. Provides medium- and long-term project financing to the Indian private
businesses.

2. Provides term loans in foreign currencies.

3. Provides special attention to riskier heavy industries such as chemicals,
petroleum, heavy engineering, etc.

4. Entails direct subscription of shares of industrial units.

5. Ensures underwriting of capital issues.

6. Guarantees the payment for credits.

7. Ensures extent guarantee for deferred payments.

8. Takes care of merchant banking, equipment leasing, and project counselling.

9. Provides technical and managerial assistance to the industries.

Subsidiaries of ICICI

The subsidiaries of ICICI include:

1. ICICI Venture Funds Management Company Ltd

2. ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Company Ltd
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3. ICICI Lombard General Insurance Company Ltd

4. ICICI Trusteeship Services Ltd

5. ICICI Securities Ltd

6. ICICI International Management Company Ltd

7. Credit Rating Information Services India Ltd

8. ICICI Mutual Fund

V. State Financial Corporations (SFCs)

In order to meet the financial needs of the diversified small and medium scale
industries, there was a need for a special type of financial institution to come in
place. With this view, the central government passed the State Financial
Corporation Act, 1951, which empowered the state governments to establish
financial corporations to operate for their respective states.

The first State Financial Corporation was set up in Punjab in 1953. At
present, there are 18 state financial corporations in the country of which 17 were
set up under the SFCs Act, 1951. Tamil Nadu Industrial Investment Corporation
Ltd was established in 1949 under the Companies Act, 1956 as Madras Industrial
Investment Corporation. This also functions as an SFC.

Objectives of State Financial Corporations

State Financial Corporations (SFCs) are the state-level financial institutions which
play a crucial role in the development of small and medium enterprises in the
concerned states. SFCs are established with the following specific objectives:

1. To provide finance to small and medium sized and cottage industrial units.

2. To provide incentives to the new industries.

3. To achieve a balanced regional development.

4. To generate employment opportunities.

5. To widen the ownership base of the industries.

6. To develop regional financial resources.

VI. Small Industries Service Institute (SISI)

During the past five decades, there has been deepening as well as widening of the
SSI structure. Not only have the established small industries increased their installed
capacity and output, but a wide range of new small industries have also come into
being. Thus, in the field of capital and manufactured goods industries, small units
manufacturing items such as machine tools, electrical and engineering equipment,
chemicals, etc., which provide the foundation for a self-sustained growth to the
economy have been set up. These far-reaching developments, and the scale and
scope of operation of SSIs have brought to the fore the importance of the provision
of administrative and institutional assistance at various levels.

Need for Institutional Support

The success of small-scale industries depends solely on a well-established
institutional set up. In order to meet the requirements of the rapidly expanding SSI
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sector in the country, the government has installed a system of institutional support.
The SISI has normally the following divisions, each headed by a deputy director
or an assistant director, as the case may be:

 1. Administration including accounts

 2. Economic investigation

 3. Industrial management and training

 4. Mechanical

 5. Electrical including electronics

 6. Metallurgy

 7. Chemicals

 8. Leather

 9. Ceramics and glass

10. Industrial design

Functions of SISIs

The functions of SISIs can be discussed under the following heads as follows:

1. Policy advisory service: Since SISIs are advisory bodies, they provide
policy advisory services as follows:

(i) They advise the Government of India and state governments on policy
matters relating to small industry development.

(ii) They ensure that small industry development in India is being done
along right lines.

Though SISIs are advisory bodies but their advice is not binding on either
the central or state governments.

2. Technical advisory service: The technical advisory services are as follows:
(i) They give direct technical advice on setting up new small-scale

enterprises, choice of machinery, design, fabrication, layout, installation,
and operation of plant and machinery.

(ii) They prepare designs and drawings for the production equipment and
accessories, jigs, fixtures, tools and gauges, and assist in improving
the production processes.

(iii) SISIs provide technical guidance on the efficient use of raw material
utilization of substitutes, wastage, and scrap.

(iv) They provide technical assistance in design and development of new
products and by-products as well as standardization and simplification
of design of the existing products.

(v) They provide technical assistance in the development of ancillary
enterprises.

3. Workshop and laboratory service: Most of the SISIs in India have
attached workshops, laboratories, libraries, and showrooms. With the help
of these workshops, SISIs perform following activities:

(i) To demonstrate the use of modern technical processes on selected
machines and equipments.
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(ii) To assist in the testing of the raw materials and products of small-
scale enterprises and assist in their inspection and quality control.

(iii) To provide common services and tool-room facilities.

(iv) To carry out experiments and laboratory analysis on new and substitute
raw materials and study the effects of design variable on performance,
quality improvements, and such other field problems as are faced by
small-scale enterprises.

4. Management consultancy service: SISIs provide suitable guidance with
regard to proper and efficient methods of industrial management including
cost reduction, financial and production management, marketing, and areas
of industrial engineering with a view to ensure intensive utilization of
resources. They provide and conduct complete integrated studies as well
as provide ad hoc managerial advice on specific problems.

5. Economic services, economic data, and preparation of feasibility
report: The information provided can be considered a major help rendered
by SISIs. The economic information is collected by SISIs for two main
reasons—to guide the planners and administrators of the small industry
development programme, and to assist existing and potential small
entrepreneurs to make sound economic decisions with or without the help
of extension offices. Thus economic services consist of:

(i) Conducting economic surveys of particular industries and areas, and
making concrete recommendations for the development programmes.

(ii) Undertaking market distribution and surveys for the individual
enterprises.

(iii) Supplying market information in the selected cases.

6. Ancillary development: The small manufacturers should specialize in
production that complements rather than competes with a large manufacturer.
The SISIs through the regional ancillary committees presided over by a
prominent large scale industrialist selected by the government play a
prominent role in bringing together the large- and small-scale industrialists.

7. Training of workers, foremen, and managers: Besides making
arrangements to train workers in other organizations, all SISIs and extension
centres, train workers from industry in certain trades. The training provided
is both theoretical and practical. Simple tests are conducted and certificates
are awarded after the completion of the training, provided the trainee attends
80 per cent of the total number of days of the course.

The various management training courses usually undertaken are as follows:

(i) Management Appreciation

(ii) Production Planning and Management

(iii) Marketing, Including Export Management

(iv) Financial Management and Cost Control

(v) Supervisory Development

(vi) Work Study
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8. Promotion of entrepreneurship and development of small industries
in rural and other underdeveloped areas: The salient activities of SISIs
in respect to the development of entrepreneurship include the organization
of training programmes for engineer entrepreneurs, unemployed graduates,
diploma holders and science graduates, and of preliminary and advanced
courses for entrepreneurial development among students, war widows,
scheduled castes/schedules tribes, ex-servicemen and people from
backward, rural, tribal, and hilly areas.

Table 4.1 Addresses of Small Industries Service Institutes and its Branches

Sr. No. Name and Address Workshop and Laboratory Facilities 

1. Small Industries Service Institute 
111–112, B.T. Road, Kolkata 700 035  
(West Bengal) 

Tool Room, Machine Shop, Heat 
Treatment and Ceramic Workshop 

2. Small Industries Service Institute (Branch) 
Station More, P.O. Suri,  
Birbhum 731 101 (West Bengal) 

Chemical Laboratory 

3. Small Industries Service Institute (Branch) 
Durgapur Industrial Estate, JP Avenue 
Durgapur 713 112 (West Bengal) 

Workshop facilities in Machine Shop, 
Heat treatment 

4. Small Industries Service Institute (Branch) 
3&4 Industrial Estate, Sevoke Road, 
Siliguri 734 401 (West Bengal) 

Workshop in Pattern Making, Carpentry, 
Blacksmithy , and Electroplating 

The contact details and addresses of small industries service institutes and
its branches are enumerated in Table 4.1.

VII. District Industries Centres (DICs)

You learnt about district industrial centres in the previous unit. Let us recapitulate
it again briefly. The District Industries Centres (DICs) programme was started in
the year 1978 with a view to provide integrated administrative framework at the
district level for promotion of small-scale industries in rural areas. The DICs are
envisaged as a single window interacting agency at the district level providing
service and support to small entrepreneurs under a single roof. DICs are the
implementing arm of the central and state governments of the various schemes
and programmes. The registration of small industries is done at the district
industries centre and Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Yojana (PMRY) is also implemented
by DICs. The organizational structure of DICs consists of a general manager,
functional managers, and project managers to provide technical services in the
areas relevant to the needs of the districts concerned. The management of the
DIC is done by the state government.

The main functions of DIC are as follows:

 To prepare and keep model project profiles for the reference of the
entrepreneurs.

 To prepare an action plan to implement the schemes already identified
effectively.

 To undertake industrial potential survey and to identify the types of feasible
ventures which can be taken up in ISB sector, i.e., industrial sector, service
sector and business sector.
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 To guide entrepreneurs in matters relating to selecting the most appropriate
machinery and equipment, sources of it supply, and procedure for importing
machineries.

 To provide guidance for appropriate loan amount and documentation.

 To assist entrepreneurs for availing land and shed equipment and tools,
furniture, and fixtures.

 To appraise the worthiness of the project-proposals received from the
entrepreneurs.

 To help the entrepreneurs in obtaining the required licenses/permits/clearance.

 To assist the entrepreneurs in marketing their products and assess the
possibilities of ancillaries development.

 To conduct product development work appropriate to small industry.

 To help the entrepreneurs in clarifying their doubts about the matters of
operation of bank accounts, submission of monthly, quarterly and annual
returns to the government departments.

 To conduct artisan training programme.

 To act as the nodal agency for the district for implementing PMRY.

 To function as the technical consultant of DRDA in administering IRDP and
TRYSEM programme.

 To help the specialized training organizations to conduct entrepreneur
development programmes.

DIC functions as the torch-bearer to the beneficiaries/entrepreneurs in setting
up and running the business enterprise right from the concept to commissioning.
Thus, the role of DICs in enterprise building and developing small scale sector is
of much significance.

VIII. National Small Industries Corporation Ltd (NSIC)

National Small Industries Corporation Ltd (NSIC) was started by the central
government in the year 1955 with the objective of promoting and developing SSI
units throughout the country. It started with multiple objectives of helping SSI units
for: (i) providing machinery on hire purchase, (ii) assisting, marketing, and exports,
(iii) enlisting SSI units for tender participation in government purchases, (iv)
organizing supply of raw materials, (v) training of personnel, and (vi) assistance in
modernization of the units. The important functions of NSIC can be summed as
follows:

 Financial assistance by way of hire purchase scheme for the purchase of
local and imported machinery.

 Provision of various equipments on lease basis.

 Assistance for marketing the produce in the country and also to help in
exporting the products of SSI units.

 Training of workers in various trades required for SSI units.
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 Assistance in upgradation of technology, processes and modernization of
plant and machinery.

 To make bulk purchases of important raw materials and distribution to SSI
units at reasonable rates. This avoids speculation and exploitation by the
traders.

 To develop industrial estates and testing facilities in the industrial areas.

NSIC has offices in various industrial cities and towns. It is functions on the
basis of socio-economic approach in industrialization of the non-industrial areas.
It aims to create an industrial atmosphere with facilities and management support
so that small entrepreneurs take up new projects. As nodal agency in playing
supportive role to small industries, it has helped to reduce the control of private
traders who have been exploiting the small industries in many ways. Its other
objective of developing backward areas is still to prove successful in view of the
various problems of business activities and demoralization set in due to the failures
of industries that have been started in the backward areas.

Marketing assistance programme

The National Small Industries Corporation provides diversified marketing support
to reach multi-product, multi-client, and multinational markets. It has adopted
multi-pronged approach to effectively serve the marketing needs of the small-
scale sector. The corporation also provides certain scarce indigenous as well as
imported raw materials by inculcating high quality control consciousness while
providing marketing support to this vibrant sector of the economy.

The internal marketing assistance programme of NSIC is as follows:

1. To ensure fair margin to the producers of the goods.

2. To ensure standardization and quality control, and make provision for testing
facilities.

3. To introduce a common brand name.

4. To give publicity to products manufactured by the small industrial units.

Export

Export has been another area where the corporation has entered in a big way for
creation of markets, both for products and turn-key projects. It has also adopted
a single-window assistance approach for the exporters. NSIC’s services to its
export associates are as follows:

 1. To obtain enquiries, specifications, and samples through its indenting agents,
participation in exhibitions, trade fairs, and buyer–seller meets and visits to
foreign countries, and to pass them on to the small-scale units.

 2. To assist small-scale units in the development of counter samples and to
dispatch them for approval by the foreign buyers.

 3. To negotiate contracts with the foreign buyers and pass them on to small-
scale units.

 4. To attend to the entire export documentation.
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 5. To pay 85 per cent to 90 per cent of the value on proof of dispatch of
goods.

 6. To arrange import of raw materials, wherever necessary.

 7. To finance and supply balancing machinery for modernization, expansion,
and testing, wherever necessary.

 8. To monitor production, inspect products for quality and specifications, and
arrange export.

 9. To negotiate documents through normal banking channels with the overseas
buyers.

10. To obtain import replenishment licenses, export home licenses and arranging
export of permissible items for actual users in the small-scale sector.

11. To arrange deferred payment credit facility from EXIM Bank in respect of
such buyers where deferred payment credit facility is extended.

IX. Small Industries Development Organization (SIDO)

Small Industries Development Organization (SIDO) is created for the development
of various small-scale units in different areas. SIDO is a subordinate office of
department of Small Scale Industries (SSIs) and Agro and Rural Industries (ARIs).
It is a nodal agency for identifying the needs of SSI units coordinating and monitoring
the policies and programmes for the promotion of small industries. It undertakes
various programmes of training, consultancy, evaluation for needs of SSI, and
development of industrial estates. All these functions are taken care by 27 offices,
31 SISIs (Small Industries Service Institutes) 31 extension centres of SISI and 7
centres related to the production and process development. The activities of SIDO
are divided into the categories as follows:

 To coordinate various programmes and policies of various state governments
pertaining to small industries.

 To maintain relation with central industry ministry, planning commission, state
level industries ministry, and financial institutions.

 Ensure implementation and coordination in the development of industrial
estates.

 Develop import substitutions for components and products based on the
data available for various volumes-wise and value-wise imports.

 To give essential support and guidance for the development of ancillary
units.

 To provide guidance to SSI units in terms of costing market competition,
and to encourage them to participate in the government stores and purchase
tenders.

 To recommend the central government for reserving certain items to produce
at SSI level only.

 To provide training, development, and consultancy services to SSI to develop
their competitive strength.

 To provide marketing assistance to various SSI units.
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 To assist SSI units in selection of plant and machinery, location, layout design
and appropriate process.

 To help them get updated in information related to the small-scale industries
activities.

X. Industrial Finance Corporation of India (IFCI)

Industrial Finance Corporation of India (IFCI) was established under IFCI Act
during July 1948 as India’s first development bank. The main objectives for which
IFCI was established were to make medium- and long-term credit available to
the industrial undertakings and to assist them in creation of industrial facilities. Its
functions are as follows:

 Direct financial support to industrial units for undertaking new projects,
expansion, modernization, and diversification.

 Subscription and underwriting of public issues of shares and debentures.

 Guaranteeing of foreign currency loans, and also deferred payment
guarantees.

 Merchant banking, leasing and equipment finance.

 During 1994, IFCI was converted into a joint stock company.

XI. Khadi and Villlage Industries Commission (KVIC)

Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) was established by the
Government of India to create employment opportunities in the non-farm sector in
rural areas. The commission encourages production of saleable articles, and
supports rural development so as to improve the quality of life of rural masses.
The motto of the commission is as follows:

 1. To ensure employment at the doorstep.

 2. To ensure production by the masses in the manner of self-employment.

 3. To harness humane technology.

 4. To preserve environment.

 5. To impart dignity of labour.

 6. To manage with low capital.

 7. To rejuvenate rural economy.

 8. To act as bulwark against migration of population to city slums.

 9. To promote decentralized economic activities.

10. To allocate prized assets among the dispossessed humanity.

11. To invite participation of women in economic activity.

The commission has taken an important decision to extend financial
assistance to individuals in rural areas directly for setting up of village industry
units costing up to 10 lakh in each case. It is expected that the decision of the
KVIC will have a far reaching impact on widening the scope of implementation
of KVIC programmes and generation of gainful employment in the rural areas in
the coming years.
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The financial assistance is to be given to the individuals from the funds made
available to the KVIC under consortium bank credit. Therefore, it is necessary
that the unit to be set up should be economically viable so that sustainable
employment may be provided in the rural areas. At the same time, the unit should
be able to generate sufficient surplus from the activities to enable it to repay the
loan along with the interest. It also puts enormous responsibility on field agencies
and staff of the KVIC to see that prospective beneficiaries should get proper
guidance for preparation and execution of viable projects.

Guidelines for financing individual village industries

1. In order to widen the scope of implementation of KVIC programmes, Khadi
and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) decided to extend financial
assistance directly to the individuals in rural areas for various schemes under
the banner village industries.

2. Village industry means the units to be set up and located in the rural areas/
villages, population of which does not exceed 20,000 or such other figure,
which produce any goods or render any services with or without the use of
power, and in which the fixed capital investment (in plant, machinery, land
and building) per head of artisan or worker to be employed does not exceed
50,000.

3. Individual includes either traditional artisan or individuals trained in industries.
In case he/she is neither traditional nor trained, he/she has to undergo training
in the industry. The duration and place of training will be decided by the
Director of Industries after selection and sanction of the project.

4. The individuals are to be financially assisted only for such schemes/industries
which come under the purview of KVIC.

5. The financial assistance is made available to the individual only for such
scheme/project where total cost of the project does not exceed 10 lakh.

6. The scheme/project up to one lakh is financed on the basis of KVIC’s
approved pattern of financial assistance meant for individuals. The scheme/
project cost exceeding  one lakh and up to 10 lakh meant for individuals
may be assisted on the basis of individual project report/bankable scheme.

7. The cost of the project includes pre-operative expenses like the cost of
feasibility study, cost of preparation of project and other preliminary expenses
before installation of the unit and cost of land and building, cost of machinery,
equipment and tools which are called term loan, and the turnover cycle of
working capital loan. The prospective beneficiaries seeking financial
assistance from KVIC shall have to invest 10 per cent of the project cost
either in the form of bank guarantee or in the form of land as their own
contribution to make them eligible for getting financial assistance from KVIC
for such a scheme. However, in the case of SC/ST and women beneficiaries,
they shall have to invest 5 per cent of the project cost as margin money in
the form of interest free loan in the initial stage and that will be converted
into grant subsequently after repayment of loan to be sanctioned with the
interest. The remaining amount of the cost of project will be made available
for each scheme under consortium funds of KVIC. The rate of interest on
such loan would be prime lending rate of major banks.
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Selection of prospective beneficiaries under the scheme

Following are eligible for this scheme:

1. The prospective beneficiary shall have to make an application in Form ‘A’
along with working economics in Form ‘B’ (copies of Form ‘A’ and ‘B’
included in this chapter in case of the beneficiary seeking the financial
assistance for the scheme below one lakh.

2. The beneficiary seeking financial assistance for the scheme above  one
lakh and below 10 lakh shall have to submit application in Form A along
with a detailed project report in conformance with guidelines separately
issued by KVIC based on the technical feasibility study conducted by the
beneficiary along the lines of model proforma for technical feasibility in Form
‘C’ included in this chapter.

3. Both the categories of beneficiaries shall have to submit application with the
project report in triplicate—one copy to the State Director, another copy
to the Project Appraisal Cell of KVIC in the Central Office and one copy
to the concerned Industry Director of the Central Office for scrutiny,
appraisal, approva,l and sanction of the project.

4. The appraisal of the beneficiary will be done by the State Director and the
project appraisal will be done by the Project Appraisal Cell of the KVIC in
the Central Office.

Check Your Progress

4. What role is played by IDBI in entrepreneurial development in India?

5. Mention any two functions of SIDBI.

6. When and why were District Industries Centers (DICs) started?

7. Mention any four activities of SIDO.

4.4 CAPITAL ESTIMATION AND
ARRANGEMENT

How much capital should a firm invest in its business or project? This is called the
question of capitalisation. An entrepreneur decides on capitalization on the basis
of the following two theories;

(a) The cost theory

(b) The earnings theory

The amount required for investment in project is determined on the basis of
the cost of project in the cost theory of capitalisation. Returns from project are
then separately estimated. If returns are inadequate, the project is not accepted.
Most of the firms follow the cost theory for the evaluation of green field projects.

On the other hand, the earning theory is adopted in evaluation of mergers
and acquisition. The earnings are first estimated, and later the justified investment
value is calculated by applying the required rate of return. The target company
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may not be acquired if its price is higher than the capitalisation determined on the
basis of the earnings theory. For example, a merger target is expected to increase
the company’s profit by 10 crores per year. If the company is looking for a risk
adjusted return of 20 per cent then the target company can be acquired at a price
not higher than 50 crores {that is, 10 × (10÷20)}. 50 crores justifies the
expected profit of 10 crore per year, as that would mean a 20 per cent return. A
firm would like to pay a maximum of 50 crore for the purchase of the target
company.

Both profit and investment cost should justify each other. It may not be
advisable, therefore, to adopt only one method of determining capitalisation. If
profits do not justify project investment, then the project must be reviewed and
redesigned. This exercise is required for the better pursuit of viable projects.

4.4.1 Cost and Price Determination

Firms borrow money and also take owners’ money. The lenders and owners both
have to be rewarded for sacrificing the purchasing power of money and must be
reimbursed for the inflation, tax and risk they take. The lenders of money will
charge interest, which is the cost of borrowing for a firm. The owners expect
returns on their investment, which is the cost of equity for a firm. The risk of a firm
emanates from the volatility of its profit, which depends on the variability of sales
revenue and firm’s investment and financing decisions. In this section we will discuss
theories of cost of capital and then the triangular relations among the investment
decisions, financing decisions and intervention of market factors before we
introduce more pragmatic concept of leverages and its application in investment
and financing decisions.

Capital structure decision

How to finance the total requirement of funds? This is a question of capital structure.
The capital structure decision is the decision regarding the proportion of ownership
funds and borrowed funds in total funds needed. What should be the size of debt
vis-à-vis equity? Does it matter in managing the cost of capital? Do they affect
each other? Before we address these issues we need to visit a small but important
point that emerges from the different terms ‘capital structure’ and ‘financial structure’.

Capital structure vs financial structure decision

Should we include the current liabilities and short-term debt when we consider
debt and equity for calculating the cost of capital? If only the long term debt is
included and compared with the ownership funds, then it is called a capital structure.
When total borrowed funds (including short-term debt) are compared with the
ownership funds, it is known as financial structure. Current liabilities are excluded
in capital structure as well as in financial structure. Should we take a capital structure
or a financial structure for the calculation of cost of funds? A pragmatic answer is
needed for this question.

The types of borrowed money in the question here include (a) current liabilities,
(b) short-term loans and (c) long-term loans. The current liabilities are generated in
a normal course of business operations. Accounts payables happen because we buy
resources and enjoy business-customary credit. Unpaid wages are normal because
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of wage-payment cycle. Unpaid bills are also the results of business practices, like
electricity bill is paid every month. These current liabilities are effortless and cost-
free financing of the current assets. Since it is a result of routine operations, it should
not be counted as borrowing when we calculate cost of debt.

The firms borrow short-term funds from various sources like overdraft, cash
credit, commercial papers and others. The short-term funds are needed for funding
uneven operations due to seasonality and other factors during the year. Thus, the
cost of short-term borrowing is an operating cost. Interest expense on short-term
funds is estimated and included in the operating cash flow of a project. Business
practices are also on the same line. The short-term borrowing should not be included
in the calculation of cost of capital. Only the long-term borrowings and equity are
included in the calculation of cost of capital. Thus, the capital structure, and not the
financial structure, is an appropriate consideration in the cost of capital theories.

Capital structure theories

Does it really matter how the capital is raised, either through debt or equity?
Divergent views are expressed. They can be summarised in three approaches of
capitalisation; namely, net operating income (NOI) approach, net income (NI)
approach, and traditional approach. These three theories of capital structure are
briefly explained because it is necessary for building blocks required for developing
an understanding of the cut-off decision for corporate projects.

(a) Net operating income (NOI) approach

This approach is based on the hypothesis that if two firms have earned the same
amount of operating income (EBIT) and if they are in the same risk class, then the
value of both the firms will be equal irrespective of the debt-equity ratio of each
firm. This implies that the overall cost of funds (K

o
) remains constant at all debt-

equity proportions, as depicted in Figure 4.1.

Fig. 4.1  Net Operating Income (NOI) Approach

Initial propositions of Modigliani and Millar (M&M) supported this view
with the help of series of assumptions. No tax, no transaction cost and personal
leverage as perfect substitutes of corporate leverage are important assumptions in
M&M’s proposition. According to this approach the cost of equity will increase
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just enough to consume the savings due to the higher amount of low cost debt and
overall cost of funds will remain constant. The adjustment in the cost of equity
would take place through a process of arbitraging by the investors.

(b) Net income (NI) approach

According to the NI approach, the cost of debt and the cost of equity, both remain
unchanged for any level of debt-equity ratio. This leads to a corner solution, because
with the increase in debt K

o
 falls, and that process continues till K

o
 equals K

d
.

Almost all debt in capital structure proves to be ideal as per the net income approach
as can be seen in the Figure 4.2.

Fig. 4.2 Net Income (NI) Approach

NI approach introduces tax in the theory. Interest paid on debt is tax exempt.
Therefore, post-tax K

d
 is low, giving the true advantage of leverage to the equity

shareholders. Net leverage advantage due to tax ensures that the equity cost remains
constant and K

o 
declines. Shareholder wealth, therefore, increases with increase

in the debt-equity ratio.

(c) Traditional approach

Many realistic factors have culminated in the pragmatic theory of capital structure
called the traditional approach of capital structure. The net operating income
approach and the net income approach both prove that debt-equity decision is a
redundant decision. The NOI approach clearly proves the irrelevance of capital
structure decision, and the NI approach favours almost infinite debt-equity structure.
The traditional approach, however, establishes that the capital structure is an active
decision variable, because there exists an optimum debt-equity ratio, very unique
to a company, at which the overall cost of funds is minimum. Figure 4.3 graphically
depicts this approach.

When the debt-equity ratio is low, a small increase in debt will not increase
the cost of debt; and cost of equity may either remain the same or decline slightly,
because the debt gives leverage advantage together with the tax shelter. Beyond a
particular point of debt-equity structure the cost of debt starts rising, and so does
the cost of equity. Chances of not getting timely return (default risk) increases
beyond a point of debt-equity ratio, and hence investors expect a higher return.
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The rate of increase in cost of funds suddenly shows a steep rising tendency at a
very high debt-equity ratio. Chances of default and chances of bankruptcy are
reflected in the steep rise in the cost of funds. Consequently, K

o
 which is equal to

K
e
 at zero debt structure, initially declines with the increase in debt-equity ratio,

and after some debt-equity ratio starts rising. Tax advantage, initial positive effect
of leverage and subsequent chance of bankruptcy bring a situation that at some
point an optimum capital structure is experienced, and K

o
 is lowest. Debt-equity

ratio is ideal between points D/E
1 
and D/E

2
 in Figure 4.3, as that will cost the

least. Each firm must identify its unique optimum capital structure and maintain it.
Debt-equity structure thus, is an active decision variable.

Fig. 4.3  Traditional Approach

Signalling theory

The traditional approach of capital structure does not precisely determine the
optimum capital structure. One would have at the most a judgment about the
optimal level within a range that can be understood from the traditional theory.
Because the optimum structure cannot be determined precisely, market looks for
signals from the company, which leads to the development of signalling theory
of capital structure.

Managerial actions send signals to the market and investors interpret the
managerial actions to judge about the valuation of firm and quality of capital
structure. Firms like to keep some borrowing capacity in reserve by keeping a
lower debt ratio and retaining profits, so that it can access cheaper funds when
growth opportunities come up. Thus, retained profit sends a signal to the market
about optimum capital structure. Of course, this will hold true in case of symmetric
information. In asymmetric information scenario wherein managers have more and
better information, the signalling theory may not be very effective.

Views about capital structure

How frequently must capital structure decision be reviewed? Three views are
expressed regarding the capital structure as a decision variable.

1. Static view: The capital structure, once decided for a minimum cost of
capital, remains static forever, according to this view. This view assumes
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that the quality of earnings and capital market conditions are not variable
affecting the cost of capital. This may be true in a period of no competition
and primitive financial market.

2. Comparative static view: This is based on the assumptions that some of
the underlying factors might change rendering the earlier choice of debt-
equity sub-optimal. Debt-equity needs to be adjusted every time a change
in underlying factor (say, tax, inflation, market allocation etc.) is experienced.
But such changes are only occasional.

3. Dynamic view: The quality of earnings, capital market conditions, incidence
of tax, and inflationary conditions are constantly changing variables. The
capital structure should be viewed as the by-product of these changes. The
firm must constantly adjust its debt-equity proportion, in the light of changes
in these variables, and aim at constantly keeping the low cost of capital.
Thus, debt-equity is a very dynamic decision variable.

Very competitive product market and efficient capital market prove the
appropriateness of the dynamic view of capital structure. Finance managers are
expected to constantly review the capital structure of a firm in the light of dynamically
changing external economic factors like money supply, tax and inflation; and
changing business risk profile with the constant pursuit of growth.

Triangular interface

The discussion on the pragmatic capital structure theory aptly proved that the cost of
capital is a function of debt-equity ratio. The quality of earnings and market factors
affect it too. The firms raise funds for investment in projects, and projects as well as
debt-equity ratio together with the variability of sales revenue, create risk-profile of
business, which in turn has the effect on the cost of capital and thereby on project
profitability. All these factors are inter-dependent, and they create a triangular
relationship. Figure 4.4 depicts these interfaces among these factors, which collectively
affect the overall cost of funds and value creating potential for a business.

Fig. 4.4 Triangular Interface and Cost of Capital
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These sources of risk can be divided into internal company risk and market risk.
Company risk is further divided into (a) business risk and (b) financial risk. Business
risk emanates from uncertainty of sales revenue and variability of expenses. They
together create variability in profits which is also caused by the degree of operating
leverage or investment decisions of the firm.

Market factors comprise the tax structure in the economy, inflation, money
supply, and allocation of money on the securities of various companies. Decrease
(increase) in tax rate increases (decreases) the cost of funds. Increase (decrease)
in the inflation increases (decreases) the cost of capital. The market has limited
amount of funds, for allocation on various market securities. Tax is a fiscal policy
of government. The central bank (Reserve Bank of India) attempts to control
inflation and money supply in the economy. If money supply increases the cost of
capital reduces. Financial market rationally and competitively allocates available
money supply over the market securities and other demands for money.

The firms take calculated risk and make investments in business projects.
When a firm adds new projects risk profile (variability of income) of business
change, forcing market to reallocate funds over the market securities and other
demands for money. The risk profile of a business depends on supply markets
and product markets. If the markets for resources bought by a firm are volatile,
and if markets for products produced by the firm are volatile, the firm will be
riskier. The financial market will allocate fewer funds for the securities of riskier
firms forcing the cost of capital go up. Investors would park their money elsewhere.
Investors’ appetite for risk change with changing market conditions, and they have
several choices available to them. This makes imperative on the part of a firm to
constantly adjust its variables to take risk as much market wants. The market
factors are very dynamic in a competitive economy, making the interfaces very
dynamic, and as a result making financing decision a very dynamic variable.

This proves that not only the traditional theory of capital structure is evident
but it is also very dynamic. The ideal debt-equity ratio constantly changes and
firms need to chase it constantly, so that the cost of capital can remain low, make
projects viable and create value for shareholders. The traditional approach gives
a conceptual understanding, but is not helpful in determining the ideal debt-equity
ratio. The next section explains the pragmatic approaches for the determination of
ideal debt-equity ratio.

Check Your Progress

8. Entrepreneurs decide on capitalisation on the basis of two theories.
What are those theories?

9. What are the three approaches of capitalisation?

10. What is the static view?

4.5 ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT

The term ‘management accounting’ or accounting management refers to accounting
for the management, i.e., accounting which provides necessary information to the
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management for discharging its functions. The functions of the management are
planning, organizing, directing and controlling. Thus, management accounting
provides information to the management so that planning, organizing, directing and
controlling of business operations can be done in an orderly and effective manner.

However, the above is a generalized definition of management accounting.
More specific definitions have been given by different authorities. Some of the
important definitions are as follows:

The definition given by the American Accounting Association is as follows:

‘Management accounting is the application of appropriate techniques and
concepts in processing historical and projected economic data of an entity to
assist management in establishing plans for reasonable economic objectives and in
the making of rational decisions with a view towards achieving these objectives.’

The definition given by the Management Accounting Team of the Anglo-
American Council of Productivity seems to be more precise. It reads, ‘Management
Accounting is the presentation of accounting information in such a way as to assist
management in the creation of policy and in the day-to-day operations of an
undertaking.’

The above definitions clearly indicate that management accounting is
concerned with accounting information which is useful to the management. Efficiency
of the various phases of management is, as a matter of fact, the common thread
which underlies all these definitions. However, it should be clearly understood that
it does not supplant financial accounting but rather it supplements it in order to
serve the diverse requirements of modern management.

Management accounting rearranges for management control to a great extent the
accounting information provided by the financial accounting. It, therefore, lies
between the following two activities:

 (i) Completing the accounting results on one hand

(ii) Controlling the business by the management on the other

Management accounting, therefore, covers all rearrangement, combination
or adjustment of orthodox accounting figures which may be required to provide
the Chief Executive with the information from which he can control the business.

Objectives of Management Accounting

The basic function of management accounting is to assist the management in
performing its functions effectively. The functions of the management are planning,
organizing, directing and controlling. Management accounting helps in the
performance of each of these functions in the following ways:

(i) Provides data: Management accounting serves as a vital source of data
for management planning. The accounts and documents are a repository of
a vast quantity of data about the past progress of the enterprise which are a
must for making forecasts for the future.

(ii) Modifies data: The accounting data required for managerial decisions is
properly compiled as classified. For example, purchase figures for different
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months may be classified to know about the total purchases made during
each period—productwise, supplierwise and territorywise.

(iii) Analyses and interprets data  The accounting data is analysed
meaningfully for effective planning and decision-making. For this purpose,
the data is presented in a comparative form. Ratios are calculated and likely
trends are projected.

(iv) Serves as a means of communicating  Management accounting provides
a means of communicating management plans upward, downward and
outward through the organization. Initially it means identifying the feasibility
and consistency of the various segments of the plan. At later stages, it keeps
all parties informed about the plans that have been agreed upon and their
roles in these plans.

(v) Facilitates control  Management accounting helps in translating given
objectives and strategies into specified goals by a specified time and secures
effective accomplishment of these goals in an efficient manner. All this is
made possible through budgetary control and standard costing which are
an integral part of management accounting.

(vi) Uses also qualitative information  Management accounting does not
restrict itself to financial data for helping the management in decision-making
but also uses such information which may not be capable of being measured
in the monetary terms. Such information may be collected from special
surveys, statistical compilations, engineering records, etc.

Scope of Management Accounting

Management accounting is concerned with the presentation of accounting
information in the most useful way for the management. Its scope is, therefore,
quite vast and includes almost all aspects of the business operations. However,
the following areas can rightly be identified as falling within the ambit of management
accounting.

(i) Financial accounting: Management accounting is mainly concerned with
the rearrangement of the information provided by financial accounting, hence
management cannot obtain full control and coordination of operations
without a properly designed financial accounting system.

(ii) Cost accounting: Standard costing, marginal costing, opportunity cost
analysis, differential costing and other cost techniques play a useful role in
operation and control of the business undertaking.

(iii) Revaluation accounting: This is concerned with ensuring that capital is
maintained intact in real terms and profit is calculated with this fact in mind.

(iv) Budgetary control: This includes framing of budgets comparison of actual
performance with the budgeted performance, computation of variances,
finding of their causes, etc.

(v) Inventory control: It includes control over inventory from the time it is
acquired till its final disposal.
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(vi) Statistical methods: Graphs, charts, pictorial presentation, index numbers
and other statistical methods make the information more impressive and
intelligible.

(vii) Interim reporting: This includes preparation of monthly, quarterly, half-
yearly income statements and other related reports, cash flow and funds
flow statements, scrap reports, etc.

(viii) Taxation: This includes computation of income in accordance with the tax
laws, filing of returns and making tax payments.

(ix) Office services: This includes maintenance of proper data processing and
other office management services, reporting on best use of mechanical and
electronic devices.

(x) Internal audit: Development of a suitable internal audit system for internal
control.

Management Accounting and Financial Accounting

Financial accounting and management, accounting are closely inter-related since
management accounting, to a large extent, is the rearrangement of the data provided
by financial accounting. Moreover, all accounting is financial in the sense that all
accounting systems are in monetary terms and management is responsible for the
contents of the financial accounting statements. In spite of such a close relationship
between the two, there are certain fundamental differences. These differences can
be laid down as follows:

(i) Objectives: Financial accounting is designed to supply information in the
form of profit and loss account and balance sheet to external parties like
shareholders, creditors, banks, investors and government. Information is
supplied periodically and is usually of such type in which management is not
much interested. Management accounting is designed principally for
providing accounting information for internal use by the management. Thus,
financial accounting is primarily an external reporting process while
management accounting is primarily an internal reporting process.

(ii) Analysing performance: Financial accounting portrays the position of
business as a whole. The financial statements like income statement and
balance sheet report highlights the overall performance or status of the
business. On the other hand, management accounting directs its attention to
the various divisions, departments of the business and reports about the
profitability, performance, etc. of each of them. Financial accounting deals
with the aggregates and, therefore, cannot reveal what part of the
management action is going wrong and why. Management accounting
provides a detailed analytical data for these purposes.

(iii) Data used: Financial accounting is concerned with the monetary record of
past events. It is a post-mortem analysis of past activity and, therefore, out
of date for management action. Management accounting is accounting for
future and, therefore, it supplies data both for present and future duly
analysed and in detail in the ‘management language’ so that it becomes a
base for the management action.
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(iv) Monetary measurement: In financial accounting only such economic
events find place which can be described in money. However, the
management is equally interested in non-monetary economic events, viz.,
technical innovations, personnel in the organization, changes in the value of
money, etc. These events affect the management’s decision and, therefore,
management accounting cannot afford to ignore them. For example, change
in the value of money may not find a place in financial accounting on the
account of ‘going concern concept’. But, while effecting an insurance policy
on an asset or providing for replacement of an asset, the management will
have to take into account this factor.

(v) Periodicity of reporting: The period of reporting is much longer in financial
accounting as compared to the management accounting. The income
statement and the balance sheet are usually prepared yearly or in some
cases half-yearly. Management requires information at frequent intervals
and, therefore, financial accounting fails to cater to the needs of the
management. In management accounting, there is more emphasis on
furnishing the information quickly and at comparatively short-intervals as
per the requirements of the management.

(vi) Precision: There is less emphasis on precision in case of management
accounting as compared to the financial accounting since the information is
meant for internal consumption.

(vii) Nature: Financial accounting is more objective while management
accounting is more subjective. This is because management accounting is
fundamentally based on the judgment rather than on measurement.

(viii) Legal compulsion: Financial accounting has become more or less
compulsory for every business on the account of the legal provisions of one
or the other Act. However, a business is free to install, or not install, a
system of management accounting.

The above points of difference between financial accounting and management
accounting prove that management accounting has flexible approach as compared
to the rigid approach in the case of financial accounting. In brief, financial accounting
simply shows how the business has moved in the past while management accounting
shows how the business has to move in the future.

Cost Accounting and Management Accounting

Cost accounting is the process of accounting for costs. It embraces the accounting
procedures relating to the recording of all incomes and expenditures and the
preparation of periodical statements and reports with the object of ascertaining
and controlling costs. It is, thus, the formal mechanism by means of which the
costs of products or services are ascertained and controlled. On the other hand,
management accounting involves collecting, analysing, interpreting and presenting
all accounting information which is useful to the management. It is closely
associated with management control which comprises planning, executing,
measuring and evaluating the performance of an organization. Thus, management
accounting draws heavily on cost data and other information derived from cost
accounting. Today cost accounting is generally indistinguishable from the so-
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called management accounting or internal accounting because it serves multiple
purposes.

However, management accounting can be distinguished from cost accounting
in various ways. Management accounting has a wider scope as compared to cost
accounting. Cost accounting deals primarily with cost data while management
accounting involves the considerations of both cost and revenue. Management
accounting is an all-inclusive accounting information system which covers financial
accounting, cost accounting and all aspects of financial management. But it is not a
substitute for other accounting functions. It involves a continuous process of
reporting cost, financial and other relevant data in an analytical and informative
way to management.

We should not be very much concerned with the boundaries of cost
accounting and management accounting since they are complementary in nature.
In the absence of suitable system of cost accounting, management will not be in a
position to have detailed cost information and their function is bound to lose
significance. On the other hand, the management cannot effectively use the cost
data unless it has been reported to them in a meaningful and informative form.

Advantages of Management Accounting

Management accounting provides invaluable services to management in all of its
functions. The basic functions of management are: (i) Planning, (ii) Controlling,
(iii) Coordinating, (iv) Organizing, (v) Motivating, and (vi) Communicating.
Management accounting helps in the performance of each of these functions
effectively explained as follows:

(i) Planning: It involves formulation of policies, setting up of goals and initiating
necessary programmes for the achievement of goals. Management accounting
makes an important contribution in the performance of this function. It makes
available the relevant data after pruning and analysing them suitably for
effective planning and decision-making.

(ii) Controlling: It involves the evaluation of performance keeping in view that
the actual performance coincides with the planned one, and the remedial
measures are taken in the event of variation between the two. The techniques
of budgetary control, standard costing and departmental operating
statements greatly help in performing this function. As a matter of fact the
entire system of control is designed and operated by the management
accountant designated as the controller.

(iii) Coordinating: It involves interlinking of different divisions of the business
enterprise in a way so as to achieve the objectives of the organization as a
whole. Thus, perfect coordination is required among production, purchase,
financial, personnel, sales, etc. departments. Effective coordination is
achieved through departmental budgets and reports, which form the nucleus
of the management accounting.

(iv) Organizing: It involves grouping of operative action in a way so as to
identify the authority and responsibility within the organization. Management
accounting also plays a prominent role here. The whole organization is divided
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into suitable profit or cost centres. A sound system of internal control and
internal audit for each of the cost or profit centres helps in organizing and
establishing a sound business structure.

(v) Motivating: It involves maintenance of a high degree of morale in the
organization. Conditions should be such that each person gives his best to
realize the goals of the enterprise. The superiors should be in a position to
find out whom to demote or promote or to reward or penalize. Periodical
departmental profit and loss accounts, budgets and reports go a long way
in achieving this objective.

(vi) Communicating: It involves transmission of data, results, etc. both to the
insiders as well as the outsiders. The orders of the superiors should be
communicated to the subordinates while the results achieved by the
subordinates should be reported to the superiors. Moreover, the management
owes a duty to the creditors, prospective investors, shareholders, etc. to
communicate to them about the progress, financial position, etc. of the
enterprise. Management accounting helps the management in performing
this function by developing a suitable system of reporting which emphasizes
and highlights the relevant facts.

Disadvantages of Management Accounting

Management accounting being comparatively a new discipline suffers from certain
limitations which affect its effectiveness. These limitations are as follows:

(i) Limitations of basic records: Management accounting derives its
information from financial accounting, cost accounting and other records.
The strength and weakness of the management accounting, therefore,
depends upon the strength and weakness of these basic records. In other
words, their limitations are also the limitations of management accounting.

(ii) Persistent efforts: The conclusions drawn by the management accountant
are not executed automatically. He has to convince people at all levels. In
other words, he must be an efficient salesman in selling his ideas.

(iii) Management accounting is only a tool: Management accounting cannot
replace the management. Management accounting is only an adviser to the
management. The decisions regarding implementing his advice are to be
taken by the management. There is always a temptation to take an easy
course of arriving at decision by intuition rather than going by the advice of
the management accountant.

(iv) Wide scope: Management accounting has a wide scope in many disciplines.
It considers both monetary as well as non-monetary factors. This all brings
in exactness and subjectivity in the conclusions obtained through it.

(v) Top-heavy structure: The installation of management accounting system
requires heavy costs on the account of an elaborate organization and
numerous rules and regulations. It can, therefore, be adopted only by the
big concerns.

(vi) Opposition to change: Management accounting demands a breakaway
from traditional accounting practices. It calls for a rearrangement of the
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personnel and their activities which is generally not liked by the people
involved.

Management Accountant: Role, Position and Responsibilities

Management accounting provides significant economic and financial data to the
management and the management accountant is the channel through which this
information efficiently and effectively flows to the management.

The management accountant has a very significant role to perform in the
installation, development and functioning of an efficient and effective management
accounting system. He designs the framework of the financial and cost control
reports that provide each managerial level with the most useful data at the most
appropriate time. He educates the executives in using and controling the information.
This is because his position is unique with respect to the information about the
organization. Apart from top management no one in the organization, perhaps
knows more about the various functions of the organization than him. He is, therefore,
sometimes described as the Chief Intelligence Officer of the top management. He
gathers information, breaks it down, sets it out and organizes it into meaningful
categories. He separates relevant information from irrelevant information and then
ranks it according to the degree of importance to management. He reports relevant
information in an intelligent form to the management and sometimes also to those
who are interested in the information outside the company. He also compares the
actual performance with the planned one and reports and interprets the results of
operations to all levels of management and to the owners of the business. Thus, in
brief, management accountant or controller is the person who designs the
management information system for the organization, operates it by means of
interlocked budgets, computes variances and exhorts others to institute corrective
measures. Mr. P.L. Tandon has beautifully explained the position of the management
accountant in the following words:

‘The management accountant is exactly like the spokes in a wheel, connecting
the rim of the wheel and the hub receiving the information. He processes the
information and then returns the processed information back to where it came
from.’

Functions of the Management Accountant

It is the duty of the management accountant to keep all levels of management
informed of his real position. He has, therefore, varied functions to perform. His
important functions can be summarised as follows:

(i) Planning: He has to establish, coordinate and administer as an integral part
of the management, an adequate plan for the control of the operations.
Such a plan would include profit planning, programmes of capital investment
and financing, sales forecasts, expense budgets and cost standards.

(ii) Controlling: He has to compare actual performance with operating plans
and standards and to report and interpret the results of operations to all
levels of management and the owners of the business. This is done through
the compilation of appropriate accounting and statistical records and
reports.
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(iii) Coordinating: He consults all segments of the management responsible
for policy or action. Such consultation might concern any phase of the
operation of the business relating to the attainment of objectives and the
effectiveness of the organization structures and policies.

Other Functions

Some of the other functions of a management accountant are as follows:

(a) He administers tax policies and procedures.

(b) He supervises and coordinates the preparation of reports to government
agencies.

(c) He ensures fiscal protection for the assets of the business through adequate
internal and proper insurance coverage.

(d) He carries out continuous appraisal of economic and social forces and the
government influences and interprets their effects on the business.

It should be noted that the functions of a management accountant are more
of those of a ‘staff official’. He, in addition to processing historical data, supplies
a good deal of information concerning the future operations, in line with the
management’s needs. Besides serving top management with information concerning
the company as a whole, he supplies detailed information to the line officers regarding
alternative plans and their profitability, which help them in decision-making. As a
matter of fact, the management accountant should not bother himself regarding the
decisions taken by the line officials after rendering advice unless he has reasonable
grounds to believe that such a decision is going to affect the interests of the
corporation adversely. In such an event also he should report it to the concerned
level of management with tact, patience, firmness combined with politeness.

Requisites for a Successful Management Accountant

The following are the basic requisites for a management accountant to be successful
in his job:

(i) Direct contact with the top management: One of the goals of the
management accountant is to expedite processing of data that will have a
vital influence on the company’s policy. Technicalities and red tape cause
delay which may prove very costly to the business. He should, therefore,
report directly to the president or the chief executive of the company.

(ii) Freedom from details: The management accountant is the principal officer
in charge of accounts and performs such additional duties which the Board
of Directors, the Executive Committee or the President of the Company
may assign to him from time to time. He cannot possibly measure up to this
status if he is immersed in accounting routine or is a ‘slave’ to the operation
of balancing.

(iii) Personal qualities: The management accountant has perhaps the maximum
chances of going up high in the management hierarchy. He can make the
best use of the opportunities if he possesses the following personal qualities:

(a) A personality acceptable to all types of individuals that may make up
the management group in a company.
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(b) The ability to receive the views of management with comprehension
and to appreciate the type of information the management requires.

(c) An understanding of how to fill the role of a specialist and adviser.
(d) A knowledge of theory as well as practice of management.
(e) A balanced outlook on functioning of the business.
(f) The capacity to think and confer with top management about matters

related to the profitability and progress of the company.

Check Your Progress

11. What is financial accounting?

12. What are the basic functions of management?

13. State any two disadvantages of accounting management.

14. Mention all the areas that fall under accounting management.

4.6 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Project finance means arranging finance to meet the requirements of project
expenditure, including start up expenditure. Without project finance the
entrepreneur cannot meet the financial requirements of every stage of the
project.

2. Chattel mortgage is a financing option, which is suitable for a business that
accounts for its operations on a cash basis. Its functioning is similar to hire
purchase agreements: series of monthly payments are made by customers,
followed by a balloon payment.

3. Three reasons why SSIs fail to get finance from capital market are:
(a) They are high risk ventures.
(b) Their profitability is low.
(c) They do not possess adequate tangible assets to offer as security.

4. IDBI is vested with the responsibility of coordinating the working of
institutions engaged in financing, promoting, and developing industries.

5. The important functions of SIDBI are as follows:
(a) Providing working capital through single window scheme.
(b) Providing re-finance support to banks/development finance institutions.

6. The District Industries Centres (DICs) programme was started in the year
1978 with a view to provide integrated administrative framework at the
district level for promotion of small-scale industries in rural areas.

7. The activities of SIDO include:
(a) To provide marketing assistance to various SSI units.
(b) To assist SSI units in selection of plant and machinery, location, layout

design and appropriate process.
(c) To help them get updated in information related to the small-scale

industries activities.
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(d) To give essential support and guidance for the development of ancillary
units.

8. Entrepreneurs decide on capitalization on the basis of the following two
theories:

(a) The cost theory
(b) The earnings theory

9. The three approaches of capitalisation are Net Operating Income (NOI)
approach, Net Income (NI) approach, and traditional approach.

10. According to the static view, the capital structure, once decided for a
minimum cost of capital, remains static forever. This view assumes that the
quality of earnings and capital market conditions are not variable affecting
the cost of capital. This may be true in a period of no competition and
primitive financial market.

11. Financial accounting is designed to supply information in the form of profit
and loss account and balance sheet to external parties like shareholders,
creditors, banks, investors and government. Information is supplied
periodically and is usually of such type in which management is not much
interested.

12. The basic functions of management are: (i) Planning, (ii) Controlling,
(iii) Coordinating, (iv) Organizing, (v) Motivating, and (vi) Communicating.

13. The two disadvantages of accounting management are:
(a) Wide scope:  Management accounting has a wide scope in many

disciplines. It considers both monetary as well as non-monetary
factors. This all brings in exactness and subjectivity in the conclusions
obtained through it.

(b) Top-heavy structure: The installation of management accounting system
requires heavy costs on the account of an elaborate organization and
numerous rules and regulations. It can, therefore, be adopted only by
the big concerns.

14. The following areas can rightly be identified as falling within the ambit of
management accounting: Financial accounting, cost accounting, revaluation
accounting, budgetary control, inventory control, statistical methods, interim
reporting, taxation, office services and internal audit.

4.7 SUMMARY

 Project finance means arranging finance to meet the requirements of project
expenditure, including start-up expenditure. It is to meet the financial
requirements of every stage of the project.

 Project finance is required to meet both the short-term and long-term needs
of a project. Short-term needs are day-to-day requirements that are satisfied
by working capital. Long-term needs are acquiring fixed assets such as
machinery, plant and buildings.
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 Types of finance are the various ways of making finance available to a project.
What means of finance are required to satisfy a particular need of project
requires an understanding of project operations and different activities of a
project and its span of time and size.

 The sources of finance are broadly classified as internal and external. Internal
sources are general reserves, sale of assets, reduction of cost, promoters’
contribution, etc. These meet the short-term financial requirements of a
project. The external sources are to meet the long-term needs of project.

 Venture capital refers to financial investment in a proposal that carries a high
degree of risk that is made in the hope that high rates of return will be
earned. It is generally considered synonymous to high-risk capital.

 Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) is an apex institution in the
field of industrial finance.

 National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) is an
apex development bank for financing agriculture and rural development.
NABARD is one of the premier agencies to provide credit in rural areas.

 In order to meet the financial needs of the diversified small and medium
scale industries, there was a need for a special type of financial institution to
come in place. With this view, the central government passed the State
Financial Corporation Act, 1951, which empowered the state governments
to establish financial corporations to operate for their respective states.

 The District Industries Centres (DICs) programme was started in the year
1978 with a view to provide integrated administrative framework at the
district level for promotion of small-scale industries in rural areas.

 Small Industries Development Organization (SIDO) is created for the
development of various small-scale units in different areas.

 Companies have to keep a fair level of capitalisation. The capitalisation can
be determined on the basis of either ‘cost theory’ or ‘earning theory’.

 In ‘cost theory’ the amount of capital investment is determined by the cost
of the projects, which are accepted if returns are then found acceptable. In
the ‘earnings theory’ of capitalisation the amount of profits needed is
determined first and then the fair amount of investment is calculated to
determine whether a project is acceptable or not.

 The amount of capitalisation has to be funded with debt and equity. How
much debt and how much equity shall be accepted for funding the business
is the capital structure decision.

 There are three approaches explaining theories of capital structure. The net
operating income (NOI) approach propagates that the cost of overall funds
remains constant at all levels of debt equity structure and therefore, debt-
equity mix is not a decision at all.

 The net income (NI) approach of the capital structure advocates that at all
levels of debt-equity ratio cost of debt as well as cost of equity remain
constant and as a result overall cost of capital would keep declining. This
approach leads to a corner solution in which at all-debt capital structure is
found to be the best.
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 The traditional approach of the capital structure establishes that due to
perceived risk initial when debt-equity ratio is increased the overall cost of
funds will decline as cost of debt and equity will not increase. However,
beyond a certain level of debt-equity ratio the cost of debt as well as cost
of equity will increase increasing the overall cost of capital. Therefore, there
would exist an ideal debt-equity structure at which overall cost of capital
would be the least.

 Management accounting is a type of accounting designed for use in the
operational needs of the business that is, to provide information relating to
the conduct of the various aspects of the business like costs, funds, profits
etc.

 The management accountant has a very significant role to perform in the
installation, development and functioning of an efficient and effective
management accounting system.

 The management accountant designs the framework of the financial and
cost control reports that provide each managerial level with the most useful
data at the most appropriate time. He/she educates the executives in using
and controlling the information.

4.8 KEY TERMS

 Seed Capital: It is a securities offering in which one or more parties having
certain connections with a novel company invest the financial resources
required for starting the business.

 Debentures: These are certificates of loan agreements given under a
company’s stamp.

 Venture Capital: It is a financial investment in a proposal that carries a
high degree of risk.

 Diversification: It is the act or practice of manufacturing a variety of
products, investing in a variety of securities, selling a variety of merchandise,
etc., so that a failure in or an economic slump affecting one of them will not
be disastrous.

 Comparative View: This view of capital structure assumes that some
underlying factors might change and render the minimum cost structure sub-
optimal. Therefore, debt-equity structure needs to be readjusted to re-
establish the optimal capital structure.

 Cost Theory: This is a theory of capitalisation. According to this theory,
the capitalisation of the firm is decided by the cost of the projects rather
than the earnings.

 Dynamic View: As per this view, all variables that affect the cost of capital
constantly keep changing requiring firm to dynamically keep adjusting the
capital structure for retaining minimum cost advantage.
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 NI Approach: Net income approach is the capitalisation theory, which
proposes that a firm’s value can be maximised if its net income is maximised.
The theory in a way supports the notion that the infinite debt in the
capitalisation can minimise the cost of overall funds.

 Management Accountant: The official who uses the accounting information
for management planning and control is known as management accountant.

 Management Accounting: It is the presentation of accounting information
in such a way so as to assist management in creating the policy and in the
day-to-day operations of the undertaking.

 Management Accounting Tools: These are the techniques used by the
management accountant in performing of his job.

4.9 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. What is receivables finance?

2. What are the internal sources of finance?

3. What is the difference between direct and indirect financial assistance?

4. List the subsidiaries of ICICI.

5. Briefly explain the importance of capital structure decision.

6. What are the objectives of accounting management?

7.  What are the basic requisites for a management accountant to be successful
in their job?

Long Answer Questions

1. What is an external source of finance? Describe the various external sources
of finance for project funding.

2. Describe the various sources and opportunities of venture capital financing.

3. Discuss the role of NABARD as a financial institution in detail.

4. Explain the function of SISI in detail.

5. Discuss in detail the establishment and components of KVIC.

6. What are the different approaches for the theory of capital structure? Explain
them in detail and discuss their merits and demerits.

7. Define management accounting. Explain how it differs from financial
accounting.
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5.0 INTRODUCTION

Today’s competitive business world brings many challenges to entrepreneurs. In
spite of a blooming startup ecosystem in India, it is impossible to ignore the
challenges that act as roadblocks for entrepreneurs. Fortunately, advancement in
technology in contemporary times have made it easier for entrepreneurs to tackle
these problems than ever before. Along with the problems related to the
environment, entrepreneurs also face internal problems in the organization.

Every organization has various functional areas like sales and marketing,
Accounting and finance, human resource, production and operation management,
Research and Development, Information technology. Each of the functional areas
has strengths or weaknesses depending on how the function is being managed.
The joint performance of these functions will have a direct bearing on the firm’s
performance in terms of superior product design and quality, superior customer
service, and superior speed. In this unit, we will discuss these problems and their
solutions in detail.

5.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

 Understand the challenges faced by entrepreneurs

 Describe the problems relating to capital, registration and administration

 Discuss the solutions to the problems faced by entrepreneurs
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5.2 PROBLEMS RELATED TO CAPITAL

Every entrepreneur wishes to promote their business in all possible ways. Marketing
plans and programs are made to promote the business. It is challenging for an
entrepreneur to initiate different types of marketing efforts, whether it is through
guerrilla marketing or social media marketing, businesses seeks attention of the
customer.

Large number of entrepreneurs set up their startup with the vision of achieving
success and sustainability in business, but in reality, only a few of them are able to
get attention, visibility and success.

Entrepreneurs face various marketing challenges such as:

 Creating awareness: In the initial phase awareness need to be created for
the business.

 Delivering value to the customer: Use of digital platforms is one of the
most trending practices worldwide. However, it brings along the biggest
marketing challenge for entrepreneurs. Every entrepreneur is trying to
promote the business through social media platforms, it’s very significant
how to differentiate the business from the competitors.

 Maintaining sales: To grow and sustain in the business maintain and
growing the sales is challenging.

 Managing IMC:  Integrating all forms of communication like advertising ,
personal selling, sales promotion, public relation and direct marketing is a
challenge .

 Managing distribution channel: It is challenging for an entrepreneur to
deliver a product in the right time and at the right place.

5.2.1 Capital and Finance

Most of the young entrepreneurs face financial challenges. Lack or low personal
capital is the biggest challenge faced by entrepreneurs. Along with the above
mentioned challenges, some more challenges are mentioned below:

 Cash flow management: Cash flow is essential for survival of any business,
however many entrepreneurs struggle to pay the outstanding bills of vendors.
Most of the time they wait for checks to arrive from clients to pay outstanding
bills of vendors

 Venture capital: Entrepreneur business growth requires financing. This
money may come from the company itself or from outside sources. It is
challenging to raise venture capital.

 Financial insecurity: The amount of salary which an entrepreneur can
pay him or herself may go up or down; it totally depends on how well
business is performing. Generally, new startups or businesses don’t make
profit in the beginning, so paying remuneration could be a challenger. During
contingency situations or tough times, entrepreneur has to put more money
into the business just to pay salary of  employees.
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5.3 PROBLEMS RELATED TO REGISTRATION

Registration procedure is another problem faced by entrepreneurs. The process is
often long and painful. Various legal formalities are to be completed for setting up
a small scale unit. Registration of small scale industrial unit is not compulsory in
India. However, registration with the State Directorate of Industries or District
Industry Centre facilitates obtaining assistance from the government. The registration
of small scale units is done in two stages namely:

 Provisional registration

 Permanent registration

In case of a small scale unit, a subsidiary which is owned or controlled by
any kind of undertaking, is subject to the normal licensing provisions under the
Industries Development and Regulation Act, 1951. Provisional registration is made
before the setting up of unit and permanent registration is done after the unit
commences production.

The registration is discussed as follows:

Provisional registration

A potential entrepreneur can go for provisional registration even when he is
planning to set up his unit. In order to get a registration, an application in the
prescribed form is to be submitted. Provisional certificate is issued within a week
of applying, except in the case where proposed unit is one which needs those
raw materials which the government has declared as non-available due to shortage
of the same. The validity of provisional certificate is generally for a year, however,
it can be extended for two or more years on the condition of submission of
certificate by the entrepreneur that he has taken steps for setting up unit, and he
or she requires more time for the completion of the project. Application for
extension must be submitted within time; if it fails to do so, then the registration
can be cancelled. The application for registration of small scale unit should be
submitted to the General Manager, District Industries centre situated in the district
where the unit is to be set up. Various documents required for provisional
registration and are listed as follows:

 Application on the prescribed form should be duly filled and signed by the
owner, partners or the directors

 Passport size photos of the proprietor/partners/ directors as applicable

 Photocopy of ration card of proprietor/ partners/ directors who have signed
the application

 Photocopy of the partnership deed if the unit is a partnership firm

 Photocopy of the Memorandum and Article of Association in case of a
company

The provisional certificate will entitle the small scale unit to:

 Apply for a shed in an industrial estate or developed site in an industrial
area and material for the construction of a shed
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 Apply to the Corporation/Municipality/Panchayat or other local authorities
for permission to construct the shed

 Apply for power and water connections

 Apply for financial assistance to State Finance Corporation (SFC)/
nationalized banks and other financial institution on the basis of project
report as may be required by them

 Apply to the National Small industries Corporation (NSIC)/Small Scale
Industries Corporation (SSIC) and other institutions for processing
machinery

 Make firm arrangement for working capital resources with banks and other
financial institutions

 Obtain sales tax excise duty and registrations.

 Take other steps that may be necessary to set up the unit

 Apply for import of raw material

Essentially certificate can be issued on the basis of provisional registrations
if Directorate of Industries is satisfied of the fact that effective steps have been
taken by the entrepreneur for the setting up of unit. However, subsequent licences
will be issued only after the final registration.

Municipal license

The next logical step is to obtain municipal license. Thereafter, registration with the
central and State Sales Tax Department is done. An entrepreneur is required to
submit periodical returns to these departments. If the small scale unit comes within
the preview of Factories Act i.e. employees, then, registration with Inspector of
Factories will be required, failing which the unit has to be registered under the
shop and Establishment Act, wherever applicable.

Permanent registration

Provisional registration facilitate the process of setting up of unit by the entrepreneur.
After the construction of factory, purchasing and installing of machinery and pollution
control equipments, obtaining of license from Municipal Corporation or other local
authorities, the entrepreneur can proceed ahead and can further apply for permanent
registration of his unit.

The application for permanent registration is to be made on the prescribed form
with the following documents:

 Rent recipe or no objection certificate from landlord or photocopy of the
house tax receipt in the name of small scale unit

 Photocopy of municipal license

 If power connection is not in the name of the unit, then a ‘no subjection
certificate’ from the connection holder along with proof of quantum of power
installed in home of connection holder and power consumption bill

 Photocopy of sale bill of each item

 Photocopy of purchase invoice of machinery
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 In case of company, photocopy of memorandum of association and
certificate of incorporation

 Photocopy of approved scheme and project report, if the unit is assembling
or manufacturing

 An affidavit in the prescribed performa which should be duly attested by
Public Notary.

Registration with DGS and D/NSIC

A small scale unit can also be registered with the Director General of Supplies and
Disposal (DGS and D) national small industries Corporation, if it wants to avail
the benefit of purchases made for government office. For this purpose application
should be submitted on the prescribed form along with following documents:

 Copies of balance sheet and profit and loss account for the best three years

 Income tax clearance certificate

 Ownership document in respect of firm’s factory and machinery

 Copies in Form A, in case of partnership firm

 Copies of Memorandum and Articles of Association, in case of a company

Cancellation of registration

The registration of small scale unit can be cancelled on the following basis:

 The unit remained closed continuously for more than one year.

 The unit fails to give full and true information required by the registering
authority at various intervals of time.

 The unit has not utilised the raw-material allocated to it.

However, the affected unit is at liberty to file appeal against cancellation of
registration.

Exemptions from licensing

Section 11 of the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act (IDR) states that
any industrial undertaking cannot be established without a license. After obtaining
of the license, the undertaking has to adhere to various rules which are laid by the
central government under section 30. According to IDR Act, Industrial license
would be required for the following purposes:

 Establishment of a new undertaking

 Substantial  expansion

 Production of a new product

 Changing the location of an industrial undertaking

In order to maintain the viability and strength of small scale units/ undertakings
section 11 B of IDR Act, SSI are exempted from licensing provisions of the Act.
Section 10, 11, 11A and 13 of the IDR Act would not be applicable to small scale
units, subject to the following conditions:

 The articles manufactured are not included in Schedule I or Schedule II to
the notification of new Industrial Policy, dated 24-7-91 or,
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 The articles manufactured are included in Schedule III to the notification
dated 24-7-91.

Schedule I: It relates to items which are reserved for manufacture by public sector
undertakings.

Schedule II: It includes those industries which are kept under compulsory licensing.

Schedule III: The Small scale industries may manufacture those items which are
included in schedule III.

Schedule III: These are exclusively reserved for such sector even if they happen
to be included in Schedule II.

Memorandum with SIA

The small scale and ancillary units are not required to file the Memorandum with
the Secretariat for Industrial Assistance (SIA) for setting up of new project or
substantial expansion and at the time of commencement of commercial production.

Let us discuss some other requirements:

 Carry on Business (COB) License: All undertakings other than small
scale industrial undertakings which are engaged in the manufacturing of items
reserved for exclusive manufacture in the small scale sector are exempted
from the operations of Section 29 B of IDR Act but subject to a condition.
As per the condition, such undertakings have to export minimum of 50 per
cent of the new or additional production. The Government has decided to
exempt export- oriented units (EOUs) from obtaining industrial licence,
they manufacture items reserved for small scale units. The exemption would
be available only if they had a foreign equity component of over 24 per
cent.

If existing small scale and ancillary undertakings exceeds their investment
ceiling in plant and machinery (which is 1 crore in case of small scale industry
and ancillary industry) by virtue of natural growth needs to apply for and
obtain a carry on business (COB) License.

 Industrial Entrepreneur Memorandum (IEM): If any existing small scale
or ancillary industry which is engaged in the manufacture of items and are
exempted from compulsory industrial licensing or items not reserved for
small scale industries, they are not required to obtain COB License. Such
industries, are named as de-licensed industries and are required to file an
IEM to the Secretariat for Industrial Assistance (SIA), Department t of
Industrial Policy and Promotion, Ministry of Industry, New Delhi. They
should also obtain an industrial licence if they are manufacturing items covered
under compulsory licensing.

 Integration of Small and large Industries: In order to improve the
competitive strength of small scale industries, it is imperative to constantly
improve and modernize the technique of production.

The entrepreneur can conclude an agreement with a collaboration for import
of technology or in respect of technical transfer without obtaining any
clearance from the government provided that royalty payment does not
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exceed 5 per cent of domestic sales and 8 per cent on exports. If, however
lump sum payment is involved in the import of technology, the proposal
would require government clearance.

 State Regulations: The state government in its executive capacity is entitled
to lay down the policies and preferences in the interest of the economy. The
state government has the right to grant fiscal benefits by way of exemption
from sales tax, concessional tax. The government may modify its industrial
policy and grant, withdraw or modify fiscal benefits and exemptions granted
from time to time.

 Environmental clearance: The items which are reserved for small scale
sector and need investments which are less than a crore are exempted from
obtaining environmental clearance from the Central Government. However,
entrepreneurs are required to obtain necessary clearance from the
environment angle before setting up an industrial project.

Small scale industries are also exempted from taking the prior approval of
Pollution Control Boards before starting operations except for seventeen heavily
polluting categories. Exempted industries simply have to get acknowledgement of
the application form by the Central Pollution Control Board. Such industries with
a low pollution load are not required to obtain periodic renewal consent until the
unit changes its process. However, the small scale industries which fall in the
category of heavy pollution load will have to take the prior approval of the consent
to operate. The government also helps the small scale units in setting up
environmental friendly plants and helps by providing financial assistance.

Heavily polluting categories include the following types of industries:

 Sugar

 Fertilizer (nitrogenous/phosphatic)

 Cement

 Fermentation and distillery

 Aluminium

 Petrochemicals

 Thermal power

 Caustic soda

 Oil refineries

 Tanneries

 Cooper smelter

 Zinc smelter

 Iron and steel

 Pulp and paper

 Dye and dye intermediaries

 Pesticides manufacturing and formulation

 Basic drugs and pharmaceuticals
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Regulation of acceptance of loan

Section 58A of the Companies Act, 1956, and the companies (Acceptance and
Deposits) rules prescribe the limits, the manner and the conditions which explains
the subject to which deposits may be invested or accepted by a company either
from the public or from its members. In other words, the law lay down various
ways in which deposits have to be invested or accepted by a company.

Small scale industrial units registered under the companies Act, 1956 and the
Acceptance of Deposit Rules provided the following conditions which should be
fulfilled:

 The paid-up capital of the company does not exceed Rs 25 lakhs

 The company accepts deposits from not more than 100 persons

 There is no invitation to public for deposits

 The amount of deposit accepted by the company doesn’t exceed Rs 20
lakhs or the amount of its paid up capital, whichever is less

The Factories Act

The Factories Act, 1948 is a comprehensive piece of legislation which covers all
aspects regarding factories, right from registration of factories, the inspecting
authorities, provision regarding health, safety, welfare, working hours, employment
of adult, adolescent, child, annual leave and penalties.

The main objective of the Factories Act is to ensure healthy and safe working
conditions for workers. The act protects the workers from being subject to undue
bodily strain or manual labour.

The Act extends to the whole of India including the State of Jammu and
Kashmir. It applies to all the factories defined in the Act including small scale
industries and factories belonging to central or any State Government with otherwise
expressly excluded.

The main provisions of this Act are as follows:

 Definition of factory: Factory refers to any kind of premises including the
precincts where manufacturing process is carried on and the number of
workers is ten or more than ten. Some of the premises like saw mill, railway
workshop also fall under the category of factories.

 Health: Section 11 to 20 in the Factories Act, 1948 deal with the health of
workers in a factory. The objective behind these provision is to provide
healthy working conditions in the factories. Our constitution requires the
respective state to make provisions for securing healthy conditions of people
working in the factory. The state is required to protect the interests of the
workers by taking into consideration the following points:

o Cleanliness

o Disposals of wastes and effluents

o Ventilation and temperature

o Dust and fume

o Artificial humidification
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o Overcrowding

o Light

o Drinking water

o Latrines and urinals

o Spittoons

o Safety of workers

Safety is another basic and primary requirements in a factory. Unless the worker is
ensured safety of work, smooth working in the factory cannot be ensured. The
Act provides for the following provisions relating to safety of workers:

 Fencing of machinery

 Trained males should only work near the machineries. Women or people
below the age of eighteen are not required to clean lubricate or adjust any
part of the machinery while it is in motion.

 Prohibition of young persons to work at any dangerous machines

 Maintenance of striking gear and devices for cutting off power

 Prohibition of employing women and children near cotton openers

 Proper hoists and lifts

 Safety on revolving machinery, lifting machines, chains and ropes

 Proper maintenance of floors, stairs and means of access

 Precautions against dangerous fumes, gases  and so on

 Proper precautions against in case of fire

 Safety of buildings and machinery

 Appointment of safety officers

Welfare of workers

Factories should also adopt welfare measures to improve labour productivity so
as to motivate them and should build cordial relations among the employees. Various
provisions regarding welfare under the Act are as follows:

 Working facilities

 Facility for storing and drying clothes

 Facilities for sitting

 First aid appliances

 Canteen (where number of workers is 250 or more)

 Shelters, rest rooms and lunch rooms

 Welfare officers

Other provisions

It includes provisions related to working hours. It should also decide the weekly
holidays, compensatory holidays, and rules regarding night shifts, prohibition of
overlapping shifts, and extra wages for overtime.
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Duties of the employer

Under the Act, the State Government is empowered to make it obligatory for
every occupier to perform the following functions:

 Obtain approval, licence and registration of factory; failure to apply for
registration of the factory and a licence amounts to an offence.

 The occupier is required to serve a notice of at least fifteen days before the
work starts to the Chief Inspector. The notice must contain the details
regarding name and address of the occupier and factory, the address for
communication, total horse power installed and name of the manager of the
factory.

 Ensure that the workers are healthy, working in a safety environment. It
should also aim at maintaining the welfare of all workers while they are at
work in the factory.

 Ensure that the articles and substances for use in factory are designed and
constructed in such a way that they are safe and without risk to the health
and the workers.

 Display notice, maintain registers and records prescribed under the act and
submit necessary returns to the government.

 Report fatal and other accidents and occupational diseases, if contracted
by any workmen, to the prescribed authority.

Tax considerations or tax benefits to small scale units

Taxation system in a country aims at raising of resources, reducing inequalities in
different income categories and at the same time facilitates the promotion of the
interests of industrial sector of the country. Small scale entrepreneur are confronted
with a member of problems right from the inception of their enterprises and these
are inadequate credit facility, infrastructural bottlenecks, technology obsolescence
and competitive environment and so on. Small scale units deserve to be given
preferential treatment while framing the taxation policy. These units should be given
the necessary support and assistance which will enable them to survive and prosper
in a competitive environment.

Income Tax

Income tax benefits available to SSIs are tax holiday, depreciation, allowance, and
development rebate and rehabilitation allowance which are discussed as follows:

1. Tax holidays

Under Section 80 J of the Income Tax Act, 1961, new industrial undertakings
including small scale industries are exempted from the payment of income tax on
their profits subject to a maximum of 6 per cent per annum of their capital employed.
This exemption in tax is allowed for a period of five years from the commencement
of production. A small scale unit can avail of this tax exemption only after satisfying
the following two conditions:

(a) The unit should not have been formed by spitting or reconstruction of an
existing unit.
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(b) The unit should employ at least ten workers in the manufacturing process
with power or at least twenty workers without power.

2. Depreciation

Under section 32 of Income Tax Act of 1961, a small scale unit is entitled to a
deduction on depreciation account on block of assets as per the prescribed rates.
In case of small scale unit a deduction from actual cost of plant and machinery is
allowed up to Rs 20 Lakhs. The depreciation amount on assets is calculated by
the diminishing balance method. Where assets are acquired before the accounting
year, depreciation is calculated on written down value. Extra shift allowance is
available for the plant until machinery used in manufacturing in double or triple
shifts. A small scale unit should satisfy the following conditions for becoming eligible
to avail depreciation allowance:

 The assesse must be the owner of the assets for which depression allowance
is sought.

 The assets must be actually used for the business or profession of the assesse.

 Depreciation allowance is allowed only on fixed assets like plant and
machinery, building and furniture and not for other capital assets.

 All the required particulars must be furnished to the Income Tax Officer as
required under Section 34 (1) of Income Tax Act, 1961.

3. Rehabilitation allowance

Under Section 33 B of the Income Tax Act, 1961, rehabilitation allowance is
granted to the small scale unit whose business is discontinued on account of the
following conditions:

 Floods, typhoon, hurricane, cyclone, earthquake or other natural calamities

 Civil disturbance

 Explosion or accidental fire

 Action taken in combating an enemy

The rehabilitation allowance must be used within three years of unit’s
reestablishments reconstruction or revival. The rehabilitation allowance is allowed
to the unit to the extent 60 per cent of the amount of deductions allowable to the
unit.

Amortization of preliminary expenses

Under Section 35 D of Income Tax Act, 1961, Indian companies and resident
people are allowed to write off the preliminary and development expenses incurred
by them in connection with the setting up of a new industrial unit or extension of
existing industrial unit. Preliminary expenses can be in the shape of preparation of
feasibility or project report, conducing market survey, engineering service and
legal charges for drafting agreements.
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Expenditure on scientific research

Section 35 of Income Tax Act, 1961 allows the following deductions:

 Any expenditure, which is not a part of capital expenditure and is instead
incurred on scientific research related to business.

 Any amount paid to scientific research association or university, college,
institution or to a public company for undertaking scientific research.

Sales Tax

State governments, in order to encourage small scale units, give concession or
sales tax exemption on the sale of their finished production for a period of three to
fifteen years. Various state governments have given such benefits to small scale
units and includes the states of Uttar Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Sikkim,
Karnataka, Meghalaya, Gujarat, Nagaland, Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab and
Maharashtra.

Other Taxes

State governments exempt small scale industries from payment of stamp duty in
respect of land allotted by the government for the setting up of new enterprises.
Even plant and machinery, equipments, raw material, packaging material of new
units are exempted from payment of octroy and other local taxes. The states that
offer such type of benefits includes the states of Jammu and Kashmir, Sikkim,
Daman, Karnataka, Meghalaya, Gujarat, Nagaland, Rajasthan, Haryana, Manipur
and Maharashtra.

5.4 ADMINISTRATION PROBLEM

Let us now discuss some of the internal challenges faced by entrepreneurs in their
organization.

HRM

Recruiting skilled employees in various functional areas is necessary to make the
growth effort successful. To make strategic decisions, experienced people should
be there at the management level. After skilled employee’s recruitment, team building
is next step, this becomes a difficult task, when entrepreneur never run or managed
a team before. Even if an entrepreneur has a team management experience,
choosing the right team for a startup is stressful and difficult task.

Choosing the right candidate who can perform certain role efficiently will
not be enough, it is necessary to consider cost to the business, fitment with
organizations culture and team spirit. These types of considerations are exceptionally
challenging when entrepreneur is under the pressure of filling those positions as
soon as possible due to urgent business requirement.

Production

A growing business always needs skilled employees in different functional areas
like trained workers in case of a manufacturing venture. To adapt with changes in
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dynamic and competitive world existing labour need to be trained with new skills
related to production and operation. In this case entrepreneurs have different
challenges mentioned as below

 Managing capacity and demand

 Inventory control

 Improving efficiency at production plant by applying various techniques like
kaizen, kanban.

 Coping with advance technology challenges in production.

 Managing supply chain management.

 Procurement of raw material

Research

Business world is changing very rapidly. Market research will keep business well
informed and updated about its market. A market is a group of potential customers,
people or businesses, who are willing and able to purchase a particular product or
service. Market research is a systematic way to collect and analyze data needed
to make business decisions.

For example, research can be conducted within organizational functional
area and may relate to understanding market, to know customer perception ,to
take decision to start a new business or product extension or  starting new product
line or even research could be done to find out why the sales is stagnated for a
particular product. Hence, research is not just something to do when starting a
new business rather it is to ensure an organization continued success. Research
related to various functional areas and market research needs to be an ongoing
activity.

Practical Challenges of Growing a Business

Growing a business involves practical challenges. Each should be addressed in the
revised business plan:

 Space: A growing business usually requires more physical space. If the
existing building or rooms are not large enough to handle the expansion,
business will have to find additional space.

 Business structure: Sometimes entrepreneurs need to change the
organizational structure of the business—for example, from a sole
proprietorship to a limited liability company or corporation.

 Long hours and hard work: It is not unusual for entrepreneurs to work a
lot of extra hours to make their businesses successful. This is especially true
during the initial start-up process.

 Information Technology (IT): This is the use of computer systems,
hardware, and software to store and manage information. IT demands for
accounting, purchasing, inventory, payroll and other operations will increase
as the business grows and expands its recordkeeping.
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External Problems

Some of the external problem are:

 Infrastructure: The lack of basic infrastructure is one of the biggest
challenges faced by entrepreneurs in India.

 Location: getting a location closer to target market would be challenge
also transport  could be another bottlenecks

  Power and water supply: For efficient plant functioning, uninterrupted
supply of power and water is significant.

 Materials and equipment: Non-availability or irregular supply of critical
raw materials or other inputs could be a challenge for entrepreneurs. Also,
growth of the business may require purchasing more materials, equipment,
and office furniture and supplies. A manufacturing business that wants to
grow must be sure that the supply chain will be able to accommodate the
new demands.

5.5 WAYS TO OVERCOME
ENTREPRENEURIAL PROBLEMS

The following are the solutions to some of the problems faced by entrepreneurs:

1. Cash flow management: Cash flow is essential for the survival of any
business. This is particularly true for small businesses. In order to overcome
this problem, proper budgeting and planning are essential techniques.
However, these are not enough. Another way to ensure cash flow could be
down payment for products and services, which will ensure some amount
of cash flow to pay bills. Other technique one could employ is fast invoice
payment.

2. Hiring employees: It becomes extremely complicated to sift through
thousands of prospective candidates while hiring. In order to avoid this,
post fewer ads on reputed job platforms with specific requirements and
expectations. It is best to avoid general or vague statements. Moreover, try
to screen candidates beforehand by making them take a standard online
test. This will help you save time.

3. Time management: This is perhaps the biggest problem faced by
entrepreneurs. In order to solve this problem, it is best to form a task list or
to-do list with tasks especially oriented towards your goals. It is better to
break down big tasks into smaller ones.

4. Delegating tasks: Delegating work, although sounds easy, is quite difficult.
Most of the times it results in miscommunication, expectation not being met
and extra time consumption. In order to avoid this, delegate tasks to
experienced employees who are well-versed with the overall work. It is
also important to be specific in terms of expectations as vague statements
end up confusing your employees.
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5. Marketing strategy: Marketing strategy is without any doubt crucial for
any enterprise. In case an entrepreneur is not good at it, it is best to hire an
expert. An entrepreneur on their part can provide them with all the details
like budget, goals, etc.

6. Capital: The other challenge that a new business often faces is lack of
funding. This can be solved by loans or through patronage. Nowadays,
there are multiple formal as well as informal funding platforms. These
platforms ranges from a traditional bank loan to Kickstarter campaigns
for funding.

7. Self-doubt: Self-doubt is a bane for any entrepreneur. In the beginning
of any business, failures are expected. However, these failures should be
taken as lessons instead of loss. It is best to discuss your goals and
aspirations with an experienced entrepreneur, who can guide you
practically. Having unrealistic dreams and expectations from an enterprise
can be harmful.

Challenges are common when it comes to entrepreneurship. However,
tenacity and focus can help face these challenges or at least make them less
frightening. One should understand that struggle is an inevitable part of the whole
enterprise.

Check Your Progress

1. What is the biggest challenge faced by entrepreneurs?

2. What are the types of registration processes?

3. State the main objective of the Factories Act.

4. What are the conditions under which a small scale unit can be exempted
from tax?

5.6 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Lack or low personal capital is the biggest challenge faced by entrepreneurs.

2. There are two types of registration process namely:

(a) Provisional registration

(b) Permanent registration

3. The main objective of the Factories Act is to ensure healthy and safe working
conditions for workers.

4. The conditions by which a small scale unit can be exempted from tax are as
follows:

(a) The unit should not have been formed by spitting or reconstruction of
an existing unit.

(b) The unit should employ at least ten workers in the manufacturing process
with power or at least twenty workers without power.
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5.7 SUMMARY

 Today’s competitive business world brings many challenge  to entrepreneurs.
In spite of a blooming start up ecosystem, it is impossible to ignore the
challenges that act as roadblocks. Fortunately, advancement in technology
in contemporary times have made it easier to entrepreneurs with more
resources for tackling those problems than ever before.

 Every entrepreneur business wishes to promote their business in all possible
ways. Marketing plans and programs are made to promote the business. It
is challenging for an entrepreneur to initiate different types of marketing
efforts.

 Most of the young entrepreneurs face financial challenge. Lack or low
personal capital is the biggest challenge faced by entrepreneurs.

 Small scale industries plays a crucial role in the economic development of a
country. Various legal formalities are to be completed for setting up a small
scale unit.

 In case of a small scale unit, a subsidiary which is owned or controlled by
any kind of undertaking, is subject to the normal licensing provisions under
the Industries Development and Regulation Act, 1951.

 Provisional registration facilitate the process of setting up of unit by the
entrepreneur.

 A small scale unit can also be registered with the Director General of Supplies
and Disposal (DGS and D) national small industries Corporation, if it wants
to avail the benefit of purchases made for government office.

 The small scale and ancillary units are not required to file the Memorandum
with the Secretariat for Industrial Assistance (SIA) for setting up of new
project or substantial expansion and at the time of commencement of
commercial production.

 The state government has the right to grant fiscal benefits by way of exemption
from sales tax, concessional tax.

 The Factories Act, 1948 is a comprehensive piece of legislation which covers
all aspects regarding factories, right from registration of and the inspecting
authorities and so on.

 The main objective of the Factories Act is to ensure healthy and safe working
conditions for workers.

 Factories should also adopt welfare measures to improve labour productivity
so as to motivate them and should build cordial relations among the
employees

 Taxation system in a country aims at raising of resources, reducing inequalities
in different income categories and at the same time facilitates the promotion
of the interests of industrial sector of the country.
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 Challenges are common when it comes to entrepreneurship. However,
tenacity and focus can help face these challenges or at least make them less
frightening. One should understand that struggle is an inevitable part of the
whole enterprise.

5.8 KEY TERMS

 Companies Act: It is an act of the Parliament of India which regulates the
incorporation of a company, responsibilities of a company, directors and
dissolution of a company.

 Environmental Clearance: It is the procedure to get clearance from the
government for the ‘installation’ and ‘modification’ of certain projects.
It is mandatory for the projects which can cause high environmental
pollution.

 HRM: It is the term used to describe formal systems devised for the
management of people within an organization.

 Time Management: It is the process of planning and exercising conscious
control of time spent on specific activities, especially to increase effectiveness,
efficiency, and productivity.

 Tax Holiday: It is a temporary reduction or elimination of a tax. It is
synonymous with tax abatement, tax subsidy or tax reduction.

5.9 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. What are the various marketing challenges faced by entrepreneurs?

2. What are the documents required in case of provisional registration?

3. Write a short note on the process of permanent registration.

4. Why is obtaining an industrial licence important for a business?

Long Answer Questions

1. Describe the process of filing the memorandum with the SIA.

2. Explain the different administration problems faced by an entrepreneur.

3. Discuss the various tax considerations or benefits to small scale units in
India.

4. Explain the various ways to solve the problems faced by entrepreneurs.
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